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'In the Name of God, the Merciful, 
the Compassionate. ... And We have 
charged man concerning his parents 
- his mother bore him in weakness 
upon weakness, and his weaning was 
in two years - "Be thankful to Me, 
and to thy'parents; to Me is-the 
homecoming. ' 

2ý 11 Cýý I 6-u I 
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IS- 

aj 

-4a*j 
I 

ýu---j 

j Ij 

.. -The Quran, XXXI: 14- 
A. J. Arberry's translation. 

FOR 

MY rATHER AND MOTHER 
With Gratitude, Love, and Respect 

LL=41 
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FOREWORD 

The subject of this thesis was accepted by the Department of 

ýZnglish Language, University of Liverpool, in 1963. Financial N 

difficulties, however, prevented me from coming to Liverpool until 

1969 when a generous scholarship from the Calouste Gulbenkian 

Foundation, Lisbon, made it possible for my plans to materialize. 

I am indebted to Professor Simeon Potter, who at that time granted 

me admission, and to the British Councill Baghdad, who made all the 

necessary contacts on my behalf. I wish to express my sincere gratitude 

to Professor J. E. Cross, who, in his own words, was 'willing to honour 

Professor Potter's pledge' and accepted me in 1969, and who, throughout 

the period of my work at his Department as a research student, showed 

extreme kindness to me and gave me great encouragement and valuable 

advice. 

Mrs. K. Helen Bishop was my supervisor for two yearsq and Dr. 

W. J. Martinlof the Department'of Archaeology and Oriental Studies, 

supervised the Arabic aspect of the work for one years before his 

retirement; I deeply thank them for their guidanceq helps and kindness. 

My sincere thanks are due to Mr. N. F. Blake, who supervised the work 

in'the third and busiest yearl for going through all the work which 

had been done in the previous two yeýrs as well as that which was 

written in the third year. The present work owes much to his valuable 

advice and scholarly guidance. 
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I am grateful to M. FeliX Lecoy, of the College de Francel for 

his kind replies to my queries on the French dictionaries and other 

related problems. Similarly, I thank Professor C. A. Mayer and Dr. 

-J. Linskill of the Department of French, University of Liverpoolq 

for their kind advice on French dictionaries and other references. 

I should like to express my deep gratitude to my sister for her 

unfailing help in many respectsl particularly by sending-me references 

and providing me with quotations from RJ and Ad (see AýBREVIATIONS). 

Mr. D. H. Varley, the University Librariant and Mr. A. G. Newell, 

of the Department of Accessions, helped me very much by providing 
I ýe witý the Arabic. dictionaries I needed; to them I offer my sincere 

thanks. Also, I thank Mr. AIN. Ricketts, Superintendent of the Harold 

Cohen Library, and his efficient staff for their extensive help. 

A special word of acknowledgement is due to Mr. R. W., Welbourng, of the 

Re-classification Team, and to Mr. B. O'Neill, of the Cataloguing 

Department, for their advice on bibliographical problems. 

I also thank the librarians of the British Museum, Londong and the 

School of Oriental. and African Studies, -University of London, and the 

staff of the University of London. Library Depository, Eghamg for their 

kind help during my visits. 

I am very grateful to Mrs. V. G. Dodd and Mrs. J. Welford for typing 

the thesis, apart from the Arabic, and to Mr. Riy9d ad-DurUblq of the 
0 

Islamic Cultural Centre, London, for providing me with a. personal* 

Arabic typewriterl which has helped make the work look 
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I should like to thank my wife very much for her kind help in 

reading the typescript in spite of her busy life with four little 

children, and for her continuous encouragement and many other 

kindnesses throughout the time when I was preoccupied with this 
I 

work. 

Finally, I must thank the Iraqi Ministry of Defences and particularly 

the Directorate of Military Training, for nominating me for the 

Gulbenkian scholarship, and the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation for their 

generous scholarship. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

Standard abbreviations and abbreviations that occur in 
quotations and dictionary lemmas are notg as a ruleg included 
in this table. 

A Al-CArabl. (see p. 40, I). 

Ad Al-Ad1b. (see p. 40.1). 

A, H Anno Hegirae, in the year of the Hegira. 

AK Idr1s, YUsuf. Alaisa Kadhglik? (see p. 40 2). 
V; 

-ALDCE The Advanced tearner's Dictionary of Current 
English. (see P-385)- 

, Amer. American. 

im. sp. American Spee6h. (see P-392), 

APT. Sp4rbei, Hans,. & Trittschuh, Travis. 
American Political Terms: An Historical 
Dictionar ., (see P-387). 

Ar, Arabic. 

AS Anglo-Saxon. 

B, Al-Balad (see p. 40, I). 

. Bd Al-BadVi4 (see p. 401). 

BDPF Brewer, Ebenezer Cobham. Brewer's 
DictionarX of Phrase and Fable. (see P-386). 

Bot. in Botany. 

Biol. in Biology. 

BolchW Bolch I Oscarq & Wartburgj Walther von. 
Dictionnaire 4tymologigue de la langue 
frangaise. (see P-388)- 

CE Chamber S, s Encyclopaedia. (see P-390). 
0 



CEDEL Klein, Ernest* A 
Dictionarv of tl: e- 

viii 

hensive Etymological --- 
h Language* (see P. 3bb). 

CEL Cassell's Encyclopaedia of Literature. 
(see P-390)- 

CG Catalogue general des livres imprimes da 
la biblioth6que nationale. (see P-391). 

Chem. in Chemistry. 

Da. Danish. 

DA Mathews, Mitford. ed. 
'A 

Dictionary of 
Americanisms on Historical Principles. 
(see P-386). 

DC Partridge, Eric. A Dictionary of Cliches. 
(see P-387). 

DG- Hatzfeld, Adolphe, & Darmesteter, Ars4ne. 
Dictionnaire general de la languefrangaise. 
(see p. 369). 

DL Tieghem, Philippe van, & Josserand, Pierre* 
Dictionnaire des Litteratures. (see P-391)- 

DLF- Di-etibnnaire des lettres frangaises. 
(see P-391). 

jDMWA Wehr-j-"Hans. A DictionarZ of Modern Written 
Arabia. (see p. 40-5; ý, ' 

, DVW Reifek, Mdry. Dictionary of New Words. 
(see P-387). . -- 

, DNWE Bdrg, 'Pdul C. --' A Dictionary of New Words 
in Eng31sh (see -p-. --37r67. 

Du. Dutch. 
_ 

E. English. 

EB Encyclopaedia Britannica. (see p-391)- 

ed. edition/editor. 

-Ego Egyptian. 
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EI Encyclopaedia of Islam. (see P-391). 

Electr. in electrical terminology. ' 

engl. English. 

EPPP Apperson, G. L. English Proverbs and 
Proverbial Phrases. (see p. 386). 

F. French. 

fig. - figurative (4, gurement in French dictionaries). 

LE figuratively. 

G* German". 

Geom. in Geometry. 

Gk Greek. 

I Godefroy/Godef. 'Godefroyg'Fre*derio. Dictionnaire de 
l1ancienne langue frangaise. (see POW- 

Gr. Greek. 

Gr, Lar. Grand Larousse Encyclop4dique. (see P-388). 

Al-HJJFL1. '' (see p. 40.2). 

Harrap EF Harrap's Standard French and Enalish 
Dictionary. Part Two, 

__, 
English-French. 

. (see P-389). 

Harrap FE Harrap's Standard French and EnRlish 
Dictionary. Part_Oneq FrencT--English. 
(see . 389). 

Vmus, ý 'Abd al-H6ýmld. Uikgygt Intikhabiyya. 
_ (see p. 406). 

-Hist. in the Historical apparatus in Littrg., 

HSU Habashj, Tla-a a-n. Al-Harb aý-gallbiyya O A1415. (seýe p. 40.2). ' 

Icel. Icelandic, 
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IH Mahdi, tAbd al-(Azlz & al-Los, Bashir. 
. 
(Ilm al- 

Haiawan. (see p. 
Zý. 

IN Khayyat, Jacfar & Mahdil 'Abd al-'Azlz. (Ilm an- 
Va-blit. *(see p. 

403). 

Ir. Iraqi. 

it. Italian I tal. 

i Al-JumhUriyya (see. p. 402)-'. 

JA Ad-DabbR. Eh, '(Abd al-Wah9b; al-Khayyat, Iýasan; 
etc. Al-JuahrafyFL al-lXmma. Tsee p: 402). 

Al-Kitab (see p. 403)- 

KA 

KFIFP 

Kluge 

KM 

Lane 

LDCE 

.:. 
Al-Jam'il, Ibr5h1m Ismý 4119& Werdl, FarajullFth. 
Al-Klmy ' al-4ý. mma. (see p. 402). 

Kettridge, J. 0. French Idioms and Figurative 
Phrases. (see P-389). 

Kluge, Friedrich 0 Etymologisches WUrterbuch der 
Deutschen Sprache. (see p. 390). 

Al-Mtib al-Mif? rl. (see p. 403)- 

Latin. 

Laneq Edward William. An Arabic-English Lexicon. 
(see P-385). 

A Learner's Dictionary of Current English. 
(see P. 3'96). - 

LF La librairie frangaise: Catalogue ge e des 'n'ral 
ouvrages parus du 10r janvier 194 au jer 
janvier 1956- (see p-391). 

LIAM Al-HbLrrgwl, (Abd as-Sam! ( Salim. Lu at 
al-Idgra al-(A=a fl Misr fi 11-Qarn at-Tas: ý4Ashar. 
(see p-402). 

lit. literal. 

lit. literally. 

Littre Littre, E. Dictionnaire de la langue frangaise,. 
(see P-389). 
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m 

M-2 

IIA 

MEU/G 

MLS 

mm 

Enr 

Mq 

lirf 

Ilth 

Ei 

Hwd 

NAD 

NOM 

Al-Munjid fi 'l-Lafxha- (see p. 4o4). 

Al-Munjid fi 11-Lu,, =, a: Supplcment entitled 
Al-Munj d fi 'l-A419m. (see p. 404). 

Al-ILajalla al-6Askariyya. (see p. 403)- 

IajmUcat al-Buhlith wa '1-11uh3clarat. (vee p. 404). 

Fowler, H. W. A Dictionary of Modern English 
Usage, revised by Sir Ernest Gowers. (se e P-3b6)- 

Ministry of Defence, Government of Iraq. 

ýLl-Mu(Jam al-cAskarl. (see p. 404). 

Mu'tamar Lijan as-Silm. (see p. 404). 

Majmac al-Luyha al-lArabiyya. Ma*mU(at al- 
1--lustalahat al-(Ilmiyya wa 'l-Fanniyya ate. 
(--;; P-403)- 

NED (Supps) 

ObEE 

OED Now Supp. 

Al-ManRr. (see p. 404). 

Karmi, Hasan S. Al-Manar: In English-Arabic 
-Dictionary. (see-P-740-35. 

Al-ITuqtataf,. (see p. 404). 

Al-14alUrif. (see P. 403)- 

Al-Muthaqqaf. (see p. 4(A). 

Al-Mu(jam al-WasrLt. (see P-385). 

Balalbakis Munir. Al-Mawrid: A Modern English- 
Arabic Dictionary. (see p. 401ý7. 

NaBhrat al-&Abir ad-M Lhiliyya. (see p*405) 

The New Centur_y-qyclopedia of Names-(see P-391)- 

A New English Dictionary on Historical 
Principles -(-S-up2lem6-n-ýtj. (see p. 3bb). 

Notes and Queries. (see P-396). 

_Oxford 
Dictionary of English EtymologZ. 

(see p. 367-). - 'N. 
A Supplement to the Oxford English Dictionary. 
(see New English Dictionary, p,, 386). 
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OF. 

ON. 

Phys 

G. A 

QAY 

Qiii 

Old French. 

Old Norse. 

in Physics. 

Eliasj Elias A., & Elias, E. E. Al-Qgmas 
al-fAqrl. (see p. 402). 

Ash-Shgml', A4mad Mu4ammad Qisuat al-Adab 
f'T-'! --Yemen. (see P. 405i. 

Mazhart Ismail. Qamus al-Jumal wa ll-'Ibgrgt 

al-IptilRýi_yya. (see p. 404)- 

QS 'Atiyyatullgh, Aýmad. Al-QrLmUs_ as-SiyELs! t. 
(see P. 401). 

RJ Ar-Risgla al-Adida. (see p. 405). 

Robert (Supp. )* Robert, Plul. Dictionnaire alphab4tique et 
analogique de A langue frangaise (Suppl6ment). 
(see p. 389). 

S As-Siy5sa. (see p. 405)- 

SBPMFP Stevenson, Barton. Stevenson's Book of 
Proverbs, Maxims and Familiar Phrases* 
7-see p-387)- 

SDA Zaiding JurjI. 
(see p. 406). 

Sk 114fUý, NajTb. 

Skeat Skeat, Walter' 
of the-Englis 

SOED (Add. ). Shorter Oxford 

Sw. Swedish. 

ýalFLý, ad-Dln al-AyyUbi. 

As-Sukkarilya. (see p. 403). 

4. An Etymological Dictionary 

. 
Language.. (see p-367)- 

. 
English Dictionary (Addenda). (see p-387 

T At-Ta'rLjLh . (see p. 405). 
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TA Az-Zab! tdl, Mu4ammad Murtaol. 2ý1 al-'Arils,. 
(see P-385). 

Th Ath-Thawra. (see p. 405). 

Theatr. in theatrical usageo 

TTAM Salama, Jirjis. TFtrlkh'at-Ta qTm al-Ajnabi 
fI Migr, etc. (see pp. 40.5 and 407) 

UA Partridge, Eric. Usage and Abusage. 
(see P-387). 

U/c sp. unco=on spelling* 

UDEL Ily1d, HenrytCecil. The Universal Dictionary 
of the English Language. (see P-388)o 

Wartburg Wartburg$ Walther von* FranzCsisches 
Etymologisches WurterbuchF. --(s-ee po399). 

WBD Webster's Biographical Dictionary (see p-392). 

Weekley Weekley, Ernest. An Etymological'Diationary 
of Modern English, (see P-366). 

W1 Al-Waly al-IslFiml,. (see p. 405). 

WNWD Webster's New World Dictionary. (see P-387)-. - 

WTNID Webster's Third New International Dictionaa. 
(see P-387)- 

WU Waly al-(Umiagl. (see P. 405). 

YQ X11FLnl, KFLmil., Yolyos Qaigar. (see p*403)- 
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PHONETIC SYMBOLS 

The letters b, dj f, h, k, 1, m, n, p, r, t, v, z are used 

as phonetic symbols with their usual English values. They 

correspond to the sounds of the following native or adopted 

letters in the Arabic alphabet respectively: c it 4..; c 

j 
V 

Other symbols are used with the values indicated by the 

underlined letters in the key-words opposite them and the native 

or adopted letters in the Arabic alphabet that express them. 

English Sounds 

Consonants 

g as in go Egyptian 

8 as in see LOW 

w as in we 

t, as in church Also 

d3 as in just Egyptian 

as in thank 

as in this 

as in she A 

3 as in measure 

j as in you 

When Z-t-7 and Z-j 2 occur together as independent soundss 
they are separated by a point thus Z-t 

. 
S-7. 
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Vowels and Diphthongs 

Only Vowels and diphthongs used in transcription in this 

work are listed here. 

i: as in see (. S 

i as in this -7- (kasra) 

e as in gat 

m as in bat 

a: as in far 

0 as in hot 

0: as in saw 'I 

U: as in soon .1 

U as in Pat (ýamma) 

A as in up #0 (fatýa) 

a as in proptr (fatýa) 

ai as in high dI 

au as in how 

Arabic Sounds 

In the description of sounds, I have relied mostly on 

W. Wrightb A Grammar of the Arabic Language. The descrip'tions of Z-0,7 

and Z-. T', 7 belong to Dr. W. J. Martin who also suggested to me 

the symbols. 
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an aspirated Z-d, 7, strongly articulated between 

the front part of the side of the tongue and the 

molar teeth. 

0 

S 

x 

x S 

an emphatic form of Z-8-7 produced by the 

expansion of the tongue right across the mouth. 

a strongly articulated guttural Z-S-7. 

as in Scottish loch. 

a voiced counterpart of Zx_7. While Z-x I has 

vocal vibration, f: ý-7 has not. It is like the 

q 

French r. 

a strongly-articulated guttural Z-k.. 7. 

ta strong guttural sound produced by a smart 

compression of the upper part of the winapipe 

I and forcible emission of the breath. 

I 0(hamza)similar to a in ago, but it occurs at the 

beginning, middle, and end of words, 

e ts a long and non-diphthongal Z-e_7. 

Notes: - 

1. The elements in Zej 
-79 

4"ij_7, and CJG, 7 are pronounced 

separately. Z-je-7 is different from the English 

diphthong Z* 191 , as in Z-dife: G ri a_7, diphtheriag and 

Z-zfnia, 7, zinnia, in that the voice does not glide from 

Z'i-7 to Z-6-7 in Arabic, and Zi2 is pronounced a full 

Z-J. 7- 
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2. The mark '**is used to indicate that the following letter is 

syllabic. 

As the system described in this table is used in trans- 

literating from Arabic, the customary use of CI to 

enclose phonetic symbols is restricted in this work to the 

instances where expressing the sound, not transliteration, 

is intended. 

French Sounds 

as in chat 

as in pas 

as in blano 

y as in pruneg eu 

Y: as in mur 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

On English Diqtionaries and General Notes 

I 

1. The definitions of the wordsl combinationsq phrasesq qtc-9 

which are given between brackets, are sometimes taken from 

dictionaries. In such-cases the dictionary concerned is 

referred to, but the lemmas, -if not given, are to be 

found below. 

2. 

3. 

If. 

A definition which is taken with certain adjustment is 

followed by the-abbreviation of its'reference between 

square brackets. 

No appreciable regularization of the lemmas has been 

attempted. The purpose is to render lo'cating words and 

phrases easy according to the system used in the 

dictionaries concerned, as standardizing the le=asin this 

work is of no practical use. SBPMFP uses a system of 

reference in its index whereby a phrase can be located by 

the page number, and the item number in the page. I 

followed this system in referring to this particular work; 

only I_added the heading of the articlej which can be 

considered redundant, taking-it-as useful. 

NED distinguishes certain phrases, and-gives dated quotations 

which include them. In such-casesq-the'phrase is 

considered recorded. from that date. However, there are- 

phrases which occur in quotations but are not distinguished 
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50 

6. 

in the Dictionary as phrases; these are considered 

recorded in a quotation dated... In both casesq the 

earliest quotation is taken, unless the sense is not the 

borrowed one. 

WTNID comes after NED in my list of proper dictionaries. 

But as APT, DA9 DNWE, EPPP, and SBPMFP also give datesl 

they are relied upon in this respect as much as NED 
i- I 

within their scope; the dates given in them, howeverg 

are always compared with those given in NED. DC does 

not as a rule give dates, but its general'information 

is useful, and is therefore indicated when required. 

When NED fails to record a word or an expression, WTNID 

is consulted. WTNID gives no dates, but sometimes refers 

its quotations. Such information, whenever availableg 

is copied alongside the quotation. 

As none of the other dictionaries consulted gives dated 

quotations, it will not be necessary to repeat this'fact 

everýtime they are quoted. 

SuPplements to NED, Littrel Robert, and Gr. Lar. have 

been consulted. Littre's Additions et corrections at the 

end of-Vol. IV and Additions at the end of the SupplSment 

are also consulted. SOED Add. is con8Ult'ed in addition 
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to IEDSu-op. CC)ED-NewSupp. They ITAN?, e been laken into consideration in 

each reference. In cases where it is pointed out i. n tho 

present work that no record is made of a certain sense or 

expression in any of the above dictionariesl it - is meant 

that the -upplements, additions and corrections are 

included. SOLD Add. is considered part of NED in such 

a statement. 

The phrase"- mi, l cembinations are to be understood as 

liter%1 renderings, since any variations or departureu 

from this rule are pointed out in each case. 

All the main words in the expressions (combinations and 

-he dictionaries. In phra: -.. z.. s) have been cl. -icked in 1. 

-ain cases, the words check*-r3 ar- ý*rdicated. cerl. 

The English dictionaries are Laku,: -. in the following 

Ord 

cr: - 

a) (NED, APT, DA, SBPMFPt EPPP, and DNWE) are taken 

as one group, as they give dated quot. ations, 

b) UITNID. 

0) UDEL. 

10. When a name is'given with a question mark between square 

brackets, it means that it is untraceable in the 

encyclopaodias and references available to me. 
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On French Dictionaries 

is WartburG is used as the first reference, but J. t3 dates are 

compared with those of the quotations in LittrO and Robort. 

When any difference is found, the earlier is put in tbo 

text and 1: artburg's indicated in a footnote. 

In the absence of such a footnote, the relianco on any 

other dictionary in the text means that the phrase is noy 

recorded in Artburg. Thp other dictionaries are yukan 

in Ws crder: 1) LAW. 2) Robert. 3) DG. 

4) GrJar. 

3- Ilarrapts versions are pointed out sepirately, whenever 

they differed from those'&-thq other aictionaries. 

All. French versions considerpd ar,. ý Nodern. French 

(unless otherwise indicatedý ana are likely to havo come 

into Arabic through tranclations of worlm cd. -I' this poriod. 

On the Arabic Works 

it Numbers of columno in books and journals are indicated by 

the alphabetsi-a nd those in newspapers by AMC- 
% 

numeralms 

2. 
. The 2nd edition of vol. 1 of Mq is used 

_as 
from the 3rd 

issue. It ic possible that the nuubers of pages of thic 

edition differ from those of the 1stj because all news iter's 

are removed from it. 
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3. 

5. 

The 2nd edition of vol. I of Mn journalg which I use, does 

not distinguish the issues in which it was originally 

published. It is only a collection of the articles which 

the issues of the 1st edition contained. 

Some quotations from Mq and H are given without the number 

of the issue they occur in. This is because notes had 

been made of them long before the system followed in the 

present work was decided ont and the volumes they were 

I 
taken from could not be easily re-obtained. 

The journal K is divided into yearsl each year contains 12 

issues and is divided into two volumesq with continuous 

pagination for each of them starting from 1. Thus Vol, I 

of the first yearpfor instancel starts with issue no#l 

and page no* 1, and Vol. II of the first year starts with 

issue no6 7 and page no. 1. In the quotations taken from 

this journal, the division of years into Vol* I and Vol. II 

is overlooked, and all the volume numbers given refer to 

the years only. It is hoped that the cases wherej for 

instanceg in 1: 6 the page number is 780 and in 1: 7 it is 5 

will cause no confusion. 

The edition used of JurjI Zaidan's novel SDA has no date, 

but as he published his novels by instalments-in H, the 

date of the establishment of this journal and that of his 

death, 1892-1914, are given between square brackets. 
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7. The reprint used of Sk is the 2ndt whichl according tothelistOf t1B 

author's works at the end of the book, appeared in 1958. In* 

the same list the date 1957 is given for the 1st printing# 

Thus for dating I the quotationsq the date 1957 is'given in thO' 

present work, but for the purpose of reference (2nd repr. ) is 

added after the number of the page. 

TTAM and LIAM are used as historical referencesand as 

sources for'linguistic quotations. In the former caseq the 

dates of their publication -are givenj whereas in the latter 

caseq the date when TTAM (an M. A. thesis) was examinedt which 

is given insideq and the date of the introduction to LIAM, 

which ar-Rafigi wrote, are given. 

No dates are given when dictionaries are quoted* 

On the Arrangement of Specimens in the 

Glossary of the Pure Loanwor'ds and 

the Loanblends Section 

The words are arranged according to the English original 

word. The Arabic version(s) are given on a separate linet 

and their pronunciations are given in phonetic script on the 

following line. 

2. Different Arabic versions and -their relative pronunciations 

are separated by slanting lines, Commas separate Possible 

pronunciations of a certain Arabic version* When more than 

one phonetic transcription are given for one Arabic versions 

they are separated by commas. 
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3. Different possible pronunciations are in certain cases, 

compacted by putting within brackets interrupting the 

phonetic transcription just those parts that constitute a 

difference; such parts are separated by slanting line(s)o 

In such a case, the possibilities given between the brackets 

should be incorporated one at a time into the word when 

reading the phonetic transcription. Example: , 

f U: lsk w (b/p) Read: fu: lsk mb and fu: lsk eep. 

When one element is put between such brackets, it means 

that the two versions differ in that one includes this 

element and the other does not. Example: 

op (9) ra Read: o pro I opera* 

In the cases where two existing transliterationsl for 

instance, have two pronunciations loosely applied to either 

of themg the Arabic transliterationsq separated by commasq 

are put between bracketsq and the phonetic transcriptions 

indicating the pronunciations are also put between brackets* 

Example: 

Co=onwealth (I) 

(kom"nwalej ko: minwgle). 

When more than one Arabic version are given, they are 

referred to as 1st, 2ndo etc. from left to rightt as in. 

English* However, compacted versions of loanblends are 
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5. 

it 

referred to as they are-read, from right to left, as in 

where L 

is 1st and is 2nd. 

In the cases where a similar word exists in French, 

German, or Italiang such a word is given between brackets 

alongside the language. Howeverg when a word exists in 

the same - spelling in such languagesq only the sign (0, 

is used between brackets with the abbreviation of the 

language concerned. 

, On the System of Transcription-of-Arabic-Native 

Words and Loanwords from English. -, 

In transliterating names and titles of books from Arabic, 

the system most commonly used by orientalists is followed. 

Thus the Arabic written shape of the word is followed as 

closely as possiblel not its pronunciation in the different 

gra=atical contextsl that is without regarding the 

inflexional forms. Whenever necessaryl the nominative is 

preferred to the other cases. 

As for the definite article, its various pronunciations 

according to the following-letter, ýare-consideredI and its 

-written shape. is- ignored. - 

The following equivalents are used for the Arabic letters 
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and symbols that do not exist in English, or exist in an 

indefinite manner: - 

f or hf or 1% 

af or 8f or 

if or df or 

uf or f or 

th f or f or 

f or f or 

kh for t gh for 

dh for q for 

z for 

2. Apart from names and titles of booksq Arabic native words 

and loanwords from English are transcribed by using 

phonetic symbols which are current in English studies. 

In addition to its being more preciset this method is 

especially useful in reflecting the differences between 

the English and the Arabic pronunciations of loanwords. 

For the symbols used, see table of phonetic symbols. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Preliminary Remarks and Purpose of the Study 

The phenomenon of the influence of one language upon 

another is closely related to that of the influence of a culture 

upon another. Cultures(')are always travelling from place to 

place carrying with them linguistic elements to other peoples 

and influencing their lives as well as their languages in 

various degrees. When the British and the Americans came to 

the Middle Eastern Arab countries 
(2) 

as missionaries and military 

invaders, they brought the English language with them, and its 

standing in the Arab world improved considerably with the 

development of commercial and educational relations with Britain 

and America. Consequently, a process of borrowing from English 

into Arabic started. It was encouraged by various factorsq 

namely insufficient knowledge of their own language among 

Arabic speakers, the absence of a competent body of qualified 
l.. Admittedlyg there is much controversy about the defini on of 

culture, and its coverage has not yet been agreed upon. For 
the purpose of the present work, it has been conpidered as 
'that complex whole which includes knowledge, beliefso artj 
morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits 
acquired by man as a member of society. ' This is E, B. 
Taylor's definition (Primitive Culture, 1.11, Boston, 1874, ) as 
cited by Harry Hoijer Minguistic and Cultural Changell 
Language, XXIVý1948)p-335)- I agree with R6ijer in his 
conclusion that language 'is one of the many"capabilities 
acquired by man as a member of society. "' 

2. The North African Arab countries, except'Egypt and Libyaj 
were under French rule. 



scholars to deal with the problem of establishing e4ýivalentsj 

the lack of Arabic equivalents and the ignorance of such 

equivalents when they exist,. attraction of the English expression 

or image, love for the new and the strange, and a sense of 

inferiority. These factors were later augmented by the emergence 

of the mass-information media, which encouraged, and in certain 

cases relied ont translation, mainly from Englishand employed 

translators'whose Arabic and English were not idiomatic. On the 

other 4andt there were factors that reduced borrowing, such as 

the religious and nationalist spirit which saw in borrowing a 

threat to the purity and continued vitality of the language, lack 

of emotional attachment to English, the phonological and 

morphological differences between the two languages, and the 

differences in the cultural backgrounds of the two nations which' 

influence their modes of expression. 

IC 
PT, a -ef: ý; J. IcLa ýngila-geA ca d7m-ie Do iascus, 1-ounde ngu ý7-Dz F1 iý 7c-(F -Ar ab age Ac de x =ias c0 

Ou 
ýdd'ol 

932 fou 1 ý4ays been ab nc I nded 94 not, al! i 
er ýgLhadad, 

7)have 
OL s atF 919;. 

eat3o 
F9 1 ed--; 

agree on the choice of now words, and their influence has boenlimitec'. 
2, Edward Sapir (Langua 1 pp. 209-210) recognizes this-factor 

"Ind supports it by the following example: IClassical 
Tibetan literature was a slavish adaptation-of Hindu 
Buddhist literature and nowhere has Buddhism implanted 
itself more firmly than in Tibet, yot it is strange how 
few 8anskrit words h4ve found their way into the language. 
Tibetan was highly resistant to the polysyllabic words of 
Sanskrit because they could not automatically fall into 
significant syllables, as they should have in order to 
satisfy the Tibetan feeling for form. Tibetan was there- 
fore driven to translating the great majority of those 
Sanskrit words into native equivalents. The Tibetan 
craving for form was satisfied, though the literally 
translated foreign terms must often have done violence 
to genuine Tibetan idiom. ' 

- mlký 



Although in certain cases there has been a counter 

tendency, the trend has been to avoid the adoption of foreign 

phonemic and morphemic construction and to prefer shift of 

sense of Arabic morphemes. However, one must not overlook 

the fact that Arab scholars have also introduced neologisms 

created according to the established rules of native 

linguistic development and semantic change. Thus, for 

examplej modern Arabic has from such efforts- t_i: LA , caller, 

for telephone; ;, ol"*, diver, for submarine; flyer, 

for aeroplane; mover, for engine; and many others. 

Arabic idiomatic equivalents have also been found for 

iEnglish expressions, etc. 

The, present work is an attempt to analyze from the 

linguistic, point of view the aspects-of-borrowing from 

English into Arabic, which present-one side-of the cultural 
influence of the contact with the British on the development 

of Arabic. The other sideg-which shows no borrowing at 

allt but prese'nts native development under the British 

cultural impactq falls outside the scope of this work. 

Naturallyt both sides form one aspect of the far-reaching 

cultural influence of the. British on the Arab East. 

3 



If 

HOw English Elements Found Their Way into Arabic 

Historical Account and Review of Means 

In order to understand the nature of borrowing from English into 

Arabic and even to decide on its very existenceg it is necessary to study 

the relations between English and Arabic against a historical background. 

In such a study, it is necessary to survey the cultural and political 

aspects of the relations between the English and the Arabs togetherl as 

neither aspect is independent from the other. The cultural aspect is 

more important to my study than the political, but as cultural relations 

flourish or wither according to the amount of political support they 

receive from the foreign and native authorities, in this case the English 

and the Arab, the political aspect also becomes very important, However, 

the scope of my study of the political aspect will be determined by the 

help it gives in explaining the cultural one and how foreign influence 

on education and thought developed. 

The basic fact in this account is that Egypt, Syria, and Lebanon played 

a great part in reviving Arabic knowledge and spreading modern European 

education throughout the Arab world. Following on their heels was Iraq 

around the fourth decade of the present century. The rest of the Arab 

world can only be considered as followers or imitators. From this I 

exclude Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco, who were under French occupation 

and educational influence for a long time and lived in relative isolationg 

so that even if they were subjected to influence from the French language 
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they were not in a position to bpread their borrowings in the rest of the 

Arab world. 

Egypt played a big role in the indirect education'ofthe Arab World 

in the late 19th and throughout the 20th centuries, due to the d6velopment 

of information media, whereas Syria"and"Leban6n had'b6guh'toTnfluen'ce'the 

Arab world earlierv directly by the publications made and institutions set 

up thereq and indirectly by influencing Egyptv which radiated such knowledge 

around to the rest of the Arab world* Therefore, a survey of the educational 

situation in Syria and Lebanon is the logical beginning for a study of the 

educational situations in Egypt and the Middle Eastern Arab countries in 

general, and the various means by which the Western languages*influenced 

Arabic. But in its turn, --the educational'-situation, in Syria and,, Lebanong 

and also elsewhere in the Arab worldq was shaped by the political situation. 

Thus a study of the educational situation requires a study of the political 

oney and they, often go side by side-0, 

Syria and Lebanon were the two Arab countries'to which'French Catholic 

religious missions came to settle in after France"had obtained'the right 
from Sultan Sulaiman the Magnificent in 1536 A-. D. to look after Catholics in 

the Ottoman provinces. 
(') 

This was an important development in the history 

of French presence in the Middle East which had started at the time of the 

Crusades when France assumed a-moral-responsibility for, promoting'and'' 

spreading Catholicism, in-the Middle East'. The acceptance-ofýFrench Catholi'c 

missionaries in the two Ottoman provinces opened the door, for missionaries, 

P-85. 



6 
from other denominations. ' Thus Protestant-mi'ssionari6s'came''toov'mdstly 

from America. The two denominationb were associated with''the two' 

languages of the French and the American 'Peoples who th6mibsIonarieS 

belonged'tot and'thus *the contact betWeen'th6 Arabs in"their'hom616. na, '. -ý` 

and the French and English languages was first established. 

The above missions established schools"*her6'they`taught EuropeMl 

languages.. French rece'ivbd. mOre at tentibn 'because, of' the 'influence of 

the French missions and their privileges. However, the Ameri6an'missi'ons 

also played their part and English was taught at their'schooli. In''thO 

second half of the 19th centuryt the Christian missibns'd6pdrted-from' 

their initially adopted course- of f using Arabic as the " ldiiguage Of 

instruction,, at ýtheir schools- ýand teaching- their relative'-languages, -as' 

separate subjects, and used their languages in instruction, ' giving'#'- 

Arabic completely. 
' (2) 

The French Invasion ofM=t- 

No doubt 'the English political presence In'the Middlig"Ea'st wds"'felt, 

in the. late 18th century when the French'invasion of Egypt took place', 
(3)., 

The. British forces engaged -in mi-Ii-tary �operations 'on-Egyptian- soil'- arid'- 

occupied the country wi, th, the primary 'objedtIV6 of''dxp6lling'thd'TrenclT; 
(4),.., 

'But the French invasion opened, a*door there for Western eivilization'aftd" 

1 'Ibid. 

2. ' Ibid. v p. 87-ý 

3- John,, Marlowe, Anglo-Egyptian Relations 1800-1953, P-15f-f- 

lbid. 9 P, 28. 
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thougli-which has never since bedn'olosed. With a'long-term'plan*ih his 

mind for isolating the Egyptian province from the re6t'of'the"Ottoman 

Empire, Napoleon began to encourage the Arabic language and'eduddtidnt' 

and discourage Turkish; In thisq Napoleon was reVersi'ng'the sitiiAtibri 

under the Turkish rule in which Arabic wasýpushed`tb the background. ' 

After centuries of neglectq due* to the prevalence' of Turkish at ^the' 

officialp educational t' and social 1'evelst Arabic was turnbd'back't6'ab'a` 

national langaage*required to fulfil'the needs of-the'people and'the state 

in eVery field. Because ofahigh percentage of'illiteracy which isolated 

the 'people from their literary past, iind* the rieglect"that 'the' langýage 

ha: d suffered for centuries, the'inadequate Arabic tMt'the'pdbpl . e'ladd' 

was laid open to influences fromýthe-environment. 

Napoleon's efforts to re-eBtablish Arabic and uproot'Turkish'ihvolved - 

taking certain practical Bteps which'prove'd to be of, great'historibAl' 

consequences. He brought 'with- his expedition, French, scholar's =d"thla' 

firBt Ar4bio printing-press ever-known'to the Egyptians'ý('-) 'He'al't3o'birought 

with him Arabists to help in contacting the Egyptianst translating, his- 

circulars and addresses to them into Arabic and any-necessary*petitionsp 

applicationsp statements, etc. 9 from Arabic into Prencho 
(2) 

All decrees 

and administrative circulars and orders were now issued in, Arabic and' 

French as opposed-to Turkish and*Arabic*during the Turkish rule-. This*was 

SS SS 

P-93t and EB9 VIII. 65/a. 

2. LIAM9 P-97- 
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because French was the language of the invaders and because there was 

a considerable number of Europeans in Egypt who could understand a 

European language but not*Arabic,, 
(') 

The number of Ardbists Napoleon' 

had brought-was not enough to meet"the requi'rements'of"tlie"Frendli* 

administration in Egypt. On the -other handt the Syrians who had learnt 

European languages at missionary schools in Syria wanted to put'theiýr- 

knowledge of French into use. Thus a large number of them emigrated'to* 

Egypt during the French occupation and worked as official translators'. 
(2) 

During the French occupation* of 'Egypt, which ladted"from 2rid"July'' 

1798 till 18th September 1_801t French wad introduced at an official 

level, but with the expulsion of the French from Egyptt Turldsh recovered 

it a previous position and French disappeared. 
(3) 

Howevert French remained 

in Egypt in the persons of the Syrians who-Imew French and stayed thbre ' 

even after the French, evacuation, and the attitude of the Egyptians'to it' 

as the language of a civilized and scientifically and technologically 

advanced nation did not change. 

In contrast with this invasiong we have the British invasion*of 

Egypt which came to'expel the French only., In-spite'of their'stay in' 

Egypt over half the length of time which-the French occupation laAddl-it' 

achieved nothing besides the expulsion of the French'. "The British 

Ibid. 

2. Ibid., p. 90., 

3. Ibicl., -P. 119. 

1 -9 
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forces were evacuated in March 18030 after an occupation of just two 

years. ... ý The British military occupation, after having accomplished 

its primary task of expelling the French from Egyptq had been almost 

entirely occupied in defending Mameluke interests against the Turks, 

and had made no direct contribution to the administration of the countryt 

which, in so far as it was administered at all after the French evacua- 

tion, was administered by the Turks. The British had therefore come 

little into direct contact with the inhabitants, and left on the country 

no permanent impress-of their occupation. 
(') 

After the French Evacuation 

Nearly four years of political confusion and instability followed 

the evacuation of the Frenth., -, 
_Then, 

on 13th May 1805, Muha=ad Ali 

assumed power in Egypt-. *He rose from the ranks, but was confirmed in 

power by the Ottoman centrwl government;, During Muhammad Ali's reignp 

Turkish remained-the-first official languaget although European--languages 

received much-of-hi-s attention--as, he'considered-them the means for 

developing his-country. ý 

European LangR! ýges-under Mdhammad Ali, 

Muhammad Ali's-reign lasted 43 years, (1605-1848)-' It-was-character- 

ized by his zestfoT European, knowledge. -''Although--he-"was illiterate, 

himself 9 he wanted scientific -books in European languages to be -translated 

into Arabicl and established, schools"for, modem educatiom, Arabic was 

ordered to zbe, ý, the -language 'of - instruction at goverment schoolst, an-d--books 

0 1. John Marloweg Anglo-Egyptian Relationsl p. 28. 
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were translated from European languages so that modern sciences could be 

taught at schools in Arabia. For this purpose, he sought the service of 

those Syriansq Moroccanst and Armenians living in Egypt who knew European 

languagesq but at the same time he appointed Arabic sqholars to go through 

their translations with a view to correcting their grammar and idiomt 

reviving 61d Arabic terms that corresponded to European referents, choosing 

appropriate names for modern concepts and inventionsp and deciding on the 

phonological adaptation when taking a loanword into Arabic proved necessary. 

In 1836p he established a 'Translation School', which was known later as 

'The School of Languages', to teach Turkishq Persian, Italian, Frenchq and 

Englishq in addition to Arabic and other related subjects. From the 

graduates of this school he formed what was called 'Translation Bureau's 

The books translated in his time were mostly scientific, including a book 

on each of the following : medicine, diseases of the footq human jointsq 

arithmetic for children, trigonometry, geologyt history of the French 
(2) 

monarchsq and Paris. 

shall deal here with the main three European languages in Egypt 

separately :- 

1. Italian 

Initially, Muhammad Ali was interested in the Italian language and 

culture. This was due to various reasons. In the 19th centuryq Italian was 

better known in the East than the rest of the European languages. This was 

particularly true in Egypt due to the historical re1ations 

I., Ll"t P. 1 348. 

2. Ibid. # PP-335-6. 
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between Egypt, and Italy since the days of the Roman rule of Egypt, and 

to contemporary factors, namely the presence in Egypt of a big Italian 

communityp the, close commercial relations between both countries , and 

the Italian domination of navigation in the Eastern Mediterranean. 

Italian also enjoyed the, prestige of being the common language of 

foreign consulates in Egypt at that time. Thereforeq Italy was'the 

-first Western country which Muhamm d Ali, sent hislacholars to for study 

and invite4-military experts from to train his army. Jn September 18209 

he introduced Italian into the Egyptian schools as the first European 

language to, be taught there and employed for this purpose Arabic-speaking 

members of the Italian, community in Egypt., 
(') 

However, this did not last 

long, as, for certain reasons, the Italians lost Muhammad Ali's confidences 

and this resulted in. their language losing its prestige in education for 

ever. 

2.. French 

During the days of their invasiong the French sowed in Egypt the 

seeds, of-their culture. Thusýwhen the Italians lost Muhammad Ali's 

confidenceg. the-French were his immediate alternative. Luckily enough 

for the French, those whose-experience he sought won-his- admiration and 

confidence. This resulted in his taking most of his experts from Francet 

sending students to-study in--France--introducing French into Egyptian 
(2) 

Government schools, - and translating French books into Arabic. Even 

French members were, included in-the-education committees which were set, 

1. Ibid. vppo A 54-5. 

2. jbid. 9 P-156* 
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up in 1836 and 1841 to lay down educational regulations for Egypt and 

organize Egyptian schools. The regulations were written in French and 

thereafter translated into Arabic and Turkish. 

English 

In spite of their political and military presence in the Middle 

East at the time of the French invasion, the British never attempted to 

attract the attention of the Egyptians to their language or culture. 

Howeverg English was not completely strange to the Egyptiansq mainly 

because of the frequent visits of British ships to the Egyptian ports. 

During the reign of Muhammad Ali, the Egyptians' contact with the English 

language became closer when he sent some of his students on study missions 

to Englandq 
(2 )in'the 

same manner that'he did with Italy, Franceg and 
(3) 

Austriat employed British experts in many of his schemes of modernizationt 

and engaged instructors on shipbuilding from Britain, 'as well as Francet 

after he had constructed a new naval arsenal at Alexandria*in 1829*. 
(4) 

Also British Protestant missionaries came to Egypt in frequentp though 

ultimately unsuccessful, attempts between 1815-1846, to establish them- 

selves there. 
(5) 

1. lbid. 9 & TTAM9 P*136. 

2. 
-P. 

J. Vatikiotis, The Modem History of Egypt, p. 629 & LIAMf P-137 
and p. 161. 

John Marloweg Anglo-Egyptian Relation, 99 P-48- 

4. lbidOt P-57. 

TTAM9 P-47. 
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It is go od evidence to the''influence of English in Egypt at that 

time that certain terms were borrowed from English into Arabic such as 

; ar workshop; gin; h , guinea; 
(2) 

man-boat; and k3targ cutter. W- 

The Reigns-of Ibrahim and Abbas (1848-1854) 

Following the death of Muhammad Ali', his son Ibrahim assumed power; 

but''he was 1, si , ck and died a few' -, months later. He was succeeded on 24th 

NoVember, 18489'by his'nephew Abbas, who was of I Turkish inclinations and 

preferred Turkish in every respect. 

]During the reign of Abbas, one can say that European education was 

destroyed. He 'closed down the, 's'chools Muhammad Ali had openedo withýthe 

sole exception'of a'militax7 schoolt as-he'believed they, were-a waate'of 

money. He tried to prove his belief in their futility by holding'an 

examination for stUdents and masters alike in which all -of them failed. 

His attitude towards Europeans in general was that of mistrustp but 

he favoured-the British. 'Thus whereas he dismissed many of the Europeans 

working I in the . projects which Muhammad-*Ali-had started, 
(4)he 

employed a 
(5) 

British engineer to supervise the railway project which the British had 

1. This is th Ie name of the monetary unit-which was introduced by Muha=aad 

. -Ali and has, been: in use'in E&pt, *-ever since. 

2. LIAM9 pp. 206-7- 

3- Ibid-9 PP-353-5- 

4- EBp VIII. 67/a----- 

5. LIM9 P-355- 
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advised-him tobuild to facilitate-their communications with India. 

In short, the reign of Abbas was not one of learning or education. 

It destroyed rather than built. During it French suffered a setback, 

while English gained some respect at! the Palace. 

The Reign of SafTd (1854-1863) 

Sa4ld-assumed power in July 1854 following the death of his nephew, 

Abbas. His reign was -largely similar, to that of Abbds. - He hated 

education and -vacillated between opening schools and closing themg and 

actually re-opened some and closed'some. Finallyq by the time of his 

death, there-were only a military, qchool and a school of medicine* 

The main difference between-him and-his, pTedecessor was that he was of 

French-inclinations. He admired the Frenchq strengthened his relations 

with France to the point of-sendingýa regiment to support Napoleon III 

in his Mexican war, and. introduced French as a third official language 

side by side withTurkish and, A-rabict to the exclusion of-the other 

European languages existing-in Egypt. 

The Reign of -Ismalril 
(1863-1879)_-, - 

After the death of his uncle Sa4ld, Isma4il followed in office. 

Unlike his uncle, Ismatil was bewitched, by the European-civilizationg 

and by the French--in. -particular, since he had stayed in-Trance for, -Some 

time and was educated-there. 
(2) 

used to-issue some-of-his decrees'in 

1. Ibi'd. 0 P-363. 

2. Ibid. 9 P-383 & EB.., VIII. 67/b. 
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French, and employed a French private secretary and an English private 

doctor. He appointed European6 in Government officest and French, 

Englishp and Italian officials took charge of the major administrations. 

During his reign, schools which had been closed in the reigns of his - 

predecessors were re-openedg and educational missions to Europe were 

resumed on a large scale. 

The admini*stration of the countryg' howeverg deteriorated consider- 

ably under Isma-Sil and the Treasury suffered from his extravagance. 

Thus in the last years of his rulev many higher schools were consolid- 

ated or suppressedv' and enrolment figures in the primary and secondary 
(2) 

schools dropped. The virtual bankruptcy of the country and the' 

a'ccumulati - on of debts to European'lending-fi-XMB-opened-the, -door--for 

direct European intervention in Egypt. Britain and France intervened to 

babk'their debt-holders-. Egypt's financial affairs were placed in the 

hands of a Frenchman and an Englishman, and a sort of, international 

goverment was set up, with __ an Egyptiang Armenian, Christiang Nubarg as 

Prime-Minisiert Rivers Wilson as Minister of Finance, and de Bligniers 

as Minister of Public Works. 
(3) 

But things still did-not go on smoothly and Ismatil, waEr'depoBed*and 

Tawfiq appointed in June, 1879- Finallyg the British forces occupied 

1. 'Robert L. Tigno3 . Mode -r nization and British Colonial Rule in EgyPtt 
1882-19149ýP-39--'- 

2* Ibid. 0 P-321,.,. 

3- John Marlowev Anglo-Egyptian Relations, P-97- 
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Egypt in 1682 following their successful intervention in support-of the 

Egyptian Crown, against'the national rebels. They were also supported by 

the Sublime Porte* Thus a new chapter was opened in the administration 

and'education in the country. 

English DurinR The British Occupation 

As we have seen, the English language was not strange to Egyptq but 

French was better known, -On the whole, the standard of Arabicp Englishv 

Frencht and Italian'was very poor in Egypt. The whole system of education 

was-'deplorable; it 'existed only on paper. '(') The British, howeverg 

interfered in the running of education as well as the administration of 

the Goverment-departments and services. To start with, they placed the 

Egyptian army completely under British supervisiong-and-appointed to it a 

British Commander-in-Chief, and*Chief"of Staff withýa, ýgood number of British 

, -They-organized-, the-police and placed'it-under a British General. officers, 

They, got rid of--the Frenchýihfluence in the administration and appointed' 

British nationals, ýin'the-places-, whi, ch had-been-held by the French., Even 

the KhediveJs--secreta-ry, was'now English*' The Ministries"of Warg Foreign 

Affairs, Interior, Justice, and Works were virtually under British 

directiont-, with mainly Briti-sh-officials. ý, 
(2) 

As for educationp'the-British occupation', authorities did-very-11ttle* 

to promote, it. - Theyýwere primarily concerned-with eliminating French' 

learning. They"' took-charge- of education and stopped teaching Prench'at'' - 

1. D. A. Cameron,,, Egypt-ýin--the--Nineteenth Centuryq p. 213- 

2, LIM9 PP-484-5. 
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primary schools, replacing it by English. In. 1889 they converted the 

'Translation and Writing Institute' into an English language teachers' 

training school to train students to become teachers of English at 

primary schools. In 1889, they abolished Arabic as a language of 

instruction and ordered all subjects to be taught in English or Preiich' 

and followed this order by a further one in 1897 abolishing French toop 

and establishing English as the sole language of instruction. In 1895P 

study missions to France were stopped by order. In 1899, an English 

section at the school of Law was created to pave the'way for English to 

replace French, which was the language of instruction at the school. 

The plan achieved its purpose and the Prench4section"wa: s abolithe'd"in"' 

1915-(1) -English remained the language of instructionatýpj-imaryand' 

secondary schools until 1908 when'the Egyptian Legislature insisted'on 

restoring Arabic. English, howe'verl remained as a principal subject 

and the first foreign language at schools. As for-universitiesq English 

was ordered-to be the language of-instruction'there and-has remained as 

such at some of their-faculties such as Engineering and-Medicine up-'to 

the present day. 
(2) 

,I 

The English occupation of Egypt lasted till 1955, and throughout 

this period the English-language enjoyed political supportt'to the dis- 

advantage of French. 
(3) 

1. Ibid., PP-487-8# & Robert, L. Tignorp Modernization and British Colonial 
Rule in Epnrptt P-335- Howeverg Tignor does not mention abolishing the 
French section altogether, 

2. LIAM9 P-489. 

Robert L. Tignort Modernization and British Colonial Rule in Egypt# P-325- 
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English in Other Arab Countries 

Having reviewed the political situation in Egypt from the beginning 

of the French invasion to the British occupationp and the"beginnings of 

Western influence in Syria and Lebanony I proceed to give'a short'aCcount' 

of the British influence'in the other parts of the Arab'worldt notably' 

Iraq, and its contribution ýto the standing the'English language"obtained 

in them. 

The British invaded Iraq in the second decade'of, the 20th conturyt 

established a goverment in a way that'beBt served their interests, and"' 

placed the country under a-mandate which lasted until the-autumn-of'- 

1932. 
(1) 

The general-policy adopted by the British now'was"one of 

government under British advice and (tempora: r7)'control- and a mandate 

for the territory awarded to-Britain: by the Supreme'Allied Council"at' 

San Remo in April 1920, had been, accepted. Cox ZS-ir Percy'Cox'who was 

appointed as high commissioner in Iraq in October 19207(2)inaugurated"an 

all-Iraqi council of ministersp entrust-ed'departmental and provincial 

administration to Iraqis under British'ad-vi'ce-or iiispectionv'foundbd an 

Iraqi army-and looked for a king. i(3) During the-mandatel there"vras'a; 

large number of 'British advisers and expertsv although their -number was' 

1. EB, XII-530/b- 

2. The square brackets are mineg and the statement between them came 
earlier in -the'-paga;, I -', IIýý 

Ibid. 
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diminishing. 

The'British- administration left lasting marks on Iraq from the 

educational'and social points of view. English began to be taught at 

schools next to Arabic. It is still the only foreign language pupils 

are familiar with,. as they start to learn it in the fifth year of*their 

primary study. ' Even in the few existing Christiang Catholic schools 

which teach French to theirpupils as a foreign language, English is 

taught as another foreign language. At universities and higher schools 

and'institutes, English has been a compulsory subject, and inýsome cases 

it has been--used in teaching certain subjects. At the faculties where 

many or all subjects have b'een"taught*in"Englishg'such as the faculties 

of Medicine, Pharmacolo "and En "neering, one 'can`j3. f,, gyq 91 y,,.,, that English- 

has been the language of instruction. 

Most educational'mlssi: ons from Iraq'were sent, to*England and the 

United Statesq and somelo theAme'rican University of Beirut. 
(2 

The- 

principle adopted -by, the -Iraqi -Ministry of Education, in - this respect 

was that aýcertain number of-studentS' who achieved high grades at the' 

general, lseconda: r7 school examination were sent to Britain for university 

studyp which meant-that1hey-stayed 5 years, there for-the G. C, E. and the 

graduate study.,, A-, large number of students were also sent to Britain 

and the United States on -postgraduate courses-in arts and sciences. 

Such missions--ilso includ-ed members of the Armed- Forces-. This 'started, 

1. Ibid. 

2* Ibidog P-535/b- 
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when, after the independence of Iraqp Britain offered to-train the Iraqi 

Armed Forces personnel. 

Such missions brought a large number of Iraqis into direct contact 

with the British people and the, English language. 

At homeq the presence of the British forces in Iraq, which came to 

an end in May'1959 when the R. A. F. base at Rabbaniyyah was evacuated, 
O) 

provided a similar medium of contact with common peopleg soldiersq and 

officerst which resulted in introducing many English terms and expres- 

sions, especially technical onesp into the language of such'people. 

The legal-, language was also influenced by the British-rule. At 

the start of the mandate, the penal code was'replaced. 
(2) 

It was'iBsued 

in English by the Commander-in-Chief of the-British Occupation Forces in 

Iraq on 21st November 1918, to be put into force as-from 1st January"1919. 

Two years later an Arabic translation of the original English text 

appeared. 
(3) 

In spite of the various amendment's to it, the penal code 

remained as a translation of the English original text-until it'was 

replaced by a new code on 19th July 1969. (4) 

The economic life was also influenced by-the British. Trade took 

place with Britain in the main, -and the monetary and banking systeMB were 

1. Ibid. 

2. M4.9 P-535/a- 

The first Arabic translation appeared in 1921 ; see Y. 9mil as-Sgmarrg 
ed. 9 QgnTin- al- ýUqUbgt al-Jadid - (ýThe" New Penal, Code) 9, P-3 

Kgmil as-SgmarrgPi j ed. 'q Qgnýn al-tUq@3gtq p. 200. 
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organized under British supervision and advice. 
(1), 

Co=ercial 

corre9pondence in English and the English commercial language had to be 

learnt even by simple businessmen. Books on this subject were taught 

in English at secondary commercial schools. A lot of translation 

,, business was, and is, done for the purpose of traAe and in banksq but 

all between English and Arabic only. 

Services in general were established by or under the supervision 
% 

k 

of the British. Thus English became the only Western language familiar 

and to the people working at the oil industry irrigation projects, ports 

administrationg and the telephoneg telegraphl. and electrical power 

services. 

In the light of the-abovep, it becomes evident that the entire 

field was dominated-by Englishq and French, had nopractical attraction. 

Thus to learn French, or any other European language besides Englisho 

was a matter of luxury. -, At. the present dayq French is only taught 

at university level in the Department of French or as a second language 

in the Department-of English. 

The situation in Palestinep Transjordan, Adeng Kuwaitv and the 

Gulf Principalities was similar to that in Iraq,. * No other Western 

power shared with Britain-her political presence there; therefore the 

only Western - languageý-tha-t* had'any, political backing -was'EnglislT; - 'I 

Also those countries,, were-irvý-absolute'need-of educational,, and'social"''' 

Sa4ld Vam9dat An-Nizim al-Iqtiisa-di fi ll-IlrgQ (The Economic System of 
Iraý)f"PP-435-7- 

0 
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institutions and I iiblic services in order to cope with modern life. 

These were set up directly by, or with the help of, the British. Thus 

the English language was ensured a good standing in the educational 

system, and the people themselves recognized its usefulness as the 

language of a nation whose help was necessary to achieve the required 

development# 

The above survey showed that no other We stern language besides 
I- 

English existed in this group of countries. But it should be added 

here that French elements infiltrated into them through the Egyptian 

and leba4p, se, information mediat' which had secured a large audience 

there. 

xxxxx 

Besides the political and administrative sphereg which contributed 

considerably to the standing English achieved in the Arab countriesp 

there were social and individual factors which merit special considera- 

tion and will be dealt with separately below, in spite of their 

occasionally inevitable overlapping with the official factor. 

Christian Missions and'Foreign Schools 

The earliest of these factors is the Christian religious missions. 

Although theirzain aim when they landed in Syria and Lebanon was to 

introduce the Christian7faith-, toýnon-Ch-ristians and look after-the 

Christians religiousl7, -, -these'miýssions""dedicated much of-their-time-an& 

efforts to teaching local-, Christians their relative Western languages. 
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The success their students had in getting translation and clerical jobs 

in Syria and Egypt greatly encouraged the''missions to pursue their 

ac . tivities. 

The American Protestant mission in Lebanon launched a large-scale 

educational programmeq using Arabic as the language of instruction. 

This programme included teaching the variou .s modern scientific subjects 

which the Arab world was -in a -great need of In order to achieve this 

purpose, they established the Syrian Protestant College (later the 

Am6rican University of Beirut) whose three We'Btern(')scholars George Posto 

Cornelius Van Dyckt and William Wortabet, who mastered English and Arabic, 

wrote scientific-books, inýArabiaý- But'the-missions in-Syria in general 

changed their plans later in the 19th, century and-began to use-their own 
(2) 

languages in teachingp instead of Arabic. The American University of 

Beirut is still in existence., 

In Egypt, missionary work 'virtually started with a political episode. 

In 18409 Muhammad Ali needýd the'support of the*Maronite'Christians of 

Syria and Lebanon fo , ri his rule'there. This was secured by the Head of 

the Lazarist Mission who-went to, Syria for this purpose and made an 

endeavour which meý with sympathy"from the Prench'authorities. 
0) 

Following this notable servic'eg'Muhammad-Ali: could'only submit'to-the 

1. George PoS't 'and" Cornelius 'Van-Dycýi-were imerican but I could not find 
out what Wortabet'smationality was. - 

2. LIM, P-87-ý 

3, TTAM9 P-43. 
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demands of the mission. Thus Catholic missions'started'to''come from 

France to Egypt'and 'their number between 1844 and, 1943, amounted to 
0) 

twenty-three. After the British occupationg howeverp the Catholic 

Church in Egypt was indirectly weakened to'a considerablb degree'by the 

British steps to weaken the, French'influenceýo'since, the majority of its 

supporters and workers were French'*- But the. schools established by thd 

Catholic missions'were not-interfered'with by the British, occupation 

authorities and, continued, to-function freelyo- pattly'because'the--British'' 

policy -in Egypt*, was Io 'encourage the"establishmerit of "'foreigii schoolsp 
2 

and partly becausethere was--an'agreement"between,. 'Britain'and'France 

signed in, -1904, 'which ensured-freedom for'such sbhools'to'work und6rý'the 

British occupation-as before'. 
(3) 

British -, mi ssionaries- were, not active'in Egypt or anywhere else in 

the Arab world in any-comparable degree with the French. ',. On the other 

hand, the, American Protestant missionaries worked very enthusiastically. 

They started-their activities in, Egypt in*1855-by, opening"their first- 

school for boys-in'Caira. ý In-theýfol: lowing, year-they-opened'a school' 

for boys andanother, for girls in'Alexandria., In'1860, they opened'a" 

school for- girls, in ý Caýro, -'and- five 'years later'they opened one' in 

Asyut. Th6reaf teritheir, 8 choolv -began- -ta''spread "in" towAs - and'village S- 

in large numbem, sw-that"in 1896, they, totalled, 168ýwithý11014-boys 

1. Ibid. 9 PP**43-4-''* 

2. Ibid. 9 P-113-- 

3, 'Ibidep kP-ý136-., ----, 
- 

Ibidep 1ý -. P-48. 
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and girls enrolled in them. The mission used to supply the said schools 

with books and teachers*(') 

Unlike the French missions'twhich seem to'have concerned themselves 

only with primary, and secondary school education and made no attempt at 

establishing postgraduate institutes in the, Arab countries they settled 

in, the American mission established three ýiniversitiest namely the 

American University of Beirut, the American University of Cairo, 
(2) 

and 

al-Hikma University in Baghdad. The first twohave-been working'ever 

since their establishment*without interruptiong whereas-the third was 

taken over by, the Iraqi education authorities in 1968, just a, few'years 

after its establishment. - 

Missionary schools in Iraq have been litaited in n=ber. and -largely 

following the curricula of the Minigtry, of'Education. ' In-generalg'"', 

missionary work in Iraq--has-not-been on, the*same 'scale as that in Syriap 

Lebanont and Egyptt and its achievements have - been. 'limitedg,. ' particularly 

those of the French, missionst since,. the"Americans at least established 

a good secondary schoolp which is'still running, an&*a uni-versi-tyg Which 

was later taken over by-the Iraqi education authorities. 

Western non-missionary schools'have been rare. A few"SchOols were 

opened in Egypt'by"the'British occupation authorities, but they''were- 

mainly for --the -, -children'of---the-'Bri-tishin, Egypt- "in- order, to propare "them 

1. Ibid. 9 P'49-ý 

2. The American University of Cairo was established by the mission in 
19199 but became independent of it in 1922 (ibid. 

9 p*210). 
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to join British-universities. Twenty per cent-of the seats at such 

schools, whose staff was fully British, were allocated, to non-Britishers. 

According to Egyptian statistical recordsp such schools numbered 

before the occupation and 22, after. 
(2) 

The Printing Press and Journalism 

Although-its effectiveness largely depends on the spread of 

education, the availability of a large reading publict the quantity of 

the material, printed, and above all the type of such-materialjýthe print- 

ing press-has played a--very-important'partIn spreading borrowings from 

Western languages into-Arabic. Ihis started, during-the--reign of 

Muhammad Ali in-Egyptg, -wherr he-used the -printing press with Arabic type 

which Napoleon-hadýbrought with him, to print the official gazette (1822) 

in Arabic and Turkish in a hundred copies per issueý other books of 

Arabic literatureq and some translations to which-I referred earlier. 

In Beirutq-The American Press was established in 1834 to be followed 

some time later by another press belonging to the-Catholic missionaries. 

Both presses printed a large number of religious, books, but in additiong 

the former printed scientific books whereas the latter printed literary 

1. Ibid. p P!, 93. 

2. Ibid. t P. 112. 

3. LIAM, P-303. EB says Dec. 1628(VIII. 66/b); but this is the second 
series which was published under the name al-Waqg9i6 al-MiQriYYa- 
The first series which appeared in 1822 wa Is entitleE JiArn&l al-ýhidaiw. 
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works, mainly related to the Arabic language and history. 
0) 

Other 

presses were established also in the 19th centuryg both in Lebanon 

and Egypt. 

The Egyptian official gazette cannot be considered to have made 

any great contribution to borrowing from-Western-languages into Arabicp 

since it was of a purely-local nature. After assuming its e'ditorship 

in 1842v Rira4a at-Tahtawig who had-had some education in Franceg 
000 

introduced into it small world news-items-and-excerpts from European 

literature. This was-a short-lived innovation, since a few years later 

it was stopped- by order from Muhammad Ali, and'at-Tahtiw! himself 'left 
000 

the editorship in 1850- 
(2 ) 

During the reigns of-Muhammad AlVs 

A 
successors, Abbas and Sacid , the gazette received fatal blows; the 

0, former discontinued it altogether within &few weeks of-hi's accession 

and'the latter offered the printing press as a 'present to a friend of 

his. - After his acceSBion, Isma6il reissued the gazette it the-name of' 

t he Government on 22nd November 1865-(4) 

Thus we can see that the Egyptian official gazette--did not'have 

the opportunity to-pursue the plan made for it by at-TAhtawig which 
00 4) 

would have led to spreading Western, Imowledge'and- borrowings at an 

1. 'Tarl a (History of Printing5, H -8) p. 253- kh at-Til)Val (R& 
__. ý VI (1897 

Zaidan's name as author of the article is not giveng as usual- 

2. LIAMp PP-304 and 309-10- 

3- EB, VIII. 67/a- 

4. LIAMP P-364- 
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earlier time than that when it actually happened. 

The first major step on the way to spreading Western knowledge and 

borrowings was the appearance in Lebanon of the monthly journal al- 

Mucitataf in June 1876. 
(')This 

journal played an extremely important part in 

introducing and popularizing Western scientific terms and thoughtv for it 

explained to laymen subjects from chemistryt physicsq meteorology, geologyp 

astronomyq archaeology, etc. and published news about scientific inventions 

and modern theories. It was so popular that the first-year numbers had to 

be reprinted. 

In order to understand the nature of the influence exercised by al- 

Muqtajaf, we have to know who its editors wereg and to consider the sources 

of the material published in it. The first volume (June 1876 - May 1877) is 

being taken for this purposeq partly because it shows the sources that first 

influenced the readers and partly because it is hard to consider all the 

volumes that appeared throughout its life, which lasted over three quarters 

of a century. 

The editors of al-Muqtataft Yalýqýb ýarýf and Pgris Nimro were two 

Syriang Christian graduates of the American College in Beirut classed 'among 

the most manifest examples of the extensive influence of English literature 

and culture. ' 
(2) 

Their education at the College at the hands of American 

scholars ensured indirect and direct influence for such scholars over the 

readers of al-Muqtataf. The indirect influence was achieved through the 

editors, and the direct through regular anO considerab1e 

1. It was subsequently transferred to Cairo in 1884 as its editors moved 
from Lebanon to stay there. 

2. Dr. SýZmjl 5. zlsg as-ýabgfa al-Migriyya wa Mawqifulig min al-Iýtilgl al- 
IngilTz17, ('The P-gy-ptian Press and Its Attitude to the British Occupation')o 
P. 283- 
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contributions to the journal'made'in Arabic by such scholarEr. ', 'The' 

books written in Arabic by such scholars also constituted one of the 

main sources that-the editord drew on in preparing'nidterial for-their 

journal. 

Aiaong the contributions of the editors were direct translatio4s . 

and excerpts ýrom European books, which were mostly written in, or 

translated into, English. The following titles appear in different 

places throughout the, first volume of al-MuQtataf, -as--Teforences :- -' ý 

1. -The New American Encyclopedia 
2. The Philosophical Magazine 
3- The Scientific, American 
4- The American Artisan 

_5. 
Chemical News 

6. Medical News 
7- Medical Record 
8. Dental Quarterly 
9. The American Agriculturist 

10, ý Maryland Farmer 
110ý, 4 Report of theýU. S. Board of Agriculture. 

On page 279'the editors say they had intended to deal with the 

subject thoroughly, but as-the bo6ks--they-had--ordered'from Europe, failed 

to arriveg they-, had, to rely on a Report of, the-U. S, S-, -Board'of, Agriculture". 

- Referring, to,, the-sources of a-particular articlev- they say on"page 

200 'We relied on the best Ge=an books translated into Englisht such as 

Rudolph Wagner's Industrial Chemistry. ' 
(2) 

The next jou=ml--which--had-a-ýsimilarly"far-reaching-effeet'in-spread- - 

1. 
-The ' 

original name of this publication. is not given. This is'mY 
translation-, of the-Arabic name -given In-ther-journalý* 

2* Three Frenchq Italiantand German references are also mentioned. 

ým 
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ing European thought and influencing Arabic in modern times is al-M1919 

which appeared in Egypt in 1891 with Jurji Zaidgng a Syrian Christian toog 

as founder, owner, and editor. Like the editors of al-Muqtdtaf, Mr. 'Za: idZn 

was educated at the American College in Beirutp and the name of his master 

Van Dyck frequently occurs in his writings. Zaign's journalf which was 

fortnightly for many years then became monthlyg was unique in that it was 

written almost exclusively by him. He published a number of articles in 

each issue under his name and left the rest anonymous. Howeverg most of 

them became known to be his by certain betraying remarks or referencesq 

or when they were collected later and published in books under his name. 

It is self-evident that, however versatile he might have beeng Jurji 

Zaidgn could not have been able to write on so many subjects and to give 

very elaborate answers to the readers' questi6ns. which covered sciencet 

philosophy, historyl, archaeologyy etc., without relying on Western 

references, including encyclopaedias. While going through a few of the 

early volumes of al-Hil9l, j,, -was convinced that much of their contents-was 

translated from European references. It is hard to say with absolute 

confidence that Jurji Zaign translated and relied on English references 

onlyp but in his memoirs he only mentions that he studied English(')and 

a little Latin(2) at the American College in Beirut. 

Al-Hil9l has never ceased publication since it appearedg but after 

the death in 1914 of its founderv different writers contributed to it. 

Jurji Zaianp Mudhakkirgt Jurii 7, aiclgn (temoirs of Jurji Zaidgrý)q 
PP-32-4- 

2. Ibid. 9 pp. 61- 2. 
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Al-Mashriq, a fortnightly journal, which appeared in Beirut on Ist 

January, 1898, was fol4ided by Father Lewis Shaikho. Whenever there is a 

question of European influence in this journal, it is mostly Freýnch. In 

general, al-Mashrig was not as popular and influential as al-MUQtatdf and 

and al-Hil9l, 

All other journals are of minor importance to the present study 

because they did not have a large reading public. Journals edited or 

contributed to by writers who were not influenced by any European language 

are not mentioned here because they exercised no influence on their readers 

from the point of view of borrowing. 

The political and daily papers were among the most powerful means of 

influencing modern Arabic, 
(1)because 

the daily paper goes everywhereg 

I 

1. The political papers can be considere&among-the most powerful means of 
encouraging the study of English too at the expense of French, As the papers 
in Egypt at the end of the Nineteenth century were pro-Ottoman, *pro, --; Bri: tish, 
or pro-French (see 1K: utt9b, al-JarDid wa 11-Majallgt""Writers, 'of, Newspapers 
and lbgazinesllp 11-9- VI '1897-8' p. 127,, ')t those prd-Britishq such-a: s7-al'-* 
Muaallam (owned by the founders of al--_Mugtajaf). - al-Watan, and al-Ittib@4 
al-Migri were all the time propagating the study of Englisho discouraging 
the study of French, and supporting the British Occupation authorities in 
their policy of spreading English and eliminating French-. Al-Muclattam of 
19th November 1889 defended the British policy of sending Egyptian educa- 
tional missions to England, and described the British schools as among the, 
best in Europe. In its issue of 15th July 1690, it attacked'French and 
said that the Egyptians and the peoples of other Eastern countries such as 
India and Japan all wanted to study English, because it was the-language of 
a nation who had world-wide trade, and the highest standard of education 
and civilization.,. . On 21st'November 1890, the same paper invited the 
people to study English, because it was spreading in Egypt very quickly-and 
was indispensable for-a1arge sector-of the Egyptians. It adde&that if 
the situation remained so, English would prevail in a few years; -thereforep 
it saidp the wise was-he who prepared-himself to-make use ofit,, before the 
others. On 18th February, 1891, it published-an article-encouraging. -the, 
Egyptians to study-Engli-sh,,,, 

- -point 
- 
ing out - that- it -was -the 'language"-of , two 

great peoplesp the Engli:, sh--a-nd--the-iýeri-cantý- ýnd-that, some-researchers - 
believed it would-beithe language of the greatest part of humanity, if not 
all. (see Siml tz1z, au-Sabafa al-MiQriyya', pp*277-9). 
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attracts all sorts of peoplev and offers something interesting to every 

kind of disposition. The most important section of the contents of 

newspapers, namely international news and political commentariesp Was 

predominantly translated from Western papersp mostly without acknowledge- 

ment, 
(1) 

and from the cables dispatched by ReuteriNews'Agency. According 

to Jurji Wan, the foreign news published in Arabic papers were wholly 

taken from Western papers, and the papers most commonly used by'their 

editors are : The Times, The Daily Newsq The Daily Telegraph, and New 

York Herald Tribune from the English papersq and le Temýs and Debats from 

(2) 
the French. He also mentions Levant Herald and two Turkish papers 

published in Turkeys but clearly adds that 'there is hardly any'trans- 

lation made directly from German, Greekjor Russian papers'()*(3) 

ReuteerNews Agency (for a considerable period'pronounced fr'uwOjtGl2r 

by Arab newscasters) -played--a; mwjor-*role in*providing the Arab world with' 

news. Suffice it to say that in Iraq its name has become jocularly used 

among friends for'a person who always has some news to tell. If 'one 

looks at early newspapersq, one will gee, -the name of Reuter occurring many 

times in every number. Laterg other-'news agencies joined in thi's fieldt 

such as United Pressq Associated Pressf etc. All such agencies trans- 

m itted in English. Even Reuter's Arabic service actually transmits a 

translation of the English text of the cables. Both Tass News Agency 

IKutt9b al-Jarillid wa Il-Majjll9tI OVriters of Newspapers and Magazines, ), 
go VI (1897-8)v P033 - Zaidan's name as author of the article is not 
given, as usual, 

2. Ibid. 9 P-132. 

Ibid. 
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and the News Agency of the German Democratia Republic transmit*thbi'r 

messages to the Arab world in Arabicp but I do not know what language 
I the French News Agency transmit .s in. This shows that news agenciesp 

even those of non-English speaking countries, contributed considerably 

to the influence of English on Arabice 

The invention of the radio and the'television and their frýcredible 

spread everywherep even in very poor cottagesq added to the effect bf' 

news agencies, 

Reverting to newspapers and the attraction of international newsq 

I quote the following from Jurji Zaidin : 'You would see drivers of 

animal-carriagest house servantst and co=on shopkeepers pay generously 

to buy newspapers. Those, who could not read'themselves bought papers 

and asked someone passing down, their way to read for them the day's 

cables and what the paper had to say-on the development of-the war. 
0) 

It, was, not an uncommon scene to find*serv nts, -donkey drivereq and: other 

illiterate people assembled round someoneq, liErtening-to 'him while-he' 

read. for them., The-streets of Cairo witnessed many such crowdtj,. Some 

Papers sold two thousand-copies or, more in Cairo only, --apart'from sub-"' 

scriptionsq. and the same--number in, Alexandriw-*' 
(2) 

The same thing, - 

happens nowadays with' radios'and- televisions -in caf 6s and- everywhere 

whenever there is important-, neWB givený I'll I 

1. The Greek War. - 

2. Ibid. 0 P-131. 14 

mlkkL 
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Translations of Literary Works 

Translations of European novels and detective stories secured an 

am zingly large reading public, most probably because of the lack of 

this kind of literature in Arabia. To attract their readersq news- 

papers and magazines began to publish serialized stories and novelsq or 

offer them as free supplements. According to Dr. SamIgAzizq most of 

the stories published in the papers after the British occupation of 

Egypt were translated from English. 
(') 

The popularity of such stories 

and the profit their publishers made encouraged hurriedp literalq and 

inaccurate translations. Instead of repellingg such literal transla- 

tions made the readers force themselves to understand the, foreign'idiomp 

in order to follow the events of the story. It is only natural for the 

readers who are deprived of similar stories in their own'literature to 

overlook the difficulties they face in understanding or enjoying the 

language of a translated detective story or emotional novel such as 

Wuthering Heights. This explains, for instance, why in spite of the 

poor translations provided for itv including a wrong titleg(2 
)Wuthering 

I 
Heights is a well-known novel which appeared in different editions. 

As such translations were made from English and French, the 

influence of each of the two languages seems dependent on the number of 

works translated from it. But, apart from the absence of a statistical 

1, A4-$ahýfa_al-MiiIriyya, q p. 285- 

2. All translators have taken Wuthering as the name of the heightso and 
thus translated the title Murtafagat Wutherin .I am sure that-any 
new translation that renders Wuthering by an Arabic adjective describing the h2ights would mistify the readers. 
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record, which is necessary for such an assessment, the typo of story 

or novel and the number of copies each of them sold is another 

important factor. Shakespeare's plays, all translated into Arabic, 

cannot be compared in their influence on the general reading public 

to Agatha Christie's detective stories or the abridged versions of 

Dickens' novels. Ibrahim Abu-Lughod has made a detailed stdtistical 

study of foreign literature translated into Arabic for the first three 

quarters of the nineteenth century in his book, The Arab RQdiscovery of 

Europe (Princeton, 1963)t and the Index Translationum. compiled by 

UNESCO gives precise data on works translated into Arabic from 1958 to 

the present. The latter shows a considerable preponderance of English 

over other languages in -the originals of the works translated into Arabic, 

School textbooks are mootly translated. Sometimes this is not 

acimowledged but understood from the language used. The bibliographies 

attached to textbooks which are not translated usually show that the 

main foreign references used in writing then are English. 

The wide range of vocabulary such books use renders their translations 

among the most important means of introducing new usages and expressions 

into Arabic. 

guality of Translators 

Good translation depends on good Imoviledge of the two languages dealt 

with and experienco in expressing the contents of a work in a certain 

language in an -A-dioriatic way in another. These requirements were not 

fulfilled by the early translators of Western worko into Arabic, and 

have hardly been fulfilled later. When Muhammwd Ali ordered 

translations to be made from French in the early dayo of the modern 

tra"mcilation inovern-ont he appOi ntod Arabic s0 Ik, 01ars to Olleck tllerl 
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from the point of view of Arabic idiom. ý Howeverp this has-not always 

been practicable. There has been such great demand on translation for 

scientific, literary, and journalistic purposes, that'any reasonable 

knowledge of English by an Arab whose knowledge of literary Arabic might 

have been very limited has been enough to give him a chance to work as 

translator or publish translations of English works. Thusq because of 

their limited knowledge of literary Arabicq lack of understanding in 

certain cases of the English'expressionsq and unfamiliarity with the 

existence of semantic fields for words in'their relative languages't such 

translators introduced literal renderings which-varied in'the'degree of' 

literality according to their knowledge of theýtwO'languagew-andtheir 

experience. This "is,, -howeveri- o-he-Bi-de, --t)f,,, the! l-pi-ttu3ýe: -onlyý-- 'The-re "haire 

been good translators --who, ' in, additi-on 'Idibmatib 

Arabic translations-of-West-ern-worksg*prod'doed--happy"Arab-ic'equivalents, 

to foreign terms and --expre saions-, which --have --fi-lled a nee-d-o-r-added'-to'- 

the stock of expressions---in Arabic4iý- "-Both, kinds- of'-renderingff, - . secured 

popularity according-to --the--mea-w-of -'-circulation", their make3ýs'- had. 

Biling2LL1 Dictionaries 

As making a bilingual di-etionary"involves-a"worký--similar, to-'that''of' 

translating a book, the same -problems that, face a-translator face-a' , 

dictionary maker, P and-the-equi-valents given, and-the--renderings"made--vary 

in correctness and felicity according--to the- knowledge -of, the -lang=ge 

concerned and the' expe-rience-, -the 'dictiona-37, makers-have-. -ý-The-special? 

importance of a bilingual, -dictionary as a''means, of - introducing"borrowingEr 

lies partly in that it listsvocabulary and expressions from all fields of 
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knowledgep including words without equivalents in the other languageg 

with a narrower or a wider semantic field, with figurative uses that 

do not exist in the other language or with equivalents that have 

figurative uses in the other language onlyg and peculiar compoundsp 

phrases, and proverbs, and partly in that it is a reference that 

translators consult and-studentB use intensively. A student who has 

no better knowledgep and a hurried translator who has no time to think 

and find out for himself, use the renderings given in a dictionary and 

force themselves and the readers to understand them in the meanings of 

their English models. The above-facts apply to English and French. 

However, the degree of influence of the bilingual dictionaries of each 

of the two languages-depends-on the extent to which--they, are usedg since 

" dictionary of a language whi-chýa lot of-translation is made from has, 

" better chance. of spreading its innovations than that-of a language- 

which less translation is-made. from. The existence of a good-number, of 

English - Arabic dicti-onaries-which-xun into many editions at short- 

intervals against a-few French-, Arabia-dictionaries which-wereprinted 

a limited number of times-shows that-this means haB-contributed'--to'the 

introduction or spread of borrowings from, English more than French, ' 

Conclusion 

The historical account has-briefly explained-the situation of 

English and French in the Arab world -and the factors that favoured or, 

worked against, them. -It showed- how -the, Trench- expeditioir to Egypt 

failed to leave any lasti-ng-7mark orr-the -country and how-the educational 

system under Muhamm d Ali and his successors vacillated between French 
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and English until the British occupation of Egypt-9 which lasted, over* 

seventy yearsq firmly-established English. It also showed, that the 

American Protestant missions-in Syria-and Lebanon--ha'd-been extremely 

influential in spreading Western education and the English language 

there and in Egypt, through their schools and universitiesp their 

studentsp and their publications. Similarly, it explained-the role 

played by the information, mediag-which were introduced at the time 

when English was established-in Egypt'and Lebanon and all-cirCUMBtances 

-were, favourable-to itv in-spreading borrowings very qui-ckly throughout 

the_Arab world., It remainsýnow-to-ba-added that-atýthi, s time-when 

English. was established-, many-Western -inventions-were introduced--into 

the Arab world, and people -began- -to know--them mainly- -, through, the 

English people and language-; -. 
I 

Latert--, inteniational-developments and 

World War, II made Engl: LBh-spread--everywherei, -and-thispin its turnt 

increased the interest-in it, in -the 'Arab world-as- an-Anternatiomlly" 

useful and sometimes necessary languagew" In-Syria and Lebanono-howevert 

which were, under-French-occup&tion from about 1920till 1946, the French' 

language was supported--by--the--occupati--on authoTities'and. 4"taught'at 

schools. Thus even after-the evacuation of the French forces and the 

#dep9ndence of both--countries, t--French-continued*-to--be--an-important" 
foreign language'them. -But in general, P--though--the, --popularity of 

English has been, achieved- -at- -the- expense-'-of-Frenchl'- thia-lattefr'Is stil"I 

studied particularly -for- literary "and--legal'--purpo, se s -and - translation 

of French literary--works -(novels, as-mell -as -hiStorical't, -political-9 

philosophicalg and social works) and Journalistic articles appear 

aI ds 
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regularly. Therefore, although the role of English is stressed, that 

of French should always be taken into consideration when studying the 
(1) borrowing into Arabic of elements existing in English and French. 

Scheme and Method 

The analysis given in this work distinguishes four main kinds of 

-borrowing related to the phonemic and morphemic structures of the wordl the 

purely semantic aspect of the word, morphemic arrangements, and gra=atical 

and stylistic features. They are dealt with in four chapters under the 

titles loanwords, loanshift. loan-grammar, and loan-style, with specimens, 

mostly supported by quotations or references. The specimens are selected 

with a view to being familiar and from as many fields as possible. The 

scientific specimens are selected from the words and terms that an Arab 

student between the age of 15 and 18 meets with in his books of chemistry, 

physics, zoologyt and botany, whereas the non-scientific are selected from 

the words and expressions which an averagel. educated Arab meets with in 

modern, original Arabic writings or translations or hears on the radio and 
television. Certain obsolete Arabic versions of the loanwords are listed 

side by side with the current ones, because they have a certain historical 

interest. Similarly, a number of loanwords which are used less frequently 

now have been listed becau se at some time they were the only words available 
to writers in respectable journals and people are still familiar with them. 

It should however ba noted that V. Monteil, in his LtArabeModerne (Paris, 196o)t states that tClest le fran ais qui fou nit d Vara 
moderne'la plupart de ses emprunts' (P-154), and he instances a number 
of loanwords which I regard as being taken primarily from English. 
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Quotations and references are provided in most cases to 

support the specimens. Whenever an early quotation was found, 

it was preferred to a IlAter one, unless the latter reflected 

Arabic usage more closely or had a particular significance. 

School textbooks, periodicals, and newspapers were the main 

works consulted for this purpose, although certain other books 

were also helpful and contributed some of the quotations. 

Modern Arabic as well as bilingual dictionaries were drawn upon 

when the effort to locate a certain specimen in the above works 

failed. Unfortunately, certain specimens have had to be left 

without quotations asl in spite of all efforts9 I have not been 

able to find onet although this does not change the fact that 

they are current in Arabic. Loanwords and loanblends are 

predomirantly supported by references to pages in works where 

they occur, whereas full quotations are mostly given for loan- 

shiftsl loan-grammars and loan-style. 
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CHAPTERI 

LOANWORDS 

10 

The term loanword is used here for an English word taken 

into Arabic with-degrees of morphemic and phonimic importation 

and substitution. - 

This definition is more specific than what has so far IYeen 

given in fdictionariesý and linguistic glossaries, and is based 

on Einar Haugen's terminology in his study of American 

Norwegian. The definition NED gives-s-v., -Loan, sb. 59 is 

simply-fC= G. -lehnworý7, a word adopted or borrowed from another 

language. ' WTNID does not go-any further when it says 'Zt-rans. 

of G. lehnwor! 7:, a word taken from another language and at least 

partly naturalized: a. borrowed or adopted word-called also 

loan. $ Mario Peiand Frank Gaynor's A Dictionary of Linguistics 

adds nothing-when it says, 'A word taken over from another 

languages' neither does Mario Pei in the definition he gives in 

A Glossary of Linguistic Terminology, namely 11., A borrowed or 

adopted word from another language. ' What J. Marouzeau adds to 

such definitions in his lexique de la terminologie linguistique 

1. Einar Haugen 'An Analysis of Linguistic Borrowing', Language, 
XXVI (1950) pp. -2-14-5-9--arid-The Norwegian Language in Americal 
11.390-1, and 
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(P. 74) is of no help in specifying what a loanword actually is. 

Loanwords constitute an old linguistic phenomenon. Long ý 

ago, the Arabs recognized-it, 'andq being sensitive to themq they 

I called 'such wordsj. J--%J1rQLd-dzxi: l, intruders. If there is any 

accuracy in-this term, it is historical. Such words find their 

way, to--the-language by force : cultural force, psychological 

force,, -or the force of necessityl-but afterwards when they 

remain in the language they become part and parcel of it. 

However, ---the term holds true, in facts only when such intruding 

words, violate the morphological forms and patterns or the phono- 

logical system of the language, since in such a case the term 

stands as descriptive of a state of fact. Loanword-is not a 

happy'-term'either, --, Certain linguistic books that use this 
(2) 

term point-out its-inappropriateness, yet suggest no alternative. 

This is probably because European linguists are conscious of the 

tremendous-exchange which has taken place between the European 

1. He defines the French emprunt thus: Te mot d6signe a la 
fois l1acte par le5uel une langue accueille un., element d1une 
autre langue et llelýment emprunte lui-meme. Lýemprunt 

-peut-se faire par-vole orale (emp'ýunt, auditif ou phonetique) 
ou par llecriture (emprunt visuel ou graphiqUe). Usuels 
sont les-ýmprunts de vocabulaire, plus rares et souvent 
contestables ou'du moins indirects les emprunts de syntaxe, 
de flexiong. de pronanciation. 1 

2. --R--.. H 4, --, Robinsq General LinguisticssP93139 and Otto Jespersent 
Language, P. 208, n. 1. Jespers-en, ibid., says it is a convenient 
and firmly established term$ although not exact. 
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languages throughout their history and which is still going on 

atý present. This was indicated in a- reply -by an English lecturer 

on the history of theýEnglish language when I was an under- 

graduate at Baghdad, University. A classmate asked her : 'When 

are you going'to give these-loanwords backV And she answered: 

'We ar now doing so. The other day I heard an electrician - 

saying wire, holders-etc. ' But the answer was not satisfactory 

to us, as we did-not see a give-and-take process going on between 

Arabic and English. Moreover, such wordsýin Arabic were considered 

colloquial and unnecessary, that is intruders. 

At any-rateg, for the present purposell am using, the'term 

loanword with the specific definition given abovel admitting 

the facts that terms cannot always be self-explanatory, that 

definitions, for them are necessary, and that to change terms 

all the time would only achieve confusion. 

The Attitude of Arabs to Loanwords 

- Asýpreviously-statedq the general tendency of the Arabs has 

been'to avoid the, borrowing of morphemic and phonemic construe- 

tionsq i. e. loanwords, although there have always been advocates 

ofýsuch borrowing. Those rejecting this type of-borrowing have 

either a nationalistic or a linguistic reason or both. The first 

reason is clear, since English is associated in the minds of the 

people with the-British occupation and political influence. The 

second is--that English morphology and; phonology are considerably 

different, from those of Arabic, and an indiscriminate borrowing 

of words with their morphemic and phonemic constructions would 
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"disturb the-established morphological and phonological'systems 

of the Arabic language. On the other hand, the people advocat- 

'ing this type of borrowing have been emphasizing-the cultural 

importance of theýreferents to which the foreign words stand 

and the possible lack of-accurate expression of them by native 

words. They also point to the internationality of many words, 

especially the scientific terms. 

Neither of the-two parties has been deprived of some 

success in shaping the course of borrowing. - Thus while loan- 

words from English have been taken into Arabic, their number 

-has been limited considering the favourable politicalt inter- 

national$ and cultural conditions. 

The Reasons for Adopting Loanwords 

I remember here an incident where an elderly man who knew 

very little_English was-angry-at a young man in his twenties 

who had attended short technical courses in England, because 

the latter used certain English words in his conversation. 

'Tell me, ' he saidl, lwhy do. youlyoung menjuse English words. in 

your speech? ' 'Either because no equivalent exists in Arabic, ' 
I 

the young man answered, lort honestly, because we want to. show 

off! 

Such showing off not only refers to the knowledge of a 

foreign. language, but reflects the ppychological effects of 
. (1) 

the British- military-conquests, since nobody Would feel proud 

The case with French is the same. 
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of being able to Speak Turkish or Persian, unlike English. 

The third reason which I think should be added to those 

given by the young man is that they do not know the Arabic- 

equivalent that does exist. 

However, the necessity of finding equivalents quickly 

for the names of the numberless modern inventions, conceptsq 

etc., which are pouring from the West, the difficulty of analyz- 

ing - the foreign words etymologically, the use of certain 

I words in English as patent names, and the tendency among 

scientific scholars to adopt terms which are used inter- 

nationally provide further explanation for the existence of 

loanwords from English in Arabic. 

The Position and Prospects of Loanwords in Arabic 

There are large numbers of loanwords that one encounters 

in spoken and written Arabic which are not firmly established 

in Arabic for reasons that can be seen from the above discus- 

sion of, the attitude of Arabs towards loanwords and the reasons 

for adopting them, in addition to the fact that few people under- 

stand them. 

Many such words came into Arabic and stayed for a long time 

but eventually dropped out of use. and others" remained in use on 

a limited scale from the points of view of frequency and the 

number of people using them. 

The prospects of English loanwords in Arabic are difficult 

to predict. In the early years of this century when the French 
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automobile was adopted into Arabic, purists rose against it 

and proposed in its stead the word in the formoJL--x-; (the 
(2) 

feminine of JW), which is "JLjl 19 the noun of intensiveness, 
. r- 

from the verb to walk. This formýlis frequently employed 

to designate an instrument or machineq as doing something, or 
(3) 

by means, of which something is dones regularly and constantly'. 

Yet some people, such as Qasim AmIng an Egyptian man of letters 
(4) 

educated in France, mocked them and preferred the French word. 

Finally, the Arabic word achieved currency at the expense of 

the French to the extent'of practical extinction of the latter I 

in Arabic usage. 

The closer contacts between England and America on the one 

hand and the Arab world on the other are establishing psycho- 

logical grounds for such loans. Also the study of the English 

language and the subsequent use of it in certain fields of 

higher education within the Arab world as well as abroad (mainly 

in English-speaking countries) are familiarizing a large*number 

of Arabs with English morphology and phonology. Such people 

are becoming more or less bilingual. They seem to. be 'tuned' 

for both languages; thus the foreign word does not jar on their 

1. W. Wrightq A Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1.176,288. 

2. Ibid. * 1379 233. 

3. Ibid. q 176, " 288. 

4. Qiisim Amin, KalimAt'. Bacabdh(Egypt), 1906, P. 11, cited by 

- 
Mahir Vasan Fahm! , -Q. 

Isim Amln, p. 202. - 
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ears. 

- 'Therefore, the future of such loanwords as do exist in 

Arabic at present and the possibility of their increase in 

number. seem to be dependent on the continuation and improve- 

ment, of-the favourable factors. In my opiniong this is 

important in order to avoid the losses French has suffered in 

the Arab world since the British occupation of Egypt. 

Transliteration and Pronunciation of Loanwords 

The Arabic transliteration and pronunciation of loanwords 

from English are linked together, and they show aspects of- 

conformity and others of disparity with their English models. 

Apart from minor departures for which transliterators are 

responsible, this is due to the-degrees of possibility of 

expressing English sounds in Arabic alphabets (including the 
(2) 

Arabic diacritical marks which stand for short vowels)l 

which in their turn bring about degrees of accuracy in repro- 

ducing the original English sounds in Arabic apeech. Therefore, 
I shall discuss the points of disparity between the Arabic and 

1. The losses French suffered in its influence on Arabic would have been greater if English had not had many French elements 
as well as points of similarity with the French language and 
gulturel which have perpetuated the influences of French in 
many cases. 

2. Two of these marks, namely-: ý. and. Lj are written on top of the lettersl the first representing the sounds (A/a) as in M and theq and the second representing the sound(u) as in German 
unter. The third markj namely -, is written beneath the letters and represents the sound" (i) as in ink. 
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the English-phonetic systems, as these form the core of the 

problem. 

The points that will be-discussed include vowelsq 

diphthongs, consonants, syllables, and stress. 

Vowels and Diphthongs 

The following English vowels and diphthongs (expressed 

in symbols) have no equivalents in Arabic and cannot be 

accurately expressed in it in any way : - 

Ze--' 7 as in gtneralo To express it by--: n-or-7-with each 

7, and would make it 3ana and d 3ini respect of 
4. 

ivelyq whereas to express it by the vowel after each of them 

would make it d3i: ni:. 

7 as in October and hot. When initiall this sound is Z-o 

expressed by (t) and hamza(s), i. e. followed by.,. This 

cluster can only be pronounced Zu-11-7 according to Arabic phone- 

tics, not Z_o2. When in a middle position, however, the only 

way of expressing this sound is by using be which can 

pronounced in different ways according to the short vowels (the 

1. *I disagree withY. Wright when he maintains (A Grammar of 
Arabic, 1.79 0- 4a) that the sound of in Arabic 
'Fesembles that. of. (e) in English pet; cf P-i47t,: -; i--i2--q- 

2ý Hamza has-a vague sound that can only be imitated in English 

- after a short vowel is added to it; thus with the short u 
sound it is the u in German unter; with the short a 
sound it is the '; ý in ago; with the short i sound (-7T, 

'it is the i in ink. 
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diacritical marks) that will be haphazardly assigned to it, 

or to the preceding letter, only if a zero mark is assigned to 

it, so that it fits in an Arabic morphological pattern. The 

different ways of pronunciation referred to are 9Wa 9 ewuq awi, 

uuR-l uwu, uwi, iwal iwu, iwi, 2. w. Lwj and iw. Howeverg people 

have become familiar with this sound due to the inqrease in 

their knowledge of English. 

Zp-5. as in saw. The previous comment on Zo- 7 in a-middle 

position-applies here too. 

. -:, 
7 as in sir. In its stead, the r is kept in-the,. fe- 

transliteration and fully articulatedl and the i (or u in 

words like fur) is turned into something like Z_e 7 but long 

(and non-diphthongal); it is-expressed by and represented 

in this work by the symbol r! 7. However, with words where o 

occurs instead of u or i as in world,, the o is written two p 

and the r followsq fully articulated. 
/e-i7 as in ladY. It is expressed by the short vowel 

and but the voice does not glide from the first to the 

second-jý i. e. it is not a diphthong. 

Zq_ý2u as in note. It is treated like Zo_ý. 7 and the comment- 

on th; latterapplies here. 

L/s_ýO as in hydrogen. It 
---is 

not very difficult to express. 
It. is written Howeverl this is rather emphatic in English, 

whereas in Arabicq wherever it occurs, 117, 
al is soft and the 

following vowel is lengthened by an additional short vowel, as 

-Ji 
f;. 

-. 
71., mj ib lmji 

, etc. The short vowel 
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followed by the vowel (as ind,, *. ý. j "jeu) do not make up the 

sound of this diphthong though frequently thus expressed in 

transliteration, as in haidrod3im, This sound exists 

in the colloquial due to Turkish, Kurdish, and Persian influence. 

Z-oi7 as in b. The only way to express it is by using the DOY 

letters and a, which, according to Arabic morphologicalý rules, 

have to be given short vowels. As a result, -we have the follow- 

ing possible pronunciations of the word boy : buwujjl buwejjlbuwijjl 

bawujj, bawajj, bawijj, biwujj, biwajjl and biwijj. The final 

zero suffix can be. replaced by an inflectional short-vowel 

suffix according to the grammatical case. Clearlyl-none of 

these forms corresponds to English /Bi7. However, this sound 

exists in the colloquial, due to Turkish, Kurdish, and-Persian. 

influence. 

ZF-, a7 as in fair. In its stead, the r is kept in theýtrans- 

literation and fullyarticulated, and the vowel elements (ai. in 

this case, and e-in a case like_there, etc. ) are turned into 

something like Z_e 7 but long (and non-diphthongal); they are. 
expressed by., q and represented in this work by the symbol re 7. 

ZS_i7as in four. In its steadq-the r is kept in the trans- 
literation and fully articulatedq and the vowel elements (ou in 
this case, and o in a case like soret etc. ) are turned into 

Co-7 and expressed by The comment on Z; 
-ý7 above applies 

here too. 

5_s7as in moor. The comment on Zb_ý he're too. 7applies 

The above surveyq which applies to the language at large, 
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not to-the specimens given in this chapter only, makes it 

clear that the differences between the Arabic and the English 

vowel systems are bound to make the transliteration of English 

vowels approximate. Whereas the English tend to glide from 

one position to another in pronouncing their long vowels and 

thus produce diphthongsq the Arabs maintain maximum purity in 

pronouncing them, not making the slightest motion in the lips 

or the jaw. Thus coat is pronounced more or less like caughtt 
- -7 

shade as fSey, and so on. However, while commenting on the 

different diphthongal sounds, mention was made of the unwrit- 

ten colloquial and the influence of Turkish, Kurdishl and 

Persian on it. To clarify this point it is necessary to point 

outthat there are aspects of similarity between the English 

vowel system and those of the above three languages and sub- 

standard Arabic dialects; and because of the influence of such 

languages and dialects on colloquial Arabicq people have come 

to know and use their diphthongs in the colloquial. Subsequent- 

ly they made use of their familiarity with them in correctly 

pronouncing English loanwordsl as far as the diphthongs /_ei7j 

, 
/ai7j and /o-i7 are concerned. But actually, a state of con- 

fusion between the standard and the substandard, the foreign 

and the nativel the written and the inferred or understood 

has emerged and has been aggravated by the duality of the 

Since the short vowels in Arabic (the diacritical. marks) are mostly understood and very rarely writteng and the inflectional 
short vowels are to be inferred. 
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source of borrowing P English and Frenchl which sometimes have 

the same word with a different vowel or pronunciation. Thus 

many-loanwords have come to have different versions or possible, 

versions of spelling, and pronunciation., 

Consonants 

Consonants also present some difficultY, as there is no 

Z -&L 7 L"I 27, Z'ý 7, ft- L7, or 
ZVin Arabic. In transliterating 

such letters and soundsl Arabic has resorted to the Arabic 

alphabets of the Turkish, Kurdish, and Persian languages which 

had developed modified characters to provide for the above 

sounds, which they shared with English. Thus the following 

characters have come to be used in Arabic for their English 

counterparts -, 
'(for '7&79 

., for Z-Z71 'for fý 7, f or " L 4.9 
and -forC3,7(the last not very common). However, type is not 

available for such letters at every Arabic printing press. 

Thus, the letters expressing the nearest sounds to them, 

according to Arabic Judgment I are adopted in such cases. 

These are kq for lb 9f or 7, j, f for Cv_79r 
9 

fk, 79 

f or AN 7, andLA qZVq f or f32. 

In the Egyptian dialect, the Arabicr-. 9 
ZJý3-3j7qis pronounced 

To supply the need for a letter to express the English 

sound A 79 the Egyptians took up the letter C.; 9which in 

Turkish 9. Kurdish', 
_ and. Persian', 'iz_pronounced -Ztr, and used it 

, 
for 

It-is very commonly expressed by *a following the early SI Arab translators in their translAerations of Greek words. 
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To express the English sound Z, U, the Egyptians adopted the 

cluster 1-9 tsh, which for non-Egyptian Arabs constitute two 

independent sounds. Some of the Lrabs followed them and others 

used the modified Arabic characters or their nearest equiva- 

lents. 

As a result of the deficiency of Arabic in the above- 

mentioned consonants and the different ways adopted in expres- 

sing themýin Arabic, a state of confusion in transliteration 

developed. Loanwords were written in various ways9 and were 

consequently learnt by people in various, and sometimes mixed, 

ways, 

In'this state of confusion, there is a phenomenon that is 

worthy of attention. Whereas Arabic has no and has been at 

pains. to-Isupply a makeshift character to express itj some- 

times English words which have b would be pronounced with 1P 

by an Arab. This phenomenon, which the state of confusion 

partly explainsl can be ascribed to the feeling an Arab has 

that an English word must have[jýjjpsincefb7is Arabic. 

Consonants are fully articulated in Arabic, This has 

resulted in full articulation of their English counterparts. 
Included in this rule is the final r and the r which is 

followed by a consonant, both of which are silent in English. 

1. According to the Received Pronunciation. 

lb 
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In this we can say that the Arabic treatment of the En , glish 

r is like that of the Scots. The 
_G 

in the. E. & cluster is also 
(1) 

fully articulatedý- 

Syllables and Stress 

The syllables of English words are not always retained 

when borrowed into Arabic. A word, beginnin, g wi. th two conson- 

ants will generally have the first of them made'syllabic by 

adding sometimes a very short it represented in this work by 

and sometimes an ordinary i. Examples are isket. S : for 

sketchl_'stu: djo: for studio, and isteiji: ni for sterling. 

When two consonants occur in a middle positiong a vowel 

is sometimes inserted between them I as in sandwich where C97 

is inserted between the /W and the Z-, ý7, and bilharzia 

where Z-ý 7 is inserted b, otween the fr 7 and the Z-z 7. 

Such change in syllables naturally leads to change in 

stress. Howeverl stress is also affected by another factors 

namely that the pronunciation of English loanwords is based 

on simple reading of their spelt forms in English or the 

Arabic transliteration. Thus the correct English stress is 

generally absent in loanwords. They are sometimes pronounced 

with neutral stress throughout and sometimes given Arabic 

stress by analogy with certain Arabic wordst such as N- %0 im * p1r, in 1 

-JýVn 
for shilling and istarli: ni for sterling are 

exceptional. 'A' 
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(imperial), by analogy with v' ?1( jykj, independence) 

in which process one syllable of the English im. pi. ri. al is 

droppedl and sqn. da. wi: tS (sandwich) by analogy with der. do. bi: s 

old woman). 

Types of Loanwords 

As alr eady explainedl a loanword exhibits degrees of 

morphemic and phonemic importation and substitution. This 

enables us to distinguish two types of loanwordsq namely pure 

loanwords which is also called loanwords for the sake of 

brevity, and loanblends. 

The above discussions apply to both types, but there are 

points which apply to one type only and not to the other. Such 

points will be discussed in their proper places belowl and a 

selection of specimens will be given with each of the two types. 

1. Pure Loanwords 

This. type of loanwords exhibits importation of the 

morphemic and part or all of the phýnemic constructions of , an 

English word into Arabic. 

Grammar of Pure Loanwords 

The grammar of pure loanwords in Arabic consists of gender, 

plural, and inflexion. 

Gender 

. 
Arabicl like French, has two gendersq masculine and femi- 

nine, but within this system, there are words that can be treated 
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either as masculine or as feminine. The assignment of pure 

loanwords to genders seems to happen automatically in Arabicq 

according to word-endings. Although not applicablelto-all 

feminine words in Arabic, a final short or long1jal, i. e., 
. 

ZU 

or Zw- 79 points to the feminine gender. Thuss such l9anwords 

as dahlia, zinnia, cinema, camera, bacteria,, and influenza. ýare 

usually treated as feminine. Words without such an ending are 

mostly considered masculine, such as aster (as against, dahlia 

and zinnia)q cinematograph ( as against cinema )q film (as- 

against camera), microbe (as against bacteria)q and rheumatism 

(as against influenza). 

Sex is considered important for nouns representative of 

persons or animals, % therefore such nouns are assigned to the 

gender that corresponds to their natural sex, 

Plural 

According to an Arabic grammatical rulel, English pure 

loanwords, like all other loanwords, are given the feminine ., 
plural, which is formed by adding the suffix 41ILtq to the 

word. In spite of this ruleg, however, a masculine or a 
-1 1 '. .. 

(1) 
brokenplural, both reserved for native words, is sometimes 

given to, an English loanword. The masculine pluralq formed by 

The, masculinek feminine are regulars 
whereas-the broken--plural is irregular. For the sake of brevity, I used regular and irregular with the specimens. 
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either of the suffixes Op u-. nl and C.,, im, according to 

case, is used when the sex of the referent demandst such as 

jo: n'5ri: nl for lo: rdi: n, for lords, andC,, -', -I-. 
L , mill 

millionaires. The broken plural, which can be used for 

masculine 'and feminine words alike, is, however, irregular and 

affects the structure of the words such as in fýUIjqflwmq for 

films, and I.; qenm pil for consuls. Although there are scales 

for forming broken plurals in Arabic, people do not seem to 

observe themg and such loanword plurals do not always fit in 

properly in the broken-plural system. 

In forming the dual 5 there is no difference between 

native words and loanwords, as they all take either of the 

.,.,, lajnl according to case. suffixesol jwnq and 

Inflexion 

Inflexion of English pure loanwords is limited to endings I 

since only nouns are borrowed. Such endings consist in the 

short vowels u,. 2 ,i (the diacritical marks) for the nominatiVeg 

accusative, and (genitive and dative) respectively. Grammat#- 

ally, pure loanwords differ from native words in that they take 

thea ending in the genitive and the dative in addition to the 

accusative, and their short vowel inflexional endings cannot 
(1) 

, 
,, be doubledq i. e. they cannot be given the nunationg as they 

1. 'The marks of the short vowels-when-doubled are pronounced 
'Ciith the addition of the sound n. This is calledCpgýý the 
tanwin or "nunation". (from the 'ýame of the letterCj niin). ' 
W. Wrightl, A Grammar of Arabic, 1.12. 

,- llllhý 
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can in native undefined nouns. In practice, however, and diýe 

to the chaotic situation that resulted from the introduction 

of French and English in the Arab world as other influential 

languages besides Turkish, which later they, replaced, English 

pure loanwords have in many 
-cases 

been given the i ending and 

the_nunation. Predominantlyl however, a zero ending has been 

preferred to overcome the difficulty of their inflexion and to 

preserve their original termination. 

Basis for Deciding on Pure Loanwords from English 

In, deciding on loanwords from English, there are straight- 

forward as well as'complicated case's , The main problem in the 

latter lies in the large number of French loanwords in English 

and the many scientific terms with-Latin and Greek elements 

used in Englishq Freýnchj and other modern European'languages. 

But as no other European language besides English and French 

has had any appreciable influence on A-rabicl due to complete 

lack. ýofj or very little4l -contact of any kind, words etymolo- 

gically derived from such languages can be said with reasonable 

certainty tO have-come__int'o'Arabic via English or French. 

Pronunciationg"where'ver applicablet. has been considered 

here as a principle-for distinguishing between loanwords from 

English and loanwords from French. ' Thus if a word presents an 
English pronunciationj it is considered as English, and-if it 

presents a French one it is left out as French. This principle 

-P 
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(1) 

has been applied to loanwords of French origin and to loan- 

words indirectly introduced into Arabic by English and French 

from any other language. However, there are cases where the 

English pronunciation departs-from the spelling or is rather 

complicated and alien to Arabicg-whereas the French pronun- 

ciation is consistent with the-spelling and sometimes easier 

for an Arab to guess and produce. In such cases, a French 

pronunciation results by sheer coincidence. But it is 

important to note that individuals differ in pronouncing 

certain loanwords that exist in both English and French 

depending on which language they have borrowed them from. 
(2) 

Thus bothC J, idro: d3i: nl andC.,... -n-ýj-k-Aq haidrod31: n, 

for instance, are used by different people. 

The indirect role played-by English in introducing and 

perpetuating French and other loanwords-in Arabiq is con- 

siderable. English had a larger area of influence in the 

Arab world in the late 19th century and. the first half of, the 

twentieth century than that of French, and has gained inter- 

national currency and superseded French in numerous places and 

at various international levels. If English had had other 

The subject being loanwords from English, words of English 
origin and non-Engliah pronunciation have been included here* 

2. The dif f ereroe Jn pronunciation :b agressed by the Arabic 'trans- 
literations. 
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words for such Frenchýloanwords, they would have most probably 

superseded them in Arabic and any other'language which had been 

influenced by French. This also applies'to othei loanwords'in 

English. 

On these grounds, loanwords which represent'this aspect of 

the influence of English on Arabic are included here. 

Scientific terms which are coined from Latin and Greek in 

the modern age by English and other scientists and which are 

used in English are considered here as cases'of direct or" 

indirect influence on Arabic according to Ihe nationalities'of 

the scientists. 

However, I have found it useful to mention roughly the 

classes of origin the words belong to, in Roman"nUMbers between 

brackets, for reference. Such classes, though not based on 

established etymological principles, give rough information 

which is base4 on the'o, tymologies and histories of words given 

by the etymological dictionaries of Skeatq Weekley, Kleint the 
1". 

Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology, -(and sometimes'Partridge's 

Origins) and compared with NED. Also the French dictionaries of 

Bolch and Wartburg, Littr6q and Robert'have been--consulted for' 

this purpose. Concerning the history of scientific terms and the 

nationality of their coinersq EncycloDaedig, Britannicap Chamberslb 

Encyclopaedia, Grand Larousse, q and Der Grosse Brockhaus-have--been- 

consulted wherever the above-mentioned dictionaries afforded no help. 
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The classes of origin referred to are : - 

1. Words which are self-evidently EngliA. 

Words dating as far back as Anglo-Saxons or of 
native origin or development. 

III. Abbreviations of English words and termsiwhether 
consisting of-one word or, moreq-and-whether they-have- 
become names or remained just as abbreviations. 

Patent names of E4glish and American firms. 

V. Scientific coinages made and names-given by the--Engli8hý. 
and the AmericariS. 

-VI. Old borrowings from Greekt LatinjýGermanj-ltalianq-,, - 
and other languages, and words of unknown origins. 

VII. old borrowingsýfrom Frenchq thatýis,. wordsýborrowe4 into 
English, bef ore --the 19th century-, nwhen- -the contact of - 
the French with the Arabs first started. 

VIII Recent borrowings from other languages, 

Ix. Scientific coinages made by German and. otýer 
scientists of different nationalities. 

X. Recent borrowings,, from French into English. 

XI., Scientific coinages, made--and-, namesýgivenby-the French 
to their inventions and borrowed into English. 

As it is clear from the above classes, the first five show 

direct influenceg whereas the rest show indirect influence. 

Accordingly, I have divided the specimens into two categories, 

A and*, #9 within each subject group, 

Subject Grouping of the Specimens 

In grouping'the specimens in subjects, I have avoided 

detailed categorization, either because of technical difficul- 

ties resulting from overlapping or because of the scarcity 

-klý 
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of specimens in a certain subject. Related subjects have been 

put together, such as art, music etc.; books, printing, 

stationery, etc. Certain words could have been listed in 

other than the groups in which they appear herel but there 
(1) 

will always be an argument also for their present place. 

1. Barometer, for instance, appears under Instruments, Machinesl 
Tools, Vehicles etc. whereas--it could have been listed under 
Science., Again,,. under Science there are words such as 
chimpanzee and-. gorilla which one-does-not usually expect to 
find under science. Howevert as a barometer., for instancet 
is an instrument, though a scientific ones it is not wrpng 
to be in its present groupq and as chimpanzee and gorilla 
are biological and anthropological wordsq'they are not out 
of place in their present group either. 
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GLOSSARY OF THE PURE LOANWORDS 

Art, Music, etc. 

-A- 

f ilm (II) 

j. 6 1 ri. -S. 
film, f"llm / film 
The 2nd phonetic form represents its pronunciation in Ir. 
Ar. 
For all kinds of photographic films and moving pictures. 
Not as a verb., 
<Ustq DMWA, p. 727/b>>- 
Qnd , Th, 26.11.197o , p. 6, s. v. j'J 1ý SUI 

t. ý>>* 

harmonica (V). -,., - - 
LýýJ-% / Lýýj LA 

hermo: ni: kw / ha: rmo: ni: km 
For the musical mouth instrument. 
<<lst, Mwd>>- 

jazz (I) 

d3sez 
For the kind of music. 
<< K, 1: 3 (Jan. 1946) P. 421 

microfilm (II). 

maikro: film m(ej/i: )kro: film 
Film is not pronounced f"l, "m here as when alone. 

panorama (V) 
L-0 1.4ý ý- 

(b/p)eenoreemze 
Mostly written-with Z-b. 

_7,9 
but pronounced with Cpg 

Often in panoramic screen. 
<< Mwd 0e 

LA << a -1 ", panoramic screen, DMWAj p. 40/a 00 

colloquial 

0 

Classified under tI depending'on film, as the coiner of, this word 
is untraceable in the dictionaries. 

** IF. Panorama is from E. (Robert). 
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photography (V) 

(U/C 

fo: to: ýcra: fj(m/, q)/fD: ýb: 'x iu: i 
<< jstq Mqq I: l June 1876) 'p'. 13'-b- 
<<-2nd, Ho VI: 4 

ý15-10- 
1897) P- 144 

rock and roll . (I) 

r ok eend r *1 
The contracted Rock'n'Roll'is'not known in Ar. 
For the type of dance and music. 
<< A9 na. 68- (July, 19 64) P- 157 >> 

stereoscope 

sti: rjo: sko: (b/p) 
<<Mqg Id -(June 1876) p. 13 

-B- 

accordion. -(IX) 
JAI 

ekko': rdjo: n/okko: rdjo: n 
<< 1 at q -j pý 6.1 l'- 1 970t ý'ý P-, 12/5 ýC, 

caricature (VII) (- F. ) 

kmrika-, t o: r 
Mwd 

, 
tS(adj. ), K, 1: 9 (JulY 1946) P- 367>>* 

carnival'. (VI), P. 
_, _carnaval) j 

karn(oA)vaeI-' 
- Z_ý v p-but always -pronounced -with fvj. Written. with am f7 

<< 1 st and 2nd, '- H, VI 113 (1 -3 -189WPf - 499 ; D, - 
v 



cartoon (X) (-F. carton) 

keart(6: /u: )n' 
Mostly with film, preceding it. 
<<Jt 28.11-19709 P-119 8--V'- . 

chorus, -(VI) 

koýrAS 
Mosýly in'singing and occasionallylrý drama. ' 
The Are group, is becoming more frequent. 
<< DMWA 9 'P -84 6/a >> 

circus, (VI) 

sark's 
BI t" 22-7., 19669 p. 6, citing paperI3 of -22-7.1926. >>. 

clarinet (VIIý(- clarinette) 

k3a : mit kleerinB t 
<<J, 6.11-19709 p*12/5 >>- 

conce;: ý. (, VII) 

konsOrt/konisirt 
<< lstq Thq 3-11-19709 P-89,8-, v- 

drama, (VI) 
Ls 

drmmm 
For the kind, of literaturev and sometimes for a play. 
<<Mwd-->>. 

flute (VII) 

flu: t 
<Q, 6.11-197 09, p. 12/5 >N 

65 
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mosa ) (- P. mosaYque) 

mo: zmji: k, / --mo: zmti: k 
Also for mosaic tiles. 
<<lstý Aq no. 68 (July 1964) p. 28/b 

opera-(VI)-(- F. opera 
6 It I 

op(e)re 
Written with t 

fb, 79 and 9 
fp" 7t but always 

Sometimýaýa 
L 

Zied to an opera house too. 
<< 1 stq I(the Khedive Ia Opera) i. e. 
(15-3-1898) P-549>>. 
<< 2ndq Mn, Vol. I, 1898t P-5429 2nd edo>> 
<ý 3rd, DMWAq P-33/b >>. 

orchestra., (VI) Ital. ) 

ork(i/e)str(a/m) 
<< ig 6.11-19709 -p. 12/5 

piano (VI) (-ýF. ) 

P, Jeeno: /Pjmn* 
« lst, E, VI: 17 (1-5-1898) p. 664»- 
« 2nd-� DMWA9 P-84/a »- 

pronounced with Zp-2. 

opera houseq Ht VI114 

sketch (VI) 

.. 4A: 
S_ý I 

iske(t. j/tý) 
In the transliterationt tch is rendered zf Z-tj, followed by 
LU. As a resultýwe have a literal pronunciation-and a learned onev 
the former articulating each, of the two-letters distinctlyt and the 
latter pronouncing them ft" L7. 
<< DKWA 9P-I 7/a >>. 

studto. (VIII) 

-#studjO: /'*stu. *djo: /stu: djo: 
Used in photography,, - -painting- and-, broadcastirig' stations << lst, K9 1: 3 (Jan- 1946) P-420 Ae 
<< 2nd , DMWA 9 P. I 6/a >> . 
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Books, Printing, Stationery. etc. 

-A- 

foolscap-(I) 
UýO 

fu: lskae(b/p)/fulskm(b/p) 
Written with .., p 

Zb-, 7, but pronounced with Cb2 and CP29 
For the size df writing paper, usually 17 x 13 inches. 
<<I stf Mwd >k 

offset-M 

ofset 
For the printing method. 
<<Tho 26.11-1970P P-99 

-B- 

atias -(vi) (- P. ) 

At 1(0/A)S 

Fir a book-of maps. 
'0ý Ht VI: 7 (1 -9- 1897) - p. 280 

carbon-(=)*. (- F. carbons) 

karboms k4: rbo: n 
For carbon -paper. Also with paper. 

catalogue (VII) (. F. ) 
t. 
Z: 

keteelo: ( d3), /ket(w/9 lo: k 
The let sVOWs zg. transliteration, which resulted in the §13ý7- 
version of-pr6nunciation, in some Arab countries, e. g. Saudi Arabia. 
For a commercial-, mostly, illustratedg book advertising goodso 
Not as a verb. 
<( 113to IWAq P. 812/a)O -* 

* The origin of this sense is untraceable in the dictionaries. 
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cellophane, (IX) (-. F. ) 

«Istt Mwd Av 

encyclopaedia (VI) or (VII) 
LA Jý- I 
ins(i/ai)klo: pi: dje 

Written with 9 
fb39 -but pronounced with fp2. 

insiklo: pi: 8JOIthe change of . 39 
5 79 into it -L L79 

is"possibly-due to a misprint'as the difference between the two 
letters is only a dot. Mq, 1: 5 (Oct. 1876) p. 106,2nd edo>> 9 

<09 VI: 18 (15-5-1898) P-703 >>- 

journal-(VII) (- F. ) 

(d3/1"b2mml 
The rj 

pronunciation is Eg. 
Used in reference to scientific bulletins, etc*, as-in the quotationg 
until the -Ar. - ;I:., o was'-agreed -upon-. However, it' is'used'in' Egypt 
and Lebanon-at-pr4sent-mostly in the'sense of-newspaper, which* 

.. 
possibly reflects P. influence., 
<<'Mqt 1: 1 (June'1876) outside of back. cover>>.. 

stencil-S, VI) or-(VII)** 
j-, =" L/ J--: -. -- 

istansil/stens'l 
For a wax-covered-sheet"of-paper used in'duplication, 
<Ost, Mwdý>>. 

Cloth, Clothes, etc. 

-A- 

nylon (: [V) 
L 

n(ei/i--)lo: n/nailo: n 
The fk. 2: pronunciation - is closer, to-F,, -, 
It is extensively -used by the public for -various kinds, of waterproof 
sheets and materialst-and, occasionally for plastic-ware'* <<Istt At no. 68 (July 1964) p. 6q/b>>. - <<2nd, KA, 1965P 

Either anglicized from--Lo-or-after, P. encyclop4die., 

According to Skeat 'and ODEE, it is from, -P. -L. t while Weekley 
suggests obs. Du. origin. 
I 
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pyja-Tn s--(,, 

) 
-.. 

L 6. 
(b/p)i: d3Mm9/(b/jx) U13MMG 

Writt 
' 
pn with -t Lb /0 but sometimes pronounced with Zp-2 also. 

CurioUslyp thý word, which-has undergone semantic extension in E. 0 
never came into Ar. from Urdu or Persiano where it meant just loose 
trousers tied round the waist (NM). 
It is only used in Ar. in its E. sense of a sleeping suit of loose 
trousers and jacket. I do not think that dropping the plural a in 
Ar. is due to a recognition of the Persian or Urdu originalo or due 
to F. I am more inclined to believe that it is dropped in. order to 
give the word an Ar. feminine endingo which the asalready before the 
B9 ensures. 
<< 1st and 2nd, DMWA, p. 85/a>> . 

-B- 

beret-(X) (- F. b4ret) 

bi: ri bOrij a' 
The 2nh phonMc form represents popular pronunciation in Iraq. 
<< Mwd >> 

bikini -*(X) (-i F. ) 

pi. ki. -ni/pikki: ni 
Stran? 

b 
1b is generally pronounced fp2t though it is written with 

fto ) I ') 
J, 

See earlier discussion of transliteration and pronunciation* 
<< is to mwý >>. 

chiffon, (X) (- F. ) 

«DWAP P. 498/b». 

jute 
al-i. - 
d3u: t 
«Jp 28.11.19709 P. 99 P. y. .( 

ß4a0 

eý ;4 LIJ Cs'. 2. i 
mohair (VI)* 

iýo: har 
<< Mwd >>. 

F. mohair is from E. (Robert). 
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muslin. -(VII) or (VI)ý 

Wj/ 
musli: n/m osli: n/mawsili: n Curiouslyq the Ar. naie is not known. 

A <<lstg H9 VI: 6 (15-11.1897) p. 229 >>. 
<<3rd, KA, 19659 P-483 >% 

poplin . (VI) 
La I 

p o: pli: n 
Mostly written with 
<<DMWA, p. 81/a>>. 

Drink, Food, etc. 

"fq but pronounced with fp2. 

-A- 

beer (II) 

bi: ra 
The word is AS, but seems to have 
undergone such modification'due to 
phone bi: A a well. 
ý(Istt IIq . VI; 4 (15-10-1897) P-137 
<<2nd, H, VI: 12 (1542.1898) P-464 

brandy, (II)** 

's a: 1'. 

breendi 
'ýHt VI: 15 (1-4-1898) P-564>)- 

cake 

come into'Ar. via Ital-; birra, q or 
the'existence in Ar. of the homo- 

»� 

kajkl k5k 
The 2nd phonetic fo= is Ir. colloquial Ar. 

Either from F. mousseline or because it is originally based on 
Mosulf city in Iraq ý 
F. brandy-is from E: (Robert), - 
The phonetic development in E. of ON. kaka- (Icel'op Sw. ]MIM9 Da. 
is important here, as it made-the-word sound-completely different. 
Thus I classed it under II, while otherwise it should have been classed 
under VI. F. cake is from E. (Robert). 
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Coca C 

, 
&, ýýV) 

It is-frequently shortened- in speech to k0: k9. 
<< Alno. 68 (July 1964) p. 60 >>. 

grape fruit 

gripfru: t 
The 2nd is Eg. transliteration. 
It is more frequent than a;., Jl( paradise lemon. 
<<Ist, - Mwd>> .0r 

ice cream 

aisl"kri: m Introduced popularly-in Iraq by the Dairy Administration which 
started making ice cream under this name a few years ago. Earlier,.. 
people used to have only a Turkish loanword for it, a4 do: nd, 1rmGj 

j 47 but now it is used for ice cream in general while ýice cream, 
is used-for that made by the above administration 

tn the same way that 
Motta, is used for another firm's ice cream. 

Pepsi Cola . 
(, IV) 

p(i/e)psiko: 1(w/9) 
It-is. frequently shortened in speech to pipsi. 

pineapple., (I) 

I. 
painAp'fl 

Written with o and but always pronounced with 2. It exists side by side with *, 
_, 

L; 49n9naes 9 arianas. 

sandwich.: (II) 

I '%. N! .jM, 
sandowi: (t. ý/t3)/sandowi: tý/sandowi: d3 

The 2nd,, and the 3rd are mostly used in Iraq, with an o9casional f92 
ending in speech to indicate smallness. The native aD 9 lit. a, thing 
wrapped upq is, howeverp'still frequently uspd. 

<Mst, 1(wd >>. 

se7en up/7 up (Iv)- 

L., I ICA- 
sev"nAp 
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sherry-- (II)* 

Seri/Seri 
<< 1 st , Mwd. >>. 

strawVerry (II) 

stro: bari 

wýski 
<<Y, Ag 19659 P-46a 

-B- 

ciga;. 
_ 
(711) 

. 
(- 

.. 
ý. cigare) 

j lsý /j6. 
si: ka : rls 

i: 
g c'x--': r 

<Ost, H, VI: 13'(1-3-1898) P-510 >>- 
<< 2nd, MW >>. 

hamburger (VIII) 

hmmbArger 
It is found in mpnus and on the signboards of small shops in 
Iraq. 

-. Economics-and Money 

-A- 

banknoie-'(I) 

benk, lao: t 
Especially in Egypt and Lebanon. 
<<Mwt P-71/b >> - 

P. sherrY- (or - cherry). 4'ls from'E. " (Robert). 

** F. whiskylis from E. (Robert). 
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cent - (I) 

sent 
For the U. S. money, and in Aden until its independence. 
<< A, no. 68 (July 1964) p. 169 >>. 

cheque-(II) or (IV)* 

t -ý'U-k/ , 5/i: )k 
Although the A in the 2nd 'suggests F. influence, it can 
well be due t rthe 

confusion some Arabs'havi'about the sound Zt. V 

as-it is manifested by various other cases- 
Popularly in Iraqq one either uses the colioquial ! I,, tS ek , or the 
standard Ar. dL.., qek. :0- 9- 

dollar (I) 

du: 3. a,: r, dolor 
The 2nd phonetio fo=--represents the-pronunciation used only by 
newscasters, who try to imitate-the E. correctly. 
For the U. S. --money. 
<< 53,2nd ed. >> 

farthing (I) 

L; / - -. 1 L; 
fa: r8in/f ao-r8inN/ a g)lf a: r 8in (: ý/g) 
Though writ en with J", 

- k, -, -orýt,, -. Z3-j, 7i ... the-2nd'and 3rd are 
mostly pronounced with-? gY9 
For the British money. With its disappearance-from British 
monetary-use, - it disappeared-from Ar. writings. 
<< 1st'C'Lý: )6(pl. 

)p Ho VI: 15 (1-4-1898) P-582>>*- 

guinea. -(Ij)** 

U3 /'r)uh9jhj ginB'h 

,7 
The ZjK. -phonetic versiorr represents Eg. pronunciation and the*2nd 
phonetic form, represents the pronunciation'in, Eg., colloquial Ar. 
For the E. and Eg. money. - The'di'stinction-between Guinea and 
Pound in value is made only. bya few-people. 

Either from to - check - I� e E, --development (ODEE) or from Ar. gakk, fVU 
Persian ciik (CEDEL &, K"lujej. 
I consider this as E. development of the name of the African countryt therefore I class it under no. II. I 
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<<HP VIO*5 (1-11-1897) P-178- O. n this page there is an explarlition" 
of the word and how it came into use in Egypt from E. >>. 

pence (I) 

(b/p)ens/pans 
Mostly written with but pronounced with fp 7. 
For the Esmoneyv Usid-as.. singular for a penny. To make it 
plural, an Ar. plural endingcl, mt. iB added. 
<< 1stv cL. 3 L (And the pencep which is 
made of copper, is Md: rd into four fait? 

ýngs. ) Ht VI: 15 
(1-4-1898) P-582. This quotation shows pence used for a penny. >> 

penny . 
(I) 

VLV 
/ 

pani/peni/beni 
, pencep this is only occasionally For the E. -money. Unlike V.;, 

used, To make it pluralt an Ar. ending c., 4 mt , is added, since 
pence is nQt considered as plural* 

1 st"9 MAP P078/a 

pound-(II)- 

pau(A/a)n/pau(A/a)nd 
For -the E. money., - << lstg Jq 25-11-19709 p. 2, s. v. 

shilling- (I) 

ng 
The 3rd is not-very common. 
For the E. money, and in Aden until its. independence. 
4ýlstp Mqp 1: 3 (Aug- 1876) p. 969 2nd ed. >>. 

- <<Ist (Aden money)v Ap no. 68 (July 1964) P-52 >>. 
<<2nd, 11, VI: 5 (1-11-1897) P-178 >>* 
ý<3rd, Mwd, Pe whereas it gives the 2nd version only 

s. v. Shilling >>. 
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sterling,, (I) 

istarli: ni, 'starli: ni 
For the E. money. 
The final? 

, 
j, is an Ar. adjectival formative introduced to make 

an Ar. ad ective from sterling to describe pound. The final S is 
dropped for easy pronunciation. 
<< (the sterling) K, V: 7 (May 1950) P-416 >>. 

ae.! ý (Guinea Sterlin 7 (May 1946) P << n K9 1: -77 >>- 
<< lingý 9 Jp 25-11-1970o p. 2p ý. Lf >>. (Pound Ster 

B 

bank-(vjj) (. F. banque) 

b6nk, I bAng 
q The 2nd phonetic forq represents the popular pronunciation in Ira 

<<'Mqg I0.1 (April 1877)-p. 251t 2nd ed. >> 

cartel - (X) (- F. 

t, 
p, j 

k( ce/ cc: )r t -11 
"ýWq 19579 P-101 >> 

Games and Spo: ýts 

-A- A 

golf (II) 

'. ý J, uýi (d; 
7g)olf/(: 

ý/g)olf 
The-Ist transliteration is Eg. 
pronunciations is predominant, 
versions are also heard. 
<< Ist, A, no. -68 (July 1964) P. 
<< 2nd; Mwd >>. 

The Zg-. 
_7version of'their 

although the Cdg and Zxj- 

38/b >4 

4 
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hockey (II) or (VI)* 

t; 
&A 

ho: ki 
<<TtAMp 1960, P-173 

rugby. (II ý 
.,., 

v4j/ V-Si 
r. &gbi 
Vst, Mwd>>, 

-B- 

bridge. -(VIII) 

brid3 
Mostly among people who have lived in England and learnt the game 
there, in spite of the supposed Near Eastern origin; see ODEE. 
<< 1 st, Mwd >> . 

ericket.. (VI) 

/ a-! ýv5 
krikit/krikit 
« ist, %TAM, - 1960, p. 172 

olympiad (VI). -or (VII) (. P. olympiade) 
.. 31: 

, 
V4 11 

.s 
le. ý I 

01"mpjwd 
Written with Zp-2, and 
<< 1st, Mq, I: 2v(July 1876) j. 26>> . 
<< 2nd, MfWAv P-35/b >> 

polo- (VIII) 
. An. - po: lo: 
Written with 
"ý DMWAt P-831V 

but always pronounced with, fp'-7. 

but, pronounced with Z-P-7*- 

The name is E. 9 but--its-origin-is probably F. 9 from OF. h2auetq bent stick. 
According to Robert, hockey in F. is a loanword from E-t though its 
ultimate origin is OF. 
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tennis-(VII) (» F. ) 

tan*s, t(a/e)nis 
<< A. no. 68 (July 1964) P-38/b>>. 

Geography, etc. 

-A -- 

Crater (I) 

kr6ter 
A city in Aden. 
<< A, no. 68 (July 1964) P-5P - 

Ethiopia (II) 

iej(u: /o: )I(b. /p)je/i: Oj(u: /o: )(b/p)ja 
Written with , p. 

Zý-7p but pronounced with fb3 and'Zp2. 
It cannot havý come into Ar. from F., since F. l1tthiopift is 
different phonetically. 
It seems that- it is replacing the Ar 

- 
Lt. I 91:: 19be ý9, 

graduallyt 
though both are in'use at present. 
<< 1st, with the native word between brackets, J, 25-11-19709 p. 29 
map >> 
<< 2nd, MLS9 19709 p. 62ý>>. 

Garden City (I) 

lj: ý, - 0 Jj 6- 
ýg/d3)(x: rd, ln siti 
A quarter in Cairo. Theýf432 version is heard outside Egypt. 

Hungary (II) 

hen(g/: ý)verje 
The-, y is, -changed into'-Zle. 7 in Ar-. by analogy- with'Bulgariap- 
Rumaniag Yugoslaviat Ethiopiaq etc. 
It Cannot have-come-into Ar. from F. 9 since F. la Hongrie is 
different phonetically. 

Mwd 



New Delhi., (I) 
. 
vij 

nju: dalhi 
Sometimes new is translated. 
<<M-21 P-5375a>> , 

Newfoundland. (I) 

nju: faundland/nju: f owndleend/nju: faundlmnd 
<< 1st, Mwd >>. 
I< 2nd, M-2v P-535/0 >>- 

New York (I) 

nju: j o: rk 
The state and the city in U. S. A. 
<<the city', Mn, Vol. 19 1898, P-51p 2nd ed. 

New Zealand (I) 

nju: zi: laenda/nju: zi: l9nd9 
Sometimes new is translated* 
To give it a more acceptable ending in Ar. p 

Z-92f 
is added. 
<< 1, st, M-2P P-535/c >>- 
<<2nd, M-2, map after P-48>>. 
<<3rdl Jp 25-11-19709 p. 2, s. v. tT- Lý 

Poland. (II) 
.. 

polAnde 
To give it a more acceptable ending in Ar., f; 2, 
is added.. 
It has replaced po: lo: njo 
406tt DMWAP P-Wb 5;. 

-B- 

canal-(VII) (. F. ) 
ju 

78 

written oor'19 
.. b 

written d or lo 

qenwl. 
There has been an attempt to-introduce a distinctibn*between-it-and, the"' 
similarp native word; L_.;; q .. qenmt 9 which makes the loanword mean an 
artificial watercourse, and, 'the native word a natural watercourset 
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smaller than a river. This distinctiong however, 'is not''observed 
regularly in practical use. The British"Channelg a natural water- 
course, is rendered JWJk al- -bqri: tsqnj'wher6as 
the Suez Canal, an aitificial onel is called in both ways. 
<<Hq VIO (1-9-1697) p. 24 ý0- 

circus,,. -(VI) 
L'J. 

ý 

sork's 
A quarter in Baghdad where a circus was set up by an Indian (? ) 

eBtablishment-a-few decades ago,, -. " Now--it-is, a residential, area., 

Instruments, 'Machines, Tools, Vehicles, etc. 

-A- 

bampter (V) 

bmaromat"r 
<< Mci , 1: 3- (Aug.. 1876) p. 68,2nd ed. >>. 

bus (II-) 

(b/p) cx: s 
Written ýith 

9 
70 but pronounced with fb2 and Zp-3. 

<< c, Lo L bl- ) 
9ý Mthq - 1: 2 '(Nov. 1958) p. 125 >> - 0 

gramophone , 
(V) 

gr=af o: n/gr=mf o: n 
The initial E is sometimes transliterated So Zk2p as in the 1 st 
3rd, and sometimesYý29 as in the 2nd and the 4th; but 

I 
it. is., 

always pronounced 
This is more popu ar than ae%-ý I j)I I(ellipti Llly,. S6JI) which is ca 
a loanshift combination modelled-on'talking mach 
<< 1stq MJMAzý>>. 
<< 3rd, - Bd,. 25-12.19259 P-1p ýssv" - 

a, 

jeep (TII) 

d33bj d31: P 
Written with--#,, g 

Zb-29 but pronounced with fb'-7 and ZP-_7- 
Mostly with 3;. L., car. 
<( 13ffAt P-150N>> - 

and the 
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landrover (I) 
A 

-? 
Iýj 

lmndro: var 
<<A, no. 68 (July 1964) p. 68/a >>. 

linotype, (IV) 

1Lno: tai(b/p) 
Mostly written with 9 

Zb-, 79 but pronounced with ZP--7-' 
For-the machine produ6i! iý lines_or-bars of words for printing. 

toL% Sometimes shortened ,,, lainpot. 

microphone,. (V) 
". /L/ CkOll 

m(i: /eJ/ai)kro: f o: n/paikro: f0I. n/mekrOf D: n 
The Ar. neologism -w9 is used in the Ir. Axmy only. 

1stt DWAt P-935/b >>. 

phonograph (V) 

fo: no-. xra; f 

-Less, co; mon ihan gramophone. 
H9 VI: I1 (1 

. 2.1 
ý8p'ý426 

A 

primus-(IV) 

primos, prim/S 
Writt6n with ., 

57p butýpronounced with fp"2 
The. 2nd proninicialtion is, Ir. colloquial Ar. 
For a stove burning vaporized paraffin oil. 
ýT- Mwd>>. 

radar (III) 

rcx: du.: r 
ý< K9 1: 5- (March 1946) -p. 628 >> 

I 
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roneo, (Iv) and (III)* 

ro, nj o: 
For the duplicating machine. They also say IBJlscOpying*6r 
duplicating machine. 
<< Th, ý 25-10-1970v P-59 s-v. - 

telephone (V) 

t eli: f o: n/t al ( 9/i) f o: n 
Almost the only word'used in speech, 
used in Syria and Lebanont and since 
official order. (1). 
<< 1st, Mci, XIV: 3 (1.10.1889) p. 210 >>. 
<< 2nd, H, ' VI: 5 (1 

-11 -1897) P- 190 >> - 

telekiý4ýe, r (I),. 
ýý 

teliprinterý/taliprinter 

themos (IV) 

t9rmus/term(u: /Oja- 

but in writing-i-AA9 heetifo 'is 
1968 in Iraq as well by 

Rendering th Lt-_I, can be due to F. influence or to lazy 
pronunciation; cf. thexmometer, group B below. 
For the vacuum flask. 

1st, Mwd >>. 

torýedo., (II) 

.ý . 
5ý. ý(U/csp-j 

turbi: do: /to: rbi: d/turbi: d/turbi: d 
The 2nd and the 3rd show a considerable difference between'the E. 
and the Ar. which cannot be due to another language-p since F. has 
torpille, Ital. torpedine and-G. ýTorpedoiý, 
<< 18tt Mqq VII: 4 (Nov'- 1882) p, 250 2,. 
<< 2nd, 11, XX: 4 (1.1,1912) p, 242 >>. 

'<<-3rdp MW9 P: 55Va>>- 
<< 4tho MW9 -P 83/a >>I 

It is a patent name as'well as., an abbreviatioriof-rotary., + neastyle. 
The order appl-ied-to-official, writingsý, -Of--ýthe department"ooncerned#, not 
to the publicq although the public seemed to like the new word and many 
started using it in writing. 
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tram (II) and tramway (I) 

and t. F 
t'rmm and trFeiwai 
The Ist is popular now whereas the 2nd has'lost frequeriqý- 
<< 1stq TTAM9 1960, P-177>> -- 
<< 2nd, H,, VI': 1 (1 

. 9. '1897) p. 24 >> - 

transis, tor. (IV) 

trmnsistýi/trwnzister- 
M6stly. -pronounced-in-the above wayst although transliteratedwith' 

9 §ý. r7p at the end. 
<<lstv A, no. 68 (July 1964) P-40 >>- 
<< 2nd, Mwd>> 

typewriter (I) 

taiprait6r 
Though written-with -e-9 

fb29 -it is 'always, -pronot=cdd"with7 fp2,., '. 
It is losingý-frequency due to the -Ar. neologisms -_". Aýjj ; jj I 
and a-. ZWI Zjýjwhich have become popular. 
<< 11, ' Vf s 19 6.1 ý98) 

_P - 743 >> 

-B- 

balloQn. (Xi) 

-bmlu-. nl bmlD: n, bd: lo: n 
<09 VI: 17 (1-5-1898),, p. 665 

camera, (Vl) 
Iý/ L 

-keemerx/kmire 
VI: 14. (15-3-1898),. ý-P, #. 538>> 

<<Hp xxxving 1.11.1929p P-79 
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einematograph, (XI) C 
IJ L. /, L.; IAý-. L. L. 

s; i nwmwt =pmflis inwmeat o. - 3pzef/si : nameet o:: peef 
G is mostly pronounced. /-: E7. Not as common now as 'cinema 
<< 18to lip VI: 5 (1-11-185"7) P-189')ý- 
<< 2nd, H VI: 14 15-3-1898) P-540>>- 
<ý 3rd, --K: 111: 5 

ýMarch 
1946). P-364>>- 

compass-(VII). 

kumb, ý: s/quumb C't: s 
Althoujý writte'nwith ;, fn, 7, instead of fm-2, it is 
pronounced Zm__7 according-to an Ar., phonetic rule. 
It is used in- the Ir. Army- side by side with the Ar. equivalent 

I att MJMA 

helicopter (XI). (. P. h6licoptere) 

h( i7e )' 11 kk 0 
r/Irp 

tar 
It is-used very.. popularly in'spite of the existence of'Ar. n6ologismb "'- 
for itq namely a as i- t..,! W1, zenithal- (overý-head) 'plane, and: 0, J5'&AJI a IUJID 
vertical, 

-plane-. 
Sometimes 4< 1 heIikO(b/p)tZrv which reflectsIr. - 

influence, is encountered*- *ý 
.I << 1stq Th, 26.11-19709 P-7/1 >% 

<< 2nd, - DMWAp P-1032/b>>. 

micr6scope (VI) 
A-- 

makr-, 'sko: b, m-*kr-"sko: b/makrO: sko: b, mlkro: sko: b/ 
m(i: /gi)krlskoeb/m(i: /ai)kro: sko: b 
The 5-2:, version of the 3r4 and the 4th reflects P. pronunciationt* 
though due to-Ar. -transliteration and phoneticso, it is capable'of 
both ways of. pronunciation. 
Ii-is moderately used-irr-writing-nowadaysg due to the Ar. neologism 

but it is very common*in speech. 
AIsto Mqv W (June 1876 P; 10 
<< 2ndq H, VI: 15 (1-4-18Z 7-579. >>. 

3rd, K, 1: 3 (Jan. 1946) P-311>> 
4th, IH9 19479 P-40- 
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parachute (XI) 

pwreaýU: tj pare3u: t/par(w/9)ýu. -t 
The 2nd phonetic form Of pa'ch of the 1st and 2ad'Ae. 'trans- 
literated forms is 6ol 

. 
ýbquiil. pronunciation. ' 

Written with Cý)20 but pronounced with Z--p2. 
It is not veri-, frequently used'hiowadays in writing-dud to"thd Ar'* 
neologism ;- 16,, which has become po ' li pu ar-. 

Isto QSP P-170 
2nd - Thi 8-10-1970t, 

telegraph (XI) 

teI6: ýra: fq tlloxrcx: f, tallxra: f- 
lt,,: Cý not-very-fýecLuently, usýd nowadays -due"to -the' Ar. 'neolbgism, 

A Lebanese paper has this word for's, name. 
<< Mq 9 19 1- (Ju, ne 1876), p. 24, >>* 

telescope (VI)--; 

talisko: b tal I'sko: b/talisko: b 
A< 1st, Mqv IsI June 1876) P-15>>- 
<< 2ndýý Mq 9' 18 4 

ýSept. 
1876) P -781 ý -2nd ed. 

thermometer (VII) 

eGiM6'tMat, Ir/termo: m'at"r Rendering thý Z'q Zý_ 7jih'the"2nd can-be'dueý10 F. ''influence or to 
lazy pronunciation; of. thermost group A'abovd. 
Although both, are, *leos' frequently'used "nondays. "du& to the"At. ' 
neologism j -the 1 st "disappeared frov ubage', 'earli'et. 

1.9to Mqq 142. (July 1876) p, 29'and'P-36 
<< 2nd, DNA,, p', '94/a >>- 

Materials 

crystal. (II) or (Vji)*(. F. cristal), 

kr(i/i0stEe1 
For a particular kind of glass used in making expensive glass wares 
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asphalt-(X) 
cj"I 

<< Hq VI: 4 (15-10-1897) P-149)> 

cement-(VII) 

ism(i/; D)nt/simint*l somInt 
Only-. for the"material used 'in, building. 
<< 18tv HP VI33 (1-10-1897) P-111, >>- 
<< 2nd, Ji 25-11 -1 970P 'P,, 5/7 >> -ý 
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coke (VI) (- F. ) 

k(O: /U)k/fa4mal-k(D: /u: )k 
Fabmis, the name applied to dither of'the two solid fuel 
substancesq coke and coal, -, In order*to specify this kind, coke 
has been transliterated into Ar. and used in the genitive after febm. 
ý< Mqv 1: 4 (Sept, 1876) p. 92 (n. ), 2nd ed. >>. 

concrete (X) (- F. concret) I 

ko: nkri: t 
Only in building. Sometimes metaphorically in speech)for a strong 
thing. 

fibre.. (VII) (- F. ) 

faiber 
For'a variety of hardboard, 

Measures and N=bers 

A 
inch 

LP 
indViný 
For the E. measure of, length. -- 
The lst is more-common, -, than-the, 2nd,. - `4 lstf IHO 1947P P-46 >>. 
<< 2nd, IMWAq P-31/a >> 
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pound . 
(II) 

pau(, A/e)n/pau(A/a)nd' 
For the E, weight measure. 
<<'lstt pl. 9 IN, 19639 T-243ýOý-' 
<< 2nd, ý KA, 19659. P-451 >N 

yard (II) 

ýard/jwrde/jugrd 
For the E. measure'of"length. '' 
The 2nd is suffixed, -, with an Ar,,, ýýfeminine 'ending 

lstp--' Mq9 124 (Sept. 1876) p. 8ýp 2nd ed. >>. 
, Dmw << 2nd 9 

ý, AO p. llo5/a >>. 

B 

billion. (VII)', (= F. ) 

C)I-A biljo: n, b, 'ljo: n 
Confusedly used, for, 1000m. and a mil-lion"millionv'due to Amore'9"''', 
E., and F. influences. This is shown by the following quotation 
in which the wAter reveals his confusion IU cu_. 

44 
,-'i 

(A billion in America and France'is different from England. 'In 
America and'France it'is ý, mill: ion'm: Lllibn)p 
A, nob 68 (July 1964) P-105>> - According to WTNID, a billion equals 1000 M. in the Amer. systemg 
while in-the British system it,. equals'. a million, million., 

gallon (VII), 

Ciii Lr-/ c4jyl 
(d3/9) eal o': n/(k/g) wl o: n/(ýc/g)eel 0: n 9 

\The 1 at transli't6iatibn'ý'i6'1g. 
As a measure and container of measjjre-. ý' 
In Ir. colloquial 'Ar, -, ppople say, -gAlA ''which'is still hot, the E. ' 

, 
faelan 7. but the infliienceý-, of, th6,, prdsence'6f*the British-trOoPs' 
and -'Pelt"rkeumý companies can'be, seen in 
"41sto Mq, 13 7- -'(]Dec. -1876) TO 63 p ý'2nd- e&.,, >V. 1 <<2ndt DUA9 p. 808/a; ý. 

3rd, J, 25-11-1970t p. 129 seve ,. Lxjl 
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hectare 
, 
(X) (= F. )i 

lxi% 
hikt a: r 
For the area measure 
The possibility of'F. influence could only be considered on the 
assumption, -that the'initial h was'erroneously readq contrary to 
F. phonetics. 

K9 1: 12 (Oct. 1946) p. 885 >N 

hect9litre (X) (- F. ) i 

hikto: let-'r 
For the liquid meaýqureý 
The possibility of F. influence here is like hectare above. 
<< Hj VI: 2 (15 

-9-1897) P-75 >>- 

litre (VII) (= F. ) 

lat"r, litr 
For the liquidmeasure. 
<<Mqo 1: 5 (Oct* 1876) P-1059 2nd ed. >>. 

millipn (VII) (- F. ) 

miljo: n, m'ljo: n 
<< Mqv Isl (June 1876) P-3 

Petroleum 

-A- 

gasoil (I)* 

gmzoj -'l 
This is used in Iraq. "Gas is pronounced with fz2 after Ps 

Gas is not Eg'), but oil is. The coiner of the word is untraceable in 
the dictionaries. The word is evidently E. o, because of Oil- 
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gasolene/gasoline (-)* (- F. gasoline) 

wzo: li: n he 1st is written with and the 2nd with 7, but 
both are generally pronounced 

Nei 

<< 1stq T9 16.11-19709 P-3/2 >>. 

kerosene (IV) 

: ro: si: n 
KA, 1965p P-452>> 

vaseline (IV) 
L; / t>--J) 

veezalim/weazalim 
The Ist is written with ;q ff-29 but mostly pronounced with fv, 7. 
Rendering y 3. Z-w2, in the 2nd is due to the inexistence in Ar. 
of such a sound. 

-B- 

benzene (IX) 

benzi: n, p cL: nzi: n 
The 2nd phonetic form represents Ir. colloquial Ar. 
This is the only word known for what the E. call petrol. 
<< 11, VI: 6 (15-11-1897) p. 229 >>. 

paraffin. (IX) 
ii C'. j J 

peereefi: n/bcer&-fie-n/parmfi: n/bormfi: n' 
The 2nd and the 4tht which are written with 5 7, are also 
mostly pronounced with Zp 
`4 1stp Mqv 185 (Oct- 187W; o1049 2nd ed. >> 
<< 2ndq H, VI: 18 (15-5-1898) P-708>>o 
<< 3rd, KA, 19659 P-455>>- 
<ý 4thg KA9 19659 p. 25ý>- 

The origin is untraceable in-the dictionaries. I list it here-as 
direct borrowing due to the presence of British and Amer. oil companies 
in large parts of the Arab world. 
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Politics (with related military words) 

-A- 

CENTO'(III) 

For the Central Treaty Organization. 
<MLS9 19709 P-8>>. 

Commonwealth (I)- 

(ko: m"nw9l6j ko: minw&1: 6) 
An Ar. equivalent- has been coinedo Association 
of the-British Peoplesqýbut it is only occasionallyýused. 
<< lBtt A, no. 68 (July 1964) P-48 >>- - 
<<2nd, Thý 12.10.1970t p. 2, s. v. 

Congress (I)* 

(kongris, kongrls)/kongr5s 
The 2nd transliteration is Egý 
For the U. S. parliament., 
<< 1 stq A, no. 68 ý (July, 1964) P-78 >> 
(< 3rd, Th, 12.10-1970v P-7/3 A. 

dominion 

dO: minjo: nj-do: m, 1njo: n 
For the British dominions. 

Sp 30,12.1924, s. v- ae"a6lýý 
p general. cablesp translating 

Reuter's cable on the situation in India entitled 

The reference is to the U. S. Congresso and this makes the word self- 
evidently E, 

Judging by the sense, it is an'E. development-, Ro I bert'says it is a 
ýorrowing from E, into F, Thus it comes under II. I ignored the 
etymological origin of the word. 
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NATO (III) 

. ýz L/Y; 6; 
nmto: n9tos 
The 2nd is rather learned. 
For the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation. 
<< 1st, Thp B-10-19709 P-7t 8,, v,, 

I g; 

OPEC. (III). 

. 
6! Lj I/ I 
O: pik, O: p"k/o: pgk 
Written with . 1', Zb- 7, but always pronounced with fp", 7. 
For the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries. 
A-loanshift phrase modelled on the full name exists in Ar., 
namely XxMP, -"w 

atibn is nearly but the E. abbrevia 
always mentioned afterwards. It has become very common and. even 
appeared on a postage stamp in Iraq. 

>> <Qst9 Th, 3.11-1970, p. 2, subtitle: 

parliament (II). 

C; U. /cz UJI 
(b7pýarlommfi/(b/p) arlemeent 
Though always written with Z_b2, it is pronounced with fb, 7 

and Z_p2 
The sens; borrowed is that which was developed in England; ' thlis 
the word comes under II, and the F. ý-influenced pronunciation of 
the 1st, which is more common in Ar. at present, does not*prevent 
from including the word in the present list. Logan Pearsall Smith 
saysp 'Even the great word Parlement, as the French now use it, 
derives1ts modern meaning from this country. .. But in 
England the Parliaments or great Councils of, the, Flantagenet Kings 
developed in thqcourseýof history into'that nibdern two-chamber' 
institution which most foreign nations have imitatedp'borrowing 
with it, the English meanings, of the words parliament and 
parliamenta . '(') This fact is recorded in Robert. It seems to 
me that there was a conflict in Ar. between the two versions given 
hereo and that the 1st has eventually prevailed. 4C '1stq H, VI: 5 (1-11-1697 P-18P - 'OC 2ndo 119 VI: 17 (1-5-18M p. 668>> 

. 

(1) Words and Idioms, q P-33- 
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Pentagon. 

penteegom 
The 1st transliteration is Eg. 
For the U. S. Pentagon (Depiirtment'of*Defendd). ' 
<< 1stt QS9 p. 218>> o 
<< 2nd, Th, . 1200-19709 P-Sysbv- "-">>- 

SEATO, (III) 

4-- .1- 
For the Smith East Asia Treaty Organization. 
<< MLS9 19709 P-8 X 

UNESCO -(III) 
/A-- 

o: nisko: /Jo: nisko: /Jo: ni: sko. o 
<< lBt, K, IV: 2 (Dec. 1948) p. 649 
<< 2nd, J, 25-11-1970t P,, 5/9 0- 

-B- 

cadre (X) (= F. ) 

kwder; kmdlr 
For the skeleton or establishment"bf a. firmt'department, 'eto. Izý 
this we find' some ''free' use' of' the'word' beyond' the 'limits"of-ft's'', 
sense in-E., Furtherg, it'id bding-. applied-to-the'staff members 
themselves and therefore, made plural : -'j o'kWwdin' 
ý, 
T-Jq 28.11-1970t 

-Po3/1->>-o -j 
1ý 5, 

,ý. -. 
<<pl.: L; i lit., employing technical' cadres; ibid. t p. '316 >>. 
<<ploa. X: AjjI Iplit. the industrial cadres; NAD, 30.6.19699 p. 6 >> 

1.91it. the party and its cadres; Th, 26.11-1970t- P-3/7 >>e 

commando (VIII) 

I -Z 65 
komcendo: 

ca ed'. Especially non-Arab -commandos p "since the Arabs are 
Fidm'ijji-. n- t, self -sacrificere or ransomerst or'.,: * m a? j eqWi: r-, -- 
brave warriors., 
<< MLS9 19709 p. 62>>. 

What is considered here is not the origint but the referencep which is 
self-evidently E, 
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dictator (VI) 

. &: LS.. ) d e; L. 5ý, 
diktmto: r 
Though loQking. like a G.. 'loang--the pronunciation in Ar.. could be 
due to simple reading of the E. word, without considering'Eo 
phonetics. 
<< 1stf Ev XXXVID2 (1.12.1928) p. 161 >>. 
<< 2nd, ibid. p in the index to. the number >>. 

militia. (VI) 

This is frequently used in translationso especially in foreign 
news, in spite of the existence of a loanshift combination 
modelled on j2opular resistance, -namely I;,, UJI. Sometimes 

I ýý Is popular militia, ' is used. 
<< ýq 25-11-19709. P-1/8 >>- 

police (VII) (='F. ) 

(brp-ýalli: s 
Written with 7, but pronounced with Zb-2 and Z-P-7- 
Mostly used in translations or in reference to foreign police 
forces. It used to be the-"offi'cial Void in'Egypt but has been 
replaced by an Ar. - -word ; -Iaýr4pwhich' has a background iri'the Arab 
history. The people there, however still use the loanword. 
<< For Eg. police, H, VIO (1-9-1897ý p. 23 >>- 
<< For E. police, ibid., p. 29 >k 

protocol (VII) 

pro: t6: ko: 1 
Written with Zb-2, but pronoun ce d' wi th, fp"Jý 
For (a) a docukent'and, (b) diplomatio. etiquette. 
<< aýS91,1., 192 5tP,, 1 s,, v ýb 

QSP P-197 ->>o 
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tactic (VI) (- F. tactique) 

takti: k 
It occurs mostly in political contextst meaning'skillo manoeuvrep 
device, methodp eto. Thosd'who use'it in the military"sense, - 
meaning tactics, are. probably influenced by F., 'as the military 
science concerned is mostly called tactics in modern E. '(1) 
<<. Mthq 1: 2 (Nov. 1958) p. 23 >>- 

veto (VII) (- F. vdtq) 

vi: to: 
Mostly written'with ZT-29''' but "'always pronouhCed' with Zv-2. 
Ijot as a verb., 
'With rqference'to the UX. '-Also'used humbrously'Ift the spoken 
language. 

WWAt P-734/b 

'IlAnk's. ''Titles. etc. 

All titles and ranks are used in translations or in referonce to 
foreign (some of them only E. ) -peopleg unless otherwise stated@ 

-A- 
B. A, (III) 

bi: ej 
Used among students and officially at the educational level to 
refer to the'degree,, of'Bachelor of Arts or its holder. 

B. So. (III)- 

bi: es si: 
Same as B. A'. -abovep' for'Bachelor of'Scie=64' 

(1) The lst sense of. tactic given in WTNID is tactics. 
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gentleman (1) 

c) L-U; ý 
d3ent**lmmn 
Though mostly found In-translatibnst this word'is also used in 
speech, -among, people who have, ýs=e knowledge ot'E. -and the"idea"bf 
the E. gentleman. 'Howevert they mostly mean a"well-behaved person" 
who shows consideration for the feelings of others'. '' None of'the 
other social applicationb of'the word in-E. has come into common 
use in Ar. 
<< K, I: 1 (Nov- 1945). p. 20, in a quotation'from G. Bernard Shaw->>., - 

knight (II) 

c-,.. L 
nalt 

As a title of honour. Sometimes translated 
H9 VI: 14 (15-3-1898), P-525A>- 

lady (II) 

al-lMdi. 
As a title of honour. Always preceded in Arý. by the definite 
article JI 

9' al. The Ar. spelling and-pronunciation are due to 
the E. spelling,. aiid. the limited- knowledge , of , Arabs of. E. -- phonatibs.. '', 

lord (II) 

lo *Ord 
As a title-of-honouxý, ýand for'a member of the-British House of'- 
lord 6. 
In Ir. colloqui&l'Ar. q the word'indicates ri*chnessq especially'in 
negative statements such as "I'am not a'lordll. ' 
'K, c; jj-.. -Jif0PI;, ord Byrong Mqq 1: 1 (June 1876) p. 24)ý- 
<< 4 

id ý. Jj. ý-Withe Lord Salisbury, H, VI: 1 

M. A. (III) ' 

em Gj 
Same as--B, A-, abqyep for'Master of Arts. 

master (II), 

m cx: si or 
For the academic degree. 
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Mr. (II & III) 

star, mister 
qMqg 1: 3 (Aug- 1676) P. 71,2nd ed.. 

Mrs. (II & III) 

misiz, mfs'z 
<<Mw d >> . 

M. Sc. (III) 

eta es Sl: 
Same as B. A, above,, for Master of Science. 

senator 

j. ýz LL. i j. ý; L:.,. 
sineat( o/o: )r 
For a member of the U. S. Senate. 
<< lstg Mthq 1: 2 (Nov- 1958) P-WO - 

<<Istv Mq9 1: 4 Sept. 1876). p. 879 2nd ed. 
<<2nd, H, VI84 

ý15-10-1897) 
P-146>>. 

B 

captain (VII) 

k9(b/p)tfn/kw(b/p)Vn 
29 it is mostly pronounced with Zp2. Though written with Zb 

For the army,, Xank. 
It used to, ý, ý'ýcommon in colloquial Ar. for captain of a team)but 
it has become rare now. 
The pronunciation is that of E. even when translating F. '. capitaine. 
Curiously, the latter gave Ar. the moderately used 6%j-9 qabtm 9 -for 
captain of a ship. It is wrong and unintelligible here to Say 
kmpt, lno instead. 

<< -,. ý, ýIpthe Captain Manifold, H, VIO 5 (1-4-1898) P-562 >> 
<< 2nd, W Vhe Captain Playfair,, A, no. 68 (july 1964) p- 57 >> 

The reference is to the U. S. Senatorsp which makes the word self-evidently E- 
I 
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colonel (VII) F. ) 

ka: 1o: nZ1 
--For the"army rank. 

Its closeness to F. in---bronuncia'ti . on can well be due to'the 
misleading sýpelling. 

the rank of'colonel (ami: rolmL )v H9 VIS4 
(15-10-1897) p. 123>>'0'- 
<< the colonel Broadwoodq H, VI: 15 (1-4-1898) 

. P-562 AI. I 

consul (VI) F,, 

qunýul 
For the diplomatic, office-. It''is 'also --used- for, the chief 
magýistrates'of the Roman Republic. 
<< diplomatic- r Mn,, -;, - (1898. ) p. 219,2nd ed. >> 

doctor (VII) F., docteur) 

dukto: r (in colloquial Ar. in Iraq dekto: r and 
sometimes teXto: r). 
For a'medicalAoctorj a dentist'9 and'a, 'doctor of -philosophy. 
<<, doctor of philosophy : Mqv I: 1 (June 1876) p. 20 >>. 

medical Aoctor--t H, VD1--(1, '4-, -1897, ) P1)'3W>, - 

general (VII) (is P., g4neral) 

d3enarml , d3enereel 
For the army rank. 
4L4L ! "i General the Sir Francis Granvilleg 
Ht VI84 Z1 5-1 1897) 'Opý'(A 46 

lieutenant (VII) 

leftinmntg lefteneeht/laftenant 
For the armyý rank-0- 
Curiously$ the F. and Amer. pronunciation of u here has not 
become common, irr Ar. 
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lieutenant-colQnel (cf. both words above) 

jL. ; 9JýSaz L-W 
laftinaant ko: lo: n5l or the other pronunciations given above. 
For the army rank. 
For other detailsg. see-cwo-rds., 'separately.. 

lieutpnant-general (of. both words above) 
j LW 

laftinaant d3enerml or the other pronunciations given above. 
For the army rank., 
For other details, see words separately. 
<<, Thg 12-10-1970P p. 2, s. v. qo 

major (VII) 

mwd30: r/m5d39r 
For the army-ran"- 
The*closeneBS-Of-the -lstýto FO-pronunciation can'be due'either' 
to the spelling, or-to F. - influence. 'However, -the"2nd'is'"More- 
common nowadays. 
'0ý Isto HP VI: 15 (1-4-1898) P-562>>'. 
<< 2nd, IH,, 1947 P- 100 >> - 

major-general (cf. both words above) 

mBd39r(d3an9rml/d3enera-l) 
For the army rank, 
I have not seen --major - rendered-. kj-ý meed3o: in this combination 
as when independent. 
VvJ 19 -the-major, ýgeneral-9 T9--7-A1. -. '1970P, 'p. 2/4-- 

millionaire (X) (w F. millionnaire) 

miljo: nUr, m'1jo: nUr 
For the very rich man. 
<<- Hq VI: 11' (1 . 2.1898. ). 'P-426 

prince (VII) F. ) 

(b/p)rins 
Written with Zb2, but mostly pronounced with For the royal*title, Nowadays mostly translated 
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Science 

-A- 

a. C. (III 

t_r_. 'ts 

ý 

(-eýej)si: 
For-, the alternating current. Very common, 

al=ini= (V) 
(IX/C SP. ! )J I 

olomi: no: m/9lomisnjo: m/9lom'nj o: m/alemlnjo: m 
<<lst, Mcl,, 1: 11' (Apr. '1877) 

-p'. 
252,2nd'ed. 

<<2nd, H VI: 8 (15-12 '1897 P-3113' 
<(3rd, H: VI-. 22 (15-7: 1894 p. 861)V. 
<<4thg 'KAp 19659 P-19.1 >>,, 

antibiotic (V) 

entibaiotik 
In the lstj it is written as one word; in the 2ndt antig is 
written'spparately.. I 

astigmatism (V) 

istigmtetizom 

bilharzia (V) or (IX)* 
L4J 

"bilhmrizj(a6/9)ý9 bilhaier lzj (m/aýbilhmrisj Wo) 
, bilheerýsj(ae/a) 

'41stg IH9 '19479 'P-"95 
ý<2nd, - DMWAp P-75/a.? ý. ý I 

calci= *(V) 

kolsij o4 m/kml, ' jo: m, kmlisjo: m, 
1 stg Mqg" 184, SePt--- 1876)ý: P; 939., 2nd-ed. 'ýP. 

<<2ndt KA, '1965 -Pý237 )ý- 
.. fA.. I,,,. I. II 

Named at the sugge-stion of the-E blalogi-st - T. S. - Cobbold-p-af ter-, the, C;. - 
Physician Theodore -Bilharz, q, discoverer- of ý this parasiter,. - ý, -Adcording -to 
the lst factp the word comes under Vt and according to the 2nd it comes 
under IX. 
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carbohydrates (II)* 

k(x: rboh(ai/i)dr&et; 
The plural s is dropped, 
<< 1119 19479 p. 23>> - 

because c-, T 9 2! 1ý is a plural ending in Ar. 

celluloid (V) 

U/0 sp. 
siljoloid/stloloid/siloloid/, sli, lloid/silijoid 
Ostp Hp VI: 11 (1.2.1898) P-429 >>. 
<<2nd, KA, 19659 

-P-488 
>>,, 

<<3rdg KA9 1965P -P-488 >>- 

chloromycetin (V) 

klo: ro: m(aj/i)siti: n/klo: ro: maisi*Sti: n/klo: ro: maisi: n 
The 3rd is more common in-Iraq. ý 
<< 1st, M, p,, 69 5/a >> . 
<< 2nd, Mwd >>. 

d,. c. (III) 

tr. t. 5 .3 
di: si: 
For the direct current. Very co=on. 

-a. c. /d. c. (III) 

Lr. 'S j/4.,. s 
. ('e-/ej)si: di: si: 
For the electrical machines and equipment 'that work on either 
of the two currents. 
In Ir. colloquial Ar. * this has become a general expression 
for dual-purpose, things, or persons, 

electron (V) 

911ktrom/aliktrom 
<Osto Kt 1: 2 (Dec. 1945) PAW>* 

farad (V) 

.31: ý; U 

.fa; ried 
<< OA >> . 

Thip is an Eo development of the separate Fo words hydrates de carbonee 
p. 
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geology (V) 

d31JolOd3Ja/d3iJO1Dd3i 
'41 stt YAP 1: 5 (Oct- 1876) 'p. 101 , 2nd edc >> 
<<2nd, MjzA >> . 

glycerin 

g1garim/glUsirim 
The 3rd transliteration is Eg, 
<< 1stp Mqp 1: 7 (Dec. 1876) P; 153f 2nd ed. >>. 
<< 2ndp H, VI': 12 15.2.1898) -466 >> . 
<ý 4thp Ho VI: 13 

ý1-3-1898) 
P-501>>- 

<< 5th, Mwd 3,. 

gorilla (V) 
%. 4 

(g/: 0bsrill(ee/a) 
4ýHt XX87 (-1-4-1912)- P-395 Oo 

hormone (11) or (V)* 

0. ý4j)A / Cý"J-A 
ho: rmo: n/hurmo: n 
<<Istf DWWA P-1037/b 
<(2nd (Plc, ýp 

Kp Is2 

hypo (II) 

.v 
Lcb 

haipo: 
In, photography. 
'*ý KA, 1965P P-548 

A 
(Dec. 1945) p*256 

ion (V) 

aio: n 
`K(pl. )p K, Isl2 (Oct- 1946) P--885>>. 
<M, 19659 P-133 >>- 

*The modern sense which -concerns--me-here- was ýfkrst-applie&lby, the- 
physiologist Ernest Henry Starling, in-1903 (CEDEL)- -AB ari: E. sense- 
developmentp this word comes under II, and as a name given by the E-9 
it comes under V. 
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kilocycle (-)*(= F. ) 
J<-. L-11-S 

ki: lo: saik*'l 
The E. pronunciation is adopted; 
<< mjmA >> 

magnesium (V) 

maxni: sj c 
Mito Mq , 
<< 2nd, MM, 

cf. P. jkilosikjl. 

: m/maxnisjo: m 
1: 3 (lug. 1876) P-57 >% 
19579 p. 180 & IN9 19639 p. 214 

neon (V) 

nijo: n 
For (a) the element and (b) the electrid lamps using it 
<< býq K9 1: 2 (Dec. 1945) P-143 
<< 

ýh 

, Mwd. >>. 

ohm (V) 

tv 
I 

O: m 
<< MwA 9 P,, 3 5/b >> 

penicillin (V) 

pansilim 
Mostly written with 
4ý MM9 19579 P-313 >>- 

Aut always pronounced with fp'2. 

potassium (V) 

oz- L-n, r3--- 
L-in. 

(p/b)u: tmsjo:. m 
Written with or Ll 

-b2 
9 << 1 st with - Mq, f: 6 ýNov. 

v Kq .1 :2 Dec. <ý2nd 
ýwith 

ffbtv but mostly pronounced with fp2. 

1876)t P-1309 2nd ed. >> 
1945)-P-143 >>o 

The coiner of the word is untraceable in the dictionariiýse- NED Supp. 
records it from 1921, whereas Robert records it in P. from 1931- 
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proton (V) 

pro: to: n 
fb- Written with -V or 2,, but always pronounced with ZP2* 

<<lst with., ,9 KA 0 
i965t P-158 >N 

<< 2nd 
ýwith 

7. 
f 9 

ýb ) 
KP 1: 3 (Jan. '1946) P -310 >> - 

silicon M 

siliko: n 
<<Ev VI: 22 (15.7-1898) p. 861 >>. 

sodium (V) 

reodjo m 
<<Mci, 1 0-4 (Sept. 1876) 

ý p. 89,, 
- 
2nd ed, ý> . 

streptomycin (V) 

stri(b/p)to: maisi: n 
Written with ,9 

fb2, but pronounced with fý- 7 or ZP--7- 
<<MA9 XLIII: 1*(Jan. 1966) p. 63>>- 

watt (V) 

wmt/w cv. 
<0stp Mth 1: 2 (Nov. 1958).. P-129 
Und, A, ý8 (July 1964) P-78 >>- 

-B- 

albumin (X) 

CIPOY. -. Jl(U/c sp). /C: Pt, *J, (U/ I 0ý Spa) /k: petý-. J, 

elbju: min/albumin/albumi: n 
<< 1 sto Mcl, 1: 6 (Nov-', 1676) PA 29,2nd ed. >> 
<<2nd, H, VIOI (1,2,1898) P-428,3,. 
<ý3rd,, KA, 1965,499->ýo 

alumina (XI) 
L;: ýto I/ le. ý I (U/c sp. 

olomi: no/olomi: njo 
ýKlst- Mqq I: 1 June 1876) 
<<2nd: Mq, 1: 4 

ýSePt- 
1876) 

P. 6 >>. 
P-819 2nd ed. 
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ammonia (IX) 
L--: ý, * I 

amo: nje 
<<Mqt 183 (Aug. 1876) 

amoeba (VIII) 

<U14 1947"9 P-14ý>, - 

P-701 2nd ed. 

ampere (XI) 

amp5r 
Mostly written with /b 79 but always pronounced with 

Kq 1: 12 (Oct- 19465 P--88-4 

anaemia VIII)* 

<<Hp 1-3-19319 'P-770 A 

anopheles (VIII) 

enofili: s/anofills, an'OfOl's 
<<lst, K, 1: 12 (Oct- 1946) P-883>>- 
<<2nd, 111,19479 P-49>>- 

antitoxin (IX) 

9ntituksi: n/9ntito: ksi: n 
<<l at Mwd>> .-I 

aster (VI) (- F. ) 

J"I, / 
, a. 1 

06fOr 
ý<l; t, Mwd >>o 

According to ODEE: XIX, -mod L. -Gr. None of the dictioniiies mentions 
the coiner of the word. F. an4mie fanemf is different phonetically. 
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azote ýXI) 

MZO: t 
Not so commonly used as, ý,.: - -. qj-L. L, nitrogen. 
<< Mqq I: q (Feb., 1877 P'P-19 

. 5, ' 2nd ed,, In this quotation it is' 
put between bracketsq, whereas a transliteration of nitrogen is 
outside them. >>. 

bacterii Ix) 

b9kti: rj9'/baktirja'j baktfrje' 
This'is taken as singulir, for, its SinguVir'is'unknown'*in*Ar. " A' 
-plural of it is'madb -by'adding'i'suffix cTt mt . 'Howevprt it -is 
usually used as a collective noun. ' 
<< 1stq Ht VIO (1-9-1897) P-15 
<< 2ndt -IH9 19479 

belladonna (VI) 

j)ýAý. )Njl L3 )ýL.. 
balmd: 5: nne/balmdo:, tia/belmdo: nm 
<<lstj Mwd >>. 
<<2nd, QL, >> 

biology (XI) 

b(ai/i)O1od3J(ae/ý/baiolod3i 
"K1stq, IH9 1947P P015- 

bismuth (IX) 

bizm'o: B, býlimo: e 

- ýc I&I p I. 11 (June 
. 18 7 6).. P 44 

bronze (X) 

burunz 
<<lstq-, Mq, Isq(Peb-1077)p. 210t 2nd ed, 
<< 2nd, . IH9 1947P P*456 >>,. ýI. 

canar vii) canari) 

kana. -ri 
For the bird. 
<< mw, p. eo6/b 
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carbon (XI) 

C*vs (U/c SO .u 
karb o: n/ka : rb, o: n' 
<< lstt Mqt 1: 4 (Sept. 1876) P-79f 2nd ed. >>. 
<< 2nd, KA, 19659 p. 235 >>- 

cellulose (XI) 

<< 1st, IH, 1947P P,, 13 0- 
<< 2nd, KA, 19659 P-488 >>- 
<< 3rd, ' KA, 1965t Po422 

centigrade (X) (= F. ) 

s e/9 )nti gr a: d/s anti(: ýlg )ra. d 
The pronunciation shows P. influenceg but the diphthong question 
explained earlier allows E, influence to be considered as valid 
here. 
<< 1st, Mq, I: I (June 1876)-P-4>>- 
<< 4tht Kv 1: 3 (Jan. 1946) P-309>>- 

chimpanzee (VII) F. chimparlie) 

ýambwnzi 
Rendering Lh --can be due to mistaken, pronunciation or to 
F. influence. The P is always, transliterated and mostly pronounced 
19 

Zb_2 
, (but 

fp77ýs occasionally heard. 
<< H9 XX: 7 1-4-1912) P-393 >>- 

chlorofoxm (XI) 

fAxt-11 
klo: r o: f o: rm 
<< KA, 19659 P-32P - 

chlorophyll (XI) (. F. chlorophylle) 

A< IH9 19479 P-13ýý- 

I 
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cholera (VI)*(ý- F. cholera) 

koleral kulZra 
The 2nd is colloquial. 
The Ar. al-hajda 9 is also popularly used. 
<< Ho VI85 (1-110897) PA91 

chrome (XI) 

f1r, 
kro: m, 
<< Mqq 1: 9 (Feb. 1877) p. 196,2nd ed. >>,, 

chromosome (IX) (= F. ) 

fr-"J, 
kro: mo: so: m 
<< IHs 1947P P-301 >>. 

cobalt (VI) 
a-65/a -i LOS 

kO: bAlt/ko: b%: lt 
<< let, Mci, 1: 3 (Aug. 1876) p. 61 >>. 
<< 2nd, Th, 26.11-19709 p. 2f s. v. 

cobra (VIII) (- F. ) 

ko: br(a: /a) 
`4 IHP 19479 P-301 

colon (VII) (- P. c8lon) 
CAA+i 
q o: 10: n 
"ý IHt 1947t P-38 

An old borrowing-from L. p but-wa's applied-in-the, lgth-century to the 
disease endemic in Indiag from the resemblance of its sYmPtOms to 
those of European choleraq (ODEE). 
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cytoplasm (VIII) (- P. cytoplasme) 
p) YýaL L. 

saito: plmz'm 
The pronunciation of cyto is Eq 
<< IH, 1947 P- 13 >>- 

dahlia (IX) 
U1. ) 
dmlj a 
<< 3)MWA 

(- P. ) 

p0,269/a. 

D. D. T. (-)* 

di: di-: ti: 

whereas F. is Zs-it2o. 

diphtheria (XI) (= F. diphth4rie) 
L -ij, /. L- J/ 

dife5rjo/d, 9fairjovl'defOllrja/di: ftZrj, 9/deftirjo, 'deft, lrja 
The 1st and 2ndý(ist'- 3rd phonetid -reflact E. influon f e, whereas' 
the 3rd and 4th (4th, - 6th'phoneticý'reflect*F. -influen"ce, ** 
the Ar. word ;, ij 9 'd after, writing. bbokg bears'clo's'etlimilarity'to 
the F. word. - 'This 'fact *can- be-ý- considered to "have"ej er -taused' the 
change in -, pronunciation 'of' the, E. word in Ar,., -or, favoured, the"F*41- 
alternative, as the 3rd and 4th Ar; 'forms are no* much*more 
frequent. The Ar. ; L: ýQj . al-xuneeq , is the most common, " L9 <<Istt Mq, 1: 6 (Nov-''1876) P''138t 2nd e'd. >>. 
<<2nd, H, VIO (1-9-1897) p.; 6 >> . <<3rd, OA >>. 
<4tht K9 1: 12 (Oct- 1946) p. 889 >>. 

dynamite (IX) (. F. ) 
C. 

-. 4 
Le j 

dinwmBt 
Closer in pronunciation to P. t Zd-irxxmi2t. 
<< HP VIO (1-9-1897) p. 27 >>- 

* The coiner of this abbreviation is untraceable in the dictionaries. 
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dysentery (VII)*(= F,, dysenterie) 

dosinta: rjo/dosinteerjo/diS'intEerjo/dizinteerjo/d"zeent'ri 
The 5ýh is colloquial, especially in Iraqo 
'4 1st, 111,19479 P-36 W. 
<< 2nd, DMWA9 P-391/b>>. 

eczema (VI) (- F. ecz6ma) 

a(k/g)zima 
<< )> 

enzyme (IX) F. ) 

(i/e)nzi: m/inzaim 
The, lst is clo'ser in. pronunciation to F.: fazi2m. 

lsto IN9,19639 t--197-, 'k- 

ether (IX) 

i: ear 
<< Mq 9 119 - (Feb-o 18,77) p. 208 9 2nd ed. >> . 

fahrenheit (IX) 
6f 

fa: r-'nhajt/f9hr9nha 
, 
jt/fohrenhait" 

The. 1st, is not commori-n6w, '-, although it'is closer'td'the c6rrect-G. '' 
pronuncia tibn *adopt a d, lv tE,, - 

Ist0 Mq vIsI 
(June '18 7 6)'' P'-'4 (n A) >V 

2nd, MjmA. >>. 
<< 3rd---(adjý-. ), - M*d. >>. 

gelatin(e)*(X) 

d3glmti: n 
ý4 Mq9 187 (Dec., 1876) 1-1549-2nd- 'ed,. 

An old borrowing from P. 9 but it was coined by the Gk. physician 
Hippocrates. 
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glucose W 
; ýý ý 

glu: k o: z 
Mostly, the three forms are pronounced in the same way. 
<< lot, IN, 1963, P-80 - 
(< 2nd, Mwd>> . 

granite (VI) (- F. ) 
a. t.; 

grwnet 

The 2nd transliteration is Eg. 
<< 1st adj , Eq VI: 6 (15-11 1897)p p. 223, v 
<< 2nd 

ýadj: ý, 
K, 1: 7 (May 19ý6) P-79; 0- 

hemoglobin/haýemoglobin (IX) 
,. 9 

hi tmo: (T/g) lo : bi: n/hi: m o: (d. 3/9) 1 a: bi: n/hi: mu (d3/9) 10: bi: n/ 
hi: mo: (k/g)lo: bi: n 
The let is written with the standard 'i f:;.. 79 for g, and pronounced 
in both ways. The 2nd and 3rd are E! 

ý 
transliterations and are 

_7eloewhere. 
pronounce( 

tdD 
or Z-g The 4th I with fg7 in Egypt and 

g 

is written with 4 Z-k2 but mostly pronounced with fg. 7. 

<< lstp IHj 19479 p. 118; o. 
<< 2nd, MM, 19579 P. 261, s. v. anaemia)ý. 
" 3rd, MWp P-1015/c ; P- 
" 4thq KA9 1965P P-499>>- 

hydrogen (XI) 

epez. -. 1i (u/c sp. ) ý, Uh 
hi: dr oi d3l: n/hidr o: d3; L: ý/haidr o: d3i: n 
The pronunciation shows E. influence. P. influence is exhibited 
by another form, namely -(i t /6 J) d" t d3 i: n. 
<< Isto MqO I: 1 June 1876 p. 24; oo 
<( 2nd, Mq, 1: 7 

ýDec- 
18M P-1559 2nd ed.; o . 

4C 3rd, IN, 19639 P. 214>>- 

hysteria-(VIII). (- F. hyst6rie) 

histirj9/histi: rj9/hi: sti: rj9 
Also used in a metaphorical sense. 
<< 1sto MjmA; D, . 
<( 2ndt DMWA, p. 1028/b >>. 
<< 3rd, ibid.; o, . 
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influenza '(VIII). (- F. ) 

influwanze/infiluwanze 
In Ir. colloquial'Ar., they say flowanza as well. 
Also loosely appli, ed'tor a bad cold'. 
<< 1stq MjmA >>. 
<< 1 stq A, no: 68 (jitly- 1964) p. 166 
<< 2nd, - MW, p O/b ýO . 

kangaroo (VI) 

qan: ý. Aiý/ka; 4Ar 
'The final"'6o-were-ptrobably dropped bciduaie'thdy'wete 'meant 'to-b*e- 
expressed by a short vowel. L , 

ZU -2, on top of'the'final*consonant, ' 

j9 
f3Z 7. However, this short vowel cannotbe'considered''hereg' 

as it has a, chdngingýgrammatical relation, i. e., it'depends'on*the 
case. 
<< Iptv IHf 1947, P-371 -V'- << 2nd, QA 0 

malaria (VI) (=. F, ) 

m; plmrje 
<< Kq 1: 2 (Dea. 1945), P, 174. -'ý6 

manganese, (X) 

mon: ýani*-s/mon(d3/9)eni: z/nianxani: z/mankeni: z"-'- 
The'2nd transliteration-is-Eg 0 

"and is pronouriced ", with Zg-, g 'in 
Zgy 

. pt and in'both, -ways elsewhere,., 
<ý'Istq Mqv Is3 (Aug; -'1876) p. 659 2nded. -: O 
< 2nd, MM, 1957t ---P-180, 'ý -- << 3rd, A, no. 68 (July 1964) p. 168>>. 
<< 4thp- YA9 1965t pý623A' 0 

microbe 

jaikro: bj. m'kro: b/mi**kro: b 
Closer in pronunciati-on-to, ýIF,., sl, fm"ikrog-,, If <<let, H VII1 1-9-1897) p; 16 >>* 
<<2nd, H: VIO 

ý1-10-1897) 
-110 >>. 
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morphine (XI) (- F. ) 

mo: rfi: n 
Also used in a-metaphorical sense. 
<< IN, 19639 P-133>>- 

neptune (IX) 

nipto: n/nib(p)to: n 
Thoug the 2nd iB written with 
with 

ýP- 

<<lBtv Mqq D. 2 (JulY 1876) P-33 >>- 
<<2nd, K, 1: 3 (Jan. 1946) P-3082, - 

it is mobtly pronounced 

nickel (IX) 
Jý.: (U/c spJ/Jý. z. 
nikll/naJkol 
<<lsto Mqt 1: 3 "ug; 

2 
1876) p. 619 2nd edo >>o 

<<2nd, H9 VI: 8 
N- 

-1897) P-311 >>* 

nicotine (X) 

ni: ko: ti: n 
<<QA9 s. v. Nicotinize 

nitrogen (X 

n(8j/i: )trO: d3i: n/nitro: d3i: n/naitro: d3i: n 
«lstt Mqt 1: 4 Sept. 1876) P-7gy. ý, -2nd ed. ». 
«2ndg Mqv 1: 7 

ýDec. 
1876) P-1559 2nd ed». 

« 3rd, IN, 19639 p. 23 »- 

oxide (XI) 

uksi: d/oksi. od 
<< lstg'Mq, Dl (June 1876) P-3 
<<2ndg INg 19639 p. 23 >ý- 
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oxygen (XI) 

uksid3i: nt uksld31: n/uks(i/i: )d3i: n/oks"d3i: n, oksid3i: n 
<< lst and 2nd, Mq, I: l (June 1876) p. 23>> 
<< 3rd, IH, 1947, p,, 128 >>. 

pellagra (VIII) 

- Ni 

b(-/a)lm(d3/9)ra 
The transliteration is Eg., but only the fg' 7 phonetic version is 
Eg., whereas the fd-3,7 is used in other Arab countries. 
<< DWAý P-71/b >>. 

plasma (IX) 
6A. / 6A 

plmzm(m/o)/(p/b)la. -zm(m/o) 
< 18 t9 QA >>. 
< 2nd, IH, 1947 9 P,, 151 >> 

polypodium (VI) 

po: lipo: djo, -, m 
Mostly written with 
<< IN, 19639 p. 279 >> - 

. ov /-b7, but pronounced correctly with fp'2* 

protein (XI) F. prot6ine) 

pro: ti. on 
Written with and Zp2, 
53 

<< 1stq A, no. 68 (July 1964) P-'ý1/0> 
<< 2nd, QA >>. 

, 'but always pronounced with 

protoplasm (IX) 

r. ýýW, / r; ýý /L. / L; 

pro: to: pleesem/pro: to: plezOm/pro: to: (b/p)3mzlm/(b/ )ro-to-(b/p)3&, zlm/ (b/p)ro: to: (b/p)lEesmEe/pro t to: plaezmW(b/j)r o2 too (b/pýW' 

Though some forms are written with 7: 9 
Zb-2, instead of -, v 

ZP-2-t 
they are mostly pronounced)with fp, 7 also. 
`41stt Mci, 194 (Sept. 1876 P-799 2nd ed. >>. 
"43rd, IH, 19479 p. 22>>. 
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<< 4thp ibid. 9 P-55 0- 
<< 5thl 11, VI87 (1.12-1897) P, 277 
<< 6thp U >> . 
<< 7thq Mwd >> , 

radium (XI) 

r cx. - dj o: m 
Closer in pronunciation to F.: fr-adjo3mo 
<< KP 1: 2 (Dec. 1945) P--144ý0 - 

rheumatism (VI) or (VII)*(= F. rhumatisme) 

ro: m@atizOm 
<< Mq, 1: 6 (Nov. 1876) P-1309 2nd ed. >>. 

rhizome (VIII) F. ) 

rajzu: ma 
The suffix is added to give the word a feminine ending; 
ef . Mrd. 
<< INt 19639 P-91 

salvia (VIII) 

sili: bje 
This is the name co*only heard in Iraq. 

sardine (VII) 

saidi: n 
Sometimes a singularis maderýof sarditne. 

MWt P-428/b >>. 

sulfate (XI) (- F. ) 
c, 6J. 

, salfmt 
Closer in pronunciation'to the F. s fsylfa, 2t. 

A< DUA9 p. 423/a >>a 

Either from Fo or late L. 
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syphilis (VI) (= F. ) 

u"-- / O-IL- 
Siflisq Sifl'S/SifliS, s, fl, s 
<< 1stv Mq, I: 1 (June 1876), outside of back cover>> 
<< 2nd, IH, 19479 P-436>>. 

technique (X) (= F. ) 

takni: k 
It occurs in scientific and artistic contexts, meaning the 
appropriate oZ skilful i! ay of doing a thing. so << aZ: L-J L. L, -, 0 I %J. J I 

U1 U; ýZl C ju 
LP Lj 1. 

'. 
Ij 

Mthq Is2 (Nov. 1958)v P- 181>>'- 

thorium (IX) 
A 041-1010 

8o: rjo: m 
<< H, VIs22 

T. N. T. 

ti: enti: 

(15.7-1898) p. 861 >> . 

toxin (IX)**(- F, ) 

to: ksi: n 
`4 IH9 19479 P-51 

trachoma (VI) (- F. ) 
Llý IL; -- 

tra: xo: m(w/a) ch is pronounced Zx-3 here as in Gk. and G. However, I do not 
think it is a Gk. or G. loan, as there is no Gk., learning in the 
Arab world in the modern age and G. has had very little influenceg 
if any. Furthermore, in G. Trachom the final a is missing. 
<< IK9 19479 p. 169 >% 

* The coiner of this abbreviation is untraceable in the dictionaries., 

According to Roberts 'donne par Brieger en 1887'- Iloweverg KEý 
records it from 1886. 
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tungsten 

tan(g/a3)stýn/ton(g/d3)sýi: nýtang's't'lln/tAii(*g/: ý)istmn'-. 
The*lst and 2nd'tr&nslilteTationi-ai6'Eg. 
<< lsto H,. 'VIi22 (15J4898) p'861 >V. - 
<< 2nd, M, 'p. -66/a ; 0*. 
<< 3rdp KA, - 19659 P-387 ýO - 
IK 

turpentine (VII) 

foýbonti: n' 
<< KA, 19ý5t Pý319 

typhoid (XIIý) Po fibvre typhoYde) 

tiff oid tajf Did/taif o: Oi: d 
The 2nd Ord phgnetic) is more common-how. 
In Ir. -colloquial Ar., thýy-also-say, titfos. 

1 st the typhoid feverý -fH, VI: 18 (15-5-1898) P-709 3'- 
Nk. 2nd, INg 1963t p. '252>>. 

typhus (X! ')*(- P. ) 

ti: fo: s 
Closer in pronunciation to F,: ftify: 2s? 

<<Hg VI: '. l' (1.9ý1897) P-15-'ý'- 

uranium (! X)' 

Isto Mqp 1: 9 (Feb, l877)-. 
-P-1q6g 

2nd ed. >> 
<< 2nd, --I, Iý2- (Dec- 1945) P-144 ; 0'- 

uranus (Ix) 

)no: s 
Closer in pronunciation to P.: fyxýny: 2p. 
<< Mq)-,; Zt2;, (JuAy, "1876) P-33-"' 9 

peg but p6pularized by the British (CE). 

- -lb 
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vitamin (IX) 

Cv/f)i-, -tx-mi: n 
Though mostly written with ff29 " it'is onlý, occa'bionally 
pronounced sog sinc6 Zv2 is Predominant'. An interesting 
indicator t6 its E. -source of borrowing in Ar. "Es"'the waythe 
letters and numbers assigned to the differ6nt'vitamins are' 
pronounced, *eg. ST 9 219 A'- 9' bi: 13; *''i 'C 4v -) -9'. Ys 21: 9 19 
D; i 

Le., bigwAng Bl; Tq'., bi: B-2-;, T T bi: tw6lir, '112. "'Ther . e- 
are Aý. translations of these letters and numbers, but the E. 
forms are commoner' " 
<< (Pl-)q Ky 1: 4 (Feb. 1946) P-479>>- 

volt (IX) 

: fu1t/(f/v)0: 1t/vD: 1t/fult << 1sto Kq 1312 (Oct. 1946)op. 884 >>o 
<< 2nd, DYWA9 P-733/b A 
<( 3rd, J, 25-11-197,01 P-7v 8-v- 

4th, - 'Mwd >>, 

zinc (VI) 

z(a/i)nk 
<< Mq# 1: 12 (MaY 1877), p. 285,2nd ed, 

zinnia. (IX) (, - F. ) 

zi: nja 
I. Iý 

v 
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Pure Loanwords in the Colloquial 

In this class of pure loanwords I include the words 

usually restricted to speech and hardly used in writing. 

The term colloquial is used in preference to slan and 

jargon for two reasons: first, that slang is a 'language of a 

highly colloquial type, considered as below the level of 

standard educated speech, and consisting either of new words or 

of current words employed in some special sense, ' (NED), whereas 

most of such words, admittedly highly colloquial, have been in 

the language at the same level and in the same sense they were 

associated with at the time of their introduction into Arabic 

common speech for four decades at the minimum; second, that 

although some of the words in this category belong to technical 

fields, such as car parts and electrical fittings, they have 

become familiar to laymen through social and business contacts 

with professional people. Colloquial, which means 'belonging 

to the common speech; characteristic of or proper to ordinary 

conversation, as distinguished from formal or elevated language, ' 

(NED), is a term that allows room for what may be considered by 

some people as jargon or slang, Words capable of being 

interpreted as jargon are marked with* . 
It is clear that colloquial speech travels much rilore.. ý'Sllowiy 

than the written language* Therefore, unless one lives long 

enough in the various parts of the Arab world one cannot know 

what English words the people in those parts use in their speech. 

ýý a 
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A few loanwords that one happens to know from the colloquial 

speech of certain places are not enough to make this section 

complete. Therefore I shall restrict myself in this section to 

the Arabic colloquial speech in my country, Iraq. 

Some pure loanwords which are used in formal writing have 

a somewhat different pronunciation in the colloquial, because 

educated people learned the words from books and pronounced them 

according to what they thought was correct, whereas the commoners 

learnedthem directly from the British occupation forces# In 

certain cases this resulted in more accurate pronunciation on 

the part of the commoners as a result of successful imitation, 

whereas in others they failed to imitate correctly and the 

educated, who knew what the words were, pronounced them more 

accurately. 

Unlike loanwords in written Arabic, the source of borrowing 

of pure loanwords in the colloquial can only be English, since 

most of such words are used by people who never came into contact 

with the French or read translated French booksl and the 

pronunciation of the words that exist in both European languages 

is closer to that of English. 

As this group of loanwords seldom occur in Arabic writing$ 

it has been considered enough-to list them in phonetic script. 

. Words that are occasionally written are marked with 

The words are grouped under subjects and arranged in alpha- 

betical order. A separate group of miscellaneous words is 

given at the end. 
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GLOSSARY OF THE PURE LOANWORDS 

Ig THE COLLOQUIAL 

Buildings and Places 

block 
+ blo: k 

A group of houses. 

bungalow 

, 
bAngAlA 
Mostly in army barracks, a big and lightly-built room for 
soldiersq with sloping roofsq and baths and lavatories. 

cabin 
kmbi: na 
A small place such as a little room in a traing etc. 

canteen 
kmnti: n 
Mostly a small shop in an army unit. 

corridor 
korido: r k"li: do: r 
The lst is used by those who know E., whereas the 2nd is the 
common people's word. 
A passage in a house or a building. 

gallery 
gwleri 
Specially in the cinema. 

garage + 
garcx: d3 
Both for a repair garage and a housing garage. 

hall 
+ ho: l 

For the family sitting-room in a mo4ern house built on the 
Amer. style. 

office 
o: fi: s o: fi: z 

park + p cx: rk 
A car park. Also there is a quarter in Baghdad called 
Park as-Safdýn, in which park means a big and public garden. 



Car Parts, etc. 

axle 
a ks "1* 

ball bearing 
bo: lber/n* 

battery 
pw tri 

body 
bAdi 

bonnet 
bOn, l t* 

brake 
br9k 

carburetter 
kw brgtO* 

chassis + CX: Bi 
0 

choke 
týo: k* 

clutch 
klgtýq klAtý* 

The second is used by the more educated. 

cushion 
kuý, "a 
Mainly for car cushions. 

cylindpr 
s -'l Indo r* 

engine 
ind3,1 n* 

exhaust 
gzo: z* 

fly wheel 
fl mwi: n* 
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gasket 
gmzkgt* 

gauge 
ged3* 
Sometimes also used for other gauges. 

gear 
gir 

horn 
ho: r -n 

Jack 
d319* 
A hoisting device; pronounced like jag. 

light 
lait 

piston . 
PI st "n* 

plug 
pla k 

puncture 
pent ýar 

radiator + rmdgtat rwd9tar 
The articulation of r in the 2nd seems to be a later variant 
due to the more educZted who see such words written in E., and 

_, 
read them without knowing E. phonetics. 

silencer 

No r articulation, unlike radiator. 

spare_(part) 
sper 

starter 
st cx: rt 0* 

steering wheel 
stgr, 'n 
Elliptical. 
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stop 
sta; p 
For the brake. 

switch 
swi: týv slwi: tý 

tube 
týu: b 
For the rubber tube in the wheel and the like. 

tyre 
tmjar 

wheel 
wi: 1 

Clothes, etc. 

breeches 
b"rd3's, burd31s 

I 
gaiter 

gitar 
Used in army speech for a covering for the ankle. 

jacket 
_ d3mkot 9t 

ýeek-et+ 

raincoat 
rink 0: t 

sandles 
VAndal 

shorts 
ýo: rt 
For the shorts worn in sports. 

smoking + smo: kin 

sports (jacket) 
spo: rt + 
Used after d3mkg 9 jacket, or the Ar. equivalentg sutre. 
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Containers, Measures, etc. 

bottle 
butul 
Boih as a container and a pint's measure. 

Cwt 
hand, lrwgt* 
Not very co=on. 

double 
dabo'll debal 
A double size of anything that has a standard size. 

dozen 
do rz Grit 

gross + gro: 9 
12 dozens. 

jerry can + 0 Orik 68 n 
Almost exclusively in the army. 
For an imported 5-gallon fluid container of a special shape. 

jug 
d3Ag 
Rather affected. 

kettle 
kitli, kO'tli 
The only word in use. 

king size + kingsaiz 
For cigarettes only. 

mile 
mcx: j 
This pronunciation prevails only among taxi drivers; it shows 
that it is a borrowing from E. The Ar. J. -4, mi: 19 is a very 
old borrowing,. presumably from L. 9 which has undergone loan- 
shift extension under the influence of E., so that it means now 
1760 yards. 

packet + pa: k9t 
Such as a packet of cigarettes and a packet of butter. 
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set 
S; t 
A number of things of the same kind or related to each other 
that gotogetherv or are used together, such as a set of 
stamps, lady's clothes, etc. 

tank 
tw nki 
For any water or paraffin tank only. This shows British 
influence, due to the presence of oil companies and the 
construction of water supply tanks in Iraq by British 
engineers. 

Electricity 

aerial 
a rj 91 

armature 
cx : Mgt ý9(r)* 

coil 
kojil 

contact 
ýP: ntmk* 

earth ' 
gr 6 

fuze 
+ fjutz 

globe 
gloib 
For the bulb itself, not the glass covering it. 

insulation 
s -fig ý, f n 
For the insulating tape. 

leak 
li: k* 

meter 
mi: t Qr 

plug 
pl'9k 
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short-circuit ýO: rt* 
Elliptical. 

socket 
so: kOt, sok't 

switch 
Swi: tý9 Lwlwi: tý 

tranBfOmer 
treens f o: rm or 

wire 
wwj or 

Food and Drink 

baking powder 
bgkla Paudar 

biscuit 
P-*sk, lt- 
The written alternative is pronounced bisk-Owi: tq whereas 

. 
this shows direct E. influence. 

chips 
d3ibs and sometimes t3ips 
Elliptical for potato chips. It is, howeverg used for 
potato crisps only. 

choc late 
tMl; t 
For toffee only. 

cream 
kri: mý 
For the oily substance which rises in milkq and for certain 
kinds of skin and hair creams. 

custard -+ kEestOr 

lime juice 
lajim d3u: z 
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loaf 
10: f 
Only for the E. type of loaf, which is not the co=on 
shape of bread in the Arab world. 

orange 
O: rAnd3 

For orange squash only. Not very co=on now. 

roaBt beef 
ro: Bt bi: f+ 

sauce + 9 Ct-0 9 
A liquid seasoning for food. 

toffee 
to: fi+ 
Recentl Iy introducedg to be used side by side with t Luklgt* 

General Words and Expressions 

all right 
0: rrait 
Affected or jocular. 

bye-bye 
baibai 
Children's expression. Very common. 

chance 
tSenp (Song) 
Plural (irreg. ): týwqm, Q; good luck. 

company 
k 0-. mpani 
Group of friends. Sometimes jocular or pejorative in the 
sense of villains in the expression xg: ý ko: mpgni (lit. a good 
company)', -0 

good morning 
gudm cc rning 
Jocular. The answer is infrequently more Jocular 
mO. -rning (pl. of mornin with the suffix mt)o 
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guarantee 
Vrenti 
As noun only. 

hands up 
hanzm: p 
Children's play_expression. 

hello 
hGlW', h9l1Gw 
Very common as a'fo= of greeting. The 1st is ordinary while 
the 2nd shows great happiness to see a person. The 1st is 
also used in connection with the telephone (some people say 
halEew. ) The word became popular because of its similarity to 

the colloquial variant of the Ar. greeting expressiont 
ahlon. Thus, as usual with the Ar. expressionp bi-, 

(prepoell-tion) and a suitable pronoun are also used after halow, 
such as 

' 
holow bi: kg welcome to you, halaw bi: hum, welcome to 

them, etc. 

no I 
n o: 
Jocular. 

O. K. 
o: kaj 
Jocular. 

sport 
sp o: rt 
For sportsman. Figuratively only: one who endures rather 
harmful jokes, or goes out in informal dress without worry. 

take it easy 
tikit imi 
Jocular. 

varnish 
wa: rni: S 
Flattery. Also used elliptically as verb sidering that 

,; ncon the usual expression is uQbu4 (patnt) wgx-, i: S. Thus when used 
alone it seems like a verb, but if'Is not takgn as a verb. 

yesl 
Y8,3 
Jocular. 

zigzag 
zigz wg 
As line shape, and way of conduot, the latter being pejorative. 
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Mechanics, Vehicles, etc. 

air-conditionTr 
grkond' ý4n 

, 
grkondg ý"n 

air-cooler 
grku: 1 or 
See cooler below. 

anchor. 
a nger 

bicycle 
paisIkIl 
The diphthongized 

-i shows that the word came from E. p since it 
is a monophthong in, F. The initial b is curiously changed into 

boiler 
b ller 
For the central water boiler, especially at homes aiid'buildings. 

bulldozer 
+ buldomar 

cooler 
ku: ler, kular 
For. the air-cooler. It is less popular now, due to the neologism 

taking its place. 

crane 
kr9n, krgna* 
Especially among those who work on it. The 2nd form is blended 
with an Ar. feminine suffix. 

drill 
dril 
Mostly for the electric drill. 

dynamo 
dainam 0 

feed pump 
fi: dpAmp 

freezer 
fri: za 
For the freezing compartment in a refrigerator. 

geyser ,+ gi: za r 
Used as boiler above. 
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heater 

hi: ta r 
Mainly for a small electric cooking heater, but'sometimes 
also for an electric stove. 

lorry 
+ lom 

motor 
ma: 10: r 
1. A power generatorp confused with dynamo. 
2. A steam engine. 

Elliptically, for motor-boat. 

pedal 
paidwr 
For the bicycle pedal. 

plate 
pljtq P19t a 
Yor a piece of flat metal. The 2nd form is blended with an 
Ar. feminine suffix. 

pliers 
plw J Is 

PUMP 
pAMp 
Especially a bicycle pump, and pumps of such size and function. 

rail 
rgl 
For the train. Very limited in use now. 

roller 
r 0: 18 
The non-articulation of the final r can be due to direct 
imitation of E. speakers, butat the same time it leaves the 
word with a feminine ending, 5-7. 1. A cylinder fixed between two arms attached to a handlev for 

manual use. 
2. A roller-pressp in printing. 
3. A heavy contrivance with one or more big steel cylinders for 

wheels, pulled or driven over ground to level and compact it. 

screw-spanner 
sku: lspa: n a 
For the adjustable screw-spanner only. 

m 
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shaf t 

shof t 

sling 
slink 
For a hoisting mechanical device fitted with hookso cablest etc. 

spanner 
spame 
For an ordinary screw-spanner or wrench. 

spring 
81pring 
For a metal elastic device which, when pressedt yields itself 
to pressure, and when released recovers its original shape. 

taxi 
taksig teeksi 
The lst is more common. 

tr actor 
treektar 

washer 
wcx: ý or 
A ring, mostly of leather, used for various mechanical purposes. 
It is also appliedt as in E. 9 to metal washers, but not as 
commonly as to leather ones. 

Medical Words 

caPsule + kObsu: lo 9 k9psu: 19 
Blended with a feminine suffix ZG-2. 

flat foot ' 
fl m tfu: t 
Rather affected. 

gauze 
go: Z 
For the very fine tissues used medically in dressing. 

homesick 
hD: msik 
Generally for the homesicknesso and very rarely for the sick 
person himself. 

massage 
mos ced3 
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powder + paudar 

For baby powder in the main. ' This is generally substituting 
Y. P: drg, which was probably F. loan. A medicament can be pauder 
but not pot dre. 

sample 
s Mmp 
For medical-samples. 

syringe 
s-lr"nd3, 

Photograpl, xy 

flashl I ht 
fl m 

IT 

For the sudden light and the device producing it. 
The bulb is mipbwlý flwý lit. flash bulb. 

lightmeter 
laitmi: tar* 

pose - 
PD: z 
I* For a posture intentionally assumed by a person upon 

instruction from a-photographer, especially if it. producas 
a good effect. 

2. Outside photography, a mixture of physical posture and 
mental attitude showing self-conceitq mostly irritating to 
others. The word is thus used pejoratively in the main. 

postcard + po: stka: rd 
For a photograph-size. 

pro ec rD 3ektar* 

slide 
slaid* 

stand 
stm nd* 
For the camera tripod. 

i 

A 



Quality 

first class 
f -, 9gl(x: Q 
Very vulgar, meaning the best quality; now rare. 

German 
08 rmani 
German-made. The final i is to make an Ar. adjectiveg or 
because of the label (mJde in nermany). Otherwisev the word 
used is 

-91ma: nJa(sb. ) and alma: n-i-7adj. ), from F. L'Allemagne. 

high life 
hailaif 
Excellentp splendidq or of high standard. It is also used 
pejoratively and teasingly, meaning proud. Used predicatively 
for a person or a thing. 

Japan 
t ýaua: n 
During World War III for poor-quality, products which were made 
in Japan. Otherwise, the name is i mb mn. 

scrap 
s, lkra: b 
Worn out; for things, and jocularly for human beings. Mainly 
used for oldq useless metal, iront machinest and vehicles. 

stock 
st cck 
Predicatively, meaning 'having been stocki 
to the standard any longer'. The plural, 
predicatively and very often elliptically 
stD: k mt, all these have been stocked for 
no longer, good. 

Sports 

ed too long to-'be uip 
sto: k mtq is used 
too : hm8i kulhe 
too long; they are 

basket ball- 
ba: sk"tbo: l 
A loanshift combination, LL. JI; A has mostly taken its place. 

corner 
kc: rn a 
For corner kick, in football. 

football 
futb a: 1 
A loanshift combinationgf-Wi ; jSv has mostly taken its place. 

132 
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f oul 
faual 

gam e 
ggm 
Mostly in table-tennis. Pl. either reg.: gemm t or irreg.: 
gju: ma. 

goal 
9 . 10) 
For the goal itself and a score made by causing the ball to 
go into it. 

half time 
h af taim 

off side (1) 
of said 

out , (1) aut 

pass 
PCX: 
For passing the ball in football; hardly as verb. 

penalty 
panorti 

ping pong 
pingpcng 
Less co=on now, 

races 
re sl z, rQýj s -z 
For the horse-racing game. 

racket 
r, lklt 

shoot ý U. -t 
In football: as a nounp though sometimes unconsciously used 
as verb in the imperative,. 

le A sport broadcaster would be criticised if he used such-words, on 
the radio when a match is relayed, but when excited he would use 
them. 

0 



tube 
týu: b 
For the rubber tube used in floating on water, as well as 
that used to fill a ball. 

Work and Workmen, etc. 

boy 
b ci 
For the restaurant attendant. 

commission 
k0mm' ý"n 
In business. 

fitter 
fi: ter 
Sometimes also with the Turkish suffix tSi, commonly used 
to indicate profession. 

foreman 
f Z): ine n 
Pl. (irreg. ): fo: rmaniiie. 

off 
O: f 
Not working; on a weekly leave. 

overtime 
o: v or taim 

second 
sek'n 
In mini buses, an assistant, who collects fares and helps-the" 
driver, usually the owner of the bus, in looking after the bus 
whila he goes to take his lunch or have a rest. 

service 
sZrvis, sbrvos 
The. percentage charged in restaurants and hotels. 

shif t 
ýift 
Mostly elliptical for night-shift. 

sister 
s, Ist cir 
For any female nurse. 

134 
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staff 
stu: f 
1. Member ofthe staff, at British Petroleum Companies working 

in Iraq. 
2* ýollectively, members of a department, in such expressions as 

inda stcx: f d3GJjid, he has good staff. This is rather new. 

Miscellaneous 

angle-iron 
hAngllcx: jln 
This form looks like plural in Ar. 9 thus a singular is made 
according to personal choicep IvLng-'lcx: na or hAngJ'lcx:. Jna. 

blanket 
ble nkit 
Used affectedly by those who know some E. and apingly by others. 
The common word is the Ar.! ZL6,1 betta: nijig. 

bonus 
bo: nas 
An annualv additional payment equal to a month's pay. Usually 
among employees of banks and oil companies. 

box 
b Oks 
A blow, not with the open hand, as in E. but with the fistp 
probably from boxing as sport. Very common. Also used for the 
iron box, translating iron. No-verb. 

cash 
k-M j 
Opposite, of credito as in I pay you cash for this., 

clip 
klips, 
For the drawing pin. The plural is used for the singularp while 
a plural is made in Ar. by suffixing - mtq klipseet., 

course 
k D. - rs 
For a short course of study. 

dance 
d6ng, dAng 
For we stern dance. 'Always substantive. ý An Ar verb is used 
before it to make aýverbal constructiong-thus 
t"llrOb dmns ýdAns) lit. to play dancev 
tIrgug deenp (dAnQ) lit. to dance dance. 
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dash 

dm 
As a punctuation mark. 

file 
fa: j'l 
Pl. either fa: jllmt or fcx: jlmt. 
T Thick paper folder. 
2. A collection of papers, letters, doc=entsp etc. 0 

arranged and kept in a file. 

filter 
filter 
Usually with cigarettes, but sometimes also in photography. 

grease 
grim 
Lubricating oil. 

ledger 
led 3 -r 
In book keeping. 

letterpress 
letarpres* 
A kind of printing. 

line 
lain 
In gardening :a flower bed. 

list 
liste 
An inventory of iteMB. 

note 
no: 
For a bank note, in such expressions as nmt abu; -l-(aýre, 
a C10.00 note. 

pass 
p CX: 0 
Almost exclusively in hospitals, a permit-. 

passport 
p, &VApo: rtg pAýpo: rtq pcx: gpo: rt 
The 1st and the 2nd belong to the co=on people. 
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point 
popit 
Almost exclusively among Iraýi'workejrs at Briti'shpetroleum 
companies: credit marks-giving priority in certain aspects. 
One would say : _mni-l pqjInt mEeli 6mli, lit.: my point is 
high, keeping point singular. 

rose 
10: z 
This is rather affected, since other words are more familiarp 
namely . 3,,, and the colloquial d3umbud. 

rubber 
rAbal 
Not very common now. 

side 
said 
In traffic. It is very co=on to hear the expression ilz9mls 
said mealak, lit.: keep to your side. 

system 
S'StIm 
Model, for cars. It is common to hear : s-stlm-1965, for 
instance. 

ticknt 
tlk"t 
In the cinema, bus, train, etc.; now being less used. 

try 
trai 
Only as noun. A fitter may say AtlA6 trai bis-sajj mra, lit.: 
I go out on a try in the car; or a commoner may say sawwi trai, 
lit.: make a try. 
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2. Loanblends 

Unlike a pure loanwordp a loanblend consists of imported and 

70 ; )u 

native morphemes due to an analysis of the morphemic construction of a 

foreign model and a partial substitution of its component Morphemes. 

As this substitution takes place in various ways and to varying degreest 

various categories of loanblends come to exist. A survey of English'' 

loanblends in Arabic shows that they fall in the following main ca. te- 

gories :- 

a. Arabic stem + English suffix 

b. English stem + Arabic formative 

C. English prefix +ýArabic stem 

d. English prefix + Arabic stem + English suffix 

e. Arabic prefix-substitute + English stem 

f. English element filled into Arabic word-form 

g. English loanword. or loanblend of the above categories + native 

word 

h. Loanblend loanword. 

Each of the above categories will be treated below separately. 

a. Arabic stem-+ English suffix 

The English suffixes concerned are those used in chemistryq and'such 

blends are exclusively limited, to chemical terms* This -dategory"would' 

not have existed-if the English names of chemical-substances'had'beeu-'' 

adopted indiscriminately-into Arabic. -That-is beca'ase-the'names, given"tC' 

newly-discovered compounds of such substances would have consisted of 
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purely foreign morphemes. However, whereas the'names of m6st"Of''the' 

newly-discovered chemical substances have been borrowed into , Arabic' 

without morphemic substitutiong the' old native'Arabic names" of 'such' 

commonplace substances as copper, iron, m'eicuryq-etc., 'hi,: ie'býen 

retained. This was the principle followed by'the early modern Arab' 

scientific translators (who were specialists themselves)', and it has' 

generally been upheld by scientists and-translators up to the present 

time. This adherence to the Arabic names of certain substances faced 

specialists and translators with the difficulty of finding Arabic 

equivalents for the names of the newly-discovered compounds of ' B*U'Ch"' 

substances, The main-difficulty in translating such names consisted in' 

the suffixes added to the-simple names,., - The'maj6rity of specialist's'"' 

agreed on borrowing such suffixes for the chemical purpose. * *Thus' the 

present kind of loanblends came to exist'. 

The suffixes borrowed are -ate, -ic, -ide, -ite, and -ous,. * They 

are pronounced in-Arabic fi_47, -5: 2k, 5: 219 - Zi-: 
-t7, and ZOT: z7 'respec- 

tively. As-a-result*of-such--borrowingg Arabic has-come to'have*'such"" 

words from kibri: t, sulphur, for instancep as kibri: teet, sulphate; 

kibri: ti: kg sulphuric; kibri: ti: dt sulphide; kibrittittvý, oulphite; and 

kibri: to: zg sulphurous. Such blends have generally been consideredt and 

grammatically treated, in Arabic as substantives, in complete disregard 

of the adjectival function in English of their component suffixes. 

Thust when rendering. -oulDhuric acid into Arabict one says tamid 

kibri: titk using the genitive case, bmmid being acidq and 91 the-definite 

article. The use of the definite article clearly points to the substan- 
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tival treatment of the blend. But the difference in such treatment is 

limited to the two suffixes -ic and -ous, because the rest have the same 

treatment in Englishq i. e. as substantives used in genitival construe- 

tion. 

The following specimens are listed in groups according to the 

suffixes they contain, and the items within each group are listed alpha- 

betically. 

-ATE 

acetate 

xallmt (xall - vinegar). 
OV 

copper acetate xelliet or-rawe 

<<Mqp I: l (June 1876) p. 2P. 

pl=bate 

C, 1.0 Ioj 

378qa: Qcx: t (xega: g lead). 

I C-* ýO io 0 a: Qcx :tW0: dj o: m sodium plumbatept- 

<<YA9 19659 p. 605X 

stannate 

C, I 

qiQdi: rmt (qigdi: r - tin). 

sodium stannate, -sa: djo: m A..; t qisdi: 3%at as 

<<Mqt 1: 6 (Nov. 1876) P-1319 2nd ad. >>. 
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BUlphate 

kibri: teet (kibri: t - sulphur), 

iron sulphate. ý,. x-;. JIcI; t,.. S -bGdi: d kibri: tft 91 

<<Mqp I: 1 (June 1876) p. 24ýý 

urate 

'4.. 
bowl8% (b, 9wl urine). Not as co=on as ju: rmt. 

ýMv 1957 9P- 321 % 

-IC 

acetic 

xelli: k (. xoll vinegar). 

acetic ol-xalli: k 

The ist is not a co=on form; ol-xelli: k is used in it adjectivallyq 

not genitivally as in the 2nd. 

Vato Mqq 1: 7 (Dec. 1876) p. 163p 2nd_ed. >>. 

<<2nd, IH, 19479 P-55>>. 

cupric 

nutLmsitk (nubms - copper). 

cupric chloridq2""jj:,., Z, klo: ritd on-nutosi: k 

<<KA9 1965P P-11P- 
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f erric 

ba-di: di. sk f 
%bacli: d iron). 

ferric bydroxide j::. A , haidro: ks'i: d al-hadi: di: k 

<<KA9 1965P P-113; % 

mercuric 

zilboqi: k (zi-'bacl - mercury). 

mercuric, chloride klo: ri: d ez-zi-lbaqi: k 

-ýuq 19659 P-11P- 

pl=bic 

rogmVisk (raqwq lead). 

pl=bic acid ol or-raua: ui: k 

7.. -- 21 stannic 

qigdi: ri: k (qiodisr - tin). 

01 stannic acid lie -qiudi: ri: k 

sulphuric 

4! 4 

kibri: ti: k (kibri: t - sulphur). 

sulphuric acid -kibri. -ti: k L.,. / a. W 

The 1st is not a co=on fo=; al-kibri: titk is used in it adjectivally# 

not genitivally as in the 2nd. 
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Vst, Mcl, 1: 5 (Oct- 1876) P-1059 2nd ed. >>. 

Qnd, YA, 19659 P-84A 

uric 
Aj- 77 

bowli: k (bowl urine). 

uric acid bmmi4 91-bowli: k 

<<mm, 1957, P-31P. 

=IDE 

Bulphide 
4k 

-JAV. 
S 

kibri: ti: d (kibri: t - sulphur). 

a=onia sulphideL., -, 
A1 kibri: t , i: d al-am '>-. nj, 6 

<<Ht VI: 2 (15-9-1897) p. 6P- 

=ITE 

sulphite 

kibri: ti: t (kibri-: t sulphur)-* 

calcium sulphite kibri: ti: t el-kils 

<<Mqv I: 1 (June 1876) p. 23>>. 
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-OTJS 

aurous 

89habon (89hab - gold), 

aurous chloride )j. -A -ýJ 1 . 14, klo: ri: d ea-behabom 

cuprous 

n#ftO: z (nutms copper). 

cuprous chloride ;,. "I a. -Ifft kl. o: ri: d on-nutmeom 

<(KA, 19659 P-11P- 

ferrous 

. ý. . ý, ja'.. 

todi: dom (49di: d - iron). 

ferrous chloridt!, ý. ka:. Jlk., ýffjklo: ri: d al-bodi: do: z 

<<KA, 1965, p. 6190, 

mercurous 
0" f* 

zi#Deqosz (zilbeq- - mercury). 

mercurous chloride klocriid ez-zilb,,,,, 

<QAt 1965t pell3A 

stannous 

.! P. m 

qigditrooz (qiQditr tin)o 
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stannous chloride . 2i 1 -, 64.9. ff , klo: ri: d el-qiýdi: rom 

<<KA, 19659 P-50P. 
.1 

sulphurous 

I-'_ 

kibri: tD: z (kibri: t = sulphur)# 

sulphurous barium kibri: to: z al-Iterjom 

<<HoýVI: 4 (15-10-1697) P-148>>* This is however different from 

the regular rule. It should beýý, SJ I L-bmrjo: m el-kibri: tom, 

J, 1.,,, 
A6. q4mi4 al-kibri: tcczg sulphurous as the case. is with 

acid : <<KAt 19659 P-113>>- 

b. English stem + Arabic formative 

This category can be divided into two groups 

1. English stem + Arabic adjectival, formative 

2. English-stem +-Arabic substantival, formative. ", 

Each of the two groups will be dealt with-separately. 

1. Adjectives have different-formin Arabiog but the one'which 

concerns me here is that which involvesýsecondary derivation 
(1) 

onlyt 

that is adjectives formed from substantives only by the addition-of 

suffixes. 

1. The derivation of-adjectives, fr=ýsubstantivesý-whi-ch,.. involves-, internal, 
"vowel -change --is called', primary deri-vati-on*,, Iyandý, that-, whi*th, ý, -takes, -pla-ce" 
by adding suffixes is called secondary derivation; see Mario Pei and 
Frank Gaynor, A Dictionary of. 'Linguist-IcS, -s. v. Derivative'. 
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Apart from the type of words included in category (a), Arabic has 

not been influenced by English adjectival formatives. Even in the said' 

category, '-the adjectival. forms of the resultink'words are not recognized 

semantically, nor are they treated as such'grammaticallYp"as I have 

explained there. All substantives borrowed into Arabic have"to"receive' 

Arabic adjectival'formatives-whenever adjectives from them are required. 

This rule is so strong that it apýlies even to adjectival loanwords when 

used adjectivally in Arabic. 

The Arabic adjectival formatives are 4pi. -, for the masculine, and* '' 

for the feminine, and they are''inflected as follows 

nominative accusative genitive and'dative 
0 

masculine W ijju ijjq ijji 47 -7 
AW: 6v . 11 

.1 feminine L-. 7'JjotU 6-7.7 ijj at a' ijjati 

As the use-of these-formatives is regular, there is no nedd-to'list' 

many of the adjectives thus formedq especially that 'they depend-on the 

stemel which, have already been deýt with under Pure'Loanwordw,,. Therefore 

I will only give a, few spe cimens- here;, for, the-' sake' of 

ing them under, masculine and feminine according to the - quotationa-in'-whirh 

they occur. 

Masculine 

Lr -- 1ý-, ILI 

etlmli, Atlantic 

Atlantic (Treaty)f- 0, Sp-' p. 800. 
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) AJjI 

al-bal8efijju: n, the Bolshevists 

<<Sg 1.1.1925t P-19 s. v. U.; -Lt7ý>% 

fb: to:: Fra: fiq photographic 

<09 VI: 14 (15.3-1898) P-538>>. 

Feminine 

al-kil, anijja, galvanic 

galvanic electricity (galvanism)q Mq'p' Irl, (June 

1876), 
-p,, 24)k 

d3ijO: lD: d3ijj8, - geological 

geological missiont K, V: 1' (NOV-'1949)'P-560>>. 

w 

D: lumpijjov Olympic 

the Olympic games, H, VI: 3 (1-10-1897) p'. '102>>. 

As mentioned abovep adjectival loanwords from English which are '' 

taken into Arabic - with-their adjectival, formatives have to receive Aiabic'' 

adjectival formatives in addition to theirs, exactly like substantivest 

so that they-can be- used" iný Arabi c -as adj ectives. -, Followitgarwa-few-- 

specimens grouped under masculine and feminine according to the quotations 
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in which they occur :- 

Masculine 

At, lAnji: qiv Atlantic 
00 

01-mutdq al-AtiAnti: qi, the Atlantic Ocean, 

Hq VI: l (1-9-1897) P-13>% 

otlEeati: kig Atlantic 

al-o: qjmnus al-at2mati: kig the Atlantic 

Ocean, Mq, 1: 4 (Sept. 1876) p. 91,2nd ed. >>. 

atlenti: ki, Atlantic 

<< <U 'i al-o: qja=: s ol-otlanti: ki, the Atlantic 

Ocean, H, VI: l (1-9-1897) p. 21>>. 

rO. -mmnti: ki, romantic 

<<Mwd>>. 

rOsmenti: qi,, romantic 

«4A ». 
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Feminine 

o: to: mmti-. kijjav automatic 

a J-aý2xt 9l-o: to: meti: kijjGq the automatic 

machines, H, 1-4-19319 P-9460. 

drmme4i: kijjo t dramatic 

:, ý, in a dramaticpnarrative wayp K, I: 6 (April 1946)9 

. 873 

X. 41j. )cljj; x3tqqwwurmt dreemseti: kijjo, dramatic developmentsq 

Tq 16.11-19709 P-79 

diplo: meti: kijjap diplomatic 

et-taq8sli. -d ad-diblo: me*i: kijj9, the diplomatic 

traditions (protocol), Ho XLIV: 9 (le-7-1936) P-1049>>. 

rDimGnji: qijjav romantic 

<< al-madrese or-ro: manti: qijj89 the 

romantic schoolp Kt I: l (Nov- 1945) P-11P9 

2. Many Englishýsubstantivesýdenoting,, abstract--ideas have-suffixes- 

of different, origins. -- In borrowing'such words-into Arabic-p-, the, suffixes, --.. 

are repl . aced by an invariable Arabic-'substantival form tive a7-. -t 
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Following are specimens of words of this group classified 

according to the suffixes of the English words :- 

-AGE 

voltage 

fultijja 

This is the only instance I can fin4. 

<<Mwd>>. 

-ISK 

Bolshevism 
; ý--. Idl 

G1-b8l ý. -fjjj; D(3) 

<<St 1o1 .1 925P P- It' 8-vo* 0 

chauvinism 

,9ý -ý 0:. fi: nii 1 -1 

<< MW d 

la. Essentially, this is a feminine adjectival formativep but an, adjective 
thus formed also serves in Arabic as a substantive denoting an abstract 
idea. 

bo The same inflexional forms given earlier for the feminine adjectival 
formative apply-here. 

2. Other variants are 0 vo: ltijja, g anda : J. Jý; of0: 1 WA 

3- 01- is the Ar. definite article. 
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classicism 

a; ý.. ýw I 

al-kleesi: kiJ Ja 

It is to be noted here that the hard c of the adjective classic 

is adopted here because the Ar. formative is added after dropping 

the ism which makes the c soft. 

<twd k 

colonialism 
LLýJAI 

01-kO: 10: njmlijj a 

4ULSP 19709 P. 24ýý- 

dynamicism 

Ia aw S-4L;: . 1i I 

ad-di. -nwni: kijje(') 
I 

For the pronunciation of ct cf. classicism above. 

`Mt 19579 p. 609>>. 

imperialism 

IV L 

a 1-impirj eli jja 

"4MLSP 19709 P*12>>. 

Gd- is the pronunciation of an assimilated -form of the--Ar., --definite 
article. For the transliteration of k and its consequent. pronuncia- 
tion of /-di-t7, Bee the relative discussion on fai7.,;; 

-PP--49-5Q-,, ',, AB the 
17 is diacritical marks are often left outg. the form in which /a- 

transliterated here can be easily read/1: 7. 
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pragmatism 

9l-praegmmtijja/al-pragmmtijj9 

P is rendered b, but pronounced Zp-ý2. G is rendered 

Z: -ý 7, in the 1 st and the 3rd, and 9 
fd-370 in the 2nd and the 

4th, but it is pronounced Zg-_7; the former version is general 

and the latter is Eg. 

protestantism 
w 

9l-pro: tistte-ntijj9, al-pro: t, "steentijja 

P is rendered ,9 /-b7, but pronounced Zp-2. 

"ý=At P-56/a>>. 

romanticism 
Qz- 61. ýj I 

or-ro: mmnti: kijja '(1) 

For the pron=ciation of ct cf. classicism above. 

4ýSkq 1957P P-779 2nd repr. >>. 

surrealism 
;: J L. --j I 

as-sirjmlijjq, as-s'rjmlijja 
"No P-332/9>. 

Gr- is the pronunciation of an assimilated form of the Ar. definite 
article. 

I 
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-SHIP 

dictatorship 

Uý, L5. ý 

diktmto: rijja 

This is the only instance I can find. 

<IX9 1: 4 (Feb. 1946) P-56P- 

-Y 

aristocracy(') 

abI 
ar(i/u)stuqr, m: tijja 

<Mq 1: 7 (MaY 1946) P-5P. 

autocracy 

o: t o: qr cx: Vij je 

<<Mthv 1: 2 (Nov. *1958) p. 6M, 

bureaucracy 

bý: ro: qra: tijj9 

<<WU9 23.6.1969, outside front cover>4 

1. -cracy is the E. adaptation of the Gk. morpheme _, yparj , meaning 
rule. The Ar. rendering of words with this morpheme is similar-to 
the Gk., not the E. 9 form. Howeverg this does not necessarily mean 
direct borrowing from Gk. 9 especially that these Ar, substantiveag 
which are basically feminine adjectives used as substantives (accor- 
ding to an Ar. rule; see P-1 50t n, - 1a) 9 are based on E. - adjectives 
ending with ticq which includes I. One may also consider demagogn 
diplomacyq and strategy, to see Kow the same treatment is given to them. 

'AM 
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ww 
4-rý. *:: -) / L--. -ctc 
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di: mmgo: gijjal di: mmd3o*d3iJja/di: mmgo: gijja, -di: mmx*o: xo'JJa 

<ýlstq IISU, Nov. 19589 P-590- 

democracy 

dimuqrm*otijje/di: muqrcx: tijja 

'141sto Ko 1-04 (Feý. 1946) P-487>>. 

<<2nd, Sk, 19579 P-35p 2nd repr. >>. 

diplomacy 
w LA j "L -,. 3 

di: bl o: maesij j 9/dibl omeasij j 9/dipl 0: meesij ja 

Ost, K, 1: 12 (Oct. 1946) p. 966>>. 

Qnd, Mth, 1: 2 (Nov- 1958) P-'110>>. 

<Ord, QA A 

ide. ology(l) 

(ai/i: )djo: lo: d3iJJQ 

<<qSt P. 161>>. 

-loxy is sometimes changed in Ar. into', -logia- as -in Gk. -and Lý-- but 
a kind of unintentional selectivity seems to, take place and-result 
in the use of the three suffixes-logla, -lo 9 and-, theArý-jUs 
with different-words, and sometimes with two different forms of-the 
same word. Thus there is #d31jp: 1o: d3jmq and 
d31jq: lo: d3J. but onlyý. O' aidjoi1o, *d3ijjV. 

. ýj 

4 

a 
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mythology 

m(i/i: )6o: lo: d3iJJG 

<G4 9 1: 2 (July, 1876) p. 25 

pathology 

pee6o: lo: d31Jj8 

Written with-1, Zb-2t but pronounced with fp-2. 

<<as a scienceg Mqt I: 1 (Junep 1876) outside of back cover>> 

<<the causet symptomst and treatment of a particular disease 

ýý4149 VIO (1-9-1897) p. 16>>. 

strategy 
w L.:., z I -. -/ 

- I- 

strmti: d3iJJG, istrmti: d3iJJQ 

`ýlsti Qs# P-54ý>- 

<< 2nd, Mwd>>. 

theocracy 
w 

Oij o: qr cx: tijj a 

Mwd>>. 

0. English prefix + Arabic stem-- 

The prefixes covered by this category are Anglo-O Afro-9-geo-0 

and petro-. Only the first of them is used freelyq whereas each of the 

II 
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others is tied toone English model, namely Afro-Asianq g6ophy6ics, 
O), 

and petrochemical. Following are the blends with their transcriptions. 

Anglo- 

Anglo-American 

englo: 9mri: ki 

Anglo-French 

anglo: faransi 

MWO. 

Anglo-Iranian 

anglo: i: ra: ni 

<< Mthq I t2 (Nov. - 1958), 'p. 28p'no 1; 09 

etc. 

Afro- 

Afro-Asian 

Of A 

efro: msj9wijj9 

Thq 12.10.1970p p. 2, subtitle>>. 

Geochemistry is also another modelg but its Arabic loanblend 
d3ij o: ki: mjm' , is very rare. 
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geo- 

geophysics 

d3iJD: fi: zJaeo 

28.11-19709 P. 129 sv. 

petro- 

petrochemical 

aLJIJI1f». 

( L. ý / (S. 9 ) L- ' ts. 9 
(b/p)itro: ki: mEewi, (b/p)itro: ki: mjea(wi/-*i) 

mwd». 

4v 
0 title». Thp 8.10.19709 

d. English prefix + Arabic stem + English suffix 

"' The Like the first categoryq'this i's exclusively chemical@ 

prefixes bi-, per-, and thio- in the names of'certain chemical compounds 

have been given the same treatment as that given to the'suffixes. ' Theset 

however, are not as popularly known as the suffixest since they only 

occur a few times, in school chemistry booksp from which the general 

public get to know such te='s. 

The following are specimens of such blends : 

bisulphite 

baikibri: ti: t (kibri: t =sulphur) 

<<KA, 19659 P-35P. 
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persulphuric 

bi: ro: kibri: ti: k (kibri: t = sulphur) 

per- is rendered Pero- probably by wrong analogy with peroxide, 

in which the o belongs to oxide, not to the prefix. 

thiosulphate 

b 

emjo: kibri: teat (kibri: t = sulphur) 

<<KA, 1965P P-370)k 

e. Arabic prefix-substitute + English stem 

This category is also exclusively cheiii: cal- . It'deiLls'with"tierms 
(1 

that contain the prefixes mono-9 Li-9 tri-I tetra-# pekt-9 and per-; s 

These prefixes are substituted in Arabic by words, 'not prefixes, that 

perform their function. They are : 

mono- iP9 awwal. - first 

di- ; LA, eseni:. - second 

tri- eselie - third 

tetra- ra: bV fourth 

pent- L. -W 6- 9 x a: m 18 fifth 

per- jog f ewq above't ultra. 

The English per- is sometimes used as a loanword; see the previous 
category. - 

-M 
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specimens 

monoxide awwal o: ksi: d 

<aAq 1965P p. 22P- 

dioxide emni: o: ksi: d L 

<<KA, 19659 P-432>>, 

trioxide -I. --; Ic-JLA 
, emlie o: ksi: d 

<<KA, 1965t P. 250- 

tetrachloride r(x: bi4 klo: ri: d 

<<KA9 19659 P-332>>. 

pentoxide p xa: mis o: ksi: d 

<<KA, 19659 p. 25P- 

peroxide fewq o: ksi: d 

<<KA, 1965P p. 252>>* 

f. English element filled into Arabic word-fo= 

The English practice of deriving verbs from nouns by using'suffixes 

(i. e. secondary derivation)q and using nouns as verbs-is alien to Arabi, cq 

where primary derivation is necessary to make a verb. In such primary 

derivation in Arabic, a set of verb-forms has to be followed. To comply 

with this requirement when, borrowing English verbs based on extant sub-- 

stantiveag any existing-verbal suffix is droppedt and certain-consonants 

are taken for a hypothetical root-and filled-into the proper verb-form*- 

This is not a new, experience in Arabic., Nounsg mostly loanwordst 

of more than three consonants have given Arabio, verbs-of-the'quadri, - 

literal form. A remarkable example is fblE3gf a (trans. ) and 

-. e 
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tafelsof a (intrans. and reflex, )v to philosophize. 

However, the modern cases have not always been happy. 

The process is based on the personal judgement as to what the 

most important and representative consonants of the foreign'woid'are, 

if it has more-than four. Vowels are usually discarded and Arabic 

short vowels set for each verb-form are in I serted between the consonants. 

Long ago FLSF were taken from the Greek philo ophalý and, inserting the 

set short vowelsq , the verb fals al"a 
(i )emerged. 

In nouns which cannot supply four consonants to create a verb of a 

quadriliteral form, recourse is made to the triliteral formst which is 

quite unusual from the points of view of grammar and the established 

practice. 

With the above in mind, I shall consider some of the few existing 

cases of'English verbs'filled": - Lnto'Arabic quadriliteral foms. The 

available' quotations will be given at the end. 

rim lgamate s 

The verbal suffix -ate is dropped. MLGM are taken as representative or 

skeleton consonants of the Ar. verb-form. The short vowels are 
.. 41 

inserted as in f alsof eabove, and the verb malgama, emerges* 

The fg' 7, however, is changed into L, Z: -F2. 

Bolshevize s 

The verbal suffix -ize is dropped. BLSHV-are taken as representative 

consonants. Sh is one letter in Ar,, and y is rendered J9 J29 

This Jis the past tense, ' which is considered the basic formq equiValv, "t 10 
the infinitive in English. 
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The set short vowels are inserted as explainedq and the verb 
.1 . 6.0 

bal So f 9,1 emerges. 

galvanize : 

The verbal suffix -ize is dropped. GLVN are taken as representative 

consonants. G is rendered L9 Zxjq and in Eg. spelling A-37- 

which is pronounced there Zg- 7. v is mostly rendered j9 Zi2f in 

writing, though it is mostly pronounced fv2. The set short vowels 

are insertedq and the verb golvana, &jL, gemerges. 

hydrogenize 

The verbal suffix -ize is dropped. HDRG are taken as representative 

consonants, because of the morphological difficulty of having five 

consonants in a radical. The set short vowels are insertedq and 

the verb hadzed30 ,', emerges. In'another'version'DRGN are 

taken as representative consonants and the h is left*out. The 

. jj 
verb such a choice has given us is dard3enp, This can be 

due--,, either,, ýto the influence of P. where h is not pronouncedp or 

to a reasonable choice between the ht which exists only in E. 

pronunciationg and the n, which exists in E. and P. pronunciations; 

because one of the five consonants has to be dropped, leaving four 

for the quadriliteral form. 

magnetize : 

The verbal suffix-ize is dropped. MGNT are taken as representative 

consonants. G is rendered f: L7, and t is rendered emphaticgla 

The set short vowels are inserted and the -verb mG: PDtG! 9 

emerges. Another version of the verb is m9#esep 

---- lbhý 
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in which s is taken instead of n. This isýdue.,, ' 't4qr to an 

irregular incorporation of the z from the sdff`ixq -renderedf_w 0sv 
z2 

or to the fact that the Ar. for magnetorLL.; 6o 9 ma: ýnaeti: r-q ends 

withL. t- 9 
Z-s2. 

mechanize : 
I 

The verbal suffix -ize is dropped. MCHN are taken as representative 

consonants. Ch is one letter in Ar., CJ 7. To supply a fourth 

consonantg the final n is-repeated. I The set short vowels are 

inserted and the verb moknonoý emerges, 

pasteurize : 

The verbal suffix -ize is dropped. PSTR are-taken airbýresentative 

consonants. ý P is mostly renderedL,, /-b 7. The set sýort vowels 

emerges. are inserted and the verb bastars. - 

,I. 
Two verbs which are quite established in Arabic now, are based on 

ionize and oxidize, which cannot supply the four consonants necessary for 

t4e Arabic quadriliteral form. To overcome this difficultyq the triliteral 

formsp which are not meant for loanwordsv have been used to derive-the 

verbs in the following way 

ionize 

The suffix -ize is dropped leaving only ION, which is pronounced: 

9ion. The initial fp'2 in Ar. is considered as consisting of the 

I 
short vowel !ý and the, hamza, (a glottal plosive (consonant) that- 

can only be voiced with the help of any of the short vowels -: 
ý v 

The repeated letter takes a short vowel without depriving the original- '- 
one of its own, whereas in the doubled one, as will be shown on p. 1639both 
letters have one short vowelt which is what the original letter had. 
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Z U; -' , 5-7; and -, p 
fi-2) before or after it. The i is 

converted into Zj-_7 
. Thus we have IIhamza(')JNIIý The triliteral 

verb-form no. II9 cGROcaq 
(')which 

has three radicals, including a 

doubled 
(2Le, 

is chosen to fill the above consonants into. Thus 

after doubling Zj-, 7 and inserting the set short vowels, the verb 

emerges. 

oxidize : 

The verbal suffix -ize is droppedg x is split up into its 

component sounds fk2 and 52, and the vowels o and i are 

dropped. For the remaining radicals KSD, the triliteral verb- 

form no. Vý3)namely -'accac4 in which (0) stands for a hamza 

added to the radicals, 
(4ýs 

chosen because it resembles oxidize in 

its causative signification and transitive use After filling 

KSD into this verb-formt the verb laksede emerges. 

Acclimatize, has been given the same treatment as that of oxidizep 

-, 0*7 1 

. "? 
), whereas a 1. C stands for consonant and pp for doubled consonant. (ns 

Is the actual sound of iL'set short vowel. This simple way which I 
have contrived to express the Arabic verb-forms is only meant to 
serve my limited purpose here. It cannot be used in Arabic morpholo- 
gy at large, where it is necessary to indicate the sequence of the 
root-components. The number of the form,, is that given in W. Wright's 
A Grammar of Arabic, 1.29. 

2e See note to mechanize', p. 162, 

3. This is the number given to this form in W. Wright's A Grammar of 
Arabicq 1-34- 

Hamzap a glottal plosive, is one of the; jL . ýJU9,.: -q -a recognized set 
of pronounced letters that can be added to . the . triliteral and quadri- 
literal roots for various semantic and functional purposes. 
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although it could supply the quadriliteral verb-foms with four 

consonantsý KIMT. The reason seems to-. be the attraction of Ar. 

iqli: m, territory. Thus instead of forming the verb*'on the quadri- 

literal basis, which would have given us kalmat we I have4lema 

Certain nouns used as verbs in English are treated in Arabic in a 

similar manner to that of the suffixed verbs which have already been 

considered. Following are two verbs of this kind filled into a quadri- 

literal form : 

asphalt : 

SFLT are taken as representative letters. The set short vowels 

are inserted, and the verb saflatq, emerges. INWA (P-423/a) 

records -. , selfataq as wellt which is a form unknown to me 

and shows metathesis. 

telephone : 

TLFN are taken as representative letters. The set short vowels 

are insertedq and the verb talfeng emerges. 

All the above verbs are conjugated like native verbs of their 

foxms. Thus we have the following : 
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pres., past 
pp. used-as 
adj. or obj. ppr. refl. pres. refl. past 

juma 1ximu m alpma mumal: pm alzin ja tom alla mu tamelx pm 

jubal3ifu bal3afa mubalýaf mubelýif jetabalýefu tebal3efa 

jugelvinu golvene mugalven mugelvin jetagelvanu tagalvanq'ý' 

juhadrid3u hadrad38 muhadrad3- muhadril3 jetahadrad3u tehadrad3G 

jumaxnitu maxnate =44-axnat mumaxnit jetemaxnatu tomaxnat'o- 

jumextisu 
00 

maxtese 
0. 

mumextes mumextis .a 
jetedextesu temextG819 

0a 

jumakninu maknone mumaknon mumaknin jetamaknenu. temaknone 

jubastiru bastere Tubastar mubastir jetabasteru tebastarg 

juseflitu Safleta museflat museflit jeteseflatu teseflate 

jutelfinu talfene mutalfin 

julajjinu lojjane mulojjan mulajjin jetelajjanu talajjena 

julaksidu laksedo mulaksed mulaksid jotalakisedu talaksoda 

julaqlimu laqlame mulaqlam muleqlim jatalaqlamu totaqlame 

Nouns of action from the above verbs have also been adopted into 

Arabic. Again there are set forms of nouns in Arabic for rela#ve verb- 

forms. -The above verbs lmýyp. had_to follow this rule. For the quadri-* 

literal verbsq the form is coccocatun; 
(1) 

thus we have the following nouns 
I. 

for-them : mal: ýgmatungbalýefetun, iplvanatug, hadred3atu a2xnatatun, 

1. Apart from cowhich stands for. consonantf all symbols are actual, 
phonetically. 
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maxte'satu-49maknanatu besteratun, solfetatugland telfenatu 
5- '** l, sý. 0- ; ~0'. 5 ;, 0-9, ý, 0 ;-5, - i- -4 19 luu , L, 

Lzi: 
j-IA , L-" ci --t-; 

The verbs eksade, andeglame, ', as already explainedv 'dre "formed on a r-; -I 
triliteral verb basis. This form should usually have a noun of the form '-- 

$icc Eacun*, such as 
. 
$id3leesun. from the verbed3lose (to seat)v Sinh!! dun 

from enha4e (to stand, trans*), -Piskmnun from askene (to house), and 
I 

Pjrsw1un from arsele (to send). However, for one reason or anotherg the 

quadriliteral form cacc9cetun* adopted in deriving nouns. for the quadri- 

literal verbs is used for deriving a noun from these'verbb*gý'd: i7opping'-*frod 

the form the---necessaryo initialq radical consonant and filling its gap by 

adding the giottal plosive hamza'q 
(2 )which 

is transcribed and assimi- 

l6ted in pronunciation with any short -vowel that follows it. Thus we 

t -le 
. ý11 00.0 

have laksodatun and Jaqlamatun "I instead of 
. 

iks2R4IUn_ and 

Oiql mmun, 

The triliteral verb 11 ajjene has a regularly formed noun based on the 

form tocci: cung namely taIji: nunj 

Reflexive nouns are also derived from the above-mentioned reflexive 

verbs according to their relative rules. Thus -we have tamellEmu j 

to al ufun, togalvunu! i. tahadrud3unitemaanutya, temaknunun. tabesturun. I 

tesaflutun. A reflexive noun from tele hone is not possible, due to- 

Apart from C for consonant, all other symbols are actual phonetically., 

1. These nouns vary-in-use- arcording-to, tas. tes. 

2. Hamza is one'of the letters that can be added to roots; cf. p. 1639'-n-4- 

A 
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meaning. 

The reflexive nouns fiom laksade and laqlame are formed according to 

the second form of the nouns of quadriliteral verbst(l) teowcucun. * 

POO 
Thus we have the nouns-talaksudun, and tataglumung 

(2) 
From the reflexive triliteral verb ta'allena, we have the noun 

ta9allunu 

There are two substantives that, from the point of view of formation, 

fall in the category of nouns of action based on quadriliteral verbsp 

though they are not nouns of action and have no verbs, namely 

: Le ý ýi" tu fas1ad for 
, and : Lu 

ti ti ti I 
physiology and technology. The final n in the form, as ýThoýn aboveg is 

rarely used with these nouns. These two substantives seem to be drawn' 

falsof from the 
ti 

on the analogy of, the long-establi shed ;;.,. Ji 9 fOlsOf 

Greek philosophýZ. 
ti 

Quotations 

Following are quotationsand-dictionary references for most of the 

loanblends in this categoryt arranged according to the order in which 

they were discussed. 

Apart from C for consonantq all otherýsymbols are actual phonetically,; - 

I.. This is the number given to the form in W. Wright's A Grammar of Arabic, 
1-48- 

2. This is the fifth form according to W, Wright (jbid. q.., P-36)jand the 
fifth noun-form-of the-triliteral--verbs which he gives onpý116-is-rep- 
resented in my symbols tocep7ucunt in which all the symbolsýare actual 
phonetically except c which stands for consonant and which stands 
for, doubled consonant. 
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amalgamate 

-a << -. 09 QA o. 
" Ul ;wý :QII << aj L )11 LtJ .5 Lzo I r vL 

Zi"-. L>j I 
LIr; 

Ltz Lo 
-ii 

KA, 19659 P-510. 

« mwe. 

« mg, 1957, P-135e. 

ukti-- ýý rÄ-64. JI rj- e-, -JU ing 19659 P. 514». 
«9 Mit 195?, tp. '35» 

1 U. 4 JU 19C. -- t: 
KA, 1965, p. 514» - 

<< 4-" 9 MM9 '19579 P-135>>. 

2. Bolshevize 

9 DMWA9 P-72/b; oo 

9 ibLd. > p 

galvanize 

MWA 9P- 131 /b>> 

QA>> 

IMWA 9P- 131 A >>. 

-%:, - 9 QAv Galvanized- ironýý. 

p IKWA9 P, -131/b>>* 

0 QAq Galvanism>>. 

hydrogenize (hydrogenate) 

Mw clv 

Mwd)>. 
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magnetize 

p Mp P-769/c; p. 
<< jo. ýý L-4 I 

-k, 
a. 

---i 
I 

t>4 
ý ". 

t: -ý--j 

TLý1--. I 
C) vw 

I 
fy--- 

'w II 

Ko 1: 3 (Jan. 1946) P-309i- 

t., Pjo-" ( 6. *. ý64 
-0 

v-; o- 

QA, Magnetizatio 

mechanize 
<< aot a .61 

Wl 

-*. 
L- 19 Thp 12.10.1970P P-3v 8-v- 

7- pasteurize 

9 MM9 1957P P << 
G. At Pasteurizer; o. 

9 IHt 1947P P-37; o-' 

jItA, no. 68 (July 1964) P-31/b)ý* 

ionize 

DKWA, P-38/a>>.. jr&J I << I,,; L; 

at. L 

KA, 1965P P-132)ý. 

wo 
9 QAq- lonized, adj. 

WAv' p. 38/a; o. * 

Ionizing agent>>. - 69 QAO 

Up, 1 1, KA, 1965, 'P-*12gp subtitle; o. 

<< cn-. 
L' 

t IM 9P-3 B/av 
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oxidize 

<< DMWAq p. 21/b>>. 
i j4 Lj ý 

0,, -. 
14L, 41 L ( 

A.. sL. 
L; 

t 

,, 

- L 

KA9 1965t P-18%>- 

<< 0 Hq VI: 20 (15.6.1898) P-777t 'subtitle>>. 

<< j Liz, 61 14ýý L, ý-, I &j J;. I -U I,. . Sý I)U, &ý; L, ýJ I LJ JIj1,, *J I ao III-vI 
J 

Mq, W(June 1876) p. 23 

14; 9 Hq VI: 50-11-1897) P-190>>- 

10. acclimatize 

<< ýij 9 DMWA, p. 21/a; D,. 

611 ae" I !; -U 1 15 US 

y ý; 6-5 Lt-. 
i iý : 'j. 

Ij U, 
-, o 

L; 
o 

Lt-. i ýý ;- u4 Li-W. 
Lstz 

I 
Le 

LUMp 19629 P-389ý>- 
L,. j I aj; jUV,, 6 ýI ILP-mj I Ls-i 

L. C. 1. ); j I 

NADP 17.6-19699 P. 7>>- 

11, telephone 

<< MM, p. 96/b>>. 

vc- * Crib 9 M9 p. 64/a 

12. physiology 

9 IH9 1947P P. 2>>. 

13- technology 
j 

_J I 

no. 68(july 1964) P-12>>- 

M, p. 63/b». 

t Thp 12.10,. 1970t CA ý. Iz Iýe. I 
"S "- ýýj 

P-3v s. v. a-- I ; Jq, ýj I. V - 
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g. English loanword or loanblend of the above cate ories +a native word 

Although the foreign elements of its, members have already been dealt 
I 

with, this category merits distinction from the othersp because of the 

existence of foreign models which its members reproduce and the gram- 

matical element of Arabic construction which links'the two words together. 

However, the loanblend specimens have made it clear that theymostly'occur 

in constructions that belong under this categoryý Thereforep'only a few 

specimens will be given here, mostly taken from the above sections of, pure 

loanwords and loanblends. 

calcium sulphite 

"kibri: ti: t al-kils 

<Wq, I: 1(June 1876) p. 2P* 

carbon paper 

worAq (karbo: n/ka: rbo: n) 

<<lst, Mwd>>. 

consul general 

r t--A j.. a.: 70 

qungul I'mm. 

<<3)MWA 9 Ja;; 9P-7 92/b A 
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gentleman's agreement 

C.; UILý-j Ij LL- I 

ittifmq 01-d3entolmeen 

<< Qsq P. 1 >>. 

high/low voltage 

fultijja (aaelija/weati-09 

House of Lords 

( 
;: ý, i, I t4.., U I /C 

mad3lis (a ý o: rdmt/a ý o: rdi: n) 

<< 1 st 9 Mwd>>. 

2nd 9 'INWA t ,, 
Jý tP- 131 IIA 

- 

iron sulphate 

,.. S a, a---.. J I c, L14, 

kibri: taat al-hadi*od 

<<Mq, IO(June 187-6) p. 2ý>% 

neo-colonialism 

al-ko: lo: njmlijja 9ýý3pdi: da 

panoramic screen 

ýaeýe pwno: rcx: mijje 

<<DKWA9 P-40/a>>o 

6 
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persulphuZic.?, cid 

, týL 

ýmmid-. al-bi: ro: kibri: ti: k. 

plumbic acid 

L,,: ý, J I 

tp2mid Gx---l-asa: si: k 

protestant church 

al-kanime al-, pro: tistmntijja 

public telephone 

tglifo: n lumu: mi 

sterlýng area/bloc 

(91-mintaqe/el-kutle) al-istarli: nijjo 

telephone call/conversation 

a-4ý-Lb 
IW 

US 

nidil tolif omi/miAkw-1160'a 

torpedo ýoat, 

A-VI. -Jo 
JW. ) 

zewrAq to: rbi: d,, 
I 

0 
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travellers' cheques 

c 
.ý 

ýZket al-musefirim 

h., Loanblend + loanword 

The co=ent on the previous category applies here. 

ammonia sulphide 

LI 

kibri: ti: d' al-amo: njg 

<<Ht VI: 2(15-9-1897) p. 67 

aurous chloride 

klD: ri: d 96-89habom 

carbon dioxide 

6mni: o: ksi: d 

<<KA, 19659 P-43P. 

ferric- hy#oxi4p 

L-. J I %. -t 

haidro: ksi: d al-hadi: di: k 
a 

<<up 19659 P-113)). 
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Grammar of Loanblends 

The grammar of loanblends is that of pure loanwords when they end 

with English elementsq and of native Arabic words when they end with 

Arabic elements. Thus categories (a), (d), and (e) are governed by the 

grammatical rules of pure loanwords, and categories (b)q (c)q and (f) are 

treated as native words. The blends in categories (g) and (h) are treated 

in either of the above ways according to which element in them comes last. 

Evidence to Source of Borrowing s English or French ? 

The origin of the chemical suffixes, is predominantly French. The use 

of -ide in English isp however, peculiarg since the French use -ure,. -Thus 

for chloride the French have chlorureq for sulphide, sulphure, etc. This 

difference serves, as a gaide in deciding on the source of borrowing of 

many modern chemical terms in Arabic. Chlorure is hardly"seen in any 

Arabicq chemical textv whereas Jwý , klO: riido chloride, ' appears' ih'the -' 

first Arabiog scientifio-journalg al-Muqtataf (I: lljune 1876Vý*'23")"*' 

Al-Hil9l, one of the most popular general, journals, which appeared in the 

last decade of the. 19th century, also uses, the ý-ide version. In its 

chemical listq the glossary of the'Arabic Language Academy(,!, 
)favours 

-idep although in one i4stance, only the French alternative is given as 

well. 
(2) 

lo Maimal(, al-Lugba al-'ýArabiyyaq Maimiif-at al-Muptalab7at, al-4IlmiYYa wa 
11-Panni. yya (Glossary of Scie-nL =13. -canUTechni-cal Terms'),, 

2. Ibid. 9 P-177- It give s4týýWV I Aý, Xq kibriti8d 9l-adro: d3i: nqand 
kibri: to: r 91-9dr im for hydrogen sulfide. 
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The French-looking pronunciation of this suffix, namely fi: 7dg is 

ascribed to the fact that the English diphthong f, ai _7 
is alien to Arabic, and that the pronunciation of English words is not 

received by the Arabs directly from English people, but, in most casesp 

particularly in science, made up by the people who read English books 

themselves. Howeverg such words are also spelt in Englishq though 

rarely, without the final ef as NED records in the cases of sulp and 

chlorid, and such spellings could be what the early translators first 

saw. 

Departing from this factv I find it unnecessary to discuss the 

origin of the rest of the siiffixesp as they are admittedly French, in 

origin and usage, but have existed for a long time as loans in English. 

Englisht in its turn, carried them into Arabic, though French supported 

them in certain Arab countries which it found its way to. 

The adjectives in category (b: -l) are mostly based on pure lbanw6rdst 

and any discussion of their source of borrowing should-be'based on'thAt 

of the pure loanwoids'themselves; and this has already been given with the- 

pure loanwords., As for the abstract substantiveS in (b: 2)t the suffixes 

used in them are-common to English and-French. --Even if such suffixes-had- 

not been common to both, languagesq an, argument-could-have been taken up 

for any parallel suffixes in-Trench. - Toýtry to--find,, out*-the"origin'-Of'-"''- 

each word and make a division'between'diTeet'and indirect ... borrowing'as, I* 

did with pure-loanwords is, unnecessary-, here, -since, -the*main"'point-,, is-,, the'--" 

- blending of Arabic and English morphemes and how it is achieved. All the 

-. ýo 
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words in this category, whether created in English or borrowed into it, 

are well-established English words. 

The suffixes Anglo-, Afro-9 and petro- are Lating and geo- is Greekv 

but they exist in English and French. 

The English origin of per- and thio- of category (d) is attested to 

by NED for the former, and by the f-L-7, pronunciation in Arabic for the 

latter, since it is pronounced /-t 7 in French, ' The other prefix dealt 

with therev namely bi- is common to English and Frencho 

Category (e) includes per-9 which is of English origino according 

to NED, and otherýprefixes which are common to English and French'O 

Howeverp the use in Arabic of dioxide and trioxide in the blended forms 

in the names of such compounds as sulphur dioxide and sulphur-trioxide 

points to English as a source of borrowing, since French has anhydride 

sulfureux and'anhydride sulfurique for them respectively. 

The same arg=ent given for categories (b) and (d) applies to - 

category (f)o where French has different-suffixes to derive similar verbs 

from the given substantives. For instanceg one can easily argue that it 

.. 0a is m6caniser which gave birth to , 9, moknone, not to mechanizeq and so 

on. 

Status of Loanblends 

The status of loanblends in Arabic varies with each of the categories. 

The fact common to most-of them is that they depend on the statusýof, the 

loanwords they are. ýJended with. 

The chemical suffixes (categories a, d, and -e) seem to have* had, a- 

healthy life in Arabic and proved stronger than all the other native 

y 1, 
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suffix suggestions, mainly, I thinkq because they have had better 

opportunities to be popularized. 

The suffixes in category (c) are well-established in Arabic. 

The adjectives (category bl) are absolutely dependent on the 
I 

survival and popularity of their relative loanword substantives. 

As for the abstract nouns'formed from an English stem and an 

Arabic substantival formative (category b2), most of them are accepted 

by the majority of the people, while some are considered unnecessary 

and will probably remain out of popular use, such as di: =jpD:; [iJJGI 

demagogy, and praýgmwtijjaq pragmatism. The Arabic suffix is certainly 

giving them a more familiar look, but the strangeness of the English 

stems is persisting, and the need for such words is not generally felt. 

The group of verbs and nouns formed by filling English elements 

into Arabic word-forms (category f) seems to be dependent on the long- 

term judgement of the public taste. Some of them look horrid, like 

maknone 9 mechanizeq saflete , to asphalt, and talfano I to telephonep 

whereas others seem to be very useful-and popularly accepted, like 

bal gBolshevizegaiian y ionizel andakcad9o oxidize. Journalism 

and commercial translation seem to be the main propagators of such words 

as wknoneg mechanizet and tagni. 19, technology, of this group as well as 

the unnecessary words of the other groups, such as dim=o: 3Eijj; a 

demagogy, and P3: cegmmtiJJG 9 pragmatismq etc. 9 and it is* oniy for the 

future to show whether they will obtain popularity. But it is to be 

noted at this stage that the dictionary of the Arabic Language Academyq 

al-Mu4jam lists onlyofew of such blends 
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in spite of the liberal course the Academy adopts in this respect in 

its glospzýry MR. 

Loanbl. ends in categories (g) and (h) are dependent on the other 

categories and loanwords. 
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CHAPTERII. 

LOANSHIFT 

Loanshift, as distinct from loanwords, is a type of 

borrowing in which the process of morphemic substitution is 

complete and the element borrowed is only a sense or a morphemic 

arrangement. In the former case, that is the borrowing of a 

sense, no new morphemic arrangement is created in the borrowing 

languagel but a set of morphemes are given an additional 

application to a new contextual situation under the influence of 

the lending language, This process is called loanshift 

extension. The process in which a new morphemic arrangement is 

created in the borrowing language under the influence of the 

lendinglanguage is called, loanshift creation. This, in turng 

is divided into two groups: combinations and phrases. This 

(1) 
system of classification, used by Einar Haugen, has certain 

technical advantages over the previously known,. and still more 

popular, classification of semantic loans and-loan translations. 

As Haugen points out 
(2) 

all loans are semantic, but there are 

aspects apart from the spmanticýonej-which. require consideration. 

As for loan translation, it-is, a term that assumes that trans- 

iation. is-a process of-linguistic -creation. 
ýranslationj in 

actual fact, consists in casting the contents-of a construction 

in a certain idiom into a constructional mould in-ancther idiom. 

This clearly shows that the only, element translation carries 

across from one idiom to another, is the thought expressed. Any 

l. -The, _Norwegian 
Language in America, 11.400-1. 

2.; Ibid. 9, P. 391* 
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reflection of an idiomatic nature on the language translated 

into from that translated from is borrowing. Therefore, it is 

not translation that is done when a morphemic model is taken 

across to another language with complete substitution by native 

morphemesq'but introduction of a foreign contextual situation for 

the use of the native morphemesor a foreign arrangement for the 

native morphemes, that is borrowing. This type of borrowing 

appears in the form of a contextual shift on the part of native 

morphemes under the influence of a foreign model; therefore it 

is called loanshift. 

Each type of loanshift will be treated here separately. 

Loanshift Extension 

In loanshift extension a language borrows an additional 

meaning to a native word which shares with that of the lending 

language either its central meaning or-certain-secondary but 

striking meaning(s) that present, themselves readily'to the 

speakers and listeners due to-the-identity-of the situations in, 

which they are used in both languages. - Thus no-morphemic 

borrowing is involved here$ but induced branching of meanings 

from the core of the native-word. - 

Such new meanings are borrowed when the speakers of the 

borrowing language find themselves-in an identical situation 

with those of the lending language. This situation may be 

sensuous or emotional. By sensuous I mean that a certain 
thing, material or conceptual, presents itself to the human 
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senses and makes one feel the necessity of expressinG one's own 

consciousness Of its existence by a certain word. The word 

chosen for this purpose may be fully descriptive of its referent 

or marginally, but the fundamental point in it is that it 

emanates from the sort of consciousness one has of the referent 

and this is influenced by onets subjective or objective attitude 

to it. Such an attitude, in turn, has various aspects that 

reflect themselves 

chooses the word. 

is either that the 

for the person who 

stand out for the' 

that its borrowing 

with varying degrees on the person who first 

When another language borrows such a word, it 

same aspects of the referent that stood out 

originally used the word and guided his choice 

borrowing language and induce a loanshift or 

is chosen as a literal solution to the trans- 

lation problem of finding an equivalent. In the latter case, 

however, it is likely that ultimately those-aspect(s) of the 

referent that emphasized themselves on the pýrson who 

originally used the word emerge and dominate the picture of the 

referent in the borrowing language, since the users of theword 

differ from the translator in that they only have to understand 

t4e new contextual situat4on in which their native word is used. 

In certain cases which involve sensuous situations, a word used 

for a certain referent is used for a new one belonging more or 

less to the same dimension or-level of-existence, and having formal, 

functional, or conceptual aspects of similarity and thus the sense of 
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the word is extended. Such extension is called here literal 

extension. In other cases, however, the two referents in 

question, belong to completely different dimensions or levels 

of existence but have a certain formal, functional, or 

hypothetical feature which the lending language has made use of 

in giving the new referent a name. In such cases the borrowing 

language places the two established referents on one level and 

extends the application of the name from the old to the new, 

regardless of all the other basic differences. This is 

certainly a metaphorical way of expression, with one main 

exception, that it has no decorative or emotional motive or 

effect. In dealing with loanshift extension, as well as with 

native semantic development, one is bound to face this class 

of words standing out in many cases very clearly. I have 

felt inclined to treat them as a distinctive-type of extensiong 

choosing the name given to it by Gustaf Stern, namely 

1. Here I must make it clear that I have excluded any extension 
that is based on what Gustaf Stern calls tsubstitutiont, 
which involves the application of a certain name belonging to 
a certain referent to any other referent-that takes its place 
as a result of its developments the'introduction of a similar 
referent that replaces it, the change of-our knowledge of its 
or the-change of our attitude towards it (Gustaf Stern, 
Meaning and Change of Meaning, pp. 192-198). Thusl although 
modern ships are different from the old to a tremendous degrees 
and have been developed and built. in say Britain or France, 
etc., they have not caused extension of the meaning of 

a- ý., ships in Arabic. What has happened is substitution 
of ihe old referent by the news with the retention of the name* 
The same applies to the amount or type of knowledge possessed 
about a certain referent, as this also may develop, increase, 
or receive modifications, but the name moves also with the 
referent from one stage to another. 
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intentional transfetr. 
(') 

As a term, it haý its own difficulties 

(2) 
which Stern acknowledges, but for want of a better one, I feel 

inclined to use it for a subsection within Loanshift Mctensione 

The emotional situations are those in which one uses a word 

out of its proper context to satisfy one's aesthetic senset to 

express one's feelings in a certain respect more stronglys to 

illustrate, or to emphasize a certain aspect of a referent. 

Such use involves extension, but it is figurative extension, Rs 

distinguished from the literal extension in which only formallfunc- 

tionallor conceptual similarity exists between things belonging to the 

same dimension. The image which exists in the background of a 

figurative use is likely to appeal to the borrower because, as 

the appreciation of any picture requires, he has the mental 

atmosphere in which such an image, transplanted from one 

language into another, appears beautiful and flourishes. But, 

images are not always borrowed because they appeal to the 

borrowers; in many cases they are borrowed because of literal 

requirements, and the images are taken through words across to 

the other language where the prospects of their flourishing 

depend on various factors, notably discontinuing their isolated 

1. Meaning and Change of Meaning, p. 293-. 
2. Ibid'. 1 pp. 293-294. 
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life by, penetrating the literal 'wrappings' and emotionally 

Imixingl, with the images such 'wrappings' contain. Such a 

thing-requires time in certain cases, and might not happen if 

the, literal 'wrappings' were too strong to break. Whether such 

a process of familiarization with the image in a certain case of 

figurative loanshift extension has taken place or not, the fact 

remains that it. is a figurative extension, and-therefore it is 

classed as such. A figurative extension might not be a popular 

one, or might even be ugly according to the majority of 

people, but this does not change the fact that it is figurative. 

These facts about the figurative-loanshift extensions apply 

to loanshift creation, (combinations and phrases), therefore 

they, will not be repeated there.. 

Loanshift Creation 

As already., explained, loanshift creation is applied to that 

type of borrowing in, which the. morphemic substitution is 

complete, while-the. foreign morphemic-arrangement-or pattern is 

retained. This means that the-morphemic-arrangement of-the 

foreign expression--, concerned-is, created inýthe borrowing 

language which consequently introduces-a new relation between 

these morphemes based on the foreignýmodel... - 

There might be certainýobjection to calling this a kind of 

borrowing, since there is nothing to stop the borrowing language 

independently putting its native morphemes together in any 
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meaningful arrangement* Such objectiong however, does not take 

into'ac'count the idiomatic 'and cultural backgrounds most of such 

arrailgem'ents have in the language'they are first made in, and 

overlooks the'importance of the history of morphemic arrangements. 

The-model on'which a'new morphemic arrangement is based may 

be"a-combination or a phrase in English, but the form in which it 

is reproduced in Arabic is sometimes a'phrase for a combination 

or a combination"for'a phrase. How'everg the classification 

followed in-My-selection is based on the form of the English 

model i 

The"elements of-a combination or a phrase can be of a 

native or borrowedt plain or figurative sense, and may include 

neologisms Created'in the language independently without any 

foreign, or at least Englishq influence. 

A'certain morphemic arrange-miefit"may be borrowed-and 

subsequently used as'apattern'for creating other combinations 

and-phrases independently'. , Such-combinations-and phrases are 

native, and'therefore fall-'Outside the scope of borrowing. 

19IThis-does not contradict'the previous statement, that-the 
morphemic arrangement is borrowedg, since it-is-very hard-to 
copy the foreign-model rigidly in every case, especially 
when it is a, question-of grammatical and idiomatic structure. 

I 
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Combinations 

For, 'various considerationsl. the-term-combinations is chosen 

here for the two-word expressions and terms that have come into 

Arabic from English. It is difficult to classify this group of 

expressions under a different-namegnbecause the term chosen has to 

be appropriate both in English and in Arabic, and I do not know 

of an established term, that satisfies this condition. I do not 

use Einar Haugen' s term loanshif t compounds 
(1) because the term 

compound is very difficult to define in English and to apply to 

-, NED and its Supplement do not give a grammatical meaning ArabicO 

for this word. Pei and Gaynor confine themselves to the rough 

statement that it means:, 'consisting of two or more parts, 
(2) 

elements-or, components.. ' Hans, Marchand. )on the other hand, 

lays down-rules and makes conditions-for a-combination to be 

considered as a compound, He analyzes the_types of-compounds 

and examines - the - theories - of, -stress I- meanings and writingg -and puts 

his general, but not comprehensivel, conditions of-'morphological 

isolation from a parallel. -syntactic. -groupl(3. 
).,,,,. 

As-for., the--term 

combination, it embraces, what are-called compounds-and-other two- 

word expressions. In, the-introduction of NED (p. xxiii)t it-is 

1., The. Norwegian Language in Ame . rica, IJ. 466. 

2., A. Dictionary ofýLirigiiistics. 
3. tThd. 'Categories and Types ofý-Present-Dayý-English-Word-Formation 

pp. 14-1.5. 
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pointed out that under the term combination 'are included all 

collocations of simple words in which the separate spelling of 

each word is retained, whether they are formally connected by 

the hyphent or virtually by the unity of their signification. ' 

When dealing with the question ofhyphenating a combinationt it 

says 'When this'u-nification and specialization'has proceeded so 

far that we no'longer analyze the combination into its elements, 

but take it as a whole', as in blackberry, postmang newspaper, 

pronouncing it in- speech- with a single accent, the hyphen is 

usually omitted, "and"the fully de - veloped compound is written as 

a single words''-But'as this also, 'is a question of degree, there 

are'necessaril-y'many''compounds-as-to which Vsage'has not yet 

determined whether they are to-beýwrittenvith'the hyphen or as 

single words. ' This shows that, there is no clear-cut 

distinction between compounds and general combinations, and that 

compounds also vary in degree between those 'fully developed' 

and those hyphenated. I 

The-term combination is considered here more suitable for 

the_purpose for two reasons: first that it embraces compounds 

and combinationsl and second that the discussions about compounds 

are largely irrelevant to Arabic, since what is a compound in 

English does not necessarily become so in Arabic as a result of 

the morphological and phonological differences between the two 

languages. 

It may be pointed-out-here that substantive - substantive 
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combinations are rendered into Arabic in one of the following 

ways: - 

1. Rendering the first substantive adjectivally. 

2. Putting the first substantive in the genitive. 

Iý The following points of arrangement may be noted: - 

1. 'Phrasal combinations'-,,: as NED terms such expressions*as 

munitions-of-war, line of war, 'etc. (sve War', sb. 1 4c) are 

classed as phrasesq therefore they are not included here* 

2*--The-figures'ýof speech which figurative'combinations 

represent are not pointed'outt but I'find it necessary to 

mention here that combinations with transferred epithets are 

included in the figurative-group, although they might look 

literal. 

Phrases 

This category includes_. -prepositional, and-verbal idioms and 

all expressions of more than two words, which might in a strict 

grammati cal ýefinition be described as either phrases or 

sentences* 

Evidence 
w 

Evidence for loanshift is sometimes more difficult to find 

than for loanwords due to the fact that in loanshift the 

morphemic substitution is completeg and the element borrowed is 
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only a sense or a morphemic arrangement. However, the difficulty 

varies, according to the expression concerned* It is easier to 

establish the identity of new things or modern concepts than 

that of turns of phrase and figurative expressions. In the 

former case, the system I have followed is to try to find out 

which of thetwo languages that influenced Arabic simultaneously, 

namely English and French, coined the expression, although the 

indirect role played by English has also been taken into 

consideration-*- ''In this quest, dictionaries and encyclopaedias 

have been helpful to a large extent. In the latterg howeverl 

as well as with a wide range of expressions, this method could 

not be adopted for three reasons: 

1. -Such expressions are not-associated with things or 

concepts that are typical Of a certain nation. 

2, They could have existed, in Arabic and English before the 

contact between the Arabs and the West, -due to the influence on 

Wester n languages of Biblical literature, -which had Eastern 

elements in it existing in Arabic, and of the classical works 

which were translated into Arabic by Syriac translators 

(particularly during the reign of al-MalmUn, 813-833 A. D. ) and 

subsequently translated into Latin. 

3. It is possible that certain figurative uses have come 
to exist in Arabic, which is a flowery language, and in Western 
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languages by coincidence (although word for word coincidenco is 
0 

very unlikel. y). 
(1) 

1. Examples of this are summer-cloud, in the sense of an unpleasant 
event that passes quickly, (recorded in TIED, sove Summer-clouds 
from 1727) and -ý L" (recorded in al-TrIaid6ni -1-d. 1124 A. Do 
Majmdal-Amth3l 'Dic*tionary of Proverbs' 1.357); to crown, irilthe 
sense of to compl2te worthilyt (recorded in NED, s. vo Crown, V. 91 
from 1606) and ý- 

(recorded in the phrase 41 -* =- rý. 
land lie crOwne qualities with love for those who ask him Z for 
grants_79 in al-F-arirl '1054-1122 A. D. ', al-Maqam3t, 1.295); the 1 
spring_of one's iife or-years (recorded in NED, s. v. Spring, -To. 6c, 
in two quotations dated 37ýiV litýý6and 1834 resýectively) and 
(recorded in the epilogue to the 18th century TA OX9465' 0 

d4 .6 

and the French j ter des perles auy. pourc2aux, given in Muqtafa 
Jawad, al-Mababit1l a1-1-uChawiXya_fi 'I-'Iraa ('Linguistic Siudies 
in Iraq'), P-37, together with an Arabic similar phrase 

L4ý. j IJL: C. I P;. U I (to hang pearls round the necks of pies) from 
al-A'mash (b. 679- 

&o, 
-tr,, I, I. 4,31/bl) in the following quotation: 

0 
.. GW 

, --.; -ý. j IiL;,. I"LIII 
. ýL . 7- m7 

'To cast pearls ýefore swine' is of course a quotation from 
the New Testament (Matthew, Cp. 7, verse 6), and it is quite 
possible that al-A6mash heard this strikinG phrase from a Christian, 
or rcad it himself. 

However, it is important to note that Arabic language and learning 
considerably deteriorated as a result of the monstrous destruction 
of the Abbasid civilization at the hands of Hulagu, the Mongol in 
1258 A. D., and the following centuries of Turkish and sometimes 
Persian rule. The language spoken by the Arabs became a mixture 
of Arabic, Turkish, Persian, and Kurdish. Standard Arabic could 
have been completely supplanted by local vernaculars but for the 
common keenness of the Arabs, Turks, Kurdsq and Persians to learn 
iheir_holy book, the Quran, which is in Arabic. Apart from 
Quranic studies, all branches of learning, including the Arabic 
literary and philosophical heritage of the Abbasid and procedin4m, 
eras, suffered conplete neglect. 
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Thereforeqýthe system followed in verifying such loan- 

shifts has been, to eliminate the possibility of their 

existence in-Ara, bic before the contact with the West* 

In the unfortunate absence. of an Arabic dictionary based 

on historical principles, I. hav. e had to use a selection 

of-the available dictionaries and glossaries and at the 

, same time read certain representative works. 

1, It should be pointed out here, that in the days when 
learning was very limited and the means of circulation 
of writings were primitive, such works, cannot be 
expected to have 

, 
had any appreciable influence on 

the language as"such. Even when such writings as 
were based on or translated from classical works 
did find their way to the literate people, they 
were, generally frowned upon, because of their foreign 
idiom' and metaphysical contents# When in modern 
times such works were printed, their contents had 
been antiquated, modern Western thought had 

. 
penetrated into the Arab world, and translations 
of Westernworks had been published on a large 
sc4e. 

4 
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Following is a list of such works: 

1. A z-Zab: [d! t (1732-1790), T5j al- 
I ArUs. A dictionary 

completed in 1188 A. H. 

2. Al-Hamadhan! (d. 933 A. D. ), al-Alfaz al-Kitabiyya A 

glossary of Arabic synonyms, phra 
I 
ses, and figurative expressions. 

3. qudgma Ibn Ja far (d-337 1948-91), Jawahir al-Alfg*. 

A glossary of Arabic synonyms, phrases, and figurative 

expressions. 

4. Al-MaidUnl (d. 1124 A. D. ), Majma i 
al-Amtbal, a dictionary 

of proverbs. 

5. The Quran. 

6. Ibn al-Muqaffa (d. 757 A. D. )q Kallla wa Dimna. 

7. AbU Tammam (804-845), Dtwgn (Poetical Works), Vol. l. 

8. Ikhwan as-SafV, RasPil Ikhwgn aq-ýafRl. A work in 

volumes written between 961-986 A. D. The greater part of the 

work is evidently translated from a classical language, mostly 

Greek, though not acknowledged by the anonymous authors except 

in the form of references to Greek books. 
M 

The following comment on the contents of the work from EI 
(III-1075/b) is useful:. - 

'In the Epistles /-i, e, RasVil-79 
then, many diverse elements are to be founa. There are 
probably some traces of early Babylonian, astrology, 
supplemented by Indian and Iranian astrological elementsi 
the whole based on the tenets of Greek astrology. There 
are stories of Indian and'Persian origin and quotations and 
stories taken from the Hebrew-Bible, as well as from 
Rabbinic texts; there are also borrowings from the New 
Testament (Christian influence is, in any caseq very strong). 
The influence of Greek writings9 however, as might be 
expected, is the dominant one. ' 
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9- 'Al"#ar3'r3'- (1054-1122 A. D. ), al'-Maqamat. 

10. -Ibn as-Suwaid3: (1722-1805 A. D. ), Tarikh BaghdRd. 

However, I must admit'that certain parallels might have 

escaped me, simply because they did not occur in the references 

I used. But I hope that as far as a single person I can achieveg 

the possibility of such mistakes has been brought to the minimum. 

The elimination, of the possibility of existence in Arabic- 

prior to the-contact with the West forms' one aspect-of the 

problem of evidence , sinc'e , as it was shown in the introduction, 

English and'Fren'ch influenced Arabic simultaneously (although 

eved more success in establishing itself and English achi 

influencing Arabic than French)$ and a verification process is 

required for English and French loans* 

The method adopted in this respect is to record what is conaidered 

a borrowing under the influence of English with-the historical 

facts available about its standing in English and French. In 

spite of clear instances of borrowing'from-French into English, 

I have not allocated a section in this chapter, -as I did in, the 

Glossary of1the Loanwords, for loans-in, which-. English acted as a 

medium only, partly because only a-small number of-the selection 

of loanshifts are of an identified French origin, andýpartly 

because'the-creation of such a-section-would-indicate that, all 

the,, others are identified as-Englishl which is untrueýof many of 

them. 
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The historical facts about each English word, combination, or 

phrase have been taken from the available dictionaries and works, 

particularly M Unfortunately, little work seems to have been 

done on the history of phrases and, combinations, and even semantic 

extensions of words of established etymology in English. Though 

based on historical principles, NED very occasionally pays 

attention to this point. Dr. A. A. Prins's French Influence in 

English Phrasing and John Orr's Old French and Modern English 

Idiom show admirable efforts, but do not cover this vast field* 

Professor John Earle dismisses the wholeýproblem of idioms with 

a brief remark that many of them'are'of'French origin. This 

remarkq howevert should not be accepted uncritically, since only 

historical study can prove it. 

With new material, it is even worse in certain casesq-when 

the sources one has to rely upon-are, dictionaries that give no 

dates or quotations, 

On the French side, the. -problem is-similar, with an aggravating 

factor, namely the absence inTrench of a-dictionary based on 

historical principles, -similar 
to MM. ý Littre gives no datesq 

though he gives quotations and aýshort. historical account at the 

end of each article, arranged by centuries. I Robertq a recent 

1. In his book English Prose, Its Elements History and Usageo 
P-272t-, Professor Earle says, I many of our English idioms 
are really Gallici'sms, which, grew out of-th-s- close contact 
of-'English with French, in the centuries-succeeding the Norman 
conquest. ' While stressing the fact, that, little work has been 
done on idiomsl Logan P6ariail Smith (Words and Idiomst p. 168) 
includesiProfessor Earle's English Prose among the few books 
that gave useful information on-thii -subject. 
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dictionaryg supplies much of the material missing in Littre, 

particularly recent additions to the French language, butg like 

Littri, gives no dates in principle. Furthermore, it is not 

known whether the quotations they usually give are the earliest 

recorded instances in the language. To solve this problem I 

sought the help of M. F41ix Lecoy of the Coll4ge de Franceq upon 

the advice of the Institut de France. In his kind replyt 

M. Lecoy pointed out the authenticity of Walther von Wartburg's 

Franzbsisches Etymologisches Vrorterbuch and the usefulness of 

Littre. 
(1) 

However, on a few occasions, I have found earlier 

dates in Littre than in Wartburgq and received help from Littre 
I 

and Robert when Wartburg failed-me. In view of this fact, I 

have used the three dictionaries together as the basic oneso 

and tried to collate the information given in them, reserving a 

special place in the footnotes for Wartburg wherever he had a 

.. later date. 

In his letter of 2rdJune 1971, M. Lecoy writes to me, * 'Le 
Robert (je mvexcuse de-cette franchise) est-un livre mediocre, 
dont. le, seul. m4rite est d1ex-ister, Clest un travail de 
compilation-qui peutq, a lioccasions-renseigner sur llusage 
moderne; tout ce qui concerne-11histoir des-mots-et- 
116tymologieq dans la mesure oU3 des-renseignements de ce - type y figurent, est de seconde main et n1a aucune valeur , propre. - Le Littre est un dictionnaire de la langue franqaise 
classique (Xviie 

, et XVIIIP siecles debut du XIXes. ), mais 
l1apparat itymologique et historique du Littre (consigne dans 
les deux paragraphes qui suivent chaque-article) est consider- 
able: toutefois'le Littre, a maintenant-un siecle d1existence, 
et il est naturellementt. -sur-bien-des points, depasse. 
Toutefois, son Historique garde souvent beaucoup de valeur. 
11 n1en reste pas moins, que, en ce qui concerne originet date 
d1apparition et historique du vocabulaire, le Wartburg est 
auJourd'hui le livre de base. ' 
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It is quite evident that inview of the limited references 

availableg the historical facts given here are not infallible, 

but at least they show in many cases approximatelyq if not 

conclusively, what standing a sense, combination, or phrase has 

in English and French, and what relation the English and French 

versions have to each other, The possibility of them being 

borrowings from English in French or vice versa is certainly not 

to be decided by these facts, but at the same time it should not 

be ruled outt because borrowingsýbetween these two-languages are 

definitely far greater in number than-those listed in-Prins's 

and Orr's above-mentioned books and Wartburg's small pamphlet 

on Anglicisms (FranzUsisches Etymologisches Arterbuchl volo 

xviii). 

The other problem dealt with is, whether-an established 

English expression has any equivalent at all in French. Harrap's 

Standard English-French Dictionary gives many French equivalents 

of such expressions which are not recorded in the above-mentioned 

French, dictionaries. , Such-equivalents, however, have been given 

here as Harrap's for three reasons: first, that the French, 

dictionaries-are by, no means complete;., -second, ý, that--ýHarrap 

is not-infallible; 'and thirdt that-. it. -is very difficultýtO 

find oiýt'whether they'"ari"accepte'd French or not. 
(1) 

1. M. Filix Lecoy writes to me on this point, oil n1existel en 
aucune langue, de dictionnaire "complet", et pour cause. Par 
cons4quent, il est fort possible que vous trouviez dans-le 
Harrap, comme traduction de certains idiotismes anglais, des 
l'oc'utions (frangaises) que n1ont enregistrees ni le Littre ni 
le Robert. Ce fait ne prouve pas, a priorig que le Harrap 
aIt accueillides locutions barbares. Toutefoist slagissant 
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There are expressions that exist in English and French with 

differences in wording, When the Arabic reproduced the French 

version, it has been left out as a borrowing from French, although 

the English version must have, played, its part in perpetuating the 

expression in Arabic. Examples of this are- on e qual footing and 

sur le pied dlýgalit4; and side by side and cote a cote: the 

Arabic ;I1 1-14 1 and literally 

reproduce the French versions. However, when the Arabic 

reproduced the English versiont it has-been included as a 

borrowing from English. 

Certain military expressions have been included without 

mention'of their pos sible French equivalents, becauseg to my 

knowledgel,. they are_only used-in-the, Iraqi-army where there has 

been no influence from the French language. 

Choice of Specimens 

The specimens are chosen-from. various-scientific and literary 

fields, with a view to being illustrative. No attempt is made at 

being comprehensive, as the tremendous number of loanshifts and 

the verification process necessary for them-require years of work and 

thd combined-efforts-of many scholars. 

dlun dictionnaire bilingue redigd par un anglais, ii faut naturelle- 
ment se mefier. Il est toujours bon de v6rifier la qualite ou 
llauthenticite dlune traduction frangaise fournie par un g'tranger, (de meme et inversement que des traductions anglaises fournies-a 
lloccasion par des dictionnaires bilingues redig4s par un'frangais). 

, La qualite du Harrap, alexclut pas qulil ait pu laisser echapper des 
tradactions d'un frangais douteux. 

- 
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Arrangement of the Specimens 

The two main groups of loanshift specimens are those of 

loanshift extensions and loanshift creations. Loanshift 

extensions are divided into literal extensionsof which 

intentional transfers form a subsection, and figurative 

extensions. Loanshift creations, on the other handl are 

divided into loanshift combinations and loanshift phrases. 

Each of these two sections is divided into two subsections: 

literal and figurative. Proverbs and quotations, which 

naturally fall within the category of phrases, are put together 

in a separate subsection because of their special significance 

in indicating literary influence. All subsections are 

arranged alphabetically. 

Quotations 

Quotations and references are supplied whenever availablee %I- 

The absence*of a quotation or a reference to support a certain 

specimen is ,a matter of sheer hard-luck-which has-nothing to do 

with its definitely frequent occurrence in Arabic. 



LITERAL EXTENSIONS 

base 'ý ýA UJ I 

The bottom or supporting part on which a thing stands or 
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rests, 

1. 'Chem. A substance which combines with and neutralizes 

an acid, forming a salt, (UDEL, Basq (I. ), n- 3). 

CEDEL says 'as a terra of cheraistry base was introduced by 

the F. chemist Guillaume- Franqois Rouelle (1703-70) in 

1754.1 

ITED, Base, Eb. 1 13, records it from 1810. 

2. 'Mil. The line or place upon which the general of an 

army relies as a stronghold and magazine, and from which the 

operations of a campaign are conduGteds' OTED); Iari air or naval. 

station, ' (OED New Supp. 

F. base is recorded in this sense in Robert, s. v. Base,, R. 1 

Milit.., without date or quotation. 
MD, Base,. sbý 16, -records it from 1860. OEIQA? pw Supp,, Base, 

iobo' . 
16bl records its use for a naval station from 1896 and 

for an air station from 1909. 
W 0 ).: << 

V6 
e-U 3 

C,. C, 3S; ti,, 
&4 I 

Ca,. 
ý U--., B6 j5L,; A Z '-V, UJ I (Ba 

ses 
'Y'j 1 

KA, 1965, p. 104>>- 

(2) j, Laj I ! J, = 

KJ: 12 (Dec. 1946)p. 905 ;>- 
certain 

Definitel'fixed--4 indefinite, unfixed; 'of a character 

difficult or unwise to speci-rv (WTNID, Certain, RýJ- 2a). 
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F. certain is recorded in this sense") in Wartburg, s. v* Certus 

(11 111.611/a) from the 13th century. 

NED, Certain, S.., sb., and adv. A 7, records it from 1300- 

<< 

. ýý-a -ý A'(=. ,w ýý Jýý J1 -I-- ý. ý 1 8, ýI --. - ". 0 
Mqt 1: 5 (Oct. 1876)p. 99,2nd ed. 

L L->"J I 
K, i: 4 (Feb. 1946) p. 491 o. 

L6 

XJ I 

ibid. 9 p. 498 >>. 

<< Jý 

Kqi: 8 (June 1946) P-328 >>* 

Wartburg puts the sense in the following straightforward words, 
Iqui nlest pas determine; quelque'. 
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create 

To make from nothing; said of the divine agent*---)TO makeg 

form, constitute, or bring into legal existence (an 

institution, condition, actiong mental product, or forms not 

existing before). Also of material workss Z-NED-7- 

Similarly, to cause or give rise to, Z-NED-7- 

F. creer is recorded in this sense in Wartburg, s. ve Creare 

(11 121.1296/a) from the 14th century. 

NM, Create, v. 2a, records it from 1592, and s. v. 4, records 

the sense of 'cause' or 'give rise to' from-1599- 

<< ' &.; 4Ldc, Lcb ) I.,,; t :, o L, - ; L, 13 ;..,. Iý LxJ 1 J3 .3 : )& 31; z, c) 
I IL-- LIZ' IýI 

LmJ I r. 
14 1.101 

L;., 4: -. 
I 

Lr6 
J*., i I L: j ýu i 

x r4 

Ic 1: 5 (Mar. 1946) pp. 657-8l- 

degree 

1., Step -4 'A step or stage, in inten'sity-or amount; the 

relative intensity, extent, measure, or amount,.,, of a quality, _ 

attribute, or actiont' (NED). 

F. degr4 is recorded in this sense in Robert,, s. v. Degr4l n. 

11 11, with aquotation from Ernest Renan's Viede Jesus 

Z-1863 (Gr. Lar. )-7- 

NED, Degree, 
. 
2b. 6, records it from 1380. 

2. 'Step (also position: social, academic, etc. ), Z-TA-7- 
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An academical rank or distinction conferred by a university, 

Z-VED-7- 

F. degrg is recorded in this sense in Wartburg, s. v. Gradus 

(IV. 205/b) from Molin (2). Littre, Degr4ja- 5, records it 

with a quotation from Z-Mathurin e -7 
R'gnier's Satire III, 

Z-16o8-og (CEL)-7. 

NED, Degree, sb- 7a, records it from 1380. 

3- Step (also division, graduation). --4'Thermometry: a. A 

unit of temperature...; b. Each of the marks denoting degrees 

of temperature on the scale of a thermometer... 91 
(NED). 

F. degr4 is recorded in sense (a) in Robert, s. v. Degre, n. 

11 10, without date or quotation, and in sense (b) in Wartburgl 

s. v. Gradus (IV. 205/b) from 1685. 

NED, Degree, sb. 10, records sense (a) from 1727-51 and (b) 

from 1796. 

<< Of 

Sk, 1957, p. 91,2nd repr.; O. 

(2): << CJ) I: o L", t au Lk --d., 2- L.,;, i Lýj 
I 

ibid. 9 p. 98 >> 

(3): << ;A 2ý4 Lid p--w I k; 1ý>j 1 1; --4 
*i TI 

Mqj I: l (June 1876) p. 4, n. l.,, >, 
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wo ensure 

To guarantee by an insurance contracts (obs. in E., but easily 

mixed up with insure). -*To procure, bring about, or make (a 

thing) sure to or for a person. 

F. assurer is recorded in the sense of to procure or provide 

in Robert, s. v. Assurer, v. 4, without date or quotation. 

NED, Ensure, v. 8 and 9, records the sense of 'to make certain 

the occurrence or arrival of (an event), or the attainment of 

(a result) from 1742, and of 'to make (a thing) sure to or for 

a person; secure, ' from 1770 respectively. 

AK, c. 1956, p-79 >>- 

3 J: V is, ýU I CýIý I CP. . ýGt- !U . 15 LO "L. 

A, no. 68 (July 1964) P-30/b >>* 

evacuate vl-; -- 

To make empty; to empty out--ý Mil. To remove (the wounded 

or civilians) from a combat area to placesýwhere. they can be 

given medical treatment or, generally, away from the zone of 

operations. 

The sense is recorded in NED, s. vo Evacuate, v. 8, in its 

general application, but the military use in 'evacuate the 

wounded' is recorded in UA, s. v, Evacuate,.. el with the follow- 

ing comment: 'is a horrible variation of the dignified 

remove the wounded. Beginning as military officialese, it 
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has become journalese - and far too general..,. '. 

OED YeW Suppa, Evacuate, v. 8b, records the sense of removing 

inhabitants of an area liable to aerial bombing etc. to safer 

surroundings from 1938. 
w evaluate 

To guess or estimate the value of----> : 

1. 'To examine and judge concerning the worth, quality Z-etc. 
-7, 

' 

(VITNID). 

F. evaluer is recorded in this sense in Robert, s. v. Iývaluer, j 

v* 2-, without date or quotation. 

WTNIDI- Evaluate, vt 2, records it with a quotation from W. S. 

Middleton Z-? 
_7. 

The verb Ni*., to criticize, is used in Ar. for the present 

sense, and is associated with the noun %S; , money, cash; 
A but the novelty of Ce... e I evaluatel seems to attract people. 

2. To esteem; to appreciate; to value. 

None of the F. dictionaries, including Harrap EF, records 

; evaluer in this sense.. 

, None of the E. dictionaries records this sense. MEU/Gj 

: 
hvaluate, records it with the-following comment: - 'Its use as 

a synonym of value in that word's sense-of to have a high 

opinion of, to esteem, can only be attributed to the septic 

influence of LOVE OF THE LONG Worm., 

1. Wartburg, s. ve Valgre. 
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w The verb j IL is used in Ar* for the present sense and is 

associated with. the E. appreciate in translation. When the 

sense of evaluate was extended in'E., it motivated an 

extension of, the, sense of the, Ar. -equivalent, and 

remained as equivalent of appreciate. 

1,4ý 
1 Lz LZ L :0 JO Oj 

A --jO 
L> 

L;. ". 
Wj II ; 16"-, 

i: -ý . 91 1ý j>j 

Th)26.11-19709 P-3/1 

. ja&J-ýqJ928.11-1970, p- 516 

f oot r ýo 

The lowest part of the leg. -) The E. unit of measurement (12 

inches )- 

NED, Foot, sb- 7, records it from 1000. 

Mq, -I: l (June 1876) p. 4 

I"j I L 

-Mq, 1: 2 (July 1876) p. 28 

knot ; jiO 

A fastening of a ropes etc. --). A-nautical unitýof measurement, 

usually. defined by a-, -----..,. nautical. 

F. noeud is recorded in this sense in Wartburgt s*v. Nodus 

(VII. 172/a), from 1721. 

NM, Knot, sb-1 3, record8 : Lt from 1633. 
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Ao L. J I 4j HvVI: 3(l. 10.18q7)p. llo>>. 

mass LL Si I 

A lump made up by putting things together. --4 Phys. 'The 

quantity of matter which a body contains, ' (NED). 

F. masse is recorded in this sense in Wartburg, s. v. Massa 

(vi sit. 443/a)t from 1748. 

NED, Mass, sO 8b, records it from 1704. 

L L-U 1 L. 2ý 1 ai 1 11 Li 11 
ti! 

1: 91 

L�! », 
t U-s u u.. u :, tj, "; iu1,1! >-; - c�* 

KA, 1965, p. gi. e. x 

popular IA 
---v 

Of the people ): 

tFinding favour with or approved by the people; likeds 

belovedg or admired by the peopleg or by people generallygl 

(NED). 

The substantive (rendering popularity) is more frequently used 

in this sense than the adjective, 

F. populaire is recorded in this., sense-in-Wartburgl., sovo.. - 

Popular (XVIII. 96/b), from-1780. -, Though used-long before 

by Amyottin 15599 the sense has been'revived -in. -F. -, under E. 

induence, (Wartburg, loc. oit. ). 

NED, Popular, QL. (sb. ) 6, records it from 1608. 

2. 'Adapted to the means of ordinary, people; lowl moderate 
(in price), ' (NED). 
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None of the F. dictionaries records this sense. 

NED, Popular, a. (sV. ) 4b, records it from 1859. 

Z--m ( . ---: lý- -ý UJ 1�ý» i L. JM 
ý; g- 

UJ Ij 
Hi, c. 1956, p. 43>> - 

A, no. 68 (july 1964) p. 29. # 

pressure 1.. ý I 

The action of physical pressing -4 'Physics. The force 

e. xerted by one body-on another by its weight, or by the 

continued application of power, viewed as a measurable 

quantity, the amount being expressed by the weight upon a 

unit. areag. ', (NED). 

F. pression is recorded in this sense in Wartburg, s. v. - 
Pressio (IX-368/a), from 1660. 

NED, Pressure, 2, records it from 1660 too. 

Mq 1: 2 (July 1876) p. 41 

reasonable 

-Acceptable, to reason Moderate, in requestsq desires, 
_ 

expectations, amount, sizeq number, and pricel Z-NED-7. 

Different meanings, all sharing the basic sense moderate, 
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are listed, in different sections in NED, Littrg, and Robert for 

E. reasonable and F. raisonnable. 

However, as these sections are not similarg and as it is 

likely in borrowing that this basic sense was adopted in a 

certain context and thereafter. used in similar ones 

independently, I shall treat such different sections as one 

for the purpose of meaning and date* 

Littre, Pýaisonnable, adj. 5-(also 6), records it from Jean- 

Louis Guez de Balzacts Le Barbon /_1 648 (Gr. Lar. )-79 in a 

'"quotation which-contains lprix raisonnablel. 

d NED' Reasonable, I I- 5a (also b, c and adi. and sb. A. 

6)', records it fro'm ?a 1366, 
(1) 

irfa quotation which contains 

'reasonable prayer', i. e. moderate in what it asks for. 

Ltz ýLj U Lý 

01C.,. 

mn, vol. i, 1898, p. 46,2nd ed.. v 

II 

K, i: 4 (Feb. 1946)p. 498. v 

I left out*the vbLgue date '13'.. ' given for a quotation, s*v. 5b, 
which contains 'reasonable-hyre!. 
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salt Cul 

Sodium chloride (common salt) 'A compound formed by the 

-union of anacid radical with a basic radical; an acid having 

the whole or part of its hydrogen replaced by a metal, ' (NED). 

NED, Salt. sO 6, records it from 1790 quoting Kerr, in a 

translation of Lavoisier's Traite elementaire de chimie. 

Mq, I: 4 (Sept. 1876) p, 80, 

2nd ed. >>. 

school Uj I 

A building in which tuition is given----) 'A set of personsi 

who agree in certain opinional points of behaviour or the 

likeg' (NED)gand the body of opinions such people holdt 

M)EL-7. 

F. ecole is recorded in this sense in Wartburgq s. v. Schola 

(XI- 301/a), with two separate definitionsq which can be 

considered as two aspects of the above definitions: 1. 

Idoctrine, d1un maitre, philosophe', litterateur ou artiste; 

ensemble de ses adeptes' from 1682; 2. 'partisans ou 

imitateurs d1un certain style, d1un certain genre dlecrirel 

from 1835- 

NIM,, School, Lb. 1 5b, records iffrom 1798. The-definition 

it gives is limited to 'a set of persons... but its 

illustration, namely 'of the old school't shows that it-can 

also mean a body of opinions. 
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L U.: Lja 

C,. * 
LJJ IA 

(Nov*1945) . 
p. 94>> 

6 Llýj 

A.: o 
Kj: 2 (Dec. 1945) P., 173; 0# 

secondary L;. ý; 

Of the second. 'Not chief or principal; of minor, 

importance, subordinateg' (NED). 

F. secondaire is recorded in this sense in Robert, s. v. 

Secondaire, adj. 1. with_a quotation from vol. 2 of Hippolyte 

Taine's Origines de la France contemporaine, Z-6 vols-, 1875 
(1) 93 (Gr. Lýr. )-7- 

, NED, -Secondary, 2. and sb. A. aad 19 records it from 1386. 

A: O 

Mq, I: 5 (Oct- 
W. U 

jJ 
I 

k-itmA 
1 15 

C 
Y6. 

-4 CC, -Uý 
IM 1ý0 

j 

11 97 p. 228 
-H, vi: 6 (15- 1-A 

WI AJ I dU ; e... IýJ I C'. 1; yz. ý. 'j I 

lo-A quotation from 'Pbiret Dict. Sciences' has been neglected 
because no date is given with its and the work itself is not 
included in Robert's list of the books cited and untraceable 
in the dictionaries and encyclopaedias. 
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L,., *>. c, - LIJ I agi 
K, I: 3(jan.. 1946)P. 328; 0 

a4). 44 ., I Ul 

KI: 7 (May 1946) p-76 >> 

values -I 

Worth ---> The principles and qualities-held true, correct, 

and important for the health of society, morality, justice, 

literature, etc. 

F. valeur used in the plural in this sense is recorded in 

Robert, s. v. Valeur, n. 111 7, from the second half of the 

19th century. 

NED does not record this sense. 

WTNID, 1 Value,. n. 89 records it with a quotation from Erich 

Fro= Z-1900-(Gr. Lar. )_7. 

66" Lj I-"-. - - coa 4;; (-. "ý k-Li-A Jm 

j UJ 19 L L'&J 1ý L.:,; J I 

KII: l (Nov. 1945)P. 102 ; p, 

a: ý.: uJ I c, - L, 
-,. 

1! ý 1) ae.; L. 1; ýI rij I ai U: j Ii 1ý1- 4.11 WI 

Jýl -Ul -J. . ), j I '01 

KlI: 4 (Feb. 1946) p. 494 
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bl"e 
INTENTIONAL TRANSFERS 

The sword blade --4 'Bot. The broad, thin, expanded part of 

a leaf... (NED). 

F . 1ame is recorded in this sense in Robertg s. v. Lame, 

without date or quotation. 

NEDj Blade, 41 records it from 1835. 

"Iy IbladejA: 
jl 19 ,. ̂J I L-. V -Z 

IN, 1963, P-99. v- 

button 

'A knob or stud of metal or other material sewn ... to articles 

of dress, usually 'for the purpose of fastening one part of the 

dress to another .. ý, "(NED). 
--4 Elect. 'The knob or disc of an 

electric belli(NED); a switch of this kind, etc. 

Fe bouton is recorded in this sense in Robert, sev* Bouton, n. 

4, in the combination. bouton electrique with a, quotation from 

Marcel Proust's I la recherche du temps perdu, Z-1905 - 1910 

(Gr. Lar. ) 

NED, Button, 
-'6b. 

4', records it from 1880. 

at: L je 
0 4! U ý 

.43tL, ýIj"., 
LA,., X., 

ij IL. ' ýI 

Hs VI : 11(1,2.1898)p. 427-V 
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channel 

Water-way Television band of frequencies. 

F. canal is recorded in this sense-in Robert Supp. t 8-V, 

Cana n. 6. 

NED does not record this sense. 

It is recorded in WTNIDj s. v. 1 Channel, n. 
__li, 

without date. 

or quotation. DNW, Channel, records it among its new words- 

<< Mwd , Channe , 

current 

Stream of water moving in a definite direction. '-)'The.. 

apparent transmission or (flow),, of-, electric-force-through a 

conductinir body..., ' (NED). 

F. courant is recorded-in this sense in Wartburg, in the 

combinational form courant electrique, s. v, Currgre (11 121. 

1571/b), from 1834. 

NED9. Current sb--79-records-it from 1842, -though it occurs 

, in earlier quotations (1747 and-1752)-which indicate it in a 

vague manner. 

-Sl. "j. ;, 4. Z J, I . 1-ý a; t"ý 
do 

K, I: 12(octol946)po889; oo 
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f atigue J= I 

Wearinessl exhaustion of body or mind. --4 'The condition of 

weakness in metals caused by repeated blows or long-continued 

strain, ' (NED). 

F. fatigue is recorded in this sense in Roberts s. v. Fatiguel 

3, without date or quotation, 

NED, tigue', Eb. l. b, records it from 1854. 

ýMM, 
19579 p. 205, s. v. Elastic fatigue 

grenade Ow 

A pomegranate (the obsolete sense-in-E. ). ---> A small- 

explosive shell. 

P. Erenade is recorded in this sense in Wartburg, sove 

Granum (IV. 237/b)g and in Robertj--s. v. Grenade, 2, -both 

from 1520- 

NED, Grenade, sO 2, records it-from 1591., 

MJMA »o 

w host 

A- persori, wý'o' entertains a, guest. Biol. An organiam 

havin6. a parasite living in or upon it* Sometimes J& 

the host bodys 

F. hote is recorded in this sense in Gr. Lare, O. vs Hoteg ease%- 

Parasitol., without date or quotation* 
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NED,, Host, sb. 2 3, records it from 1857- 

61a1.5i %....:, j 1 . 1) 1 
J, 

IH9 19479 P-1020 
nucleus 

The Latin etymological, botanical sense of nucleusl kernel. --), 

Phys. 'The internal core of an atom... 19 (SOED Add. ). 

F. noyau is recorded in this sense in Wartburg, s. v. N; d6ellus 

(VII. 168/a), from_1928. 

SOED Add., Nucleus, 3b, records it from 1914. 

Uir, tL 
( J.! ý- Ij1C. 

ý4 
I a. L- 

'. I. 
J ;, ýj I"f'.. 

'0 - 

I ULJIC-., lie Cý4 JJO 
lq: J 1 

": 0 L7t. 'tSzj 
I aj 

.3 

000 11 LI CIA iI 
K, I: 2 (Dee. 1945)P. 143 

parasite j. 6 i 

One who comes to a party to eat without being invited 

Z-TAI VII. 418_7--4 Biol. An organism which lives 

upon or within another organism, and derives its nourishment 

from its host Z-UIDEL9 Parasiteln. 3-7. 

F. parasite is recorded in this sense in Wartburgl seve 

Parasitus (VII. 638/b)q and in Robert, s. v. Parasitel n. 

Biol,, both from 1765- 

,- lilk 
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NED, Parasite, sb. 2, records it from 1826. 

raý IAIAa:.. ý LJ I L; A .3L yA 

KII: 12 (oct. 1946)p. 888 ; o* 

pocket 

A small bag in the garment. --) 'A patch of rarefied air, or 

a downward eddy, which causes an aeroplane to lose altitude, ' 

(SOED). 

None of the F. dictionaries, including Harrap EF, records 

poche in this sense. 

NED., Supp., Pocket, sb. 7d, records it from 1919 with a 

differently-worded definition, while SOED9 Pocketj 2b- 5e, 

records it from! 1914. 

Mwd, Pocket, 5b v. 

sheath 

The sword sheath*---> Bot. 'The part of an expanded organ 

that is rolled round a atem-or other bodyq as .. * the lower 

part of the leaves of grassess-ete., ' (NED).. 

F. gaine is recorded in this sense In Wartburgq s, v, Vag1na 

. 
(XIV. 122/a)l from 1762. 

'NED, Sheathl 2bg records It from 1832- 

UJ I 

sheathfui L--. Iýj I1 13 3 V; Jýý I; LJ L Jft-.,. V 
J., -z 



I 

18 
IN, 19639 P-101 

wave 

Wave of water Wave of light (hy-pothetical) and wave 

of sound (i. e. of the air which conveys sound) Z"NED2. 

F. onde in this, -sense is recorded in combinational forms in 

Wartburg, s. v. ýnda (XIV. 30/a): onde"lum I ineuses from 1821 

and onde sonores from 1845- 

NED, Wave, sb, 5, dates this sense in combinational forms: 

waves of light from 1839, and waves of sound from 1832- 

Ke 
,JI 

1ý4 f CJ-. o -'10,2nd ed. ->>. lin, vol. 1,1898, pp. 9 
At (Kohlorster) 

-Ai . 
95, 

(MIUkm ) 
Cj 

Uý-L 
C. ý* t. 

ý U-A 

I L., j 

KjI: 5 (Mar. 1946)p. 672)0, 

(Mar. 19,46)p. 634» 
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FIGURATIVE EXTENSIONS 

angle ý* 1) 

The geometrical angle----ýo tThe point or direction from which 

one views or approaches an object, circumstance, event, 

subject of inquiry, etc.; standpoint; hence(loosely)= ASPECT 911 

(OED- New'Supp. ).. 

F. anCle is recorded in this sense in Robert, s. v. AnEle, 

3, with quotations from Edmond Jaloux(l) Z-1878-1949 (Gr. Lar, ),. 7ýnd 

from part 7 of Romain R oUanclb Jean-Christcphe I 
Z"; iO parts 11 9Cý-j 912(Gr. Lax)-7. 

OED Now Supp . ., Ahgle, sb. 
2 lo, records it from 1872. 

J 
u 

qj 

Sk, 1957, pp. 197-8,2nd repr. >> 
W. b Jý L---. = 

TTAM, 1960, p. 22>> - 

bloc a-s 

A mass; a lump made up by putting things together, ---) 

1. A combination of political parties, Z-ITED2- 

P. -bloc. is recorded in this sense in Robert, s-ve Bloc, 

1. Visiteurs, the work Robert cites, is not listed among Jaloux's 
works in the dictionaries and encyclopaedias. 
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5- Lol., without date or quotation* 

OED New Supp. t Blo records it from 1903, pointing out that it 

is a term of continental politics. APT, Bloc, says*, tau the 

spelling inalcatea, the word comes from France where Clemenceau 

organized the Bloc des Gauches towards the end of the 19th 

century and edited a paper called Le Bloc from 1900 on. ' 

2. 'A group of nations united-by-treaty or-agreement for 

mutual support or joint action, ' (WTNID). 

F. bloc is recorded in this senseý(only financial-agreements) 

in Gr. Lar., s, ve Bloc, a. - Econ. polit., with special mention 

of its use for the sterling-and dollar blocs, but no date or 

quotation iB given. 

OED Now Supp. I Iloc 1 records it from 1923. 
WTNID, Bloc, n. 2b, records it without date or quotation$ 

but gives as examples: the Western bloc, the sterling bloc, 

and the dollar bloc. 

e-u I ake 

6 S. &V%e Z: -. 4 aW I 

mth, l,. 2(Nov. 1q58)p. ql, n-17 

4- L-. L- 5J 1 t-;, 6. 
ý. -, a: J I ej UL 

-LdL-i 
I LJ-, 

I"" aJJI 

NA XLIII: l(Jan. 1966)p. 42» . 
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chapter J-1cl; 

section of a book--> An 'important stage in history or 

human life, ' (UDEL, Chapter, Li. 1c). 

F. chapitre is recorded in this sense-in Gr. Lar., r,. V, 

Chapitre, a. 'I - Fij;., from Cardinal do Retz Z-1613-1679 (Gr. 

Lar. )-7, (') 

NED, Chapter,, eb. lb, records'it from 1841.. 

'. L"I. 'JI ý. . jj 1 
. 312 

('si -Ir Y-, A; Ci -ij , X. I: 3(Jan. 1946)p 

climate it 
WJ I 

'Condition (of a region or country) in relation to prevailin-m 

atmospheric phenomena, as temperature, dryness or humidity, 

wind. (NED 
I Climate , sb - 3a) The mentalf mor-al . etq. 

environment o3ý attitude of a body of people in respect of some 

aspect of life, poli. cy, Otc., ... jI(OED New Supp). 
F. climat is recorded in this sense in Wartburg, s. ve Clima 

(II . 119491-783/a) from Lamartine Z-1790-1869 (Gr. Lar. )-7- 

1. Gr. Lar. illustrates the sense*of partie d1un tout by the 
following quotation from Cardinal de Retz: 'Dans la vie do 
11homme, le plus long chapitre est celui desýadversiteslj 
while MD gives the following quotation from 1841, 'Their 
Z-the PrQphets' *71ives constitute some of the noblest chapters Pf the'Jewish Chronicles. ' From the two quotations, one can see, that the word is used-figuratively in much the same way. 
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i 

OED New Supp6l Climate, 
. 
2b. 3b, records it from 1661. 

tw 

ITADI 19.4.1969, P. 17>> - 

comb, to (combing) 

To arrange and disentangle the hair---->'To search or examine 

ninutely, l (NED Supp. ), in order to got rid of the remaining 

enemy elements. 

-DA, Comb, Z. 4, records it as an Mericanism, with a 

quotation dated 1904. NED Supp., Comb, Zý 4b, records it 

with the same quotation and date, poining out that it is 

oriGinally U. S. colloquial. 

<< B, j L,. 4J I c, WV I J: x, -%ý Lj .01.. 
% 4: Ltz I 6ý- 4.;, j 1; .3wI "' 

HAIXLIII: 1(Jan. 1966)p, 70>>- 

constructive 

Ablo to build or construct 

1- '(Of mental action) tending to build up something new; 
formative, creative, ' (UDEL). 

F. constructift ive is recorded-in this sense in Littr4 Supp., 

S-V. Constructif, with a quotation dated 1876. 

-- 
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OED Novi Supp., Constructivo, m. 1, records this sense from 

1943. 

2. 'Helpful toward further development: promoting improvement 

or advance, 1 (VITITID, Constructive, ajd-- 3) 

F. constructif, ive is recorded in this sense in Robert Supp. 9 

s. v. Constructif, ive, adj., without date or quotation. 

OED New Supp., Constructive, a. 11 records. this sense 

from 1955- MEU/G, Const ructive, 21 makes the following 

comment on this sense: 'A use of c. that has become very 

popular is as an antonym of destructive. It is specially 

associated with criticism: authors and politicians whose 

works and deeds meet with disapproval protest indignantly that 

they would have welcomed c. criticism, meaning perhaps praise. 

The exhortation to be c. is becoming a parrot-cry; and the 

I 
word is often used as a cliche that contributes nothing to 

the sense. ' 

I rs-, " LLJ I fs j5j 
NADI 15.3-1969, p. 25 >> 

w 1'., Li II aA 
C; 

k 

I- 
or 

I- "' 
Mth, I: 2(Nov. 1958)p. lol, n. *>> . 
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coverl P--. 
To conceal. The word 9 curtain, is from this root. 

It is used in fig. contexts to denote privacy and guarding 

is also recorded against scandal. The substantive 

in TA, s. v. (111-254) in the sense of a shield 

(because one conceals with). 

To shieldl protectq especially in the army. 

F. couvrir is recorded in this sense in Wartburg, sevo 

Coopgr1re (II 121.1148/b), from the 12th century, 

NED, Cover, : K. 
ý8, 

records it from 1275. 

A substantive - 'i I-II is also used as in 

air cover. Recently a substantive from the verb 4--" 

to place a cover on, namely 6 has come into use as 

well in this combination 9, giving 

<< i LIP-- 'j, 1 -12 LL ae-tz- C- YL-O Itj 16 ;AWI ýý ; ý.;. Lj I ; jxýjl 

tllýp ., A; o " \ý 
I 

MA, XLIII: l(jan. 1966)p. 16)o. 

cove- 2 r 

To'place soinething (a cover) on, so as to conceal--+ 
I 1. To be sufficient-to defray eipensesq--etc. Z-NED-7- 

F. couvrir'is recorded in this sense in Wartburgi s. v. 

Coopgrlre-(II t2f., 114q/a), -from--1835-- 
HIM, 'Cover, -'17ag --records-it 'from-1828. 

- 
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0 

2. To traverse a given distance, Z-OD-7. 

F. couvrir is recorded in. this, sence in Wartburg, loycit., 

from 1922. 

ITED, Cover, Xý . 
16, records. it, from 1869. 

3. 'To secure and write up f9r-a newspaper an-account of (an 

event, meeting, or other-item-of, interest), ' (DA). 

DA, Cover, 3, recordr. -it'as. -an Americanism from-1893- 

Coverage coveringg - -is - recorded -in - this sense in DAI 

Coverage, 29 as an A=3ýicanism from 1931- OED New Supp., Cover, 

1 
. 14c, and LoveragRj'ej supports the U. S. origin and- theý two*datesi 

aw 

I L; IýeJjl I UL 
L-44 C. ) 

urý LS 

H, XXVI-. lO(l. 7. i9l8)p. 768 >>. 

L-4 I ýj L5 VIC-, ,1 L;: j I I. -- JI 6J4 

M93-11-1970, P-5/5>> 

crush, to 

To pr ass so as to reduce-to particles or damage. --4- 'To 

break down the strength or power-of; to-conquer beyond 

-resistance, subdue or-overcomeý-completelyýllý(-I-TED)- 

F. Ocraser is recorded in this sense in Robert, a, v, t-craser, 

2, without date or a quotation that reflects the borrowed 

use of the word in Ars 
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NED, Crush, v. 4a, records it from 1596. 

MW,, r12(N6v'ol958)p. 28 ; oo 

L. >oj I uo I CCý6u- -)Lj I, 6XI I L)ýL-o 

Lli 
I L----; 

c., * 

MAqXLIII: l(jan, 1q66)p. 7P - 

crushing 

Cf. crush above. ---+ Overwhelming,, decisive. 

F. ecrasant. ante is recorded. in this sense in Robertj s*vo 

tcrasant, ante, pdj. - Fig., without-date or a quotation that 

reflects the borrowed use of the word in Ar. 

NEDt Crushing, ppl. a., records it from 1577, but none of its 

quotations reflects the borrowed use of the word in Are 

J928.11-1970, p, 29 6. -- 9 

translating from. Morning Star ; o. 

explosive -w '_ 

Capable of-explodine dangerous; critical; tense. 

F. explosif, L-ive 9,1s- recorded -in-, this .. sense, in-Robertg s. v. 

Explosifgivet adi., l-Figol-from-, vol-. 4-of-Paul Ambroise 

Valery's Variete Z-5 vols., 1924-1944 (Gr*Lar. )-7- 
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None of the E. dictionaries records it in this sense in spite 

of its'frequendy in E.. 

flood, to 

To cover with water --4 To offerg or provide, in great 

quantities. 

F. inonder is recorded in Robertg s. v. -Inonder, v,. - Par anal, 9 

with a quotation that reflects-the Ar.. use from Emile Zola's 

la Terre f1887 (Gr#Lar. )-7. - -. 4'' ýý 

NED, Flood, -M. la, records this-fig, -sense-in a quotation that 

reflects the Ar. use dated 1882. 

K, i-. 9 (July 1,946) p. 409 

5:: LOL 5evL C. Pa j 4-ýj 1 LI; 
L6 6. 

A, no. 68(july 1964)p,, 50/b >>. 

1. This is a technical use of. -theýw6rdl... followed in-the text by 
the E. term dumping* I am-inclined-to-believe that the Are 
word was given this technical-use as a native extension after 
the loanshift extension, illustrated here by the second 
quotation, had taken place. 
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freeze 

To turn into ice. --> 

I 

1. 'To make (asset s, credits, etc. ) unroalizablo, l (OED New Supp. ). 

2. To stop any further alteration in: 

a. wages. 

b. prices. 

I 

c. social or political, conditions. 

None of the F. dictionaries, including Harrap EF, records 

geler in any of the above senses. Robert, Geler, I* III - 

Specialt., records it in the expression credi which 

he describes as a rendering of E. frozen credits, but does 

not go beyond this, 

OED New Supp., Freeze, v. 5 e' and f, records sense 1 from 

1922 , sense 2a. from 1944, and 2b. from 1933- 

DA, Freeze, 4, records sense 2b as-an Americanism from 1937. 

, WTNID, Freeze, It 5d (1), records freezinE the social ]2ositi 

in a quotation from Philip Mason Z-? 
-7, and freezing tho 

status.. qljoin another from A. H. Vandenberg (d. 1951). 

lo, Vlartburg, s. v. Ge'J. 3rc. 
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6: ý lj. 

ýJ 
ý1, WI Z4 LIJ I 

CI 
ýr- *A4 

ýJ L 
-: 

iU jl-ýiJ 
I c, W 6,, 

V . 4>-Oj 1j1,44 ýU 
a4 W 

Th, 12.10-1970, P-5, s-v- ýo Zelý I JJ 1 >> - 

"i 
I ýj I11 (2a): << L; -JI 

I 

jILLA 
_Lj 

LL 

ibid. , p. 7/4 )> 

front ; -V-.:.. j I 

Forehead 

1. The foremost part of the field of operations; the part 

next the on emy. The foremost part of a position, as 

opposed to the rear. fNED-7- 

F. front is recorded in this sense in Wartburg, s. v. Fronsi-tir, 

ýIII. 821/b), from 1.914. It is also recorded as a 20th century 

sense in Robertq s, v, Front, a. 11 2- Absolt. 

NED, Front, sb- 5c, rec*ords it from 1665. 

'A coalition or movement linking persons, clements, or 

groups often of diverse political, ideological, or other 

tendency in an effort to achieve certain common objectives, ' 

(WTNID, I Front, n. ld(l) 

F. front is recorded in this sense in Robert, s*v. Front, 

11 3, from Jacques Bainvillets Hintoire do France, Z-1924 

OICCIT17- 
from 1926. OED New Supp., Front, sb. '(anda. ) records it 

C DNVIA I p. 11 2/a >) 

6 LL, I C; L; -IkJ I a" ;JL (2): CL 

I 

w 
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Th, 25-10-1970, p. li r.. v. 4-L. -% ci I&Jv-. >> 

masses (pi. ) 
. 

(-: r. ) j; sj I 

Lumps made up by putting things together. ---> Of human beings: 

a large numberg Z-NED_7. 

F. masses (pl. ) is recorded in this sense in Wartburg, a. ve 

Massa WI 111.442A), from 1749. 

NED, Mass, sb. 2 5a, records the plural form from 1848. 

However, none of the quotations shows genitival-definition of 

massesl as it is used in Ar. UDEL, Mass (II), a. 4, gives 

masses of people as illustration of the sense large number, 

which reflects the Ar. use. 

Lj I 
C'ý* 

)ts 

HI, c. 1956, P-7; o 

DMWA p. 81 4/a >> 

mA, XLiii: 1 (jan. 1966)p. 74 ; 0. 

nucleus ; 1ý: Jl 
The L. etymological, botanical sense of nucleusq kernel. ---+ 
ýA 

ce-ntral part or a thing around which other . parts or things 

A 

-are--groupedg-collected, or compacted, '-(NED). - 
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The different contexts NED gives for the use of nucleus in 

this sense are treated here as one for the purpose of dateg 

partly because they are not - the only 

ones, and partly because the contexts in 

which F. noyau in this sense is used are not specified in F. 

dictionaries on parallel lines*. 

F. noyau is recorded in this-sense in Wartburg, s. v* N6dellus 

(vii. 168/b), from 1794, 

NED, Nucleus, sb. 3b, records it from 1798- 

-.; It: o I 

MBM (1959-60) p. 10 

wi I Ltzi Lj << a X. 1 641j, "A i a: t. ý .. 
IIiT LLj I az L. -.. 1ýý 

L6*i I ! ý: j I 

LIAM9 19629 P-93. v - 

pocket 

A small bag-in-'the garment. -->tAn isolated area occupied, by 

troops in a battlefield; - theýtroops-themselvesjl (SOED Add. ), 

and in political-contexts., 

F. poche. -is recorded-izr--thiz3--sense-in-Robert, -s. v. 1 Pochel. n. 

ý4,. lMilit. 9 without date or quotation. 
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SOED Add., Pocket, sb- 5f, records it without date or quotation. 

<< a* pockets of resistance, DMWAq P--150/b 

(, W)J. ) 
ý. - 1 

<< 

Th, 25-10,19709P-llr.. v.. 

pressure 

The action of physical pressing. --> IThe action of moral or 

mental force or of anything that influences the mind or will; 

constraining influence, ' (NED). 

F. pression is recorded in this sense in Wartburg, sev. 

Pressio (IX-368/a), from 1875. 

NED, Pressure, 71 records it from 1625- 

64. -ý 1 L11. e-U I CJ 
I L". 0 

Mnivol. 1,1898, p. 659,2nd ed.. v 
ýu 

or 0 

de 
*0 jj-, -M: J I Cý I L% 

-". to Jo I 
KjI-a2(Dec. 1q45)P. 141; 0. 
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Sector 

2t, Om- Portion of a circle. ---+ 'Something (as an area or a 

Portion or part of something) resembling or held to resemble 

a sector: DIVISION, QUARTER9 SECTION9 (WTNID), such as in 

the cities, fields of military-operational(') social activities, 

economy, science, and thought in general. 

P* secteur is recorded in Wartburgg s. v* Sector (XI-381/b), 

from 1871 in the. sense of 'portion d1une enceinte fortifige 

et qui est sous les ordres d1un commandant particuliert; from 

1923 in the sense of 'zone d1action d1une division en position 

difensivel; and from-1933 in the sense of 'zone dfaction d1un 

regim en t en position defensive'. Howeverg Robert, Secteur, 

! 1- 3 Milit., records the-sense of a regimental zone of action 

in a quotation from Henri Barbusse's le-FeuC1916 (Gr*Lar. )_7, 

and in another from Henry, Millon de Montherlant's le songe 

Z-1922 (Gr. Lar. )_7. 

'The economic and general aspects of this-extended sense, ioeo 

activities and enterprises that-fall within the same category 

*or 
"f 

orm a unit which ý is more, or --less --distinctive 9 -are recorded 

Robert, sove Sec*t`eurj-n., 4. : to I 
on 

-P- 
oli t. . -and--par-e 

. 
xt. -. 

The military'sector is-listed in the dictionaries-in-a, 
separate sub-sectiont but I find it unnecessary for my Purpose to treat it as an independent sense. 
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For the economic useq aquotation is given from Jean Giraudoux's 

De Pleins pouvoirs Cj_s2ans -1950 (Gr., Lar. ) pouvoirs-7, / 
and for the other (defined as tdomaine; partiel) the quotation* 

given is from Maurice Merleau-Ponty's Phenom4nologie de la 

perceptiong Z'1945 (Gr*Laro)_7, 

NED Supp., Sector, sbe 1cq records a military sense of 

'a portion or section of a front, correspond- 

ing generally to a sector of a circle the centre of-which is 

a headquarters, ' from 1916. 

WTNIDI 1 Sector', n. 1c, records the non-military sense with a 

quotation from George Wythe Z-1726-1806 (WBD)2 containing 

'sectors of, -the economy"and, from-Osear-Handlin (? ) containing, 

'sectors of society'. 

A, no. 68(july 1964)p. 62 

Lj I 

MAýt XLIII: 'l(Jan. 1q66)pp. 69-70. v 

rYT 
Lj: 

j I 6-j I tuulcei. - 
***4jL, &-. "sl I 

Th, 25.10-1970, p. 6/8; o , 

rIE 

le The work was published six years after-the death of'Giraudoux. Gr. Lar. does not say when the work was written. 
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sex 

4Either of the two aiVisions of orgatic beings distinguished 

as male and female respectively, ' (NED, sb. 1) 'The sphere 

of interpersonal behaviour esp. between male and female most 

directly associated with, leading up to, substituting forg or 

resulting from genital union, '-(WTNID). 

F. sexe is recorded in this sense in Robert, -. s-. v-.. Sexel n. I 

from the early 20th century, with a quotation dated 1907- 

does not record this sense, though it records one close 

to it. 

WTNID, Sex, n'-3, records it with a quotation from M. M. Torney(? ). 

I; ý6j 1 
4-0 

I.. w L 

K, 1: 3(jan. 1q46)P-328>>. 

lij I. 
Uja Lixjlt ,I lt. ý 

K, i:, 6(April, 1q46)p. 876; p, 

s tar 

'Celestial star 'Theatr. An actor, singer, etc. of 

exceptional celebrityl or one whose-name is-prominently 

advertised as a special attraction to the publicg' (NED)* 

---a Z9 star, is masculine* T9 apply it to female theatrical 
brta7rs, the wrong, but regular, form , which is common in 
the colloquial, -is used. The masculine a synonym- 
in Are, is used for both male andtfemale. 
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F. etoile is recorded in this sense-in Wartburg, s. v. St; lla (XII. 

252/b), from 1867. 

NED9 Star, sb, l 5a, records it from 1827. 

Sk919579 P-53,2nd repr. >>. 
Mwd 9S tar 

vital 

Oft or related to, life---* Absolutely necessary, /-NED-7* 

F. vital is recorded in this sense in Wartburg, s. vo VTt3lis 

(XIV-543/b), from 1845. 

NED, Vital, a-and sb. A. RLdj- 7 (a, b& c), rec6rds it from 

1619. 

LILL. L.. j 
jL. -JI 

I ;UI Lpj I 
C: 

J L, 
"J 

19 IýA I 

LLI Liz I 

Jj ý ao. 
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LITERAL COMBIM-MONS 

air raid ; *-S. ;j li 

Air is rendered adjectivally as atmospheric. 

raid aerien is recorded in Wartburg, s. v. Ra. 2.. d (XýTjjj. 101/b) 

as an anglicism from 1883- 

OED New Supp., Air Raid, records it from 1914 0) . 
.ý WfAs ;, ý 6, p; 687/b >> - 

Eq: J II" 
Lf6c; 

I ; 7*ý, ýJ I c, Iv L; J Iýp a: ý, J I S.,. iJ I )1ý. j 

IIA, XLIII: l(jan. 1966) p. 64 

atomic bomb 14. -ý 

F. bomb atomiquq'is recorded in Robert, s. v. Atomiguef aý, j. q 

with a quotation from GeorgesDullamells le Voyage de Patrice 

Periot III Zl-950 (Gr. Larg. 

Though dating back to 1914 (H. G. Wells used it in the ContiLrZ 

Magazine according to Foster, The Changing_English Language, p. 1209 

and I. Willis Russell 'Among the New Words', Aa. 
_Sp-9 

Y. XII"'1947119 

146), it is the atomic bomb based on atomic energy that has come 

to be known by this name in Ar. 

L Willis Russell 'Among the New Wordslo Am. Sp., XXI (1946), 1399 

records it from 6 Aug. 1945- 

t; :ýi << , aJ I Ldý,, Ia 

-)aj 

K, I: 2(Dec. 1945) P-143X 
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atomic energy ;:, -u I ý; v 

Somet=es, energy and activity are rendered. 6L. ý_; (of. radio-activiýD. 

F. 4nergie atomique is recorded in Robert, s. v. Ltomian_e, Ld 

without date or quotation. 

OED New Supp., Atomic, a_and sb. A. adj. 2d, records it from 1906. 

H. G. Wells is also recorded to hav-e used it in 1914 (cf. Atomic 

bomb above). Other quotations are given dating 1921,1924,1946t etc 
W L. ýU ... 

I 
r3j-j 

1 

uI ai U. J I,. -, L--ý., I L; 
ýý; . 

3ýj 

K, I: 2(Dec. 1945) p. 250>>* 

atomic number ts.;. Ul . 3.1.. Jl 

P. numerp atomique is recorded in Wartburg, s-v- Xililerus 

(VII. 238/b) from 1928. 

m 1821 OED New Suppj Atomic* a. and sb. A. adi. 1, records it fro. 

4; 1 S., U1 
.3 -LJ 

I dvlý lq: j I JL9ý ;. 
P: 

I 
-J 

I 

;.,. Ij la IUIc, L5j;. 'S3'J Iji. J LJ I 
JU 

I; 1ý; 
Ljýi 

1 

KA, 1965t P-157 )> 

atomic war (warfare) 

P. guerre atomlaue is recorded in Robertq s. v. Guerreý 

without date or quotation. 

OED New Supp., Atomic, (x. and cb. A. adi. 2elrecords atomic 

warfare from 1946. None of the E. dictionaries records atomic 

war in spite of its frequent occurrence in contemporary E. 
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U4 L; ali CC: 
J4 Ub j 1ýý. J 1, 

ITA9 XLIII: 1 (Jan. 1966) P-49 

atomic weight 4.51 -1 lc, )), 
P. poid. 3 atomique is recorded in Vlartburg, s. v. P; nsum (VIII. 204/a) 

from 1845. 

OED New Supp., Atomicla. and sb. A. adj. 1, records it from 1820. 

0 <TrA CSJ .uI L-i I Ij 

Kp Is2 (Dec. 1945) P. 145, n. 2 >>* 

bacteriological varfare 

P. M! erreb. cteriologiýjue Is recorded in Robertg s. v,, Guerret n. lt i 

without date or quotation. 

OED ýTew Supp., Bacteriological, a. bi records 3. t from 

1924. -- 

Uýj 11 

MA, XLIII: 1(Jan. 1966) p. 62>>. 

basket ball zli 1 ;, 5, 

Both the term-and the word basket exist in F. as anglicisms' 

(lVartburgg Basket 1XVIII. 19/al). 

OED New Supp. 9 Basket-bal_lt records it from 1892. Howeversaccording 
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-to 
Wartburg, the game was created in 1891 by Dr. James Naismith of 

Y. M. C. A. Collegeý SpringfieJ4 blass. 

<< M179 ; jS 
(II-791/c) >,, - 

1ýý5-aj ,L Thp 8-10-1970, P-79 subtitle>>. 

biological warfare at! 

P. gaerre biologigue is recorded in Gr. Lar., s. v. Guerre, ! I. Ifilq 

without date or quotation. 

OE: p New Supp. , BioloCical records it f rom 18th November 

1946. 

title of an article translated 

from the Amer. Journal Ordnanceq MA, XLIII : 1(Jan. 1966) P-58>>* 

as 

blood bank f . 311 4. ýý 

P. banciue de sane, is recorded in Robert Supp., sjv. Banque, ! I,, 4p 

as an anglicism. 

OED New Supp., Blood, sb. 19, records it from April, 1938. 

9 Tj 8 . 51 
On r . 

5j 1 
-10-1970t p. 6/2>>* 

businesswn j J"- 
Business is rendered- in- the plural- of work,. 

F. homme d'affaires is. recorded in Wartburgy s. v. -Businass (XVIII. 38/a) 

as an anglicism from 1871-- 

OED New Supp. 9 Businoss, 241 records it from 1826. 
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ýsj I 
L; x: ýýJ 

;j LýýJ 1 LJ II )'I I Lj I 

Hq V100-10-1897) P-95P- 

chemical rwarýare 

11. guerre chimique is recorded in Robertf s. v. Guerre, a. 19 

without date or quotationO' 

OED Now Supp., Chemical, a 4b, records it from_1917. 

LJJ I 
15 

J, 41, -u 

MA, XLIII: l(jan. 1966) P-107>>- 

corner-kick a 

P. coup do pied do coin given in Harrap EF, s. v. Corner, 2(c)iý is- 

. 
MandCoin, and'" not'recorded'in the other F. -dictionaries s. v.,. qou 

does not reproduce the Ar. version. 

The E. corner is recorded in Wartburg, s. v. Corner (XVIII-47/e-)o 

from 1903- 

OED Now Supp., Corner, Ebý 13a, records it from 1882. 

--- 
1ý 
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discus throwing V. Led 

F. lancer le disque is recorded in Robertt s. v. Disque, R. 1, without 

date or quotation, 

NED9 Discus, la, records hurling the discus from 1892, and WTNID uses 

the verb hurl not throw while explaining discus; 'it does not record 

throwing or hurling the discus. EB has an article on discus throwinkg 

and uses the foms throwing the discus and discus throwo but not 

hurling the discus. Hurling and throwin can be translated by the 

same Ar. word, namely 

<( DMWA P3 61 /a 

effective range 

NED9 Effective, a. and sb. A. ýaL- 3 d, redords it from 1859- 

<<MjmA, Effective>>. 

feather-weight 

In boxing. 

It is used in a phrasal--construction to qualify a boxerg, but-not--a-s 

substantive itself. 

F, poids plume is recorded in Wartburg, B-V- -Plilma 
(IX-84/a)p' from 1923*' 

NEDv Feather-weight, 39 records it from 1889. 

"4 DMWAq 9 P-371/a>> 

<< 

Mwd, Featherweightq 2 v. 
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jI 

cs. 
ý fire control Lj 15, 

It is generally rendered in a prepositional"cons'timeti6n, with fire 

rendered shooting, but sometimes it is rendered literally. 

MD qupp., PLre, sb. B. 5, records it from 1886. 

<< jL; JI MjmA, Firo >> 

fire discipline 

Generally, LiLre is rendered'lit6rallyt but'it is found sometimes 

renderedL, 4jJIq shooting. ' 

NED Supp., Fi: ýe, sb. B- 5v 'records it from 1886. ' 

Li II mjmAp Li:. e 

fire-power -L .aL: 
J I ; ýý I 

Fire is rendered adjectivally. 

It is used for 'the firing capacity of a military unit*.. ' (DNWE). 

OED Now Supp., Fire, sb. B. 5, records., it from 1913- 

t"j aj I c:, II Lq 

L4, LJ I 

MA, XLIII: 1(Jan. 1966) PP-47-8 
6 

f ly-wheel I 

Fly is rendered flying. 

It is used for 'a wheel with a heavy rim, attached to a revolving 

shaft, in order either to regulate the motion of the machinery, or to 

accwuulate power', t (NED) 
- However, it is mostly used for f ly-wheels 
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in vehicles. 

NEDy records it from 1784, 

,, K MjmA, Fly-wheel >> . 

football 

Foot is retained in the singular in the Ar. version. 

It is used mainly for -the gone, not the ball. ' 

The 'E. term is borrowed into F, Wartburg, Foot-ball (xVIII. 64/a)o says, 

'Der fussballsport ist in England schon im 151, jh. bezeugt. In der 2. 

hNlfte des 19. jhs. nahm dieser sport in England einen starken auf- 

schwung und wurde um 1890 auch nach d6nilontlilent verpfl,. anzt. t- 

NED, lootball, 2, reco*rds'it fron"1424- 

<< Mwq Zý5 (II. 791/c) >> -" 
LIj I A, no. 68 (July 1964) p. 62 >> 

goal-keeper, -. Ili I 
LO 

L 

Goal is rendered by two'different, but synonymous. words. 

Keeper is renclered,,, j 6. , guardt in the one versiong and Le 
6- 

protectorg in the other, 

P. gmrdien de but is recorded in Robert, 8,, v., Butq jj. * 2. Howeverf 

I 
goal-keeper is used in P. as an anglAcism side by*side with gcLa Ll 

(Robertp goal, a. ), and looks like the model on which guardjen'de but 

has been copied, since football is an E, game. 

ITED, Loal, 2b. 6, records it from 1658. 

&., 6J IL,,.. j 6- 
1 DMIA Ip- 361 /a >> - 

Th 8.10-19701P-79 
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u"i lov 6-li LfroLle 

Jji; I &Ljj* kis 
!J UJ I 

Jp 13-10-1970t P-11/3 >>o 

heavy-weight I 0)'ýj I 

In boxing. 

It is used in a phrasal construction to qualify a boxer, but not as 

substantive itself. 

F. polds lourds is recorded in Roberto s. v. Poidso 6, from 

Paul Morand's Champion du monde Zl-930 (Gr. Lar. f. 

NED, He2a-weightga., records it without date or quotation for 

sporting use. 

<< QA, Hpayneight >>. 

ýJ ICý; 
jv Jq 25-11-19709 k 

P-11/5 >>- 

horse power liýý IC 

In the 2ndl horse is rendered adjectivally. 

F. chevalvapeur is recorded in Wartburgq sav. Horse power (XVIII-72/b)t 

as an anglicism from 1845P used alongside horse powert which he'' 

records from-1825a 

NED9 Horsem-powert ll records it from 1806. 

<< 2nd :iIIý: j 15 I. S IZ Lb ýj 
:p--- :) 

La>. 
"iJ 

1 
4-ý 

1 cl 

j -"jL &A Ile 
Mcig 1: 9(Feb, 1877) P, 207t 2nd ed*. V'o 
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industrial revolution 

F. revolution industrielle is recorded in Robertt s. v. Industrielgelleg ' 

adi. 1119 from Albert Camus's 1'Homme revolt6 Zl-951 (Gr. Laroffo 

NED Supp. v Industrial, a* and sb. A. adj. ev records it from 1884- 

W inferiority complex t. )ýj . 
Ii is used as a scientifi-c term and popularly mixed up with sense of 

inferiorityp as in E.; cf. NED. 

F. complexe dtinferioritg is recorded in Robert, s. v. Inf4riorit4q no 

2, from GeorgesDuhamel's Manuel du Protestataire Zl-952 (LF)76 

NED Supp. v Inferiority, cp records it from 1916. 

WTNID, Inferiority complex, B. 9 says it is probably a translation of Go 

Minderwertigkeitskomplex. Simeon Potter (Changing English, p. 67) kefers 

to this assumed Go origin and says it is only an assumption. 

<< : )Ie z L& 
c,. 4 

LJ JJIL%; o L,. aL Lr. 
ý4 

c,,. -Z 
6j 1 

C,. > 
Lt! 

41 'J.. JI 

HIP c- 1956, p. 3 ». 

landing strip 

For a strip of land prepared for planes to land and take -off during 

the war. 

I, Willis Russell 'Among the New Words' Am. SP. P XX (1945)p 1459 

records it from 1943, 

.4 
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light-weight 

In boxing. 

It is used in, a phrasal construction to qualify a boxer, but not as 

substantive itself. 

P. poids 14gers is recorded in Robertq s. v. Poidsp n. 1 6, without 
r 

date or quotation. 

NED9 Light-weight, ab. and a. p records the substantival use in sport 

from 1823 but n- ot the adjectival. WTNIDt Lightweightqýaý. q records 

the adjectival use. 

QAq Light-weight 

Li r0, -. 'i ) lc,; -)g'.; ý, 1 
W. 110.7 - t>;. gj 

, 
cm ts)4 

; 
-� 

Llte 
' 

t;;, 
q 

, 
*. q i 

Mwd, Lightweight, 1. v,. 

limited war ;. 3 J--, Jjt7ý1 :9 

None of the F. dictionariesq including Harrap EF, records an equivalent 

s. v. Limiter/bimit6,4e and Guerre (Wartburg, s, v, Limes and Werra 

IXVII9 Germanische Elementelp and Harrap EF9 s. v. Limited and War). 
L 

Pei (Words in Sheep's Clothin 9 p. 112) ascribes the concept of 

'limited war' to Dean Rusk. 

WTNID, Limited warg records it without date or quotation. 

C-0 a! 6 
'11 

aA. 0 
ýI 

C'. 1ý. u 1 
. 31 aitz ;i L-; 

) 
IL; s C. 4 

I aýb 

LI-6 L; ý 6! ) 

MA9 XLIII: l (Jan. 1966) p. 64-V * 
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linesman 

Man is renderedtij ý04 , observer or watchman. 

F. seems to have arbitrep or juget de touche (Ilarrap EFv Linesman)t 

which. is based on la ligne de touche (used in Gr. Lar. 9 s. v. Toucheg 

11. v - sports); ýand. this does not reflect the Ar. 

NED, Linesmang 3bg records it from 1891. 

LMWA P-35 3/b >> 

molecular weight 

F. poids moleculaire is recorded in Wartburg B. V. P; nsum (VIII. 204/a) 

from 189b. ' 
NED, Molecular, a., records it but refers to the substantive'. Howeverp 

it is not found s. v. Weikh in the Dictionary, its Supplementq and 

SOED Add. 0 

'J 1 zj 3 Ji it6J1 j 
KA, 19659 P-53>> - 

natuxul-selection -A. 'Ile .. 
F. selection naturelle is'recorded in Robert, Ei. v. -Selectiong a. 2 Bt 

as an anglicism from 1866, 'wi-th a reference'to'Dar*in"s'book. ' 

NED9 Selectiong 3bo-records it from 1857 with a quotation from Darwin. 

<( JI -natural selection ILJ I 

b Lý- 11 ý6j 1 

6. -- 1 Lt. iJ1ý:, L I.. --J 

IH9 19479 P-544ýO 
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penalty area 

P. surface de p4nalit4, given in Harrap EF, s, v, Penalt , can also be 

covered by Wartburg's statement on penalt , s. v. Penalize (XVIII. 92/b); 

cf. penalty kick below. 

NED Supp. 9 PenaltYp 59 records it from 1929. 

Jo 13-10-1970t 

P-1 1/3 >> - 

penalty kick 1ý 
_, j 

I 

F. coup de pied de ýenalit4 
given in Harxup EF, s. v. Nnalit4, Fb., is 

recorded in Robert, s. v. P4nal, aleg aLk. q DER. - 3, but it says tau 

rugby'. Wartburg, Penalize (XVIII. 92/b) records penalty as an angli- 

cism from 1885 alongside p4naliser (from 1858) and p4nalisation (from 

1888). 

NED9 PenaltYp 59 records it from 1889. 
Pare 

For the loanword in Ar., cf Loanwords in the Collocluialg P-133- 

ýC WWAP ". 9 ýP-539/bO 

<< p Tp 18-10-1970t 

P-7/1 >> * 

Wartburg saya, tAlle drei sind als ausdrücke des sports aus dem engl. 
entlehnt worden. ' If the sense in which p4naliser is borrowed is that 
of football, his date, 1858P seems to contradict the statement he makes 
s. v. Foot-ball (XVIII. 64/a) that the game was introduced to the 
-Continent in 1690, 
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penalty line 

None of the F. dictionaries, including Harrap EFý records an iqui'- 

valent s. v. Penalty and Nnalit& 

NED Supp. j PenaltYq 59 records it from 1929. 

periodic table jj I J. 9 -Xýj 

Periodic is rendered cyclical. reproducing the Gk. etymological sense 

of the word. 

None of the F. dictionariesp including Harrap EF, records a lit. equi- 

valent s. v. P4riodique and Table (Wartburg, s. v,, Periodos and Tabula, 

and Harrap EF, s. v. Periodic and Table). 

Wartburg, Mmgrus (VII. 238/b), uses le tableau de classification 

_p4riodique, and Robertq P4riodiauetadj-'3f records-clasaifi, cation-* 

p4riodi gue des 414ments, but they are of different wording. In fact 

Wartburg does not record even his above-version, s., v. Peribdb6"and 

Tabula, and Robert, Tableg a. 111 2, records table de Mend4leev only. 

NED Supp. 9 Periodic, 2, records it from 1919. 

<( UI LA .31 . v, 
ý W, e. U JI Jý -%ýJ ij 4.0 -, o Lxj I J5 -L 

, S., j 

KA9 19659 P-158-V - 

UJ x: J dj3 jJ I LýJ I subtitle , ibid. fp* 21 5)> 

preventive medicine 

F. m4decine Pr4ventive, is-recorded in Roberto s,. v-. Preventif, ivat 

ad. j. 1, without date or'quotation; 

NED, Preventive, a. and sb, A. aL. 2bg records it in a quotation dated 
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16610 

U MMWA v ýr' :ýPP-I 094/b >> 

preventive war at! U: ýj I L7ý I 

F. guerre pr4ventive is recorded in Robertp s. v. Guerreg 

without date or quotation. ' 

NED, Preventiveg', E. ýLnd sb. 'A. adj. 2a, records it in a quotation 

dated 1639- 

<< Mnrg Preventive>>. 

psychological warfare ae. i; k7ý1 

F. guerre psychologique is recorded'in Robertq s. v. Gu6rrev a. 29- 

without date or quotation* 

WTNID, Psychologicaig adj. lb, records it without date'or quotation. 
L 1; a Ld I 

MLSt 1970P P-400 - 

public opinion f 6J I 
t.; 

IIJ I 

Public is rendered r6, general. ''' 

Po opinion publiQue is recorded'in Littre; 
)s, 

v,, Opinionq, Hist*q from' 

the XVIth century (L'opinion''publi-cque); 

NM9 Opinion, sb. lb, records it from 1781- 
j L-. J I JI. - yj rwIa 

"i I :, 
I 

1. Wartburg, Opinio (VII-373/a)t records it from 1757- 
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Kg Isl2(Dec. 1946) p. 868 ». 

radio-activity 
.,; 

"-% ý1 
. 
1, LLJ I 

an adjective fr= radiation. Radio is rendered L. 
F. radioactivite is recorded in Robert, s. v. 2 Radio-, DER - Radio- 

activite, a., _from 
c. 1696. 

NED Supp. 9 Radio-activity,, records it from 1899. 

<< DWA, JAI;, 

Llýj L. ýýfH. Be cqueire, 17 JIL LV. LzzSl LsýJ 
I ;, AW11j; J 

(Radioactivity) 
Lýz"A**JlJoLLJI 

KA, 1965, P-188 >ý- 

safety valve 

For lan'auionmitic-es6ape or relief valveg' (WTNID, Safety valve, 1a). - 

F. souj)ýpe de sqrete is recorded in Littr4ps, v. Soupape, 1, and 

in Roberto s'ovo Soupapet n, p without date or quota I tion. 

NED, Satety-yalveo it records it from 1815- 

s. v. Lever ýafety 
t MMP 1957P p. 259o 

valve >>. 

J 

mwo rL-aJ1(I-526/b) 

1. Wartburgq Radius (X. 24/b)trecords it from 1907* 
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In all the following self- expressionst I am inclined to believe 

that E. -has been the'model copiedg for, two reasons : the first is that 

F. de soil wherever it applies('ý is not a lit. equivalentp and the 

second is that P. has taken as loanwords E. 'expressions with self- (see 

'Wartburg, Self IXVIII. 110/al). Wartburgq loc. cit. 9 points to the fact 

that 'Das engl. hat eine grosse zahl von zuss. mit self �selbst" 

gebildet. ' Davon*sind einige von fr. entlehnt worden. ' 

In such expressions, self- is rendered 
'ýj 

or . The former 

is the ordinary word for self, whereas the latterp though synonYmOus to 

the former, has an air of detachment about itq and, according to the 

context, can have a philosophical implication. Thereforep the first is 

used in such combinations as self-confidence, self-defenceg self-control, 

and self-reliance, while the second is used in such combinations as self-, 

affirmation, self-denial, and self-government. But it should be pointed 
I 

out that the decision as to the use of the one word or the-other*was 

taken by the early translators. Any analysis of the semantic reasons for 

such a decision is bound to be open to, mistakes, as'language is used by 

human beings and controlled by their sense of * the'meaning on the one 

hand and their comprehension of the situation they use a word, for on'the 

other; in other wordsq itýis subjective as well as'objective. 

I. Marx-ap'Up Self-, gives coftfiance en soi for self-confidence and self-, 

reliAhcb; -'mattrise de -soi *-for- -self -control; d4ception' de' soi--mgme -for, 

self-deceit. -deception; abn4gation de soi for self-denial; -and'em-pire 

sur soi for self-restraint. For other self- combinationsg it gives 
words without soi. 
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self-affirmation 

NED Supp. t Self-, lag records it from 1924. Roland Hall 'Some Ante- 

datings from George Eliot and other Nineteenth-Century Authors'q 

N. & Q. 9 CCXIII (1968), 411/b, records it in a translation from G. 

from 1854- 

self-confidence 

It is rendered in a prepositional construction. 

Self-confident is also borrowed 

NED, Self-confidence, records it from 1653- 

<< 

K, I: 6(April 1946) P-674>>o 

self-consciousness V" 
1'ýJ14ýýJl 

Self is rendered adjectivally. 

It is used in the sense of linternal knowledge or conviction of a 

thing9l (NED). 

NED, Self-consciousnesso 3t records it from 1751- 

self-control/self-restraint 1,. ý 

Wartburg, Self (XVIII. 110/a)g records it as an anglicism from. 1683- 

NED9 Self-control, 1, records it from 1711, and Self-restraintg from 

1775- 

ýC IMWAO 9 P-534/b; it explains it by self-control. self-command. V 

cf. the next quotation. 

<< Mwdg and Mnr9 s. v. Self-control and Self-restraintv 

.8 
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self-deceit/self-deception Vi: i ILI %ý- , 

NED9 Self-dbceit, reco'rds"it 'frdýi 1679'aiýd self-d6ception, from 1677- 

Roland Hall 'Further New 17th-Century Words and AntedatingsIp NA Q*q 

CCXIII (1968)t 365/bo records self-deceit from 1652. 

Ll- p Th, 3-11-19709 P-59 aov9 

advertisement>>. 

self-defence Vw I L; jI 

It is rendered in a prepositiOnal c'onstrtictidn. ' 

Wartburg, Self (XVIII. 110/a), records it as an anglicism in the boxing 

and wrestling sense. - In Ai. f it' is' used" in'this *sense as w6'11'ds -the""' 

general one. 

NED, Self-defence, records it from 1651- 

J" I L=. 1ý 
O. 

LU 1) 1ýý I L% 1 15 

UJ I 
. 
3j I L: 

-, 
j I 

(a, j 
L; j I ke! a--t:; 4--j L'-ý etx-ý &L. s &J 16ý. 

Lsj ts 

KO I: l(Nov. 1945) P. 69 »o 

self-denial C' I ýu 
I(ju; I) CJ I. A: 

NED, Self-denialq records it from 1642. 

<< DMWA IL4: t p. 9 98/b 

<< I jU: I 

NADP 15.3.1969, P. 26 »o 
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self-dependence/self-reliance wkj I 

cr6 .3 "- IJ I 

NED9 Self-dependenceg records it from 1759 and Self-relianceg from 

1837. Roland Hall 'A Virtually Untapped Source for Dictionary 

Quotation8t, N, & Q, q CCIV (1959)t 334/b, and 'The Diction of John 

Stuart Mill - IV'q N. & Q. 9 CCIX (1964)t 219/b, records self-reliance 

in both cases from 1833- 

ow 0 

T a: ýtý i ýý, LJLI j L. - 
LY. JW I Lr6 -, j 1. ý I 

Kv I: 12(Oct. 1946) P-943>>. 

self-gove=ent ýj I ýýj I 

Wartburg, Self (XVIII. 110/a)yrecords it as an anglicism from 1835 

for 1droit quIont les citoyens de decider de toutes les atfaires qui les 

concernentlp and from 1923 for thd-lsystbme d'administration des dominions 

britanniques qui ont, obtenu leur autonomie". 'In Arýt'it is*used in both 

sensss. 

NEDp Self-goverment, 29 recordsit for the, fo=*of administration in 

general from 1798- 

4! Uýc)LS 9 K, 1: 7 (May, 1946) p. 86 ; o. 

self-realization I C, I .UI 
NED9 Self-realizationt records it from 1876. 

Mwdq Self-realization>>. 



self-sufficiency ýJ I wn I 

Self is rendered adjectivally. 
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Though recordedýin NEDt. s. v. Self-sufficienc , in an old sensev it. 

has been borrowed into Ar. in the modern sense of 'the quality or 

state of being self-sufficient' given in WTNID, s. v. Self-sufficiencY9 

R, gespecially in-the field of economics. 

Self-sufficient is also borrowed with self rendered 

adverbially. 

No date is given in WTNID. 

tp; 
J II 

Lrk 
J,.. 

e 
atV3 'J 

4! 
U 

AM 

. "I. -ý CJ ( 

K, I: 5(Mar. 1946) p. 657>>- 

<< U, L! Mwd, Self-sufficiento. 

taxpayer 

Pei (Words in Sheep's Clothin 0 pp. 209-10) supports Harrap EF in that 

F. has a euphemistic version from contributionsg (Harrap EF9 Tax-payerg' 

gives contribuable) against this 'brutal' expression in E., - 

NED9 Taxpayer, records it from 1816. 

110,4e <( /"uie jlv., J 1 1. 'S 6, 

e. I lm"i I& Ij LjJ ty, "4 Iii; 

K, I: 12(oct. 1946) PP-871-2 3o, 

p. 286/b>> 

-Ah 
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third world, the O'j WIý Gi I 

It is used, as in E. 9 for the countries which are politically independent 

from East and West. 

According to Fosterv (The Changing English Language, q P-76v n. 2)v it is 

'a copy of French, le tiers monde'. 

t.! ýj , ell ý1m1 L-:.. -J tsig,. tJ 1 c-. 2e2 ii U1--- 
-W 

11 !A 

Tho 25-10-1970t P-3/2>>. 

total war 

Total is rendered LL LA , comprehensive. 

According to Pei (Words in Sheep's Clothin , p. 118)9 it 'goes back to 

Ludendorff's 1935 Der Totale Krie .1 This fact is also stated in Gr. 

Lar. s. v, Guerre totale, regarding the F. version. Howeverg Gr. Lar. 

ascribes the conception in origin to Clausewitz in the 19th century. 

SOED Add., Total, E.. lbrecords it fr= 1943, - 

unholy alliance rn14LiJ- 

As in E. 9it is used 'ironically to designate political combinations of 

a doubtful characterpl (APT). 

None of the F, dictionariesp including Harrap EF, records an equivalent 

s. v. Impie and Alliance (Wartburg, s. v. Impius and Alligare; Harrap EF, 

sove Unholy and Alliance, ). 

NED does not record it. APT, Holy (Unholy) Alliancep records it from 

1836, and points to the possibility of its having emerged in America 

independently from Europeg where Unheilige Allianz is attested from 1849- 
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war effort 

War is rendered adjectivally. 

None of the P. dictionariesq including Harrap EF9 records an equi- 

valent, s. v. Effort. Essaip and Guerre (Wartburgv s. v. Werra IXVIIq 

G6rmanische Elementel, and Harrap EF, s. v. Effort and War). 

NED does not record it. WTNID, Effort, 4, records it without 

date or quotation. 
JU L aL,. -J I JSý, U; Jl 

0; a: 
J 1 U-j II is 

, 
uz 

LO 

Ad, no-7 (JulY--1957) P-54/a>>- 

war-head 

War is rendered adjectivally. 

None of the F. dictionaries, including Harrap EF9 records a lit. 

equivalent s. v. Guerre and T9te (Wartburg, s. v. Werra IXVII9 

Germanische Elementel and, Testa,; Harrap EF, s. v. War), although t8te 

is recorded in this sense (Robert, Me, a. VI 1, records t6te d1un 

missile and Gr: Lar. 9 Tgteg a. - Arm., t9te atomique). 

SOED Add., War, sb., records it from 1898. 

war-profiteer 
u 

Profiteer is rendered rich. 

F. profiteur de guerre given in Harrap FE9 s. v. Profiteuro. is not 

recorded in the other, F. dictionariest s. v. -Profiteur and-Guerre 

(Wartburg, s. v. Profectus and Werra 'XVIIq Germanische Elementel). 

1 NED Supp. 9 Warp sb. 8y records it from 1920. 
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J---4jj 1 L; 1 
V-a lov. -% tc:; ) 

Lp 
-- 

I 
C4 

Ia66,. =. 

Skq 19579 P-1839 2nd repr. >>. 

t ibidep po234; P 
4ý I 

L;. A DMWJL P1 03/a )P. 

I" 

zero hour 

None of the F, diotiOnaries'records a lit. eqiivalento s, v, Uroland 

Heure. Robertq Heureq a. 4, records 11heure H in the same sense, and 

so does Harrap EF9 Zero hourg E. Milt by giving 11heure H as equivalent* 

NEDp Zero, 7a, records itfrom 1917'- - 

T 
MA, XLIIIsl(Jan. 1966) p. 116» 

"FIGURATIVE CCMBINATIONS 

air bridge 

Air is rendered adjectivally-as*atmospheric. 

F. pont a4rien, is recorded in Gr. Lar., s. v. Pontj Aeron. mil. v 

without date. However, it mentions in the encyclopaedic section that 

the first air bridge 'was established in 1936 when Franco's troops were 

transported from Morocco to Spain. 
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OED New Supp., AirL sb. 
1 B, 111 1., records it from 

1939. 

w air umbrella 

'A force of aircraft used to give air protection to a military 

operationlt (OED Now Supp. ). 

P. 
-parapluie a4rien, given in Harrap EF Supp., s. v. Umbrella, 

. a. I (d), 

is not recorded in the other F. dictionariles, s. v. LaLa2luie (Viartburat 

s. v. Plrivia). 

OD New Supp., Air, jbO BAII 21 records it from 1941 

armed neutrality W 

Wartburgo Neuter (V-II-107/a) records it from 1812. 

OED New Supp., Armed ppl. q. 
1 1, rocordr. it from 1780- 

<< Mi 1957Y P-593Y s. v. Armed neutrality >>. 

black list Ij ui I 

lite 'A list of persons who have incurred suspiciont censureý or 

punishmentpl. (NED)o 

2. -A list of commercial firms, etc., that should be boycotted. 

P, lipte noire in sense (1) is recorded in Robertt s. v. Liste, a. 2f 

from Stendhalls la Chartreuse de Parme Zl-839 (Gr. Lar. )79 and in 

sense (a) in 17artburgt s. v. Lista (XVI 'Germanische Elemente'-471/a), 

from 1916. ý 
OED New Supp., Black list, sb. II records sense (1) from 1619. 

ITIVID, 1 Blacýlist f a. cl records sense (2) without date or quotation. 
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black market 

'The practice of selling goods in violation of rationing or other 

types of regulatory measures, such as price fixingt and currency 

controls. Also, the place where such transactions are carried out, ' 

IF. 4) . 

F. marche noir is recorded in Wartburg, s. v. MercRtus (VI 12,. 4/b). t 

from 1949, and in Robert, s. v. Marche, a.. 11 3, from Jean-Paul 

Sartrals, Situations f1947-9 (Gr. Lar. ) 7- 

OED New Supp., Black market, records it from 1931. 

467/b) 

ti 
-2 leL ,, -3- 7---j , ii----j , c, -s 15-4 ý, Vi ij , >il+ ci t5i 

A, no. 68 (july 1964)p. 26/b a. 

. bottleneck L, 

1. 'A narrow entrance to or stretch in a road so*; gen. a narrow or 

confined space where traffic may become congested, ' (NEED Supp. ). 

2. 'A condition or situation that obstructs, slows downj or halts fre. e 

movement and progress, ' OVITNID, n. 2a). This applies to economic 

and military situationsl etc. 

None of the F. dictionaries records a fig. sense for col de bouteille, 

which is given in the lit. sense in Gr. Lar., s. v. Bouteilla. Harrap FEY 

Col, 1b, records its use in railways: civil engineering. 

NED Supp., 2ottle-nock, 1, records sense (1) from 1896. 

OED New Supp., Bottle-neck, 31 records sense (2) from 1928. MEVG9 
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Bottleneck, refers to its popularity during World War II. 

i Ciz JU 
UL Lý-ý ,. ý% 

uo. 68(july 1964)p. 58/b» 

Z.:, 
,ýIc., 

I aJ ILII -J, 
L, 4i'l I 

I :? I1,3J II 

p. 823>> - 

brain drain 

Drain is rendered miarationg while brain is retained (but in the 

plural), thus providing an extension to the meaning of brain in Ar. 

It is used for the migration of Arab and non-Arab scholars to other 

countries. 

1. Willis Russell 'Among the New Words', Am. SP. t-XL (1965), 141, 

records it from 1964 and explains it thus 'The "brain drain" as the 

departure of scientists is called here ***It which indicates that it 

is an Americanism. Simeon Potter (Chaný, ing EMlish, P-77) supports this 

date but does not refer to its being of American origin. 

OED New Supp., Brainj, ýb. 6, records it from 1963. 

J,. 
ýj 

I L: ý- ti, ý 
C-1 - 

Ut, 

Th, 26.11-1970, P-113 >> - 
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brain-washing 

In scientific conLexts, it is used for 'the forcible application of 

prolonged and intensive indoctrination sometimes including mentlal 

torture in an attempt to induce comeone to give up basic political, 

social, o. r religious belief s and attitudes and to accept contrasting 

regiment, al ideas, ' (IMUD). However, it has recently obtained 

popula-- cur-rency and its meaning has be'come more general, as has 

happened to it in E. 

F. lavage de cerveau is recorded in Robert'Supp. 9 Lavagcq as an 

anglioim. 

Though ultimately from Chinese hsP naO , from hs? , wash, 

brain (VITNID), this expression is borrovied into A: ý. *from E. 'as there 

vir iv/no tHiMle'le 
learning in the Arab World, and Phinese is not an tnter- 

MUCml language in the field of politics and jgurnalis! n*. 

OED Now Supp., Brainwashi records it from 1950* 

I L-, 
O-iJ 

I L4 . %J 1 1,., -kA.. -J I, JI els* L,; 'J, LI !A 

L alý 

MLS9 1970o p. 61 

bridgehead 
Ovid 

It is rarely rendered, _,,,,, 
lit. bridge-neckv as in MWA (61-vo 

P-353/a)- 

It is used for 'a fortification covering or-protecting-the end of a 

bridge nearest the enemy, I, (NED)-, - and-- 'any nilitary'POsitiOrl: established 

in the face of the pnemyp e-. g. - -by a Ianding force; also f ig. (OED NOW 

supp. ) - 
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This expression exists in Ar. with a different meaning also, namely, 

the end of the bridge, usually the near end. 

ITED, Bridge, sb. 11b, records it from 1812 as a rendering of F. tote 

de pont. 

Wartburg, T4sta (XIII llt-276/a)l records tete do pont in the first 

sense given above from 

in Wartburg is 17802. 

the date of its borrow: 

OED New Supp., Bridge, 

'any military position 

La Roch Z-The date of La Roche: 

Roberts Tete, n. DER et COPIP. t 

Lng into E. 

sb. 
1 11b, records the extended 

established in the face of the 

lle's Glossaire 

gives 1794 as 

meaning of 

enemy e. g. by 

a landing force' from 1930. Dwight L. Bolinger 'Among the New Words', 

. 
Am. S12., XVII (1942), 122, gives 1938 as the date of the extended 

meaning of 'a military salient in hostile territory', and 1940 as 

that of the fig. uses OED New Supp., loc. cit. L., gives quotations 

in which bridgehead has these meanings but all under the above 

definition; they do not antedate Bolinger's. 
Ls 

14A, XLIII: l (Jan. 1966)P-5>> 

cannon fodder 

It is rendered in a prepositional phrase, with cannon in the plural, 

unnecessarily specified by the addition of the wordt.. ý,. --j war. Fodder 

is rendered L-%Jl food, probably by analogy with the Ar. phrase 

f ood f or swords. 

It is used in a pejorative sense only, Men are not spoken of as 

1. In his book Mr1kh Ba. Ehddd, Ibn as-Suwaid! writes J. p. 44. 

t# 
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-o the battlefield cannon fodder in Ar. 'except when they are driven 4. 

against their will, by foreign or dictalkiorical authorit-Les2 partiQularly 

when not adequately equipped. This is some-what different from the 
I 

following meanings of the combination given in NED Supp. t s. v. Canno. 19 

. Rb! 9, and WTNID, s. v. Cannon fodder, respectively : 

a. Men regarded merely as material to be consumed in war. 1928 

Observer 11 Mar. 12/4 Prederick's Ambassador, vetoing the sale 

of cannon-fodder under pain of civil waýr in Gemany. 

b. Soldiers wounded or killed by artillery fire. I 

Sense (b) is unknown in Ar., whereas (a) agrees with the Ar. usage in 

the definition given and differs in the usage illustrated by the 

quotation. anly such use as 'the poor soldiers were driven to the 

battlefield without being sufficiently equipped for it,, -to be''Ifodder 

for the cannona of war"I"is'familiax in Ar. 

P. seems to have chair a canon only (Wartburg, Canna''IIII111.2-105/aIg 

Littre, 1 Canon, a. 1, and Robert, 1 Canon, a. 1). With chair, flesh, 

the P. version seems an unlikely origin of the'Ar. 

1 
NED, Cannon$ , sb, 9p records it among the combinationsi-, and'OED New Supp. 

loc. cit., records it from 1891 as a rendering of G. Kanonenfutter 

and refers to Shakespeare's 'food for powder' 1 Hen. A, iv. ii. 72, 

for comparison. 
I Establishing the B. identity of the combination, * 

lUuge, Kanone, says Kanonenfutter list freie Nachbildung von 

Shakespeares food for powder Kbnig Heinrich IV. Teil 1, AktAlsz. 2. 

Die gelungeno Prägung lmum vor Gurowsky 184.5 Tour durch Belgien 176. " 

"ý IIM7, 'jlt4" 9 P-560/b>> . 
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cold war . 3j ýj I t. ýj I 

F. Merre froide ( Robert, Guerre, a. 2) seems to be an anglicism in 

the light of the facts stated below. 

In DIME and Foster's The Changing, Enalish Dingu2Zc (p. 120)p it is said 

to be coined by Walter Lippmann, U. S. columnist, in 1947- In Pei's 

Words in Sheepts Clothing (p. 101), it is ascribed to H. B. Swopet the 

U. S. journalist, without date. OED New Supp. , jold, a. 19, records 

it from 1945. The quotation is from G. Orwell in Tribune 19 Oct. 

KVIv VII: 27(Dec, 1947) P-3660, title>> 

- colour service rw 
1 Z4 L&- 

For the compulsory military service. 

Colour is rendered ýrl O, flagoin accordance with its meaning in E. 

NFID, Colour, sb., 17, records it fro, 'a 1884- 

«1ý lý t jý 9 Jg 28.11.1970, p. 6, s. v. c» ' 

cornerstone 41 I)j I 
It is us. ed in the fig. sense 'esp. in reference-to its-function in 

consolidating the-buildingll--(NED). 

Although biblical and used in the Ar. translation of the Biblej(1)it 

- has only gained currency in Ar. in political contexts. This is due to 

the press. 

When used in a prepositional construction, the proposition that follows 

Ajf0, ) 

A- 
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it isLý 9 in, or J, for or of. 

It is not modified in Ar.; therefore one never says 'the grand 

corner stone' (cf. NED)v although this is found in the Ar. trans- 

lation of the Bible. 

F. la 2ierre angulaire is also referred by Robert, s. v. Angulaire, 

to the Bible, and Littre's illustration of it s. v. Angulaire, adj. 2, 

refers to Jesus Christ being called in the Scriptures the corner-stone. 

NED, Corner-stone, lbp records its, fig. use from 1300, 

<< lz C. ) 
Lý 1 

.3 
Lt-- 

.0 -L-3 dý-. Lj & L'S 
-i 

L-i ; 
'4 

t 

sJ LJ I 

Mrfq 24,, 9-1926, p. 1, B. v. 

crocodile tears L. -i I t.. " j 

The fable NED refers to, which speaks of crocodiles-weeping cunningly 

'to allure a man for the purpose of devouring him, or while (or after) 

devouring himpl has only come to be known to the Arabs through-the-- 

introduced-expressionp which is used for false'tear. 5. - 

Crocodile-is rendered in-the plural. 

It is mostly used with the phraseý, f-to weep'with, ^ preceding, "i-t'. 

F. larmes de crocodile is recorded in Wartburg s. v. Lacri'ma (V*119/a) 

from 1607- 

NM, Crocodile, 29 records it from 1563. - 

<<- MV, . L. *, - (ýI . 87.4/c), records -it as neologism with the following 

explanatioýi : 

I aý. j 1ý tj Lj: j I C,, r, L L5 : 00 t. Cý L-j I t. ý-o -ý5 
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eastern bloc atk,. ý I LLSJ I 

cf. bloog p. 219. 

L 

LUO 16 

MA9 XLIII: 1(Jan. 1966) P-42, V o 

honeymoon 

Moon is rendered month, as in the obsolete E. form, honeymonth. 

For 'the first month after marriage' and 'the holiday spent together 

by a newly-married coupleg before settling down at home, ' (NO). 

F. lune de miel is recorded in Wartburg, s. v. Honeymoon (XVIII-72/a 

& b), as an anglicism, with the following comment 'Das fr. wort wird 

zuerst von Voltaire in seinem roman Zadig gebraucht; er hat wohl das 

engl. wort in London gehört oder gelesen. ' 

NED, Honeymoon, 
. 
2b. v records it from 1546. 

<< XJ I 4-r- 6jUI %j; IýI 

0 J. "i I ýý 
K, Is2(Dec. 1945) PP-183-4; Oe 

iron curtain a>J I 
w) 

LjI 

Iron is rendered adjectivally. 

It is used in the fig. sense only. At first it was applied to USSR 

and the Communist countries, but later it was used somewhat freelyf- 
1 SOED Add., Ironp ab records its, fig. use from 1817, However, 

according to MIG, its'use to describe the political division between 

the Co=unist and, the Western blocs, which- is the one that ha-s-come -,, 

into Ar. was first recorded in E. from 19209 although it was popularized 
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by Winston Churchill in his Fulton speech. 

QA, Iron curtain 

nuclear club I 
's .3 LJ I 

For'the countries possessing nuclear weapons. 

It is originally F. p borrowed into E. (Foster, The ChanginR English' 

Languageo' P-76)., 
OG. D t4e w S- 1, r, - , 1ý ýtt 

, 1L - 44 e, recc ms jtI v% cv jL cl 4 &" wk -a 
4(5 ýq . 

population explosion 

Population is rendered adjectivally. 

According to Pei(Words in Sheepts Clothingt P-48), it was started, by 

Bruce Bliven JI. S. -journalist and author (NCCN)7 in 1899. The 

originator may be, correct, -but the date given is'-wrongOn-ýLs-Bliven''Was 

born in 1889, according to" WBD and'NON'O'ý WTNID, - Explosiong-B; -2, W 

gives a quotation from Brike 'Bliven whi ch'- include s -, explo6ion of'' 

population and"adds after, the name-lb. 1699". - This date of'birthq- 

which is wrong in-itselff must have been mistaken by Pei for'that'of"- 

the quotation. OE-6 11153 

K", 1. ý. z rJ; I U.. J I 

a. --J I tjl 
al,; 6.6. U L Lwa I r1i'l I c, - U U4 I 

QSt P-1410 

A Y. /I/T "&.: -Jl 
WI, no. 61 (9-3-1970) p. 22; 0. e 
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safety valve ( C, ý L '11, / C. ý* 'i I) L. 0 

'Something that serves as an outlet for an excess or pressurd, 

(WTNID, Safety valve, 2). 

F, soupape de s-ftrete is recorded in this fig. sense in Littr4p s. v. 

Soupapeg s. 1, and in Robert, s. v. Soupape, a., without date or 

quotation. 

NED, Safety-valve, 29 records it from 1818. 

UI ai 11, J I C,. o U45J I J., J ;, L*. J I Xý 

Kp 113(Jan. 1946) P-307 »o 
Loj I LýýL L--: ý 4 

ýj 

Thq 25-10-1970t P-3/6 ; P. 

shadow cabinet 
jjý, j I a4,4,. 

Cabinet is usually rendered L. 4>. g gove=ent, but sometimes 3jl; lp 

ministry or cabinet, too. 

It is mainly used for týe British shadow cabinet of the opposition 

party. 

NED Supp., Shadowt sb. 16t records the current meaning from 1926. 

spearhead 

Spear is occasionally rendered L, -, v bayonet-. 

'A person or body of persons, chosen to lead a-thrust'or attack, ' (NED); 

also broadly. applied, to nations-- and political -movementsý' 

None of the F. dictionaries, including Harrap EFO records a lit. equivalent 
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NED Supp, q Spear-head, 1b, records this fig. sense from 1929. 

It has been excessively used in Ar, as it has in E, 
(1) 

ts; Ca'i Uj Lr-4 ail zz:; LL<i I L. -Ilz I 

Jo 13.10,. 19709 P. 129 

summit conference (Býqjul) "1. -0 

For a conference of heads of states. 

According to Peit )"meetings at the summit" began with ChurchillIg 

(Words in Sheepts Clothin p. 102). 

WTNID, Summitq a. 1d (1), records it without date or quotation. 

iJII 

XLIII :1 (Jan. 1966) p. 9)P. 

sun-bath A 

Sun is rendered adjectivally. 

It is rather-limited to translations and contexts in which the 

Europeans are in mind. 

F. bain de soleil is recorded in Wartburg, s. v. S; l (XII. 26/a)tfrom 

1935 in the phrase prendre un bain de soleil. 

M, Sun, sh- 139 records it from 1875- 
I a-i a-,; t-c. 

ý I r"JI o Kp V17 (, TulY 1950) p. 618ýo . 

1, Its recent excessive use in E. in the press and bureaucratic circles 

is pointed out by a W. H. J. flWar Words : "Spearhead" : "Mop up"', NA Q. 9 

CLXXXVII (1944)9 275/b, and by Kelsie B. Harder, 'Spearhead', Am. Sp., 

XXXVII (1962)t 160. 
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sunstroke U. Itj I L". ý 

NEDg Sunstrokeg records it as a rendering of F. coup de soleil from 

1807. Wartburg, S61 (XII. 26/a)precords coup de soleil from 1582. 

<< Hg VI: l (1-9-1897) p. 29>>. * 

war-fever 

None of the F. dictionaries records a lit. equivalent s. v. pievre 

and Guerre (Wartburg s. v. Aebris and Werra IXVI19 GermaniSche 

Elemente'), although Littrep Fibyret a- 3, 'recoids"fibvre de ' 

. rebellion in a quotation from Balzac, and'R6bertp'Pibvi-eý'records'laý 

fievre d1une campagne 4lectorale. Harrap EFO Var-fever, E. 0 givbs 

psychose do la guerre as eqiiivalentg which is different. 

NED Supp., War, sb! 8ý records it from 1612. 

Western bloc - LLSJI 

cf. blocq p, 219, 

For quotationg see eastern bloc, p. 269. 
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LITERAL PHRASES 

appreciation of the situation 

, It is used in its military as well as general sense. In its. generaýl 

senseq it is also used in-the-verbalý formj ;, ýJJJý4 , to appreciate 

the situation. 

r., approciation do la, situation given as equivalent toýthe E. phrase 

, 
inlHarrap BF9 a. v., A]2prociationg j, l(a), is not recorded in any of 

the"other dictionaries, 

Though very-common-both aa-a-military term and in Aon-spacializedý 

languagel it is not recorded in any of the E. dictionaries. 
IN-* %W I 

I 
1 6: 4 6. i4jl. 4. w tri,. 40 6" *0 -C ; 1ý... Aj I; 

- -t; F1 .0 

4L6-: 
V 

dj 

K, 1: 10(Aug*1946)p. 540 to 

face to face 

-The litý and-fig, ý-meanings-are,, adopted..,. ý 

T. face a. -facel which also has lit. and fig* meaningal is recorde, d-in 

, Littr4j, s#v,. Face,, E. gist., from the Mth century. 
") 

NED9, Face, ýsb. 2d, records it from 1300. 
ýi; never a., proposition. is used with this phrase in Ar, j it is Or 

JI p., before, which. -are cýl ! L4 U., P-Jý , propositions of place. 
(2) 

I* Wartburgq. Facies (III. 355/b)records 'face a facog(de de, 4x pq, rpqnnoe).. - on prgsencýe 'Ifun Vaugelas (15 5-16ý0) lune de llautrell '--from' -9 
2# The rendering-'o-f CJ- t hat of W. Wright, A' Grammar of Arabic* 11-187* 

ýFor an explanation of this Ar, terml see-PO57#-iý. Iofthib-ýWOrko 

I 
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This Is a departure from the E. and F. versions, as the former has with, 

and the latter avec. 

lit 0 

<4 djjJ Lp. KI: 2(Dec. 1945)p. 239 o- 

. 39/c RJlno. 12(March 1955)P 

f ig. 

! LLi 1ý 
Sk, 1957, p. 141,2nd repro >>o 

1 
., it,. e j te-, e re- tz ý- 

Ad, nool(jan. 1958)p. 37/b. v, 

find one's way to, to 

This phrase is unidiomatic in Ar. because of the extended meaning of 

In Ar. find, and the definition of way by the use of the genitive. 

one would expect way here to be indefinite as it is just a way that one 

looks for and finds' not one's own, definite way. 

It is used, as in E*9 in the sense of 'to make out one's way by 

obaervation or inquiry; to contrive to reach one's destination; 

to go or be brought to a-place in spite of difficultiest or not quite 

as a matter of course, '-(NED). 

F. retrouver-son chemin seems-to me an unlikely origin-Of the Not as 

it is-used, in the lit. sense only and without a VrepositiOu which 

int;! oduces the'destination, the quotatiorS in Littrel'sevo 

Retrouver, X. 119 and Robert, s. v. Retrouver, v. Il I. 
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MED, Find, Z. 14, records it from 1225, but the earliost relevant 

quotation which reproduces the present phrase exactly is dated 174-6-7. 

Ld 
I 

OLL., 

al- CAqqRd, quoting Churchill on Bernard Shavr, K, I: l (ilov. 1945)p. 17 >> 

Mth, I: 2(Nov. 1953)pp. 96-7 

first and foremost 

It is rendered 'first and before everything'. 

F. d'abord ot avant toutý which Harrap EF Sives as equivalent s. v. 

Foremost, 2, is not recorded in any other F. dictionary, and first 

is a closer equivalent to )ýI'than dtabord. 

NED, Foremost, A. adj. If, records it from 1483, but DC records its 

adverbial sense of 'before everything else happens, takes place, or 

is done' from the late 19th century. 

J5 j. ý :jII a'I I 'I. " 
t7' Lj 1 

RJ, no. 17(Aug. 1955)P-12/d>>. 

f or one rpason or another 

in one way or another 

These phrases'are used to mean, as in E., Ifor a certain reason's and 

'in a certain ways, as another means hero 'one of a set or group of 

unspecified or indefinite things, ' (WTITID). 

A 
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None of the F. dictionaries records an equivalent. L'un ou ltautrej 

given in Robert, (s. v. Autre, adj. et pron. 1 4) applies to two things 

only; this is also made clear by the presenceof the definite article 

11 before un and autre. Harrapý EF, Another, S. &'pron. 4 (b), gives 

d1une fa2on ou d1une autre as equivalent to one way or anotherg but 

this is not supported by any of the other F. diotionaries s. v. Autre 

(Wartburg s. v. Alter), and is of different wordings 

NED does not record them s. v. Another* WTNID, Another, pron. 3t 

records them in two examples illustrating the-use of another in the 

above sense. 

.31J. 3 L I*; Is 1AA << ý. ý 'L., Lý37 .-, 

Lt.., . 61 
RJ, no 1 (April 1954)p. 61/b>> 

LC Pýý aL. V-J*.. LJ I .! J I RJ , no. 9 (Do c* 1954) 
P-3/a >> i 

L-t-J I a-. N 1, RJgno. 15(June 1955)P, 28/c >> 

I, PC from bad to worse 

As in E. 9 it frequently occurs with the verb 

to go. 
(1) 

John Orr records it as a translation of F. de mal en pis. 
(2) 

To go can be translated -L. -----t. Land 
,,, -----.. according to the context; but in this phrase it is*always -twhich is used. 

2. Old French and Modern English Idiom, p. 148. 

A 
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NED, (Worse, S.. and sb. B. absol. or as sb. 3c) records it from 1579- 

DC,, From -, records it as a clich4 of the 18-20th centuries. 

MRIA p. 43 9/a >> 
I 

C.. ýj 
IIV6 LJ I.,. *: I AiAýý 

T, 8.1o. 1970, p. 6, s. v. r. %JLt,. ZJI >>- 
0. 

in addition to dI ""i L-, ý'J ý 

The adverbial phrase in addition, and the prepositional in addition to 

are rendered in the prepositional forni in translations by aI dding the 

preposition 
., 
Jl , to, and a demonstrative pronoun A! U. ý . that. 

Thus I Ile gave' me '92 in addition -is traisilated 'L, ý'J L'` 4! U j ,j 
L,,. e* LloAt 

He gave me Z2 in addition to that. 

The meaning of addition here is very weak in the'Ar. use of the phrase. 
it means $as well as' as F. T. Wood puts it (Prepositional Idioms, 

48). 

The same Ar. form had existed in Ar. for a long time beforeg-but it 

meant in relation to, or in comparison withl since in Aro, 

to add, means to relate as well. However, it was not used frequently. 

When the E. phrase, which is frequent in E. 9 occurred in translation, 

itsform and meaning came-into-Ar,,. l the-form coinciding. with the Ar. one 

and the meaning differing, Due to the large scale translation made 

from E., the E. meaning of the phrase has almost obliterated the native 

onel so much so that one has to be careful when using it in the latter, 
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because one can be easily misunderstood. 

None of the F. dictionaries, including Harrap EF, records a lit. 

equivalent. 

WTNID, Addition", n. 9 - records it as well as the adverbial in addition* 

AA 
L,, ý'*J L 

111119479 P-110 >>. 

in all its f orms -ai ua 'I ( Jý. -, L<" 

Forms is rendered j which indicates shapes. The pronoun 

is retained. 

F. sous ses formes (Littre, Forme, s- 3) is not likely to have 

introduced, the phrase into Ar. 9 since the preposition in the Are 

versiong 9 corresponds to the E. 'in, 'not the F. sous, although 

change of preposition does occur in borrowing. But as under is 

retained in two phrases I ren I dered into Ar., namely under such 

circumstances and under such-'conditions, 
F.. 

ij 1 1% C.. ýz 

and in spite of its - being illogical and 

contrary to Ar. usage here, sous, could. have been retained too if the 

phrase had been borrowed from F. 

. NED, Form, � sb- 5b, records it' in a quotation dated 1821. 

ýj 

i, 28.11 . 1970 p21s. v. 
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in an attempt to' 

None of the F. dictionariesq'including Harrap'EFt records a lit. 

equivalent* 

Though very common, it is not recorded in any of the E. dictionaries. 

In recording it here, I rely on its frequency in contemporary E9 

L-J iI1 .0 JýA Ld 
IL %.. i ;j 

A, no. 68(july 1964) P-38>> - 

in collaboration with J, 

Collaboration, -is. readered lpartnership, '. 

It is used for sharing the labours of some work-with otherst 

particularly in writing bookss producing radio and TV progra=es, 

and theatrical performance. 

None of the F. dictionariesq including Harrap EF, records the F. lit. 

equivalent. -Although I presume avec la collaboration de is more 

frequent in F. 9 ex-collaboration aveo is still used even in Wartburg 

where, -. it, is not recorded (see Wartburg, Societas 'XII. 20/al), Since 

the pattern. en-*.. aveclexists in Fol as shown by this phrase and by 

en soci8te-avec (ibid. ), One might assume that the following three 

phrases also exist'in F. although the dic-tionaiies'd'o-no't record them* 



NED, Collaboration, records it in a quotation dated 1889. 

"J L1d U>ýJ t-iLL-S 
6 &Lt. 

! 94 1 (ýfi " L-Zi 1 t: KA9 19659'P, 272» 

in collusion with 

None of: 
__the 

Fe dictionaries, including Harrap EF, records a lit. 

equivalex. t. 

WTNID, Collusionj., R. q records it in an example illustrating the use 

of collusion. 

in consultation with UWL 

None of the Fe dictionaries, . including Harrap EF, records a lit, 

equivalent, 

It is not recorded in any of the E,, dictionaries except ALDCE where 

it is used sov. Consultation in an-example-illustrating the use of 

the word., 

in co-operation with_ :JL to :0L 

None of the F. diationariesl, including-Harrap EF, records a lit. 

equivalent. 

, It is not recorded in any of the Es dictionaries, except LDCE. 

L 

L, --J L a; Aj IIC, L- *j ; iLl 
MA, XLIII: 1(Jan. 1966)p. 101 
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in one 18 opinion 4. )t liv, 

Me form'of this phrase is'similar to the Ar. phrase P 

in-my belief. 

None of the I F. dictionaries, I, ncluding Harrap -1 EF9 I records a lito 

equivalent. '-- 

NED, Opinion, sb. 1, records it from 1483. DC9 In-, records it as 

a cliche"of"the 19-20th centurieso 

<< ". '$ 
1 
. 1, 'J. -' C'A 1 '4 1". L"j 1 

.3 
L-,. j I 

': ' T &-, I 

K, I: 4(Feb*1946)P-538>>. 

<< 

Ano. 68(july 1964jp. 78>>* 

Th q 12.10.1970, p. 69s. v F. 

.r Iýj 

ýj I LLD I rJ W LLS* 

1., TheýArab poet al-MacarrX 3-1058) says: 
'S r-1 

'In my cre; d and belief, both are of no avail: the moaning of the 
weeper and the tuning of the singer. ' 
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last but not least 

Last is rendered the last to occurl'and least is rendered 

final. As a rule,. ý, and, precedes this phrase in Are It 

is used in Are to mean that though the point being mentioned is the 

last in numeration, it is not the conclusive one or the one that ends 

the listq as there are others, which, for one reason or anotherg will 

not be mentioned. 

It is, clear that the meaning of least, last in importanceg has 

disappeared from the Ar.. version. 

The phrase is rigidly-used in the above form; thus the forms given in 

NED (s. v. Last, gL-)adv. and sb. 
6 

A. adj. 1c), namely, 'though lastq 

not least' and in SBPMFP (s. v. Last "1348: 111), namely 'the last, but 

not the least', do not. seem to have introduced the Ar, versione 

None of the F. dictionaries records an equivalent s. v. Dernier and 

Moindre (Wartburg, s. v., 14! nor and DeR; tro). Only Harrap EF, Last, 

gives le dernier mais non le moindre as an equivalent, 

DC, Last-, records it as a clichg from the 19-20th centuries. 

DMWA 'p 8/b)ý 

! ýJ I c, L 1: ý jJ I J3 

Th, 3.11.1970, P. 3/8>> 

,, ibid. lp*2, s, v* .,; -ý- -1ý- ; j)L; 4 a. -J I az L6: V. J I c, 6. 
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iaatter of form 

The phrase is rendered tformal mattertafter making an adjoctivo 

from ji-' , form. It is used to mean, as in E., 'a piece of 

routine, ' (DCj Matter-). It expresses the fact that a certain step 

in a procedure, whether personal, social, or official, is of no 

consequence that calls for considoration or deep thinking. At the 

official level, it indicates that a given step is necessary to 

complete the established procedure. 

None of the F. dictionaries, including Harrap EF, records a lit. 

equivalent, s. v. Forme, (Wartburg, s. v. Forma, and Harrap EF, 

s. v. Form). 

OEID New Supp., Form, eb. 11, records it from 1711. DC records it 

as a 20th century cliche. 

more than once ;,,. , .: 
s I 

It is unidiomatic in Ar., because of the vague numýer it indicates. 

In Ar. 9 a big number is expected-after 'more than ;. ',. but something 

of an anti-climax follows when once comes.. A native Ar. equivalent, 

not once, is used side-by side with the-present-phrasoýeven 

when rendering more than once, as they-are the same in meaning and usage. 

. 
Phrases, of-the same pattern, such as more than a apq more than a 

person, more than a- uestiong eta. j-have, c'ome-to-exist. in Ar. either 

through independent variation-or-through direct borrowing. 

F. plus dlun e fois is not recorded in Wartburgl s. v. Vlcos, and in 

Littre and Robert, s. v. Fois, but it is recorded in DG 6871-1880, s-v- 
Foir-i without date or quotation. 
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NED (Once, adv. "conj., adJ., sb,, " B 1) records it in a quotation 

dated 1767. 

J, Lij I C, 1,. ýj I 

Mn, Vol. I, 1898, p. 659>>- 

put an end to, to 

Sometimes the, E. description of 'the end'-as 'quick' is also adoptedg 

producing to put a quick end to. 

F. mettre fin iL is recorded in Wartburg, s. v. Mgttýre(VI 121.186/b), 

from 1538. 

NM, End, sb. 22c, records it from 1647. 

reserve the right-, to, to 

It is rendered in a way that suits Ar. construction. The right is 

rendered one's right* 

Littre'9 Rgserver, does not record an F. lit-equivalent, but it occurs 

in a quotation he gives from Fleohier's due de Montausier C1690 (DLF- 

le XVIIe siecle)7to illustrate the use of se r4server (§4). Wartburgj 

Reservaret does not record the phrase, but uses 'fait de reserver un 

droitt in his-explanation of Reserve U. 295/b), and this shows that 

the phrase exists in modern'Fo 

Though very co=on, this phrase is not recorded in NED, WTNID, Or 

UDEL. However, it occurs in the explanation WNWD gives s. v. Reserve, 

M. for the'use of reserve in the sense of 'to keep back or retain 

for oneself'. 

_r 
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sense of duty 6j I 

Sense is rendered o-ýýI , feeling. The genitival form is 

rendered into a prepositional one. 

F. le sentiment du devoir is recorded in Robert, s. v. Devoir,. R. 11 

from 18 Dec. 1946. 

NED, Sense, sb. 15b, records it in a quotation dated 1848. 

... -, *J 16 
"j 

I C. Ill"- I Lýz "'j C d. U I L-. J )I X. 01 I ý'j IVI 

L, jI 6j 
,,. 
J I 

Ad, no. 6 (June 1958)p. 71/a 21. 

sense of gratitude 

Sense is rendered -feeling. 

rendered into a prepositional-one... - 

The-genitival form is 

F. sentiment de gratitude is recorded in Robert, s, v. Gratitude,, n. l 

without date or quotation. 

NED9 Sense, sb. 15b, records it in a quotation dated 1722. 

sense of inferiority L) &-W 

Sense is rendered 4-. ýIqfeeling. Inferiority is mostly 

rendered deficiency, but it is also sometimeb rendered 

humility. The genitival form is rendered into a 

prepositional one., This phrase is different from the scieltific 

term 'inferiority complexIq though the latter is*becoming mixed up 

with the former, as in E. 9 and used popularly. 

-, __, 
I- 
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F. sentiment dlinferioritg is'recorded'in Robert, 8. v- Inferioritg, 

n. 2, from George Duhamel's Manuel du Protestataire Zl-952 (LFL7. 

It is not recorded in NED9 s. v. Sense and Inferiority. However, in 

NED Supp., s. v. Inferiority, the phrase occurs in the explanation of 

inferiority complex. In 'Words to Be Deleted from Our Dictionaries', 

N. & Q. 
_, 

CLCCdV (1943), P. - 108/a. the editor quotes Mr. G. M. Young in 

the Sunday Times (11 July) as saying, 'Everyone knows what a sense of 

inferiority is, --in himself or others; but who knows what a complex is? ' 

3j. L-J'L; q KII: 6 (April 1946)p. 876 >>. 

A 
uAw ýh oj-ýj 13 j--j I &; rlj, A j--. Ij I &: rý j---j 

Sk, 1958, p. 96,2nd repr. >> 

take into consideration, -to c. JI11 u__>.. l / 1Lc. I 

Consideration is -s"'ometime's"rendered in one word, -And mostly 

adding -viewing, -which . makes in two wordsq -I 

the phrase read in Ar. tto take, into the viewing of consideration-' 

Though there isýno logical justification for, this addition, since both 

versions are not idio matic Ar., the two-word version has gained more 

currency. 

F. pI rendre en-cOnsideration-is-recorded in Wartburgq 8. v* Consid'erare 

(II'2'o'_1068/a) from-ý17870' 

NED9 Consideration, 2c, 'records it from 1652. 

Lij IT --'ý X-A aj 1C) L<j I ri L. L!. r'. ýL --j 6: 0 JU 

K, I: 12(Oct. 1946)p. 86o, n. i>> 
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A---Aj I V-W P U, 
ýý. 

JtL-4 I,.,; Li;. 11 1ýI 

Ja. -, z V: J I c, L. ýw 1ýý ý. w I Lýj 
I L; I 

RJtno*17(Augj955)P-37, s-v, L., j'fl" >>. 

take the form of, to Jý46 

Take is sometimes rendered adopt, or assume. Form is 

rendered in either of the two synonymous words given. 

F. prendre la forme de is recorded in Robert, a. v, FormelE. 1 21 

from Sidonie Gabrielle Colette's Maison de Claudine /11922 (Gr. Lar. )7. 

NED,, Form, sb. 5, records it from 1875- 

<< 

** 
KII: 12(oct. 1946)p. 870 )>. 

Q. ýIIqAssumej 2 

RJfno-53(Aug, 1958)p, 8/c ; o. 
0000000 

worse, and worse 

, It is uaed to mean, as inlE., Aworse in an increasing degreeg' 

, None of the F. dictionaries-records it s. v. -, Pis... What Harrap EF 

gives as equivalent (s. v. 1, Worse, -1), 9, namely, c'est de mal en pis and 

: -deý_pis. en pis are different* 

NED, Worsel A. Edl. 2e, records it from 1154. 

1 at,, Mwd 

-A 
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FIGURATIVE PHRASES 

behind the urialn j L. J 101 

Curtain is rendered JI-t 
(cf. throw a veil over). 

The phrase is used in the E. figurative sense of 'away from the public 

viewl' (NED). 

None of the F. dictionariesg including Harrap EF, records a lit. 

equivalent. - Only se tenir_derriere le rideau, which is a set phrase, 

different in form, is given in Wartburg, s. v. P&dan, (XVI- 705/b); 

Littre, s. v. kideau, '. E' 3"; ' Robert, sev. Rideau, a. 2; and Gr. Lar. 9 

S. v. Rideau, LOC. DIV. 

NEDI' Curtain, sb. 2b, records it from 1677. 

*11 ; V. UJ I ji.! z ": J II Jo. 11, -tJ I s! LL- j L. J I Ij 

. 
CM 

Li., 
'6 :jI kip I 

j. A U, 
6. 

j 1 
. 1, I>z 

Adjno*2(Feb. 1958)p-73/a2o- 

build castles in the air, to $I 

, Castles is rendered iljtrý palaces. 

Although BDPF,, Castle, likens such visionary castles to 'that built for 

,, 
Aladdin by.. the Genie of the-Lamp', the phrase is new in Are 

, 
ihe, parallel phrases of castle in the skies and castle in Spain are not 

borrowed into Ar,, presumably because sky and heaven have the same word 

10-Though the-quotation-ITo Put us in mind who it is that is at work behind 
the curtain$ when we see such things acted upon the stage, ' which is 
dated 1677, seems lit., it might have been fig. in the context it 
occurred in. Other quotations showing fig. use are dated 1682,1763, 
and 1818. 
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in Ar*, and because building castles in Spain has nothing 

imaginary about it. According to NED, 'the phrase at bottom meant 

only to build castles in a foreign country where one had no standing 

ground, Spain being finally taken as the nearest Moorish country to 

Christendom, or perhaps with some reference to the arms of Castile'. 

This is evidently not clear, to the Arabs and unlikely to be of any 

interest that invites-borrowing. 

F. seems to have faire des chateaux en Espague (Littre, 

This is, however, different both in faire and Espagne. Vlartburgq 

Castellum, does not give any F. equivalent. 

MM, Castle, sb. 11, records it from 1580. EPPP, Castle, 5, records 

it from 1566. 

L--Jb A--iz Cý4-' C' 1,40 0 ! )-frJ I- Lý ý&so; , castles in the air , QJII ir 5 >> 

I 1, J II AA 
f 

A 
jp-. 

JS 

I 
toý; ji 

L; j j IV; A. clij ll-ýj I 
ý. o to;, $ LS 'ý, 

_&j 

Sk, 1957, pp. 83-492nd repr. >>* 

burst out crying$ to 

, Out is omitted in the Ar, rendering for idiomatic reasons* Crying 

is rendered in the gr'a=atical-. case 

, 
(i ), -- State or'Condition* 

J6JI , the Adverbial Accusative of 

1. The rendering into Eoof the'Ar* name is that of W. Wright (A Grammar of 
Arabic-, II. viii); he also-uses a simple translation of the meaning 
of j6JI , namely: 'the state or conditionIq on p. 112. 
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None of the F. dictionaries, including Harrap EF9 records a lit. equiv- 

alent s. v. Crier,, Pleurerg and tclater (Harrap EF9 s. v. Burst29 X. 1-and 

Burst out). 

NED, Burst, 7.6bprecords it from 1825- Another form which can be 

re'ndered'in Ar. by the same words is given in the'following quotation: 

'Cesar .. 'braste forthe on weepinge to beholde the heade of so, worthye 

a manne". It' i's dated 1564. ' 

I Ljt X03 (< Lv"i 'a -. 

J. 
"L C. S cb 

Sk, 1957, p. 215,2nd repr. >>. 

burst out laughing, to 

For the.. omission of out and the gra=atical case in which laughing is 

rendered, cf. to burst out crying. 

None of the F. dictionariesl including Harrap EF, records a lit. 

equivalen. t s. v. telater and Rire (Harrap EF s. v. Burst 2,, Z., and 

, Burst out). 

S19clater de rire. (Littre', telatert Z. 9) is not a lit* 

equivalent., 

NED, Burst, 6b, records it from 1711. 

calm before -the storm, the - -- aowl U1 83 Iji I 
, ItAs. rendered 'the calm.,., that-precedes-the-'storml.. - It-is,. uaed in the 

fig. sense to mean, as in E., a period of deceiving quietness to be 

followed by storm-like events. Such quietness can be a period of 

peace before war, for instance. 
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None ofýthe Fe dictionaries, records it s. v.,. Calme and (Wartburg 

s. y. -Cauma and Tempesta). Harrap EF,. Lalm, gives bonace as equivalent. 

Robert, 1 Calme, ! 1.,.. gives Le calme apres la tempete but not the 

opposite. 

It is recorded in UDEL, s. v. Calm (I),,, n.. b. 
, 

DC records it as a cliche 

of the late 19-20th centuriesand points out that it, was much used by 

statesmen in 1938-9- SBPMFP,, Calm (276: 7)trecords the calm that 

precedes the storm (which. literally corresponds to the Ar. version) in 

a quotation dated 1939. 

L; 

L; JJ II JS 1) J-6- 16 cj I L-n. ý I 

AK, c. 1956, P-194 >> 

a. e-U ý5 PýAý LS JJ a. *J I ar, L. 
A 

LJl 

-Ad, no. 8(Aug. 1937) P. 55/b 

cat's paw 

Paw is rendered 'clawf9and cat-'a he-cat'. It is-used-in the E. fig. 

sense of employing'others to achieve onelsýend8 without exposing oneself 

to the dangers-they are bound to face. 

'The fable or tale of a monkey-(or-a fox) using the foot or paw of a 

cat to rake roasted chestnuts-out of-the burning coals, ' (NED, s. v. 
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, 
Cat's-foot, 1) is unknown in Ar. 

(1), 
but the phrase came into use through 

translation. 

None of the F. dictionaries recordsýthis fig. senseq but Littre, Chat, 

Chatte, s. 1, and Patte, s. lt records se servir de la patte du chat 

pour tirer les marrons du feu, which originates from the same fable but 

is differently worded. Harrap EF, Cat's paw, gives la pattedu chat 

but does not indicate a fig. use. Wartburg, Cattus (II '1'ý. 519/a) 

only gives it in a botanical sense. 

NED, Cat's paw, 2, records it in this fig. sense from 1785. 

<< qA, Cat's-paw>> 

clock, to turn back (put back) the hands of the 

,-ý) jj lJol'i I 
J.. ýj 

I ao Li 1 6'0 

It is used in the fig. sense to mean, as in E., 'to try to go back to 

former conditions' (UDEL, Put III, vb. C Put back A 2). Mostly it 

occurs in statements expressing impossibilityl beginning with 

it is impossible to, CJ 1 CjA 6-. 
ý, .9 

they try to, and the like. 

None of the F. dictionariesq including Harrap EF, records an equivalent 

s. v, Aiguille, 
_Horloize_g 

Reculerýand-Retournerý(Wartburg, s, v, Acuculal 
(2) 

tHorolOgiuml and. Tornare ; Har*rap, EF, sev, Clock, Handjand Put). 

1., Sl3PMFP, Cat (296: 4) says$ 'In, Arabicl-the. -story-behind-the phrase has a 
crab., instead. ý. of-chestnuts,, -and.,. this. -forml, found-, its way into Italian in 
the-Fables, of Bidpai*, 'the, PbLnchatantra. ' -As-far-as I know, no such fable 
exists in Ar. 

-The-. Fables. ýof, Bidpai-suggested to me the work of Bidpai 
entitled in Are. KA111a wa Dimna; consulting it, I found no reference to 
such a.. fable* 

2# Reculer does not seem to be in Wartburg. 

-1.41 
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SBFMFP, Cloc (366: il) records it from 1941. It gives other variants 

also, and so does OED New supp. , s. v. . Clock, Ebl 4, all wi-%', h quotations of 

earlier datQvbut not the-exact wording given here* 

L--. I,: J I 
sL- 

11. 
ý'ýJ 

IýI ao LJ I 1--i ý-J I L-A 
qi ; ", 

j 1.: ý" 
J 10 1 

t. OJ L. J I rLJ 
I 1. ý a-. JJ ---%I týGJL-jl 

MLS, 1970, p-23>>. 

days are numberedl (one's) 
J--4 ( 

It is used in the fig. sense to mean, as in E., thatlone's life is near 

its end' (DC, Pam - 

F. ses Lours sont compt4s, recorded in DG Zi-871-188,97, s. v. compter, I, 

0 v. tr. 1 2, shows some difference, as 'number' corresponds to J-1--ov 

whereas 'comptet corresponds to This is a slight difference, 

but it is worth noting. 

NED, Number, v. 2c, records it in a quotation dated 1869. 

o J, JI 

Sk, 1957, p. 26712na repr. >>. 

drive a nail into one's coffin, to 

. Coffin is either retained in the word or rendered A bier. 

brive is rendered to hammer, which is the verb used for nailing 
t in Ar. 
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It is used-in the fig. sense to mean, as-in E. (to do a thing that tends 

to shorten Cone 'a7life, ' (NED). 

None of the Po dictionaries, including Harrap EF, records a lit- 

equivalent, s. v. CloU, Bigre, and Cercueil (Wartburg s. v. Clavus. Bera, 

and Sarkophagos, and Harrap EF s. v. Nail and Coffin). 

NED, Coffin, sb- 3dq records It from 1836,. with nail in the plural, and 

1874 with nail in the singular. 

A, 0 
4: lex. 

V; CJ 14; A C'ý4 a nail in his cof f in, Q. JII Nail 933'. 

Lx jz 
'-. 

Sj 

Adno. l(Jan. 1958)p. 96/a >>. 

bL1. 
ý 

L., 
4 

LWII ý-l iIU0 11 L 

Th98. io, 19709P-19 0-v- C'ýL 
IV, jj I 

drive a wedge, to 

It is rendered 'to hammer a-wedge', hammer, being the verb used, for driv- 

ing nails, wedges, etc., (cf. drive a-nail into one's coffin)* It is 

used in the fig. sense to meai cleave or split the unity of by cunningly 

creating misunderstanding* 

None of the Fe dictionaries records an equivalent s-v. -, Coin and Enfoncer, 

(Wartburg S*Vo I Cwuneýus and nndus). Harrap EF9 Wedge 1, L-, give. 5 

1. -In Wartburg,, ýnius (II 121., 1531/b), -enfon'cer des coins is usedýto 
explain coinnerg but-it is-not listed 'ýs a phrase# 

-19 
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enfoncer un coin but does not say whether it is used figuratively. 

Moreoverl Harrap FE, Coin, does not record it* 

NED, Wedge, sb. 2t records it in a fig. sense in a quotation dated 1857, 

but another quotation dated 1909 better corresponds to its usage in Ar. 

j JJ6::, mW' p. 18/a; it records 
it as a loan>> 

<< I 
C. 'a 

'): 
ý: A 

19 4Q--j I zu "J "-. ý 
,,. 

0L1 
19,; 

.3 : )1 
'J I$ 'J 

0 

,,. % :4 :) 

jAl 1968, p. 94,2nd ed. o . 

find an echo, to 

It is used in the E., fig. sense, of.,, getting, response, favourable or 

unfavourable. Thus, for instance, an article-may-find-an approvingl 

disapprovingl good, or bad-echo. 

F. trouver des 4chos is recorded, in Littre, s. v. Echo, in a 

quotati f on from Lamartine's Harmonies_. Po4tiques-et-Rel-igieuses f1830 

(Gr. Lar. L7. This is, however, notýthe absolutely fig. sense of 

response to an appeal or a-speech$ for-instance. Lamartine says: 

L'hymne eternel de la priere 
Trouvera partout-des echost 

Evidently, a hymn has an actual echo, -althoughýit is not really the 

acoustic echo that the poet has in mind but a rather philosophic one. 
Moreover, echos in the lines already quoted is in the plural, whereas 
the Ar. is, like the E., singular in the main. 
WTNID, Echoga. 2a, records 'to find a sympathetic echo' in a quotation 
from Roger Fry Zi866-1939 illustrating the use of echo to mean response. 
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, 
S, Jl 'Sul fish in troubled waters, to 

To fish is rendered which is a general word used for fishing 

and hunting. When fis hing is meantg the word 4" 9 fish (Ob- )l is 

added as the object of the verb. Howeverl the Ar. version overlooks 

this common practice, because watex-, tollows and specifies the 

meaning. Troubled is rendered which is an adjective meaning 

'impure', especially when the water it qualifies is mixed with muds 

Therefore, the Ar. word cannot suggest that the water was troubled by 

someone, and someone else is exploiting the opportunity as the past 

participle Itroubled', though used-as an adjectiveg can* Waters is 

rendered in the singular. - 

The phrase is sometimes intensified in Ar., by replacing the verb 

to fish, by a verb of the same root but of a form (the 

(1) 'tion, namely -)t fifth triliteral form denoting inten 

ýwhichq like 9-meana-generally ', to hunt or fish but with 

particular skillg and thereforeg-in, this phrase, with cunning and ill- 

intention. 

As in E., the meaning of the phrase-in-Aro-is 'to take advantage of 

disturbance or trouble to gain one's end, ' (NED),. 

A F. Pecher-en eau trouble is recorded in Wartburg, Piscari (VIII. 577/09 

from 1606. 

, NED, Fish,, Z. 1 1c, records it froin 1625- The form Ifishe in the water 

wý en it is troubled' is given in a quotation dated 1568. 

J-51i 
1UI 

vo* .3 
ltýý ýJ J "i I JA I LS. 

" V tt. . 11, :0 

SDA9n. d. Z 1892-1914-7, p. 66>>* 

1. W. Wright, A Grammar of Arabicl J. 29. 
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U*J I Jx9i WIA. Lt.; '* U co I LS 

HAD, 3.4.1969, POO> 

from a position of strength ; ilj 14 
-ý C. ), G 

Strength is prefixed with the definite article in the Ar, rendering. 

None of the F. dictionaries, including Harrap EF, records an 

equivalent* 

It is not recorded in any of the E. dictionaries, but according to 

Mario Pei (Words in Sheep's Clothin_E, p. 102), t"Positions (or 

"situations") of strength" is attributed to Dean Acheson". L/-1893 - 

(NCCN)_7. 

hand in hands (to go) 

This adverbial phrase is rendered literally mainly bringing 

into Ar. the fig. sense it has in E., namely 'in-conjunctiong side 

by side, coneurrentlytt (NED). 

rendering of to go hand in hand. He gives no date or quotation. 

1. It is rendered in the grammatical case J6J1 
9.. ýh 

'e' 
Adverbial Accus- 

ative of*St ate '. or C. ondition; c. f4 .b, ur . sý out"crying. 
2. Old French and Modern, English, Idiom, P. 79. 

John Orr lists hand in hand among the Old F. idioms which gave rise 
(2) 

to idioms used in Modern E. .. He only-notes the change in E. of 

the preposition in main a-main. - Wartburg and Littre do not record 

the phrasel and Godefroy lists it giving Cote a Cote as explanation 

of its meaning. Robert goes further than Wartburg and Littrg; he 

does not record main A main and at the same time records marcher la 

main dans la main (B. V* Mainjn. A II 2)jwhich looks like a 
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NED, Hand in hand, adv. phr. 9 records the fig. sense from 1576, with 

to run, and 1641, with to go. 

<< Mwd . Hand>>. 

house of cards jw C-pa - 

Cards is rendered paper. It is used for a 'visionary project 

which soon collapses' (UDEL, Card IIV, n. ). 

The F. equivalent chateau de cartes (Wartburg s. v. Charta 111 111". 

627/al) is different from the Ar., in which house, is invariably 

used. 

SBPMFP, House (1191: 6), records it from 1942. 

in a position to 
/LC6 

It is rendered freely to overcome the difficulty posed by to. Thus 

the following versions have come to exist: - 

in a position that helps to 

in a position that allows oo 

in a position that enables-(one) to 

(Slight idiomatic differences exist 

I 
ztjl . jý between the four Ar. renderings 

I tj I "Lý4 give. n here. ) 

J; ý. ý 
in a, position where. it is possible to. 

, F. -etre en position de and etre-en-situation de are recorded in Littre, 

Bev. -Positiong. a* 9, ý and'Robart, g, seve-Situation, n. -II 2, respectively. 

-In -both, -cases- -no, -date- -, or, - quotation ls-given. 
kDj-Position 

ab. gafrecords it in a quotation dated 1871. 
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in one's turn 

It is used in the fig. sense to indicateg as in E., 'an act duly or 

naturally following a similar act on the part of another, but without 

the notion of pre-arranged successiont' (NED)t thus verging on the use 

of 'also'. 

L-pronounj tour is recorded in Littre', s, v, 2 Tour, a. 329 in a 

quotation from Nicolas-Boileau's ZT660 or 1661 (NCCNI7. 

The wide range of possibilities in rendering a and the exact corres- 

pondence of the Are to in make the relation between the Are and the 

E. closer# 

NED, Turn, sb. 28b(c), records it from 1781. 

-L-j 
I 

C-rij 
I 

Cj 
I-".,. 

sj 
I LAýý. 

ý af a-! ý: aq-5 

Y,, I: 3 (jan. 1946) p. 419>> - 

in safe (good) hands, to be vi 

Safe is rendered trustworthy, as safe has this meaning hero* 

The version which has good instead of safe is not adopted into'Areq 

but is rendered in translations in the same way as the one with 

safe It is used in the fig. sense to mean, as in E. 9 to be well 

looked after* 

Though listed in John Orr's Old French and Modern English Idiom' 

(p. 111) as a borrowing from the Old F. e'tre en sauve main existing in 

Modern E. idiom, it is not. recorded-in any-of-the-E. dictionarieso 

Its present currency in Ar. cannot be ascribed to F. influence as it 
_ 

does not seem to exist in Moctern F. (Littre, Sauf, auve, adj. l records 
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it in the historical apparatus only, as a XIIIth century phrase). 

The 'good' version is only recorded in UDEL, s. v. Hand (I. ), a. 2a, 

in spite of its being widely used in modern E. A French equivalent, 

etre en bonnes mains, is given inýHarrap EF, s. v. Handl 9 s. l, and Gr. Lar. 9 

s. v. Main. 

<( JJI IiJS4. JI 

... 4I 1s'Ll 'iI$a L jVJI 
TTAM, 19609 p-22 

in the light of 0.. 3-, A ý? 
The genitival 'of' is dropped, as the genitive comes immediately after 

light, suffixed with the genitival inflectional ending. 

The definition of s lightq expressed by 'the' in the E. phrasel 

is reserved for the, noun in the genitive, according to Ar, gra=ar. 

It is used in the fig. sense of 'With the help afforded by knowledge 

of (some fact)l'(NED) and 'because of the facts explained. ' 

None of the F. dictionaries, including Harrap EF, records a lit. 

equivalent. 

NED, Lightq sb. 9, records it from 1893- 

9A D Lýt4 1 xj -- rýýZ Z i>: *J 1 t:, ý. 9J 1D1 

0, - ez;. 6j 1 t,. 57 
Th, 25-10.1970, P. 2, a-ve 
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kill time, to C-ý I 
C-ý. L 

Kill is rendered J--,: P"- which is as co=on in Ar. as kill is in 

E. 

It is more frequent in spoken Ar., and meansg as in E., to while time 

away. 

F. tuer le temp is recorded in Wartburg, s. v. Tutari (XIII 12,447/b) 

from 1608. 

NED, Kill, Z. 5, records it in a quotation dated 1768-74. 

As a matter of interest here, I note that another verb in Arol 

UV Li , is used in the intr. 
. 

with the preposition LS-. 
6 9 

to mean kill and in the, tr. , with time , as 

object, to mean pass ZZhe timg7. Thus we have d--. Jr, 
Lra" tj-- 

and I: J L d: L; 5 

QJIIj Kill, 2>> 

Mwd Kill 

lion's share, 
-the As. 

-It is rendered literally, with an occasional addition of aa::. w ICý4 

of-theýprey,. at the, end. It-, meane, as-in, E., -Ithe largest or 

principal portion, ' (NED)q and-also-indicates-unequal sharing due 

to special privileges-or power, --- 

F. le art du lion is recorded*in, Wartburgs s. v. Pars (VII. 669/b)s 
from 1835. 
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NED, Lion, sb. 2d, records it from 1790- 

LtJ Le 
,, 
S I: L. ý190 JII, Lion >>. 

1 4.: ". Lfri ej is . 1; 3 RJ, no. 15 (June 1955) P-351C 

<< -% ---J I, 14wd Lion >>. 

live in the past, to UI 

It is used to mean, as in E., $to draw, for one's interest and enter- 

tainment, far more on memory than on expectation and realization, ' 

(DC). 

F. vivre dans le passe is recorded in Robert, s. v. 1 Passg, 

from Jean Cocteau's le Grand tcart B1923 (Gr. Lar-27. 

It is recorded in UDEL, Live (I), vb. A 3b. DC, Live-, records it 

as a cliche of the 19-20th centuries. 

man in the street 

The phrase ia rendered in-the-genitivall-not the, prepositionalt 

construction, and used, as in E., for the ordinary man (NED)q and 

sometimes for a common man who has no refinement. The last sense 

is analogous with the Ar. word su: qi, a man of the souk, 

which is used for an unrefined person. 

P. 11homme dans-la-rue, and llhommeýde-la rue, are-recorded-in Wartburg, 

-sov*. Rgga (X- ý -544/a)., from-- 1930 --and-1 935 -. respectively. - ., Robert, 

Homme, A. 11 4, records 11homme-de-la-rue as a rendering of 'the man 
in the street'. 
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NED, Street, sb- 3 g, records it from 1831- 

Z- , 
,JI 6%.. L-1 IV U 

. ýJ I L. L-.. c, L LJ I :JI U I. AJ 

ýu 1, L: 
RJ, no. 14(May 1955)P. 33/a, s. v. 

master of the situation 

Situation is rendered stand, as is usual with this word. 
A 

F, etremaitret, restermaitre-de la-situation1s, recorded in Robertq- .. 

s. v. '-14aitre, n. -I-4,, from. -vol. XIV. ofý, Louis-Madelin'sýHistoire du 

Consulat'et de 1'Empire, a work-in 16 volumes written between 1937 - 

1954 (Gr. Lar. ). ^, 

NED, Master, sb. 1 7f records it in a quotation dated 1891. 

JJ IIr L)J WL 
-24ýL.. G 

46 
O. -Li; L4 

RJI no. 11 (Feb. 1955) p. 24/d>>, 

matter of life and death 

This phrase -is used in -its.. E. - -fig. -sense -of 'a matter of "vital" 

importance9l (NED). - 

F. clest un question_de via ou de-mort is recorded in Robertq s. v. 
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1 Vie, n. 1 19 from Antoine deSaint-Exupery's le Petit Prince f1943 

(Gr. Lar. 27(11) 

NED9 Lifeg sb. 1c, records it from 1887- 

on a, Uarge, small, narrow) scale 

On is occasionally-rendered It is used in the fig. sense* 

F.. sur une grande 4chelle is recorded in Littrg, S-V, 1 Iýchellej 

(2) 
Hist., in a quotation from the XVth century. 

NED, Scale, sb. 3 13b, records it from 1784 and points out its fig. 

sense. 

KAI 1965, P-341>> 
own master, to be one's d -.. - ": "4 

It is rendered Ito^be master of oneself', and means, as in E. 'to 

have the control of oneself, to the exclusion of the power of others, ' 

(DC Own-). 

F. . etre son mai'tre is recorded in Littrg, s. v. MaiAtrej from 

Comtesse De Genlis's le The atre dleducation f1779 (Gr. Lar-27. 
(3) 

1. It is to be noted that-, queition normally be rendered ; Jt... * 

2. Wartburg, Scala (XI. 268) records it from 1835. 

3- Wartburg, Magister (VI 11 1.34/b)orecords it from Scribe Z177 1 91 - 
. 
1.861 (Gr. Lar. 2/ and from Lar. 1873- 
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NED, Master, sb- 7, records it in a quotation dated 1542- 
4) 

SOED Add., Master, sb. 
1 7, adds the following, 'One's own m.: having 

control or command of one's actions or movements; (see Mistress 

No date is given here. 

w "IJ6ý 
al --C, Irk" &jII"I 

w6 aLs... " cu. L Lj 

RJ, no. 17(Aug. 1955) P-19/c 

path strewn with roses 

Strewnlis rendered 'overlaid'. It is used in its E. fig. sensel 

mostly in the negative, with the idea that there are many difficulties 

to be expected in attaining the end. 

Tht F. fig. chemin seme de roses is recorded in Robert, s. v. Chemin, 

2, without date or quotation. 

It is recorded in UDEL, s. v, Rose (I), n. lb. 

f 

1. An earlier quotation is given from Thomas More's The Lyfe of John 
Picus (1510) 'He was his owne maisterij but, consulting the booko 
I found out. that it meant tutor 

,. 
The 1542 quotation 'to be myne owne 

maisterl is from Nicolas Udall's translation of Erasmus' ApoRhthegmes. 
The context in which it occurs shows that it has the present sense: 
'How muche better had it been for met to haue been born a poore mans 
chyld, if I shal neuer obtein to retire from the cures of warfare, 
ne beeyng clerely d18peched of suche matier and occa816 of enuie as 
to be myne owne maister, that I maie with my wife lede a quiete life 
in the countree. 1 (p. 29Cb). 
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play a part (role) in, to 
V; 

lw. ý J 4.1 .-1. 

This phrase is used in the fig. sense to mean, as in E., 'to perform 

a functiong or, pursue a course of action, ' (NED, Part, sb- 9b)e 

Probably very few are conscious of the theatrical image in this 

phrase, partly because it is very co=only used and partly because 

the verb play, which is usedýin it$ is not used, for 

acting on the stage. Those who are conscious of the improper use of 

playt heret prefer 1w 
.3 perform a part, 

which is a free rendering of the phrase. In both versions, part 

occurs alone or described as greatj bigs smallq etc. 9 as in E. 

F. jouer un role is recorded in Wartburgq s. v, RStu'lus M 512/b) A 

from 1674. 

NED, Part, sb. 9b, records it from 1891. 

«II; dJ II 

JI 

S929.12.1924, p. 1, s. v. 
31;: j 1 Wi Lý 

L. 

-4j 
I 

K, I: 3(jan. 1946)P. 305 

play with firet to LJ L 

It is used in the E. fig. sense of 'to trifle with dangerous 

matters, 'ý(NED Supp. ). 

F. jouer avec le feu is recorded in Littre, s. ve 1 Feu, s. 7, from 
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Lamartine's poem M. Leon Bruys D'Ouilly Z-18367 
NED Supp., Fire, sb. A 39, records it from 1887- 

ý6 
L. J UI a>z; j N.; 

- 

IA c--6 L, ýJ L. -w 

U; Lj YI 

Adjno-7(JulY 1957)P-18/a >>- 

LJ L 

a-J, b ; tJ L) 
I 

L; 
Adno. 6(June 1958)p. 80/b >>- 

point of view 

, It is rendered 'direction of view', and used in its E. fig# 

sense. 

NED, Point, sb. 1 D 12 records it as a translation of F. p-oint de 

1. iLittrg quotes tEnfant qui Joue avec le feul. This is probably the 
origin-of the Egyptian-poet-Shawqils line in c. 1924: 

rýLJI-L- 
(Ahmad ShawqIq Aj4-&aw5iyyat L_jz I ýJ3 j 

LJ L'Lrýj 
(1.264). 

(I see the children of Egypt seeking amusement in the edges of 
-weapons and playing with fire), as he was educated in France. 
But the phrase might have been introduced and established by 
others. 
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vue; it records the fig. sense from 1809-10. 

167J 1 
4Ft--0- 

1 d. 
A>. 

U 

K9I 4(Feb. 1946)p. 563» 

put (place) in a position, to "iý CAt.; -. i 

It is used, as in E., in the fig. sense of a person metaphorically put 

in a position in relation to others, facts, or circumstances* 

P. mettre dans une situation and mettre en Position are not recorded 

in any of the dictionaries s. v. Mettre. Positiong and Situation, 

(Wartburg s. v. Mlttýre. Positiog and Situare), except Robert, which 

gives se mettre en position defensive sev. Positiong a. 13 and 

mettre dans une situation genante s. v. Mettre, 111 2, both without 

date or quotation. 

, NED, Position, sb. 9a, records. it in a quotation dated 1878. 

read between the lines, to 

It is used in the fig. sense to mean, as in E., 'to discover a 

meaning or, purpose not obvious-or explicitly expressed in a piece 

of writing, ' (NED). 

F., lire entre;, les lignes is recorded in, Littre, s. v. --Lignej-s---25-, 
However, the quotation 'lire le blarn f%f:, I 

which he gives from Sainte-Beuve (1804-1869) in Art. sur Galianiq 
does not exactly reproduce it. - Although-llentredeuxýdes can-be. 
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translated 'between', it means 'the space between', not just 'between'. 

Robert, Ligne, a. IV 39 records lire entre les lignesfrom 2mile 

Henriotts Portraits de femmes ZT910-1911 (CG), 7- 

NED, Lineg sb. 2 23al records it from 1866. 

<< gLIJ I a4 t-. LS 
L Nu 

ai I ai I i; LýJ I c, L6 
Lr6 - Sll.; 

K, I: 8(june 1946)p. 317'>>- 

JA' L !U 

RJ, no. 19(Oct-1955) p. 6/c 0-' 

stab (to stab) in the backq a 

It is rendered 'a stab "to stab" from behind' and used in the fig. 

sense to mean, as in E. 9 'treacherous disservice, ' (DC)- 

F. poignarder,, quelqu I un-- -dans - le, -dos. is. - recorded-In --the --fig, sense. - 

in Robertl(s,, v* Poignardq DER. - Poignarder, v. tr 2), without date or 

quotation. 

APT, Stab-, records to stab in the back from 1863, and a stab in the 

, back from 1878. DC, Stab-, records it as a cliche of the 20th century. 

<< II Cýýw L'OUI C., o jI L9 

Sk919579 p, 268,2nd repn >> 
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stand by, to- 

It is rendered $to stand by the side of (s. o. )'. The meaning of the 

preposition is thus expressed by a prepositional phrase. It is used 

in the fig. sense to mean, as in E., 'to support ... (a person, a 

cause, etc*)It (NED). 

F. se tenir a cOtg'de (qn) given in Harrap EF, Stand by, v. i. 2 (a), 

is not recorded in any of the other F. dictionaries s. v. Cote and Tenir 

(in Wartburg se'v. Costa and. Tgnire). Robert, (Tenir, III SE TENIR 

v, pron. A. Refl. '2) gives se tenir pr8sý(given in Harrap EF also 

alongside I se tenir a'co""te de) as-of-the-meaning of assi6ter. However, 

pres means near and it is different. 

NED, Stand, v. B 70c, -*records it from 1530. 

L; 

storm in a-tea-cup,,, W 

-Tea-cup is rendered a tiny cup used by Arabs for highly- 

concentrated. coffee.. It 18,, used'in a fig. sense to meant as in E. 

'a great fuss-about a,. trifle. ', (DCj Storm-. ). 

F. une tempete dans un verre, -dleau,, 
_ýrecorded 

in Wartburg$ s. v. Tempes 

(XIII Ill. 177/b)vfrom 1849, seems, to me an unlikely origin of the Ar. 

version, sincel, unlike, the E..; tea-cup. 1, verre dleau cannot suggest 

a 'coffee-cup' rendering. 

NED, Tea-cup, cl records, it from 1872,,, although. -storms in other 
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utensil: sO) date as'far backýas 1678 (ibid. &, s. v. Storm, 
. 2b. 1 f). 

St. Vincent, Troubridge, 'O. E. D. Antedatings from Play Titles 166o. 

1900-IIil N. & Q., CCVIII (1q63)9P037/bjrecords it from 1854. 

<< A BýOt C. ) Lý. ý 69 QJ I 19 St orm ,2 >> 

RJ, no. 17 (Aug. 1955)P. 48/a, subtitle>>. 

storm of applausel a,,,,,. 

Taken in the original L. meaning of aýplaudere, pp. applausus, 'to 

clap the hands together, ' applause is rendered clapping. 

The, phrase is used for clapping the hands in praise and to express 

joy. Frequently- la amid, is added to it. 

F.. tempete dtapplaudissements is recorded in Robert, s-v- 

n. 
-3-9, 

without_date or quotation. 

, NED, 
-Stormt. sb. 3b,, 

, records it in a quotation dated 1832. 

<< LýýJ I -je-ý 1 NAD9 19.4,1969, p . 15 

subject'of'the hour, 'the ao LJ 1 

It is used for the current subject to which attention is generally 

drawn. 

None of the F. dictionaries records a. lit. ' equivalent. ' Only Harrap 

EF, Lour 
. 
2.2(a), gives les-, questions-de'l-gheure as equivalent to 

ihe'questions of'the'hour-. This is, however,. different. 

1. None of the other varieties given corresponds to the F. version. 
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NED, Hour, 4a, records, it-in a quotation dated 1887- 

66 o L-. J I Ji-, L U-- L, L; iý 

Adq no. ll(NOV-1957)P. 24/b. #* 

take one's (its) course, to 

The pronoun is retained in the rendering and course is rendered in 

the sense of 'course of a river'. It is used in the fig* sense it 

has. in E. for concepts and immaterial things, such as justiceg lawl 

acase, a formality, etc. 

Although F. prendre son cours corresponds to this phrase literallyl 

its fig., sense according. to Littrg (Cours, j a. 3) is lavoir originel. 

Apart from this, no fig., use is recorded-in the F. dictionaries, 

Gr. Lar., Cours, records the phrase 'prendre coursl entrer en usagel-9 

but in this the pronoun is missing. 

, NED9 Course, sb. llb, records itt but a quotation showing its fig. 

use is given Bove 190 It is dated 1771- 

<< DMWA A P-7/av - 

thorn in the side of, a 

It is used in the fig. sense to mean, as in E.. 'a constant affliction, 

a source. of continual grief, trouble, or annoyancell (NED). Its Ar* 

usage sometimes adds an air of challenge to its as it is mainly used 

in political contexts. 

lk 
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None'of'the P,, ", dictionaries_records-a'lit- equivalent s*v. tpine 

(Wartburgg s, ov,. '. '. 
Sp3: na9 and Harrap EF s. v. Thorn). 

NED, Thoraq sb. 
'ý,. _, 

gives the following quotations, with their dates: - 

1. The, perverse, views .. _of, 
that Yankee thorn-in-the-side Mr# Hickory* 

1822., 

2.,, The Eastern Church-was then, as she is to this day, a thorn in the 

side of the Papacy., 
_ 

1864. 
_ 

In Ar., it is used as in the second quotation only. 

SBPMFP, Thorn (2303: 6), traces the,, phrase back to the Old Testament, 

IZ-They7 shall be pricks in your eyes, and thorns in your sides. 

, 
(Quasi clavi-, in ocu3iset, lanceae in lateribus. ) Old Testament: 

Numbers XXXIII,, 55,, -. 
(c, 550 B. C. ) Judges, ii, 3, has "They shall be 

as thorns,, in,., your sides.!! ' 

JO ltý 
44 

UAJ 

J*A 

L 

Skql957, pp*10-11,2nd,. repr.. * 

throw a veil. overl- to 

Apart from. 'the-'ui3e of throw, this fig. phrase is not strange to Ar., 
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in, which one--'says, d" dul J. %. l and 

(2) 

The Ar, word used here for veil is the masculine form of 

0, ."- This that used for curtaing namely which is feminine. 

is interesting here, as curtain is used in E. in a similar expressiong 

namely to draw a curtain over. 

F. jeter un voile sur is recorded in Wartburg, sevo V51um, (XIV. 

22Vb 225/a)9fr6m 1730- 

NED, Vei 1, sb. 
1 5 records it from 1806. 

I11.1 W throw dust in the eyes of, to V; 

, It 
isused in the fig. sense to I mean, as in E., 'to confusel mislead, 

or dupe, by making "blind" to the actual facts of the case, ' (NED). 

it is m ostly used in , the'substantival form,, for the action, and the, 

genitive dropped. Thus, to throw is rendered sprinklingg 

and the-eyes-of is'rendered'- C the eyesj retaining the 

definite article, which in Are makes it mean all, not cartaing eyes. 

Dust--is-rendered ashest for no clear reason. - The-word j 

sprinkling, might have been preferred by the translator-because, unlike 

, throw, -it indicates a. careful-action that secures 'blinding' the eyes, 

1,4Abd ar. -Ra4man'ibn glag al-Hamadhana., -, al-Alfar, al-Kitabiyya, q p-268. 
, The meaning is 'May-God draw the veil /-of good reputationn_/ on you. 
, Vnlike L. J19-adopted in the rendering of throw a veil over, 

J-: _ 
eýhich. is used here, is associated with good reputation. 

2., 1 Al- 
,- 
Uarlrljaý. ýajm; t, 1-326. Literallypit means 'I drew the 

garment train on the indecencies of the night. ' - 
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and is the word usually used in Are for putting powder medicaments 

into eyes. 
") 

SBPMFP, Dustq (647: 6)vrecords 'to sprinkle dust in the eyeall as a 

translation., of Latin 'Pulverem ob oculos adspergere. (Aulua Gellius, 

Noctes Atticae , Bk. v, ch. 21, see. 4. (c.. A. D. 150)-l 
_ 

This form might 

have beenlirst met with and adopted into Arel but I have no evidencel 

and. -throw,., isiqo=oner in E. 

F., 
Imettre poudre-, en lloeil /]eter do la poudre aux yeue is recorded 

(2) 
in Littre 

. sove Poudrel 
. 
2.1,, with a quotation from G. Cretin 

Z-d-1525. (DLF-le XVIe siecle27. 

NED, Dust, sbý 4, records it from 1767- The form 'cast dust in 

their eyes'is recorded in a quotation dated 1612. 

qJII, Wash eye -wash 

iL,, Jlj. L 
I QJJI, Throw, 1 61. c VJLýV(3 

-put th e me dicament called 
i; i to yp q Man; 

2*:,, -Vjartýurg, jPýlviq UX. 561) records a few versions with different 
Aates, namply: 

Jeter, la, poudre danb le6 'Eýu ý (A qn)'from D'Aubign4'Zi550-16307; 
-mettre-la, roudre anx, euxa from. Malherbe IT555-16281; - 
and Jeter -do la Poudie-aux Yeux a-qn-from'Amyot; OudC 1640- 
AC '17181-. -Clearly TIttre's to is-the earliest, although the 
versioh-ý-4eter -1&! ýPoudreý dahs., les-- Yeux, given by -Wartburg., f rom D'Aubignd is closer in-wording to, the-E. 
The dates, inisquare,, brackets inýthia note are-taken from Wartburg's 

iFratz8sisohes, EtXmologjaches, 'NCrterbuch Beiheft; but ý, ýq is 
Untraceable, in it; althoughg ac_c5`rng to UreLarot he ved between 1513 and 1593. 
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throw light ong to 
LV6 

111ýý V-LL- 
It is used in the fig. sense to mean, as in E., to give mental 

illumination. 

F. Jeter une lumiere is recorded in Littre, s. v. Lumigreja, 119 and 

DG, s. v.. Lumie"re, s. 11 20, in an identical quotation from Pierre 

Corneillels: Heraclius ZT647 (Gr. Lar. 27: 'Ce pea quIelle en dit suffit 

a jeter une lumi; re imparfaitel. 

NED, Throw, vol B 14b, records it from 1774. 

L 6- "1 1ý U L. -i 00. 
L 

0jr, 
I 

a., & I 

.ýiL; 
ý la 

-IJ L., -A I .A "Ij 
LIZ* L aj-4z 

K, I: 1(Nov-1945)p. 103)o - 

tranala, te wor ds into actions, to j 
Ld 

Ij 10, J I 

Translaie 'is rendered a verb used for turning from one 

language into anotherl not for transference-from any medium into 

another, "ý-Words is renderid Isayings'. 

None of the F. dictionaries, including Harrap EF, records it 

S. V. Traduir e (Wartburgq s. v. Traducere, and Harrap EF9 s. v. 

Translate). 

UDEL, Translate, vb, A 49records 'to translate promises, schemesl 

&c . into acti6ins Although noblisted in eny of the dictionaries, 

the form given h'ýre-is common in E. 

kk 
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W two-edged weapon . L, 

As in E. j it is figuratively used for things, means, ideas, arguments, 

etC. ' with''advantages and disadvantages. 

F. arme-'a'* deux''t'ran'c"h*an't's is recorded in Wartburg, s. v. TrInIcare 

(XIM '2"---279/b)9 from DG Zi871-887. 

NED, Two-edged, b, records it in a quotation dated 1661. 

W uncrowned king of 1 

It means -as in-E., 'a person thatj byývirtue of his power, is the 

virtual ruler (of a country, a district, a commercial activity9l 

(DC) 

None of the F. dictionariesq including Harrap EF, records an 

equivalent. 

NBD does not record, it., WTNID, Uncrowned, adj records it in 

a quotation from, the, Manchester, Guardian-Weeklyl-without date. 

DC, Uncrowned-t, records it-as a cliche4 frpm. 1910. 

.-ýf 
ý- ý- -ý -'a' ýý", 

iII- 

ýUnder the Yoke of 

, It is used in thelfig. 
-sense 

to mean, as in E., in a state of 

subjection., to. 

Fe sous le JOUR de is recorded in Littres. v. jougqa-4, ill a 

, quotation from Flechier's duc de Montausier Zl-690'(DLF- le XVIje 

si; cle27. However, it seems to have a mild meaning in F. Littre's 

quotation is meant, to-illustrate-the-use-of Loug-in-the-sense ofý 

'contrainte morale, sujetiont; thus Icette sage mere plia le jeune 

kk 
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de Sainte-14aure, avee une extreme douceur sous le joug de l1autorite 

maternellel-does not sound as bad as 'under the yoke of slavery or 

imperialism'. 

NED, Yoke, sb. 8a, records it in a quotation dated 1380. 

B 
---4 

BA 

RJ, ho. 22(Jan. 19.56)p- 37; o 

LS '0. ", 1#ý9, Adgn'0.9(Sept., 1957)P-10/b3, - 

Ad, no. ll(Nov-1957)p. 21/b; O. 

war of n. erves, t., Lao 

, Nerves is sometimes defined in Ar. with the definite article JI 

As in E., it is used figuratively for fthe use of hostile or 

subversive propaganda. tO influence morale, and cause confusion and 

-uncertainty, ' (SOED Add. ). 

guerre des nerfs is recorded in Gr. Lar., s. v. Guerre, Mil. 

SOED Add., War. ab.,,, records it without date. DNWE, War of nerves, 
- ,, __ -I . -ý . .......... ;. ý ý, I _ý - 

quotation, dat. ed_ gives. s. 1939. 

<< Mnr War of nerves; b 
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window on Ju L 

WTNID, 1 Window, a. 2, gives 'a window on the West' to illustrate the 

use of window as, -'a means of obtaining information or maintaining 

contact. ' 

In Ar., the phrase has been adopted with the first, not the second, 

part of the above definition. Broadcasting stations used to have 

regular progra=es under the title ýL. JILr63. *u*L; ja window on the 

worl, d, presumably copying BBC's Panorama in the subtitle it 

had. 

It seems that this phrase exists in F. only in the form fouvrir une 

fenetre surl (Robertl Fenetre, n. 1& Gr. Lar. 9 Fen; tre, a. 

, This is different from the-phrase in question. 

w, lound 
the feelings (of)j to 

jt-, 4 UJ ic: 
j-ýv 

though the Feelings is mostly rendered in the singular 

plural, - is sometimes used. It is also used in the 

genitive, without the definite article. 

F. seems to have blesser une, susceptibilite as the closest 

equivalent (Harrap EF, Wound2, -M.,. and Robert, Blesser,. Y. 3)- 

, Susceptibilit4', however, does not translate so simply into 

whereas-feeling is the straightforward equivalent to it. 

iIt is not, recorded in NED s. v. Feeling and wound, but it occurs in 

a quotation s. v. ýSheet, sbý lb, dated 1902. 

. 
9", 1 r. P. - cm, - 

1 a., t. UJ 

Th 3.11 9 1970 9 p. 6, v. Z 
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PROVERBIAL PHRASES AND QUOTATIONS 

beginninglo-f-. the-, endl the I 

It is used, as in E., for a symptom heralding eventual downfall, 

decline, or destruction. 

NED, Beginning, vbl. sb. 1b, records it in a quotation from Shakespeare 

dated 1590. The quotation runs thus: 'That is the true beginning 

of our end. ' (Mids. N. v. i. III). 

DC, Beginning-, claims that it is a 'rendering of le commencement 

de la fin, Talleyrand's-attributed epigram made in respect - and 

during the course -. of the Hundred Days (Benham). ' But SBPMFPj 

Beginning (156: 2), questions Talleyrand's parentage of it: 

'It seems to,, me, Sire, to be the beginning of the end. (Clest le 

commencement de la fin. ) Talleyrand, to Napoleong after his 

dJzaatrous I defeat at the baitle of Leipzig, in 1813, not during the 

hundred days as soMe , authorities allege. See_LOCKHART, 
-Life-of- 

Napoleon, 11, 205- Fournier asserts that Talleyrand culled many-' 

of-his epigramsýfrom a collection of anecdotes for jesters and 

after-dinner'speakers-called L'Im]2rovisateur Franqais, and that he.. 

was quick to claim the parentage of-any fatherless bon mot he 

encountered. The attribution of this one to him has been 

questioned. ' 

In my opinion, the existence of 
I the phrase in Shakespeare, and, 
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according to SBPMFP, in Massinger and Dekker's The Virgin Martyr(') 

(1622) suffices to rule out the question of adoption from F. 

«I IU I: J II J4 ILII 

T, 7.11.1970, p. 9/4 

East is East and West is West, and never the twain shall meet. 

(L4 i) II 

The, first part ', East is East and West is West' is more commonly quoted 

than the second. --Very few of those who use it know that it is a line 

from jZudyard Kipling's The Ballad of East and West. 

,. Oh, East isýýEast and West is Westq and never. the twain shall meett 

Till. Earth and sky stand presently at God's great Judgement Seat. 

L jj. 4. Jl" J6, S. Ul "r; IS' &L-D jjj: J 

IL 
.0 Cj 

LXAl--lJ 

WLiJ4JI 

K, i: g(july 1946)P-385 

1: RJ , no. 8 (Nov. 1954) p. 20/d>> 

saa L 4-;, AJ I a.;, 
-U 

L 4Lai aý-A 
o-. v 

L;, - L 
cj 

I 

Adino. 6(june 1958)P. 76, s. v. a 

le The quotation is 'I see the beginning of my ends' (Act iii, Se. 2)-- 
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end justifies the means, the' 1) Jýj I 

It is quoted as a maxim of amoral people who use any means to achieve 

their ends, especially in the field of politics. 

F., la fin justifie les moyens is recorded in Wartburg, s. v. Medianus 

(VI lil. 585/a), from 1868. 
Les moyens is plural, whereas the means can be both plural and singular. 

In Ar'., it is rendered in the singular. Thus, it has an extra element 

of similarity to the E. version. 

ITED, Justify, v. 6b, records 'the end must justifie the means' in a 

quotation dated 1718. The context in which this occursq however, 

shows that this phrase was Used in a meaning different from the 

current one, above quotation in full 'The end must justifie the 

means; He only sins who ill intends, ' shows conformity between the 

means an d the end, unlike the current sense of the phrase. SBPMFPj 

End '(681: 11)'jrec6rds 'We both hope the end justifies the means,, from 

1902 and 'The end does not Justify the means, whatever people say' 

from_1907. 

L; I" JýL L. L; . 
46A 

61 

Lý'Aýýj 
JI ; >J 

I 
LJ 

I J10 Ld I 
C. 

'. * xý 

X, I: 6(April 1946)p. 833 

Iýj I 
Ld 

Lýz jI LO I 
QJII , End, 10 o. 

LO IL. ý. ) J 6e 
-LS 

a" Itj IL UJ 16T 

I eu .1 tj L-;, J tt, ý L!, WI 

Ad tno, 7(JulY 1958)p-34/b 

k 
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I 

et tug Brute 

It is rendere d 'even you, Brutus', changing the vocative case of 

Brute into the nominative. 
_ 

It is borrow ed from-Shakespeare's Julius Caesarl which has appeared 

in Ar. in more than one translation, and been made into a children's 

story. 'It is very co=on in speech. 

"J j 

YQ, Z-194=79p. 50 

history repeats itself JI 

Ifisýrendered', lit'erallyj ignoring the fact that Ar. has a reflexive 

'form which make's"t'he 'u'se' of litselfl-unnecessary. Thus instead of 

'having Lj I Ar, has now LJ I- 

F. " 11histoire 'se, reiLte. -given in Harrap EF, -s. v. R=eat2 l. v. tr. 

and-freely-recorded'in'Robert, s. v. ýR4p4ter, -v.. tr. -II-2qin 

a quotation,, from'Paul, Morand's Ferme-la, nuit ZJ-923 (Gr, Lar, )79is in 

the reflexive. form., ý_'Had this,,, been., the,. modelýcopiedl-I-think it- 

rwouldihave probably inspired using the reflexive form#in Ar. 

NED does not distinguish the phrase, but gives the following 

quotation s. v. Repeat, X. 8a, 'Biography, like-history at large, is 

----apt-, occasionally-to'repeat itself, ' which is dated 1868. SBPMFP9 

History-j. II (1145: 8))-records it from 1885. 

H, XX: 2 0 . 11 . 1911 )p. 113, title>> 

., ýLji 3619 9 qAY, 19659p. 162ý0 )J I 1:,. --. 4J I& 
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necessity is the mother of invention 611 

Necessity is rendered 6JI 9 needs 

The F. version necessite est mýre de 11invention, which is given in 

Harrap EF, s. v. Necessity, and in KFIFPI is not recorded in any of 

the other F. dictionaries. Robert, Necessit4, n. 6, records 

necessite est m; re dlindustrie, and Li_ttre', 1 Necessitg, s- 5, 

gives it in a quotation from Gresset with poetical re-arrangementg 

but neither gives a lit. equivalent. 

M. F. Lecoy writes tome, 'Pour -necessite est mere dlinventiong J'avoue 

que Clest la'une expression qui mlest inconnue-, et qui, de toutes 

fagons, doit etre litteraire plus que d1usage courant. Leroux de 

Linez, Livre des proverbes frangais2eed., II, P055, l1a, relevee 

chez Gruther (compilateur allemand du d9bat du XVIIe siýcle)j et je 

me demande si ce nlest pas a la suite de cette source quIelle figure 

dans les dictionnaires. 1 

ýNED,; Necessitj, sb. 5, records it from 1658. 

Li I L, Ijý- ý, 4 L. ". j II 

. 000 L--AJ I-*ýLI -% UJ I 
C., * 

L. 
) 

" 

*; I cd. ý 

H, vi: 4(15.1o. 1897)P. 148 

1. GreS''Set, Lutrin vivant. ZT, 734 (DLF-XVIIIe siecle27: 'Necessite 
dlindustrie est la m6re. ' 
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right man in the right place, the 

1) j: -'j II Loj I J-1. 
. "i 

I 

Man is either retained or rendered person. Rig is 

usually' rendered tLIJI ',, the fitting; but sometimes it is 

rendered' the right or correct. 

Although"in-Ar. -it is unidiomatic to repeat-rightl as one is 

considered enough, it is repeated in the present phrase. ' 

None of the F. dictionaries records an equivalent s. ve Correct, 

Droit, Juste, Propre (Wartburg, s. v. C6rriggre, Jastust Directus, 

Proprius). Harrap EF, Rightl, 1 a- 3 (d), renders it freely into 

F. 

It is, recorded in, UDEL, s. v., Right (I), 

1;. 
ý 

L: 
4j 

I 
Cý 

wIL 
<< t7. 

uo ýý j6 ;6 LO 6" 1ý: j I 
NAD, 18.8.1969, p. 7. v. 

truth is stranger than fiction j ýýj 11 6_. ' 

it is rendered Itr . uihs (or facts) stranger than imagination'. 

It occurs in the press as-a-subtitle. Someiimesl it is also 
If0 

rendered freely J1 

a truth, but it is stranger than ima-g-i-nation_, and 

is sometimes stranger than-imagination, 

NED, ''Strange,. a;, 10, records it in a quotation-from Byron dated 

1823. The quotation runs thus: 
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'Truth is always strange; 
ttranger than fiction# (Don Juant Canto XIV st. 101. ) 

..., 
000 

rls:., t,: ý I 6- L-,. J IL WJ I z%z I Lý I o). :9- 
IS 

S. ý 
L. AJ 

JL--U 

II 

is Ij6 
Ls 

Ld 

40 1 le--; 
-j 

1 
C. A -ý 

1 1; L. 
-I 

I 

RJ, no. 21(Dee-1955) p. 47/60 * 

whose house is of glass, must not throw stones at another 

C. ý. * 
Li I 

f-M, 
ýu 

s 
ý-) 

Another is rendered people. 

There are a few versions with slight differences in wording. 

Although the quotation given below is different, I believe the above 

version is more frequent* 

None of the F. dictionariesq including Harrap EF9 records an equivalent 

s. v. Maison and Verre, (Wartburg, s. v. Mansio and VItrumq and Harrap EF 

8-ve Glass and House). SBPMFP, House (1193: 2), gives a F'. version: 

qui a sa maibon de verre I Sur le voisin neýjette pierre'; but this 

is not-ýtraceable-in, the, F., -dictionaries., However, even if this 

, version ýý doe a ý., exist , -itýtdif f ers- from - the ýAr, -, in having voisin instead 

of people, the latter being very close to another. 
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NED, Glass, sb. 1 records it in a quotation dated 1633- 

<< ;jL: j 

A, no. 68 (july 1964) P-77, translating Christian 

Science Monitor; p 
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CHAPTER III. 

LOAN, GRAIVAR 

Thin chapter will deal with borrowed grammatical features und with 

borrowed elements which have involved a gra=atical adjuotilient in Arabic 

in addition to morphemic substitution. In some cases it is the novollUly of 

the features that is taken here as the basis of borrowing, but in others 

it is the increasing frequency under foreign influence in the use of 

features already existing in Arabic. 

Compounding 

Compounding -formation in Arabic* However2 
., 

is not a popular method of word 

the facility with v,, hich English Save names to certain new concepts and 

things through compounding and particularly the brevity of the adjectives 

English had from such compounds as compared with their equivalent Syntacklical 

constructions tcmpted certain Arabs to adopt compoundinG as a method of 

word-formation in Arabic. In order to -tvoid criticism, they claimed that 

theY were not introducing into Arabic something which was alien to it, and 

cited a number of Arabic compounds which had existed in the language for a 

long time, although in many cases they had dropped out of use. 

In their efforts to re-introduce compounding into Arabic as a living 

method of word-formation, such people, all familiar with either English or 

French or both, took the initiative and suggested a number of compounds, 
(2) 

actinG largely on the principle of personal taste. The taste of the*- 

people, however, was often different and latSely contributed to the unpopu- 

larity of many compounds,. such as s. &rmana (from 

fi-I manm), sleepwalkinS ; L:,,, ý. -! ---9tGjzOman (from >-, Dojjiz +zemon), space-tirIO; 

1. Vincent Monteill L'Arabe Moderne. p. 133. 
2. Ibid. 
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0 

and c-W,, U M9ik,, ct-U U: S -ýGwr. 
&pijjcqt (from -r-ru I 

acanthocephala, and the consequential smallness of tho number of those 

which are comonly used. 

Here I shall analyze a few modern compounds, paying special attention 

to thoso that are made to provide adjectivest since this is the main 

advantage of compounding as-seen by many of its advocates. Such compounds 

can be divided into two kinds, namely those based on the principle of 

noun + noun + adjectival formative, and clipped compounds 

which consists of r$ land; Of the first kind is 

water; and the adjectival formative often shortened to 

tS , i:. This compound is created to provide an equivalent of amphibious. 
of 

it records it as a term approved by the Arabic Lang"aCe 

Academy. >>- 

L Lr; 
WI is T 0 

14A, XLIII :1 (Jan. 1966) p. ? 4%, >. 

Of the second kind there are ca so b in which the adjectival formative 

is used and others in which the compound is cast into one of the adjective- 

forius or paradigms. They shall be divided into groups (a) and (b). 

a* for mediaeval. This is coinod from ", J Io ii I 

ol-quru: n al-wusta: I the Ifiddle Agest by dropping the oils, the two definite 

articles, 
(2) 

and ,, I RL. n, from the subctantives, and adding the adjectival 

formative The sound Cu_7in both words is changed into Z 0-7 to 
1. Compounds with native and English elements have been treated under 

Loanblends. ýlio do ounds is the term Hans Marchand uses in The 
datM2ries and Types of Pr6eent-Day English Word-Fornation., pp.: j6O--*"6'1 

2. According to A*,,. gra-=ar, the adjective and the substantive it-modifies 
have to bo either define'd or undefined. In this instance both are defived 
with two definite articlas. - 
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make the pronunciation of the compound easier. 

<<Ilwcl>> - 

2&3. 
e4 kohrAti: si: , andLý-ý". ýj-gt kohrO: mo). -nzeti: si: I for 

electro-magnotic. These are coined from OLr*S', I-, ohrAbp' I electricity; 

L. ýý6UA*s maxnw-ti: s I magnet; and the adjectival formative 

In the f irst compound L and "I maxnm I are dropped I whereas in 

the second, only sL, bm' , of the f i-st word is dropped and the letter 

ZO 7o the end of the remaining part of it by analog with I is added t Ily 

E. clectro. 

kohrjLti: si: 9 XVIA, 81+lf/a; and Mwd 

KA q 196 5, p- 140 , n. 1 >> 

4& cpnmArkazijj'o t and 4 comArkazijla t for 

centrifugal. This is coined frOm; ý, JI,: A, (pn-i-l-mArkoz , off the centre, 

which are the last two words of the Ar. rendering of the E. centrifugal 
(1) 

force, nanely the force pushing off the centre, and 

the feminine adjectival formative In the first compound, only V 

the definite article J11 AI is dropped, whereas in the second the C)Inl 

of the first word is also dropped. 

b raut4wd3ih, for isotropic. This is coined from a, 

mutbýmbih j equal or similar, and; _,,, td2ihat(un) I directions by dropping 

bih, f rom the f irst and f illing its place ih If rom the 

second. As it is clear, the new compound is made in such a way as to 

ensure its conf ornity with the adjective-f orm jr, "- s mutacmcic . 

1. FuSal is deArived from L. fugere, flee, and this sense is not strictlY 
retained in the Ar. rendering. 
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2. L-, 5144 
t mutwnMcib , for isomeric. This is coined from 

mutempOil , equal, and. tarAkub, 1 state of being made up of many parts 

by dropping ()il I from the first and filling its place wilk-1h".. ý, L. ib$ 

which is taken from the second with vowel change to ensure the conformity 

of the new compound with the adjective-f orm,. ý"' I mutacxcic. 

In the same way, the substantives itommIcub I and 

-antive-forris . 
>LL- I tocEecuc and are created to conform with the subst 

tacci: c I to provide equivalents of icomerism and isomerization. 

-According to Arabic grammar, a compound is not to be treated as one word 

when forminer an adjective from it; it should be split up into its two cOrfiP- 

bA 3.: onents and the adjectival formative added to the irst (as in,, 

fr om dLJ-.,, 'b a9 alb ok , and S L.. * I m. & 
9di-. fr om L,, S, a-" I m. & 

C dikArb Although 

, 
this rule is not always adhered to, especially by non-grar., marians and in the 

colloquial, the departure from it and, the general acceptance of adding the 

adjecti. val. formative to the entire compound is a borrowed grammatical feature. 

The above compounds are not copies of English models but results of the 

influence of the morphological feature of compounding in English. French, in 

which such compounds exist (amphibie, m4diZvalq elcctromarn4tique, q centrifuge, 

isotrope, 3-Somore, isomeriel and isom6risation)g shares with English this 

kind of influence on Arabic, though, according to Monteil (L'Arabe Moderne, 

P-131), French only followed the example of English, Gorman, and Russian. 

Verbs and Nouns of Action Derived from Substantives 

English verbs derived from substantives and nouns of action subse. 

quently derived from such verbs have motivated the creation of such verbs 

and nouns of action in Arabic. Such derivation exists in Arabic, but a 

group of verbs and nouns of action only came to exist, at least in their 

new senses, under the influence of English models. Some such verbs had 
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Oxiatod in Ar&bic, but in certain cases only as homophones(since they 

were derived from words of different meaningg thouen of the same 

morphological root), and in others as verbs of different but somewhat 

related meaning. The members of the latter group have not been treated 

as cases of loanshift extension, because their native sense is not 

shared by the English words, and this means that when the problem of' 

finding equivalents arose, it was not such native words that sprang to 

mind but the equivalents of the English substantives from which the 

English verbs were derived. -- 

As the purpose here is only to explain the relation to 

English of such newly-derived verbs and nouns of action, no attention 

is paid in the following analysis to whether their derivation completely 

confo: rms with Arabic gra=atical-rales or not. 

I shall give a list of such verbs and nouns of action, and. indicate 

the senses of the homophones or related native verbs. 

Evidence 

The question of evidence regarding the source of borrowing will be 

given the same treatment here as that given in the case of loanshifts. 

can/canning 

A, 

From a can. 

'To preserve by sealing up air-tight in a canpi (NEED). 

None of the F. dictionariesi including Harrap EFIFE39 records a 

literal equivalent, S. V. ' Boite (Harrap 179 s. v. Can). 

CIED New Supp., Can, V. 
3 

1 records it fron, 1861. 
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TA9 L, -l (I-397), gives the noun of actiorx_, J_.: J1for scratching or 

marking something, or tying..,,. ý I's 1ý6., pords from the neck of' the 

camelp round the handle of-the sword and the like. " Ow 

, ý-W Ip (II. 626/b)., records the verb in the sense of to use or make'';., 

previously a bucket of'wood or skin and now a can* 

(v. ): <<MW, loc. cit., records it as a term approved by the Arabic 

Language Academy>>. 

(n. of action): << 44Ax:; *bq 
Ito 19 

NAD, 15-3-19699 P-5- 

crystallize/crystallization 

intr. ') (tr. 

a crystal-. From 

'To form into crystalsIt (lit. -); 'to give/assiýme'a'definit6 or 

concrete forml (fig. ) §Ef. 

Both lit. and fig. senses are borrowed in tr. and intr. uses. 

P. 
-cristalliser 

(tr. ) and cristaliisation are recorded in the lit. 

se'nse-in BolchW, from, 1666---and 1676(1)respectively. The fig. -sense 

of. cristallisation is-recorded -in, Wartburg, s. vo, Crystallus (11121. 

1385/b), from 1929. - 

NED$ Crystallizet 2& 49 records it-from 1664 and 1641 for tr. 'and 

intro respectively. 
(ý)It 

also records fig'. senses s'; v-, ý 3 &'5, from 

1. Wartburg, Crysta . llus (II'21-1385/b)precords them from 1680 and 1690 
respectively., 

2. Crystallize is recorded s-v-1, from 1598 in the obsolete sense of 'to 
convert into crystal. or ice; -to make crystal. ' 
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1663 and 1816 for tr. and intr. respectively. 

NED, Cryatallization, la, records the lit. sense from 1665 and 

OED New Supp., Crystallization, 1b, records the fig. sense from 1842 

lit. 
Lýý I 5j, 

T-v. intr. << jjqt 1: 1 (June 1876) 

P-O 

(n. of action): 

I'llp I: 4(SePt- 1876) p. 80,2nd ed. >> 

fl g. 

j"J intr. 

RJ, no. 12 (', &rch 1955) P-455/a %>- 

(n. of a cti on): << t; ýI 
aj-- 

j I 

Kq I: 7(ltaY 1946) P-179>> - 

electrify/clectrification 

From electricity. 

'To introduce electric power into, ' (NED Supp. ). 

F. electrifier and electrification are recorded in BolchVf, s. v. 

JI Electrigue Ifrom 1877- 

NED Supp. f ElectrifY-1 a. lb, and Electrificationg 1bg records them 

from 1900 and 1901 respectively. A quotation given s. v. Electrifi- 

I cation but containing electrolisation instead is dated 1900. 

(v. and n. of action): << UýVt Lrý &;,,, ýj(jj. 80q/a); it records them 

as neologisms>>. 

1. Wartburg, Electrum (III. 211/a), records 4lectrification from LarT 
Z. - Lar. 1 9'0-f .- 
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(n. of acti on) Uj I ,ýIj ý1ý. cS.,, j a;.. L, -10-1970s V Th, 12 

P-4p r-. v. 

finance/financing 

From J4, money. 

'To furnish 11-vith finances or money; to find capital for; " (NED). 

-1 
F. financer is recorded in Wartburg, s. v. FInTre (III-559/a)o Irom 

DG L1871 - 18828. * 

NED, Fina-nce,. X. 2p records financo and fiziancing in this zzense .I 

from 1866. 
w 

TAjj . --4(VIII, 121)1 records it in the sense of 'to increase the 

property of': "- 
.4, 

"0 - 

(v. ): << MVI, Jw _'(I. 899/a); -it records it as neologism; >. 
J" 

(n. of action) Jl ýLJl t F210 VII: 27 (bec, 1547), 

P-361j title>>*-, 

ground, earth/grounding, earthing 

L1 

Prom 
IAJ 

1, earth 

'To connect with the earth as a conductor, ' (NED9 groundtye 10c)o 

ITono of the F. dictionari6sq including Harrap EFy records a literal 

equivalent s. v. Terror (Wartburg, s. v. Torrao and Harrap Up s. ve 

Earth and Ground). 

ITED9 Ground, -. a. 10cq racordr. it from *1803; the word used in the, 

quotation is. -groundi Z. The verb appearc in a quotation dated 1892. 

OED New Supp., Earth, 8, records it from 1885. EartllinE 

in 
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MWO LAJ 
0b (I-13/c)y records it in the native intr. s'ense"of 'to send 

its (i. e'. a plant's) roots deep into the earth,? 

L (n. of action). <<'La-VU LýýO' .t Wo 19579 P#411P s. v. Grounding of' 

electLicitz; O. 

industrialize/industrialization 

From industry. 

'To occupy or organize industriallytV (NEID). 

F. industrialiBer is recorded in BolchW, a. v. Industriel from 

1-836, 
(l)and 

industrialisation in Wartburgq s. v. Industria, '(IV', 655/a)t 

from 1907. 

NEDp Industrializep X. ýp records it from 1882, and-NED Supp., 

Industrializationg records it from, 1906. 

(n. of action): ýv. MW, 1(1-527); it records it as'a tem approved 

by the Arabic Language Academy A" 

<< I ;.: ýv Ia 
-)-- L. Iv WIv Thp 26.11-19709 P-5/P. 

<< 0-9 Jq 28.11-19709 'ý-4/3>>- 

inte=ationalize/inte=ationalizingo inteniationalization 

From nationp in the sense of 'statet'' According to Ar. 'gramma I r, 

it is the singular on which adjectives and other derived words 

should be based, therefore the idea conveyed by inter is absent'in 

the Ar. rendering of this word. Howevert this verb is only used in 

Wartburgq Industria (IV. 655/a), records it from 1842. 
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the sense for which it was derivedp and thus it is clear. 

'To bring (a countryt territory, etc. ) under the combined govern- 

ment or protection of two or more different nations9l (NED). 
- 

F. internationaliser and internationalisation are recorded in 

Wartburg, s. v. Natic, (VII-42/b)q from 1948 and 1950 respectively. 

NED9 Internationalize,. y., records the verb from 1864, and inter- 

nationalizing from 1883- Internationalization is recorded in 

WTNID without date or quotation. 

(v,, ): << MW, (I-304/b); it records it as neologism>>. 

market/marketing* 
, '0 ' 

Prom j. market. 

'To dispose of in a marketpl (NED). 

F. Marketing is recorded in Robert Supp., e. v. Market'hEL as 

anglicism. 

NED9 Marketq v. 9 records the verb from 1649- 

TAP (VI. 389), records it in the tr. sense of 'to drive 

(animals, etc. ), and in the intr. sense of 'to shop': 

0,1 --1 ý,. Ij I I; i Ltýý r2 Lj : 0--Sj I 
mw; (I-467/a)q records an additional sense for the intr., 

namely 'to-build, or establish as, a market. ' 

(1-467/a); it records it as neologism>>. 

(n. of a cti on): L; JL aiL, -. J I Uri 
Mthq I: 2(Nov. 1956) p. 24>>- 
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nationalize/nationalization 

bw 
From f nationg in the sense of'people 

'To cOfivert into the property of the nation, ' (NED)* 

F. nationaliser and nationalisation in this sense is recorded in 

Wartburg, s. v. Natio (VII-42/a)q from DG fl-871 
- 18882 and 1907 

respectively. 
(1) 

NED9 Nationalizeq v- 3, records the verb from 1869 and nationaliza- 

tion from 1874, Unlike Wartburgq however, it does not distinguish 

between nationalizing land and industry. Wartburg, loc. cit. 9 

records'nationalization of land'as a sense applicable to Englandp 

and dates it in F, from 1877- 
ýw is (v. ): CMW, 44--A I(I. 26/c); it reccrds it as neclcgism>>. 

(n. of action) L-9 KMgI: 4(jari-1946)P- 482, title>>* 

net/netting 

From net. 

'To combine into a communications net or networkol (WTNID). 

It is used in the Ir. Army for wireless netting. 

NM does not record it. 

WTNID, 2Net, 2-1 3, records it without date or quotation. In its 

1. Nationaliser existed from 1792 in other senses; of. BolchWq Nation. 
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definition, it uses the general word communications instead of the 

precise one wireless. 

TAv (VII-147). records it in the sense of intertwinep 

intertwist. 

(n. of action): << Mim4. 

plan/plarming 

From ; J=ý- 
, 

'plan. 

'To devise, contrive, design (something to be done, or some action 

or proceeding to be carried out)II (NED). 

F. Planning is recorded in Robert, s. v. Planningg as anglicism. 

N'EDp Plan, Y. 39 records it from 17ý7; NED, Plannin , vbl. sb 9 

records it from 1748- 

TA91J=:; -(V. 129)9 records it in the sense of 'to make believe that 

one is eating'. 

(n. of action): <43ZWAg p. 245/Mý- 

(n. of action) : $.,,,, zj no. 68 (July 1964) 

P- 11 3/b>>. 

-ý . 6, ý " 1ýý. It-I Im'! *ýII ! Aýý << j 6- 1 ". 14 - J6 
L 

14.1 aj % c, 6. L, 

Jq 13-10-19709 p. 129 

S. V. 

polarize/polarization 

From pole. 

'To give unity of direction tog, (NED)jIto direct or orient toward 
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a specific polar point (as an object or principle)q I (WTNIDO 

Polarize, 2Lt. 3); 'to produce or bring about a polarizationg' 

(ibid. 
9 4)- 

P, polariser in this fig. sense is recorded in Robert, S-v- 

Polariser, v. tr. 2, from Charles Baudelaire's Paradis artificiels 

ZT860 (Gr. Lar. )7. 

NED9 Polarize,. Z, 3b, and Polarization,, 4, records them from 1868(l) 

and 1871 respectively. 

an intr. verb which is the root of the present Ar. wordq 

means 'to come together' according to TA, L: ý (1.434), where it 

says, 1( 1. Q,.. A: iql The present form has the' three letters 

prefixed to it to indicate effort and to render it transi- 

tive. 
(2) 

«I ___ _____ I a. 'J II 

Tt 7.11-1970t P-9/1 >> - 
sterilize/sterilization 

From sterility. 

'To render free from micro-organismslt (NED). 

P. st4riliser in-this sense is recorded in Wartburg, s. v. St'erilis 

1. In sense I, NED records it as an adaptation of F. polariser and 
polarisation which were introduced by Malus, 11 March 1811 (1810 
according to Robert, s. v. Polariser,, v. tr. ). 

2. These three letters do riot necessarily render an intransitive verb 
transitive. 
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(XII. 258/a & b), -from 1907- 

NED9 Sterilize, X- 5, and Sterilization, records them in'this 

sense(')f. r= 1878 and*1874 respectively. ' 

(v. and n. of action): Off, 'ýý(II. 623/0; it 'records them ad'' roll, 
neologisms>>. 

(n. of 19479 

<< 11 UI(f --L-Z) C) Lie.; L a-rý , KA, -1965P p. 241>>. 

Forming Substantives on a Suffix Basis 

The suffixes . -age, -ism, and -ity, which are intensively used in 

English to create substantives of abstract or special 
(2) 

significations 

from substantives or adjectives(3)have left a noticeable mark on. Arabic. 

The standard substantive-forms have coped with a number of such wordSq* 

and existing words have been adapted to the meanings expressed by such 

words (loanshift extension), with complete disregard to the suffikeist 

such as in, 
_jljlfor realityq ;. 6L,, for simplicityq andjL.,. for'neutrali-tys 

However, the method adopted in'thd majority of'cases'for'creating' ' 

le In the general introduction to the verbp the dictionary refers to Fo 
st4riliser for comparisono 

2. Such as condition, statef rank, office of; -see-Hans Marchandf Present- 
Pay English Word-rormationg PA79- 

3. According to Hans Marchand'(ibid., p, 250), substantives with -ity were' 
not originally formed from English adjectivest but are either separate 
loans or words coined as the actual or potential Latin substantives in 
-itas. 
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equivalents is to derive them by using the suffix B,, 9 ijýaq with a'* 

substantive, noun of action, or adjective that ii"64'uiviilint 6rcloi6ly 

related in meaning to the dtem of the'English'word,, ' Thid"tieatzhent" 

applies to words with any of'the above suffixes"withbut dist . in6tidri. * 

uc words 'i s'-not'-rie*, ` 'but'' The use of the suffix in deriving sh . .4 

it is very clear that it has'bec6me more fre4uent'in''modern Arabic iiniiei 

the influence of English models. 

Following are certain specimeni arrange d'adcording to the 'suffiYds' - 

of the English words :- 

-AGE 

personage 

From person. 

a. 'A person (man or woman) of high rankt distinction, consideratiorig 

or importance, ' (NED). 

b. 'Sometimes applied ironically or laughingly to a self-important' 

person, who considers himself "a personage"p"(NED). I I. 

F, personnage in sense (a). is recorded in Wartburgv s. v. Pe'rs6na 

(VIII - 270/a) , fr= 1470. 

NED, Personage bg' records sense (a) from 1503 
_9 

3a& -49 and sense 
(2) 

(b) from 1555, but ref ers to OF. ' pbrsonage" (1 3th '' C'. in Godef 

This suffix, is a feminine adj e atival formative but the resulting adjec-ý- 
tive also serves as a subsiantive denoting the abstract idea expressed 
by the Eriglish model. (cf. category b. 2 of the loanblends'P - 149-155)- PIP 

2. The abbreviation in NED stands for ante. 
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as the origin of the word (not a particular sense). 
ILc. 

ý4 

Skq 1957P P-14,2nd repr, >>, 

-Il%i 

capitalism 

From capital. 

'A system which favours the existence of capitalistspl (NED). 

P. EalLiLalisme is recorded in BolchW, s. v. Capit , fron, 1842, but 

does not specify the sense. The only place where this sense is 

specified is in Robert, s. v. Ca2italismet where a quotation from 

1930 is edven. 
NED, Capitalism, records it from 1884- 

LA I-- 15C, A;;.. I L'e 1ý j L'ýý ý' I ý' I CSJ I A! " Cý; I 
Skq 1957, p, 249,2nd repr. 

escapism 

From escape (escaping). 

The tendency to seek mental or emotional distraction from the 

realities of lifoo ZOED New Supp2. . 

None of the F. dictionaries records 4chappement in this sense., 

Harrap EF, gives evasion as an equivalentg-which does 

not include a suffixg and-therefore falls out of the'scope of this 

groupo 

OED New Supp., Escapisral records it from 1933- 

Aý Lj 1 4; 1ý 1 
. 
11 1 

24 Lj I B. - 
ý-j I 
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Mthg'Is2 (Nov. '1958) P-9b, 

impressionism 

From impression. 

A school of art. 

F. impressionnisme in this sense is recorded in Wartburgt sov 10 

Impressio (IV. 603/b), from 1876. It is not recorded in any other 

sense before. 

NED, Impressionismp is recorded in this sense from 18829 and as a 

term applied to the philosophy of Hume from 1839, 

<< mw 0. 

mechanism 

From mechanic. 

a. 'The structureq or mutual adaptation of parts, in a machine 

(NED). 

b. 'A piece of machineryp" (NED). 

F. m4cýnieme is recorded in BolchWj p. v. Wcanique, from 1701. This 

is the date of appearance of the word as such in Fo 

NED9 MechanisM, 1&2, records sense (a) from 1662 and sense (b)" 

from q. 1677 respectively. 

<<Mjmkilý. 

opportunism 

From I, seizing an oPportuni ty. 

a. 'The Policy of doing what is opportune#, or at, the time expediento- 

in politicsq, as opposedýto rigid adherence'to party principles; 'often 

used to imply sacrifice Of principles or-an undue spirit of a, ccommoda- 

tion to present circumstances, ' (NED). 
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b. 'Any method'or'course of action by which a party or person 

adapts himself to, and seeks to make profitable use ofq the 

circumstances of the moment9l (NED). 

P, opportunisme is recorded in Wartburg, sv. Opportunus (VII. 376/a), 

in sense (a), from 1869. 

NED, Opportunism, records it from 1870 as a term first of Ital. and 

then of P. -politicsg which in E. use has been extended to sense-(b)o 

Ltz.;, j 1.9 
4-i4j 

1ý il; j 13 
"a 

Skp 19579 P-14% 2nd repr. >>ý. 

patriotism 

From homeland. 

'Love of or zealous devotion toý one's own country9l (NED). 

P. patriotisme is recorded in Wartburg, s. v. Patriota(VIII. 24/a)q 

from 1750. 
NED, Patriotismt records it from 1726. 

<< Lsb 6. -, 1,: 
ý YLU, a, 15 

f HI, c 1956, p. 109 >> 

-ITY 

majority 

From moref and the greater number. 

than haýlf 'the 'The greater number or part; a number which is more 

whole- number; -spec. 
l'the. 

larger-, party--voting'together in"a deliberative 

assembly or electoral body, ', (NED)., 

F. majorit4q which existed in the sense of 'age? from 15109 is 
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rooorded in . this sense in BolchW in a sepairate entry As a bdrr6irw' 

ing from Be majority fici'1735* 

NWq Majoritz 39 reoords it from 16919 but r4dfers to P. majorit4 aB' 

: the origin of the word (not the senie). 
cv., teA 

kAV I L::; sJ Ij LO U1 ý61* 
St 31.12.1924t P-5t 

1 . -J'asa4p . 1; j 

HIP C-1956t P'*15*0- 

mentality 

Prom /0.6 ý" mind 0 
'Mental chamcter or disposition; toutlook; kind or. degr! ae. of 

intelligencog-I -(MID). 

F. mentalit4 is rýcorded in 33olchW, s. v. Mentalit69 as a'bor3qow%g 

from Z- mentalill, frcm ISO-- 
% 

Mm 

word existed in go- hmm 1691' in 'the sense of *tbat: vUbh"is'of '' '' 

the naturer of alid -or of mental action, I (Not MentAli . 1, -Dut, 

in the present sense ýt is recorded in MM Suppog 139 .V Veftiidiiz, 39 

6J_I V; I; _rl. I 45)'P'-94, v 'ICSIII(Nov. 
19 

j" WI 
UJO 

Ltza; ý I 
ýjj 

IU 

W. A. 4j 1 
0 COO V" %F -0. 

jr 
norl ty 

Prom low in mubero, 

Io Logan Pearsall Smith (Words and Idiems P-34) states that majority is 
an OP. word which bas acquired a now ming in Ee 
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'The smaller number or par I t; a number whiCh'is" less'' than'hdlý' the' 

whole number; spec. the smaller party voting together against a 

'MY majority in a d6liV6raii: ir6`ass*iýmblY oi-eI: ebtdrd*l-bbýdj-I-'( 9 

F. minorit4q which'existed as a jurisdictional term from 1376, is 

recorded in this sense In BolchW in a separate entry as a borrowing 

from E. minority from 1727, 

NEDO MinoritYs 39 records' it from 17369 but refers to F. minorit4 

as the origin of the word (not the sense). ' The date given'lie're' 

does not seem to be that of the earliest'oocurrence'of'the word"in' 

E. when considered against that of the F. ''(172T)-, ' 

For quotation, *see, majori ; above-w ' 

popularity 

From people,, 
I 

'The factor condit 
. 
ion of being approvedy beloved, -or'admir6d byý 

the people, or by many peoýle; favour or acceptance with the- 

people, I (NED). 

_popularit' 
in this sense is reýor F. e ded'in Wartburgi, s. v. Popiilatitýr 

(XVIII. 96/b), as an anglicism from 1766. 

PopularitY, 4, records it from 1601, but refers to P. po'pularit4 

as the origin of the word (not the sense). 

productivity, 

From 1,1: 19 product or production,, 

IThe quality orfact, of being--productive; ca-pacity to'produce, *O'(NED)O 

P. Productivit6 in this sense is reforded in Wartburgq s. v. Producere 
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(IX. 425/a), fr= 1766o 

NED, Productivityg records it from 1809* 

u. 'j IA LQ' L'. t' -ý I jzt A u"; 'j 1 &. 4 W.. lu C., is ai 'A up WJ I r- Ju 

Mth, I: 2(Noý. 1958) PJ3>>- 

L-ý- L; 'J 1ý fIx; z.. J I ; ýý 1ýý 9f or the Bri ti sh Department of Employment 

and Productivity, J, 28.11-1970o p. 129 sv. -- 

Evidence 

The comments on the above specimens have shown that English and 
I 

French elements are mixed together. The suffixes, which originally came 

to English from Frenchphave been living formatives in both languagesp and 

although it is mostly French that had coined the words and English'borrowed 

themp English did coin some and French later borrowed them. Again English 

gave useful extensions of meaning to those which it borrowed'from. Prenchp' 

which the latter found useful to borrow. Thereforep it is' hard to draw a 

dividing line in many such cases between the English afid the French" 

elements, and consequently the principle adopted in this respect in deal- 

ing with loanshifts has been applied here. 

Plurality of Abstract Nouns 

Basically, English and Arabic share the logical principle that plurals 

are to be made of. words denoting countable, things. Howevert in English'as 

well as in Arabiev there, have, beenýoccasional cases'ýof'plurals, being-made 

of abstract nouns mostly-to enhance effect. This-requiTes-as a logically, 

first step transferring the abstract into concrete, thatýis-figuratively- 

associating the concept with a thing to such an extent that the thing is 
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called by the name of the concept. 

Although there is a number of such cases in both languagest it'se'em's 

that any new case cannot pass without exciting objection or dislikeg and 

its acceptance into the language depends on its success in overcoming 

these two obstacles. 

In recent years, a good n=ber of abstract words in Aral5ic received 

a concrete sense under the influence of English modelso and this was 

mostly in the form of plural. Although they excited mockery at the 

beginningt such words have become very frequent and generally accepted. 

In order to study loan-plurality of abstract nounsq the use in the 

singular of such words for concrete things in English has to be taken as 

a basis, although in certain cases the singlularis rarely used. 

The principle of evidence adopted in the following specimens is the 

same as that in loanshifts. 

achievement 

I The action of achie, ýing or completing .. ý. II 
(NED). ----) "Ariýthihg 

achievedg accomplished ... o.. a distinguished and successful'" 

action, a victory9f (NED). 

None of the F. dictionariest including Harrap-EF/FEt records 

achevement in this sense. 

NED9 Achievementq 2f records it from 1593, 

Mthq Is2 (Nov. 1958) p. 86>>,, 
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activity 
.6 UZ p C, til UZ 

'The state of being active; energy9I ZRED9 Activit 9 sb. 1&J. 

---4 'an occupation, pursuit, or recreation in which a person is 

active - often used in pl., ' (WTNID). 

F. activite is recorded in Robert, s. v. Activit4, n. I, with a 

quotation from Charles Augustin Sainte-Beuvels Volupt4 Zl-834 

(Gr. Lar. )7., 

WTNID, Activityp a- 5a, records it without date or quotation. 

J. SJ I 
rlgý 

L,,.,. J I C, U, U. J I 
.. i" 

Lt.: J Lj a, )'$ b 4"-J 

NADt XI: 74 (15.3-1969) p. 8)k 4 

defence tu .3 pi. C. 6 6.3 

'Resistance against attack, ' (NEDp Defence, sb, 3) ----) 'Something 

that defends; a means of resisting or warding off attack; spec. ' 

(pl. ) fortificationsp fortified works, ' (NED)O* 

F. d6fense in this sense is' recorded in Littrev s. v. Dffeý6ef. 20 

3 s-foPlo, from Claude Favre Vaugelas's Quinte-Curce ZI-653 (Gr. Lar. )70 

-NED9 Defencet, sbo 59 records it from 1400 in the singular and from 

1600 in the plural; but-an-earlier plural instance is recorded sov. 

Fortification, 4, from 1489, 
I 6. U 1&" 31 

6 U. J1 6. b a.. 

Lsjr. Ed ui 1. ý Lj I 
MA, ýXLIII: l (Jan. 1966) p. 18>x 

fortification -pi- C- Lý- 

'The act. ion, of fortifying-or-providifig with defensive, works, -l, (NED, - 

Fortificationp 3) --->'A defensive-work; a walll earthwork, towerg 
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etc. Chiefly collect. plural9l (NED). 

F. fortifications in this sense is recorded in the plural'in 

Wartburg, s. v. Fortificare (III'-732/6)#'from the 15th century. 

NEDp Fortification, 49 records it from 1489- 

coup. 

reinforcement P1 
'The act of reinforcing with fresh troops, ' (NED, Reinforcement, 2a I ')* 

--4 'A fresh supply of men to assist. or strengthen a military or 

naval for ai2r force, I (NED). 

None of the P. dictionaries, including Hýrrap PE, records rerif6rce- 

ment in this 
Isense. - 

F. - see; s to"14se, renfort -*for "this" sense. 

NED9 Reinforcement, 2by records it from 1646. 

r.,, j I 

ýj I MA9 XLIII: l (Jan. 1966) P-117>>. 
1 6.6,1 ý1" I 

ibid. 9 P-14>> 

limitation pl. 
'The action of_- limitingg' (NED, ' Limitationt 1). --) 'A point or 

respect in which something is limited; a limiting provisiong rulev 

or circumstance, ' (NED). 

P. limitation is reco: ýded in this'sense In'Littrep '-sov,. - Liplitation 

. aep from Jacclues-Benigne Bossuet- ('1627-1704)- 

NEDp Limitation, 49 records it*from' 1523- 
<< rtz 

I 
-I-, 

Lý* 

,J 
Lj., kýj II 

JýA vi j. ýý C., 
LxJ I ý" I a" 

A 
VI: 9 (1-1-1898) P-300. rv-p'l`r-j 

(: -" ll > 
1.9 

ý 4-; 1 vi A-L. ti L5rir, u* 
L-: - IL-ý Lý ; Je- ! >ý 1ýe "-- IM. W. L- 4-ýO 
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1 t:, 1 lg cý, ýj Li-ý e: j 14:, 1 a, j:: i 1 

MA9 XLIII: l (Jan. 1966) P-30>>- 

reservation pl. C, Lm>z 

'The action of making an exception ... 91 
(1M, Reservationp4)-` 

--4 'An expressed or tacit limitation or exception-made with regard'' 

to something, ' (NED). 

F. reservation in this sense is recorded in Wartburg s. v. Reservare 

(X*296/a), from the 16th century. 

NED, Reservation, 4p records it from 1614ý 
rp 

-3 Ld 
I 

-W 1ý i 
UJ I a.. -J9 S 

. C) 
Lý 

C oaf? I C' 

L5 

Skq 19579 p. 92,2nd' repr, >>* 

struggle pl. C, iI 

'Contention, determined effort or resistance9l (NFDq Strugglet 
. 
2b. 2). 

'An act of struggling ... 91 
(NED). 

F. lutte in the plural and in the political senseq which is the"one 

it is mainly used in-in Arabicq is recorded'in DG-Z1_871 188,87, 
s. v. lutte, a. 11 19 wi*thout- date* or"qixotation. -, 

NED9 Struggle, sb. 19 records it from 1692. 

Vý 
41AJ I L4. 

xJ 
1$L. $ 

9j 
a4i 116 

4! 
U " a6lej I 

la: J 611 
10 

iA liv 

cz 
ISL; j I 

L-j I j. -W Ice 

Mthq 1: 2 (Nov. 1958) P. 26)>. 
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success pl. 

'The attainment of an object according to one's desireg' (NEDp 

Success, sb- 3a). -* 'A successful undertaking or achievementol 
(NED)** 

F. succes_in this sense is recorded in Robertq s. v. Succbso 

3, from 1921. 

NED9 Success, sb- 3bg records it from 1666. 

Ub)ý, t 
U-J 

I ; 
'. ýLj I cL:.. " I J, ý, L ! Uý3 9 NADg' 15-3-1969, P-5 )> 

The Influence of IF in the Sense of 'Whether' on the 

Use of the Conditionals 13Land ejý 

The conjunctions Uand C)Iare purely conditional and require two 

., 
4J la" reply clauses. 6 clause of condition (- if clause) andýýI, -Jj 

of the condition (- main clause). In this, respect they correspond to if 

in English. However, . if is also used in English in the sense of 'whether' 

and introduces a noun clause. This meaning and use have influenced the 

above Arabic conditional conjunctions which have started to be Used in the 

same manner. This new use of [ý, Iand C. Jis not yet establishedg and a 

sentence thus composed is still generally considered as an incomplete 

conditional sentence, i. e. wanting a main clause. To overcome this general 

feelingg there has been a clumsy effort to vary the expressiong by adding to 

it 4, what (relative pronoun)9 or in whato which have no meaning 

whatsoever except that they are different from the purely conditional 

This addition does not apply to 

The French si is also used in this sensep and can be considered with 

the English if as the models of this new use of the two conditionals in 
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Arabic. 

Valone) s 

Mqt I: 7(Deo, 1876) P-1839 2nd ed.. V. 

<< 1,: J I "i I 1ý: j I 
LJ9 I OýU C., o L 

A 
J 

LIAMt 19629 P-475 citing al7Waqg"i9 al-Mioriyya of 14.2.18819 

Bove >> 

<< 

6- 

AK9 c-19569 P-58 u- 

.ý 
Ltx.! ýý with L Lý-- Lt-. J' C) IS 1 .31. L 

mqv io (June 1876) P-100o 

Using the Agent in the Passive Voice 

The passive voice is used in Arabic when the subject is unknown orp 

because it is unimportantl is omitted, In Englishq howevert the passive 

voice is used not only when the subject is unknownp but also when the main 

interest is in what would have been the predicate*in the active. ' In-such 

a casep the object is brought forward and the agento or active voice 

subjeotp is mentioned afterwards preceded. by-the, preposition*by; * -This- 

type of passive voice construction does not exist in Arabiop'where, as-the 

name con-struction of the unlmowng indicateag the subject 
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must be absent in the sentence. Howeverv a construction similar to'the 

English one has come'to exist in Arabic'and is very comMOn-fi6w9-'bo'mudh 

BO that even a vague active subject', which is usually'-suppresBed in the 

passive voice in English, is very frequently retained as an"agent'in" 

Arabic passive voice sentences, 

'The problem of finding a preposition to introduce the agent led to 

a case of semantic confusion in Arabic when the expres'sion" wa s 

chosen. This expressionp which consists of the preposition fr6mg 

and the noun JO , side or directiong'sometimes has a similar'meb-Aing to 

that of by in English. When a letter is sent Mr. X, it'means in 

Arabic that it is sentýfrom his side or direction, possibly upon his 

ordert'notý-that he sent"it. ''The""idea -in'such aft, -'example- i's'cldsely" 

related to that expressed-by the English passive voice construction, with 

an agentq but it cannot always'be s, o. In"an'expre8didn like"it"wa, "s 

discovered J.. ý Mr. 'Xq'I the'idea of "from his sidep . ditodtiblil-is, 

meaningless, as nobody can have discovered it except Mr. X; 'otherwibe 

Mr. X should not be involved. 

-01 86 Most modern instances in which J. ý 
, C,.. is used reflect the u df'ýz 

in English in the passive voice. 

When a past participle is used as an adjective with 

verb to be(')or an eýuivalentq the preposition C,. 4'9 fromq'instead"Of'' 

is sometimes used'to introduce*the-agent"*" 

Though constituting proper--passive voice in Englisho-this-construction 
is considered in Arabic as a simple adjective in the presento pastj or 
future tenseq according to what the case may be* 

I 
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The existence in French of a similar construction with par as an 

equivalent of by puts both languages on the sane level regarding the 

possibility of being a source of borrowing. 

Mai or Leiper 
.. -J I t7ýj I C, -a) Lýj 

I IHI 19479 P-100 >ý - 

LU-1.3 Y. Ul ibid., P. 151>>- 

,JII;, _ ' I. .. 

MA9 XLIII: l (Jan. 1966) P-139>>- 
ti"J IB5 

J, 26.11-1970t p. 3/2>>. 

The Created as Equivalent of the Preposition ACROSS 

In its prepositional or adverbial usesp across has no equivalent' 

in Arabic which derives from the Arabic verb for to'cross. In an 

attempt to create such an equivalentp which would facilitate the tranblation 

problems that the existence of various meaninýp for across placesý . 0-Was 

derived from to crosst by analogy with existing A-rabic wordwouch' 

as 
.0f 

above, 

Arabic grammar. 

ý, towards, etc., which are called' in undex,, *, '* 

It is not really accurate -to translate this Ara; bi-c term as &: dverbj since 
it functions as a proposition. W. Wright (A Grammar of Arabic, 1.2809 t! 
'357) calls such words as I have given prepositions and points out that'ý4" 
they 'are cimply nouns of different forms in the accus. sing. 9 determined 
by the following genitiveg and they consequently end infbtba without 
tenwin (4 Under A list 9f such prepositions appears an p. 281 ,g 359 
Adverbs (Lbid, j 28899 363) he explains that 'the same substantives of wh: kfi 
the accusatives serve as prepositions (9 359), can in general be used as 
adverbs, in which case they take the termination 21 and are indeclinable. 1 

***#Q*, 
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Howevert the new word is used only prepositionally to indicate 

'motion : from side to side of, quite throughg overg in any dirddt , ion 

except lengthwisev I (NEDt Across, ady. and Rreg. B. pr*ep. " 2) and* "'bn 

the other side of, ' (ibid. 
9 

Although originally modelled on the French enc3roix (meaning 

crosswise)t as NEDf Acrossp ady. and prep., points outt English'seems 

to have subsequently developed the rest of the present meanings of the 

word. 

The French equivalentsýgiven in Harrap EF, ''s. v. 'Acro6bf"adv. '& 

iDre-p. , namely en travers de, and a traverd, ' do notSelein 'to'me' to *sÜggest 

the creation of 'one -word-in-Arabia-to, -function-;! as-an- equivalentý' 

Furtherv the-English across covers the uses of .. &In Arabicy ab'OtLt- 

lined above, unlike the French expressions., 
ýj I 

00 0( 6 --- I tu 
LL ILS 

ýV 
, Pl*l 6400 

AKo c. *1956, P-35%ý- 
Lj I i C, u jig 

Ad, no. 6 (June 1958) P-59/cv- 

..... Thus it becomes clear that Wright gives'what is"known'in'Arabic 
as J, 1, two different names according to function: the first which' 
governa'a genitive preposition, and the second'adverb. In Arabic 
grammarp however, the second is classed as substantivet and-can-be 
preceded by a preposition in certain idiomatic exprds6i6n5. -Ez! glibh-' 
Arabic and Arabic-English dictionaries usually translate as 
adverbt but it is extremely hard to reconcile the Arabic and the 
English definitions and grammatical requirements in this respect. 
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Aq no. 68 (July 1964) p. 63/a>>. 
tt 

Lf-, i; Ld 
ibid. 9 P-130/b>>. 

Created as Equivalent of the The J, "-dý 
( 

Preposition and Conjunction AGAINST 

The Arabic substantive which means opposite (sb. )t equal 

(sb. ), or opponent (sb,. ), has been given the inflexional short vowel 

4-1 0 which belongs to jIJI , 
(see note to across for the definition 

of this term), to supply a word that can beused*in the same way-that''the 

English preposition and conjunction against is used. 

This new word in Arabic borrows from its model against its meaning 

of 'in hostility or active opposition to, with fighty'speakq actq Vot6 

etc. 91 
(NED, Against, prep. lady. -I con . 12a)t its use for 

_ponj 
'expressing the adverse bearing of many verbs and- nouns- of, attion, " 

(ibid. 
9 b), and its meaning of 'in, -resistance tot in'defence -or 'pro- 

tection fromql (ibid. 
9 13)'o 

The granýaatical function of this word is the same as-that of'othOr 

words of its part of speech, but the--syntactical'uses'are'-similar'to' 

those of against in English. 

The French contra is-also used in the above sensesp and-can-be 

considered with- the Engli-sh aEaLnst-as the --motives'for creating- this*new* 

word in Arabic and the models of its borrowed uses. 
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ý' a.,; L- J IaA, 4-J I a, -ý Z- IcSY ))U 1 .2 -ýý ; a.:: W Ij 1ý: ý 
HP Vl: l (1-9-1897) p. 27>>. 

VII15 (1-4-1898) P-573>>. 

so 31.12.19249 P-5p sOv. ' 

L. J L litj I 
-,. i 9,. z jIL; lj II j_--j ltý 

. 19259 P-lf 

Ks 1'. 4 (Feb. 1946). P. 461>>. 

The Preposition S B6rrows the ileaning of *'i a the Capacity of" 

I from the Conjunctive Adverb AS 

.... .. The similarity between-16he Arabic preposition S and the English' 

conjunctive adverb as is limited to the meaning of 'like'. Howeverg under 

the cover of this similarity, another meaning of as has found its way into 

the Arabic rzamely 'in the*characterg capi6ity't orr6lo ofg''(NED, Asq 

ddy. 1.2oni. t and rel. pron. 1 B 11b), but the grammatical function of 

asý-a preposition has not changed. 

The French comme is also used in this sense, and can be considered 

with the English as as the models of this*new meaning and use in Arabic'. 

L Lý a Lý: ýZj, K, I: 4(Feb. 1946) P-466>>. 

. 
21 ;. 1 

. 
9i Z)A 

1, 

ibid. 9 P-479& 
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A 416r, L. 
ý LJ-L 6 

L$: 
j I 14. ý. ý-ýj AJ 

1 
13 L"', I %wj 

Kt 1: 5 (March 1946) P-739: 

I 
The Preposition J Borrows the Use of FOR 

1 .11 in the Sense of AS I 

The Arabic preposition J shares with the English for its use as a 

preposition 'introducing the intended recipientq or- the thing to which 

something is intended to belong, or in connexion with which it is to be 

used, ' (NEDp forp 2EeR. and Sonj. A. 2Ee I 
_. 

a. 12c) and as a preposition 'of 

appointment, appropriation, or fitness, ' (ibid. 
-, 

13). This facilitated 

the adoption into Arabic of a neyr use for J modelled on that of for in 

the sense oflas'(cf. The Preposition S Borrows the Mleaning of 'in the 

Capacity of I from the Conjunctive Adverb. AS) in' sudh expressions "as' ' 

for the first (etc. ) time. 

While recording this use in English (ibid; q 19e) from 1730P 

refers to the French pour la premiere fois-for comparison, which'probably* 

indicates its origin., The fact-that Prench-pourlwhich shares with'-English 

'the above two*meanings as wellq has'the meaning*in'qtIestionq'makesIt 

possible to consider-it with the English for As-the models'of-thi'B*nev, 

use of J in Arabic, 

J. 9 db 
L) 

1 
, P. 6 LJ 1 . 9-1897) 'P. 5>>* ý0 TI :I(1 

......... .. 4 
JL9 LA 

az 
'S. 

ýcj 

911P VIO (1-10-1697) P-11P- 
L59 Sk, 19579 P-1059 2nd repr. >% 

jq-L a. -JWI tAk, 0- 19569 P-354 >1 



-7 Z 0% 
; )u4 

L L19 ibid. 9 P-356>,,. 

C, 4ý4 6 X. I J.; j 1C., I 

Skq 19579 P-157,2nd repr. *>), 

The L.;,.., )Borrows the Adversative Use of the 

-Conjunction WHILE 

The Arabic shares with English while its meaning of 'during 

the time that, I (NED, While, adv. conj-.. !, prep. I B. -conj. 1)q and is 

used in a parallel mannerg although in Arabic grammar it is classified 

as a conjunction. This similarity has led to adopting 

the adversative use of while (ibid., 2b) into the Arabic 

Grammaticallyt L;, is still considered although'it is 

functioning as a conjunction under the influence of the English model. 

The French conjunctional phrases pendant que and tandis que are 

also used in these senses and can be considered with the Englishwhile 

as the models of this new use of in Arabic. 

Cuij IJI 
ýLjvý 

I I) 

a, SJ LziJ I L*, J L. L 

Kt'I': 4' (Feb. * 1946) N510; oo 

This is a kind of that expresses time., For the definition of 
jAgsee note to across above, 
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CHAPTERIV. 

LOAN-STYLE 

Loan-style., covers. -a-wide--range-of featurealn modern-Arabic 

style which-have. -been borrowed--from-English. - -Broadly speakingg 

they can be divided into two categories,.. namely-language features 

and formal features. , Each category includes, a number-of 

features which will be dealt with separately. 

Language Features 

Anglicized-Idiom, 

Generally-speakingg-the most-striking feature-in-modern 

Arabic style-which-points to English-influence, is, the relativeý 

ease with which., it-can-be.. ýtranslated. -into-Englishi-as compared 

with the Arabic written before the 19th century. This is 

largely due to the borrowing of considerable numbers of loan- 

words, loanshifts, and grammatical-features from English. A 

reasonable knowledge of English has,, become, necessary to under- 

stand a great deal of modern Arabic writings# pending the 

inclusion of the borrowed elements in Arabic dictionaries and 

the familiarization of people with them. 

New Criterions of Good Style 

'In the second half of the 19th,. centuryl simplicity and 

clarity suddenly emerged among Arab writers as criterions of 

good style. Choice of words and the use of figures of speech 
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began to be considered as means to enhance effect, to serve the 

idea- expressed, not as an end in themselves. 

Prior to that time, good style was judged by certain formal 

beauties -'such as rhyming (in what may be called rhymed prose), 

The grand alliteration, puns, and other figures of speech, 

thought, it had been held, deserved a grand stylej according to 

the prevailing concept of grand style. Many peopleg however, 

wrongly assumed that grand style would give a modest thought the 

grandeur it lacked, so they set off composing rhymed prose which 

was void of any interesting idea, boring, and frequently too far- 

fetched to be attractive or easily understood. 

The new criterions were adopted by young writers who were 

impressed by the works of the English-authors, they read$ but 

were later generally accepted, Instead of-searching for 

rhyming words, writers began to search for material to write on 

in simple and clear language. The new horizons of thought 

opened at that time as a result of contact with the West 

helped considerably to provide the material they required. 

V erb 
I 
_phrases Replace Simple Verbs 

The use of verb-phrases instead of simple verbs forms one 

of the novelties that modeniwriters have become fond of. . Some 

such verb-phrases are used instead of verbs that carry the same 
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meaning and are derivationally related to the object") in the 

verb-phrases, whereas others introduce new images or concepts.. 

Examples of such verb-phrases are: to find 

difficulty in, instead of the verbs and Lc-6) 
to meet with success, and 

'-to realize (or-achieve) suc, cesses, instead of the 

verb 9 to achieve victoriesq instead 

gains, of (CA to realize (or achieve) 

instead of S, to gain; Lr_IL 
to put 

(throw)the blame on, instead of to blame; 

to throw a glance at, instead of ( 
Lc-J 

I) , _Ja. L 9 
to look (at); U__6 V 

Lrýil to throw light on, instead of 

or to illuminate; I 
Ld 

I C, 

t'o' a'c' h ie v e-'-( rea 11 ze), steps forwardl- instead of 

Ld 

ý. quotations: 

L; %I; 119 VI 50 . 11 . 1897) P 190 >> 
CLIMCGUIry r18--und, or met with 

<< 
d rjý. 

Sk, 1957, po6192nd repr., vo 
ur: Fy. ro 

fell prisoner, which 6ccurs in a quotation below, 
does not-include what is usually known as object, J"-.. i*, but 
another accusative called JL >, I accusative of stateo 
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A 

-. 
% 
40.0 I Ltj 

--j I JI 
circulation found 

a. LjJ* Bu 

Ad, no-5 (May 1958) P-73/b)ý- 

<< J MqjI: 7 (Dec-1876) P-15592nd edo- 
great s-uc-c-e'-ss metkwith) 

grea%07bucce-no met( ith) 

C-u 6 

TTAM, 19609_p. 45>>. 

. 3-1969, p. 28>>. LS -IJ I NAD 1 15 
realize(it) success 

I 
LO au 

I 
1ý 

-99 suac e'sj s, r-e, -a=z ed 

Tho 3.11'. 1970, p. 6, s, vo,! Wl, :, o>>. 

over-crush =ng 'v3: ctory r-e-a=z e id 

it 28.11-19709 translating -from Morning Star; O 
I':, ISV.. L : ýj 

L) 
W L, ý'ýJ L AA_ :juu XLIII: 1(Jan. 1966)p 4>> V 0.1 MA 

realize(it) profits 

Ji 28.11.19709 P-3/4 
realizea acalevements (them) 

Li ýj ibid. 9 P-3/7>> wdre re 13.2 galne 

Th. 25-10-1970, p. 3/8t 
Industrializatlon reallzlHk 

, 
ull. 

rý; z%1; wI k-a: ý 
vp J L-1 A r,.. 4 '.,.. AJ 6f ýW 1 ; 1; 6-J I Cr 

3 on tHe 
C52.1'Lame 

t 
A, no. 68(july 1964)p. 69/b>> 
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4--i; LA a-401a Lr-IJ -ýi t,:; 
L59 AK fc- 1956, p- 15 >> 

at a glance threw 

I jK, I: 1(Nov. 1q45)P-103>> 111.9 
Lr-iL 

on' 1-31gar, =row 

L HI, c. 1956, p- 13 >> 
arrangements 'EaMing 

jJ IL 

precautions taking 

IiiiL!, T 
119 VI: 15(l. 4.1898)p. 572>> - 

confa-cTs maxing kcarrying out) 

J. 925*11-1970, P-5/7 

B-J I; J) aiýi 9 ibid P- 3/2 
surveys marangkcarrying 

out) 
-11 %ýj I j.. I, 

ibid. 9 p. 2/3 
support gave 

L. ýU A -L . 0"*" 

". 

forward-(a)push give(h-M7 

Th, 12.10-1970, p. 6, 

<< , H'i-VI: 1(1.9.1897) P-27; p ýrlsoners =el 

'I LL SDA, n. dZ-1892-1914 7t t== ýý I- In YOu mY dFd-n=e-nce putting p*231>> 

. 36 - 1,7ý 11 I "JI agreeme-nlT- -a-t arrived 

A, no. 68(july 1964)p. 70/b>> 
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English Verb Patterns Instead of the Construction 

Known ar, 

Absolute Object. 

The use of a verb derivationally related to the accusative 

in the phrase, which makes such an accusative 
.9 

Absolute Object, has been very frequently substituted by the use 

of equivalent-verbs to. those used, with such accusatives in 

English verb-phrases. This substitution is sometimes opposed to what 

Arabic considers as logical. Examples of this are 

to take or adopt a situation or stands instead 

of 1 lit. to stand a stand; 

to take or adopt a step, instead of 

.. 
lit. to stepa step; and %. ýb 

to realize or achieve an aim, instead of 
Ua-A4 

to arrive at an aim. 

Following are illustrative quotations: - 

,x K, I: 12(Dec. 1q46)p. q41>>o 
stand tM or auopt 

C, A < 
-.. E; teps-take or ado 

r CIA 

ai Lrj 

MA$XLIII: 1(Jan. 1966)p. 122>> 

< L; 
l! 

U ýj 
Lij 

I 

... a"' a -Opp- VU d steps 
Tht 3-11-1970, P-3/5>> 

essential aim achieve 
Th, 1.11-19709 P-29 s-v, a:.. ý ý L. ý-; >> - 
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Transferred Epithet 

Transferred epithets have become very frequent in modern 

Arabic. Most instances reflect English models, but there are 

some which have been independently developed. Some of the 

transferrod'epithets I give here might not be readily accepted 

as such, -since the transference in them is not unusual or 

striking. However, if this is so in English at present, it is 

because familiarity has tempered the unusual attribution of the 

adjective to nouns they do not naturally belong to. But this 

does not mean that originally they were not transferred 

epithets, since ta transferred epithet is a word or phrase 

shifted from the noun it would normally qualify to one in close 

proximity. '(') Taken from the point of view of Arabic, any 

instance of transferred epithet which is unfamiliar is certainly 

felt, whereas the-old ones are not; they are like dead 

metaphors which are no longer recognized as metaphors* Further- 

more, a transferred epithet, as I look at itq does-not necessarily 

I l! " 

Sylvan, Barnet, Morton Berman, and William, Burto, A-Dictionary 
of Literary, Terms. The example given here is-Gray's 'drowsy 
tinklings, in. whichýlthe: adjective "drowsy" actually qualifies 
the sheepýwho wear the bells, but is here figuratively applied 
to the bells. 
The examples'given, in'Joseph T. 

_Shiýleyls_Dictionary of World 
-Literary Terms are"The prisoner"'entered the condemned cell' 
and, Keats! s 'Noiseless as fear in a wide wilderness' where Ut 
is not actually fear-that is noiseless9 but the movements of 
the person under the influence of fear'. 
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require a poetical context; it might be resorted to in order to 

ensure a shorter way of expressiong such as in the case of 

Allied aircraft in the quotations below, where the aircraft are 

not allied themselves but belong to the Allied nations. 

Following are illustrative quotations: - 

J-, 
V.. Cý? 4 -Xio L5 

JLX-%WILS: 
--- 

Lt--ici 14: 
j I ao-L-: ý 

.I 
innocent word 

Kli: 4(Feb. 1946)P. 52>>. 

<< 
Allied aircraft 

Ul 1 e- u xi I vi 

K, I: 5(March 1946)p. 634o. 

AK, c. 1956, p. 58>> LI 
Erur7y UnT SMT. Le 

Sk 9 1957, p. 6.5,2nd repr. 0 

1., 31 , ibid. , p. 109 >> 
.1 

ýj I Jý&j I 
lying(false) parl " 

<< LzJ 
I Ltz,:. ibid. ,p- 117 

.-. jj; dream! -n-g eyes 

I LAS L. 69 a; 
crazy laugn 

w 
Ge x ro 

".. 
A 

i,; 
Ll- 

ibid., pp. 188-9>>. 

<< ; 
ýP! 

I P. a" I -z. 1 JLSr.: -6q ibid-9p. 193 
bewildered smile 

<< L L;,, -J I ý9 MLS919709P-38 >>. 
sincere 01.7137 e 

Th, 25.10.1970, p. 2/1 
Eesperate. efforts 
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angry reaction 

Th93-11-1970, P. 2, s. v. ýW>>- 

<< jj -k, L JSJ ; 
-- 

1. ýj 14 1 >. _. Ia1, *J I -. Aý Ia !A Cd I 
conscious býave ýaclng(or F-o-nfrontation) 

L. J I 

C"r, Th, 3.11.1970, p. 4, s. v. 
I Llý I << ... L-4,: ) tn-- C. ý4 

ýIi ý-j J3 1a 
struggle 

J96.11-19709 

LJ 
Lfrj Lr- I 

serious endeavour 

j928.11-19709 P-313 0- 

Negative Expressions 

Many negative expressions formed with negative prefixes 

h ave been fre I quently'uSed in Arabic under the influence of 

English"models. In certain cases, such expressions are used 

for the sake of euphemism and understatement and would have 

otherwise been expressed'by more-direct wordsq whereas in 

others they introduce opposites which are not available-in 

simple affirmative words. 

To perform the function of the various prefixes that achieve 

negation in such English expressions, the noun -4 and the 

prefix j are used in Arabic. Examples of such 

expressions areA and 
_, 

illegitimate; 

illegal; irreligious; irresponsible, as 
in' irrespon , sible b- ehav'iour; 

ujy, -Lj( immoral; etc. 
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Following are illustrative quotations: - 

I H9 VI: 15(i. 4.1898) P-571 
unusual 
His temperature rose at an unusual speed. 

great. unusual, is used here instead of 

Lsi * 
illegally 

Th, 26.11-1970, P. 79 s-v- 

He was aware that arms were being illegally exported to South Africa. 

A 

illegally exported, is used here 

6v instead of are smuggled. 

<<... U Li-L 
Uzi 

I L; ýU I 
air, ; az' Lv-j 

3. nhuman 
Th, 3.11.1970, p. 2, s. v. 

Strongly protested-against the inhuman treatment received 

by the opponents of 

ginhn=jis used here, instead of Lr4ýýjLfj! ý_ý, monstrous, 

animal-like. 

L U, IS& 

1=ora. L 
II"... J LI 

3-=ora= unr 'fv-e-U 
0 

aj I A.. j I Aj-; Lj , -, ý . -. Ia----: e 

J928.11-1970, p. 2/3>>* 

It was in fact an immoral victory. It was a shameful proof 

that the immoral and unreserved methods of diplomatic pressure 

can influence an organization originally created for a nob16 

purpose, namely the realization of international justice, 

immoral, is us -ed here instead of mean, 
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bane, or evil. 

I unreserved, is used here instead of , open, 

or I J-5--, 
. ý, in all its kinds or all- kinds of - 

Constructional Patterns 

Under this heading I list two groups of patterns which have 

found their way into Arabic: the first concerns the beginning of 

the sentence, and the second, which consists of one pattern onlyq 

concerns its general construction. 

A. Beginning sentences with: - 

1. an, infinitival noun clause. 

-5 >> AK, c . 1956 qpp. 144 

OU. L., VII iA L, & xv Cý 
i 

. 
-A3 - -, ýA 9jb ry 

Th, 26.11-19709 p-6/8 
as I 

I ýx "-* dUAJ I c, ILILc; Ic,; 5 Uý I ib id . 

a. 4-Qý 9 L4. k j aa4.; I to one Is (utter) surprise. 

Jý-- -. Lýj I aS. I )Jj I AX 9c- 1956, p. 76 >> 

4. in a tour, meetingg etc. (in newa). 

J928.11.1970, p. 5/4 >>. 

5. 
LdWL, ý'JL, in addition to. 

-6, riýJ Lj c fij. ý in spite of, or despite. 

B. UJ- L 
not only.. -but ... also* 

Mq. I: P-(July 1876)p. 26)> 
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jL ýjj vi Jý,.. ý, L.,, 
j L. 9 Mq. 9 I: 5(0ct. 18 76 

p. 10002nd ed. >>- 

oJ L., L, 1ý. -& SJj I-ii L.. LJ I 
Lv.; 

A j 

ibid., p. 102 >> * 

Introductory Words and Phrases 

Used in the Press 

Following are words and phrases widely used in relating 

news in the same-way as they are used in English: - 

and added. 

L.,, U J., 
TJ 

L--ý I 

-Th925.10.19709p. 
2/2 >>. 

2. ( J, 
-j., 

) ýU J. i. ) ýLl U went on to say. 

3.. S. IJ L a. -JI 
ý3 4Apj5. U IL, it is worth mentioning. 

1A (zi 11 jju>i 
1; a %g,: ;s 124 

JU4 
1 Lyý Z--. ii 

1 j2. iý 1 Lcb a... 4 ýS W1 ! LL- c, - L U., :)1ý JU 1 t-., -U1,; J 1, 

K, i: 8(June 1946)p-345 

aý--Jlý, it is noteworthy, 

-. -ILetter-Writing 

Arabic modern letter-writing is distinctly different from 

letter writing bef ore the contact with the West. The form as 

well as thew I ording now bear great resemblance to those ofEnglish. 
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Whereas letters in the past consisted of continuous lines 

riinning from the beginning of the page to the endq letters now 

give prominence to the date and the name of the addressee. 

Instead of starting the letter with the sender's name in the 

form 'From X to ZI, the sender's name now comes as an 

lundersignedt, at the bottom of the let - ter, where one used to 

have'the seal only in the past. ' This is usually put at the 

left side, which corresponds to the-right side in English, as 

one writes from right to left in Arabic. 

, As in English, the form of address differs according to 

the"po'sition-of and the relation to'the'addressee. A friend 

my dear (dear alone would be or relative-is 

unidiomatic. in Arabic). When an air of formality is required, 

a man is called and a woman ;. Lor- I., Miss or Mrs., 

the_thre'e,,. wpr4s being used in-extensional meanings created to 

, ýprovide equivalents to the English titles. Letters usually 

end by aLlJV, ý the sincere -or,, -the faithfUl reproducing as closely 

as possible the English sincerely, or y6urs siýcer. efyv 

w Official letters can be secret; LLLUcS'., -t top secrets 

(lit,. secret to, the, extreme); i restricted; 

personal, etc. Usually the subject in such letters has to be 

in, the middle of the. page, underlined. In certain cases, the 

subject- is replaced by 4, *, to whom it may concern 

(lit. to whom the matter concerns). Various phrases are used 

in official letters to refer to previous correspondences, all 
I 
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reflecting English model's or are 1ýteral renderings giving us 

loanshift creationsq such as: 

With reference to (your/our) letter 

L- / 
r5-) L5 Your (our) letter no**. dated ..... 

Your (our) letter no .... of ...... 

Diplomatic letters start and end with the following literal 

renderings of the customary phrases: 

L; j 1ý0 JIo; L-.. -. The Ambassador of 

presents his compliments to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

of ... and has the honour too** 
'0 W 

ýýj 4--J) 

The Ambassador of ... avails himself of this opportunity to express 

his (to reassure the Ministry of ... of his) highest considerations. 

Official cables of heads of state usually contain the phrase 

A 1:; j L 

J( ý which reproduces 

in my personal name and on behalf of the Deople and government 

of... . Even the genitival construction of the Arabic rendering 

is kept in the same English order, although Arabic construction 

would prefer... j. **4. -x-9 the people of ... and her 

government, and... #In such cables and letterst the most common 

cliche's are your sincere, cordials 

friendly, sentimentsq or feelings;. and 

your kind (li t fine) letter or cable. 
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I 'Formal Features 

Layout in Newspapers 

Newspapers rely'a great deal in their sale on attracting 

the attention of readers; therefore they resort to graphetic 

contrasts. The most important headlines appear in large type 

and frequently, extend across the page over various news items, 

not only the one boncerned". Within the news item itselfq 

various sizes of type are used, as well as--subheadings. 

Paragraphing in world news items, is frequently decided by 

the writer of the English text, which is, cabled by a news 
01 

agency and'translated into'Arabic. Similarly, reports 

translated into Arabic-from*English newspapers are reproduced 

with the same paragraphing. 

Abbreviations 

The use ot 'abbreviations in modern Arabic is another 

borrowed feature from English. Many abbreviations have been 

made as a result of the adoption of the principle, although not 

every one of them clearly reflects an English model* Each 

letter in the abbreviation is generally, though not always, 

followed by a point, but many writers tend to drop it after the 

final letter. 

1. See the introduction for the role of news agencies. 
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Following are certain specimens: - 

,j 
Z-qm-7, for qp. bla 1-mi: lm d (before the birth of Christ)=B. C. 

%--011 

<< rj It. L.,, j Mq9 I: 1 (June 1876) p. 12>>. 

t,.,, /-b4,7, for bakelo: rjo: s Iiilu: m (bachelor of science) = B. Sc. 

<< t; w--45 ýj 

Mq, I: 4(Sept*1876)p. 9492nd ed. >>. 

L:.. -, jof qb-7, for qundu: q bari: d (post office box) a P. O. B. 

ITAI ie I Ad, no. 9(Sept. 1957) p. 63/0; 0- 

j Zd_79 for dukto: r (doctor) = Dr. 

LS, Th 9 26.11.1970, p. 6 18 >> 

ZE - 0-7, f or ba4da 8-ouhr(lit. after the noon) = psm, 
, %-0 

jZ-q. o71 for q9bla 8-0uhr (lit. before the noon)= aemo 

4Ccl3-1 - m--7, for al-d3umhu: rijjG al-(9rabijja ol-muttehide 

(the definite articleal is ignored) (the United Arab 

Republic) = UAR. 

Initials of proper names: 

L 'J IaS,,. J I-( 'rL)Q' (. t) 
Hi, c, 19,56, p-113 3'. 

Punctuation 

Punctuation is one of the new formal features in modern 

Arabic-writing. Prior to the contact with the West, and for a 

relatively long time after, punctuation was unknown in Arabic 

books. One would not come across a single full stop in an entire 
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book. To mark the end of a quotation and the book, the phrases 

the quotation from ... ends here, and the 

book has ended, were used. Quranic punctuationg which is highly 

developed and elaborate, is based on abbreviationse 

ýWhen punctuation marks were borrowed from the West by 

students of Western languages and began to appear in Arabic 

publications, people were curious about them. Asked by a reader 

to explain such marks that appeared in his journalt the editor of 

al-Hilal answered, 'We have borrowed such marks from the Western 

languages and used them for the same purposes that they use them 

for. ' He also explained the meanings of the question mark, the 

exclamation mark, the colon, the full stop, the semicolon, and 

the comma. 
(1-) 

In spite of the above statement in al-Hilil, punctuation 

marks are not always correctly used* From a general survey of 

the works of various writers, one . can see that punctuation marks 

are used as an ornament only. Therefore one sees that some 

writers do not care to put the full stop and the comma for 

instance in many places where they should, and put them in places 

where they interrupt the meaning. Others use the dash and dots 

1*, '1Al9m9t al-Kitgbal(, 'Punctuation Marks'), gH, XV(1906-1907), P-568. 
It is important to note that due to the. aimilarity between 
the Western comma (, ) and the. Arabic-lettýer j, r9 a turned 
comm. 4 is used. Also the question mark is made to face the 

iArabic line, which starts from right to leftt thus 
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in the middle of their sentences very frequently for no obvious 

reason. Two punctuation marks seem to be best observed, namely 

the question mark and the colon. 

Related to the punctuation marks is the use of the comma in 

arithmetic between thousands. This is a source of considerable 

confusion, since the co=a is used in Arabic instead of the 

point in English, to separate fractions. In the early days of 

borrowing ,a raised Arabic comma (C) was usedq as in the 

following quotation: 

« J- --I T. "" jjLLap. Je.. O'A 1_1. JI 

Mq, I: 1(June 1876) p. 18 

Later, howeverg the Western comma (9) was used in the same way 

that it is used in English. The confusion now exists in that 

in many instances one does not exactly know which is a fractions 

Certain people prefer to use the comma for fractions onlyq and 

others use the raised Arabic commag which is no longer used for 

fractions, to separate the thousands. 

Following are illustrative quotations and notes: - 

A. Proper use**- 
<< L,,. &J a;, bZ ý_ý Ib L 

cj L-VALkýjlý L-. ý16 %P*LO"I lak Aý, Lt-ý. 

11% j. Lz 
tý d J'. 0 

ýj I lx-ý 1 
C4 

Lc 

1. Cmm:; II: aL. ýA I L-: ýý I ja;. I Lt.., 

LpL-ý. IJI Cj 1ý; 'J I '" - 1ý J.,,, L! I ý. j I -13-ý r---. J 
ICJ L%-10 I 

x, i: 4(Feb. 1946)p. 479 
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B. Irregular and inconsistent use: - 

1. The very first page of vol. I of al-Muqtataf (June 1876) 

shows examples of inconsistent use of the full stop. 

Certain sentences end with a full stop whereas others do 

not. At the ends of paragraphs and the end of the page, 

which is also the end of a paragraph, there are no full 

stops. 

2. Examples,, of full stops and commas that interrupt the 

sense: - 
6L %J It LL-j II acý -Ui 

I a-- 1; 
5) Ci 

Lvztj 

61 . Ui IU6. -ui 
I 

J-ý,; 
j--%-V I 

IS Lj: -, 
Lv.; p IjI. J I U.. %S 0 Lý- .3 Le 41 ý'6, ti I -uJ I ýJa I 

Li Is Ltlýý 1;. . 1) 1 C) Ij 1, ý:; I Li Ij YL IC 

Mqj VII: 4 (Nov. 1882) p. 250 >> 

a; a; << a 

rA J. - . r. 4 
1,; IS Ij 1 "ý6 UJ I aJ JI Lial-i I 

LV6 ait: 

SDA, n. d. f-1892-1914-7, POP>* 

L; ýj I Liý ,uI 

ibid. 1p. 311 

note: Thus ends the paragraph I without a full stop. 

«r1 ____ . 4o . _-_ 
k _____ ________ 
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Vi 

ibid p . 326 >> 

notef In the above quotation, the comma and 

the full stop should have exchanged places. 

1, 'J I L---tz 661 

-J6J I Lt.: 2L., 

K, I: 3(jan. 1946)P. 300; o- 

LS ir jL 

J, LA a:: Ji.,; -. J I jj 6j I 

ibid. 9 P-302>>. 

1 ju 1 -uU 
1 

TY äu L; 

A, no. 68(july 1964) p. 114>>. 

Examples of punctuation marks used together: - 

I 
rA 

ke; 
co 

I JS ci IS !. 2 

Sk, 19579P*1392nd repr.; ý# 

EC= i 

ibid. l P. 33 ». 
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3. A aýJ 11 jj LLý;. J1ýt!. a. -, e 13 LD Ij.: j L. -j 

%: ýJO-i 1 L>-" jiz JAJ -C- a... P tz-, !u3 J-t, 4 

ibid. 9 p-133? >, - 

C. Examples of the use of the comma in numbers and fractions* 

jg 
i, . 1>J 1 ! LLJ 1,., ts, 

H, vi: l(-t. 9.1897)P. 31>>. 

(<. '-LF1 JO jirAJIJ.. LS, 
ibid. 

Evidence 

Although throughout this work I have consistently given as 

much information as possible about the possibility of French 

influence in each case of borrowing, I find it extremely hard to 

apply the same method to style. 

Generally speaking, the difference between French and 

Engýish styles was much less than that between Arabic and the 

two European languages before the Arab world came into-contact 

with the West. Therefore, French could have contributed to the 

existence of the above stylistkfeatures in modern Arabic as much 

as English did. But to what extent each of them influenced 

modern Arabic style is a question related to the standing 

I 
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achieved by each of them in the Arab world, which is dealt with 

in the introduction. 
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al-4Ilmiyya wa 11-Fanniyya al-Latl 
AqarrahE al-Majmaf ('Glossary of the 
Scientific and Technical Terms Approved 
by the Academy#). Cairo, 1957, 
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MajmU(at---al-BuhUtlj wa '1-MubZaýarFit: Mu*tamar MBM 
MaJma6 al-LuEha al-6Arabiyya; ad- 
Dawra as-Sadisa wa 'I-fIahrUn, 1959 - 
1960 ('Collected studies and Lectures: 
26-th Conference of the Arabic Lanaage 
Academy, 1959 - 19601). Z-Cairo_ 
Majmag al-LuEha al- ýArabiyya (Arabic 
Language Academy), n. d. 

Al-Man5r. A religious, monthly journal, Cairo. Mn 

Mazhar, Ismail. QgmUs al-Jumal wa 'l-4Ib9r9t QiII 
al-lptil&ýiyya ('A Dictionary of 
Sentences and Idioms') English-Arabic- 
Cairo: Maktabat an-Nahýa al-Miqriyya, 
1950- 

Ministry of Defenceq Government of Iraq. MjmA 
Al-Mu4jam al-4Askarl ('Military 
Dictionary') English-Arabic. Z-Baghdad: 
c*1945-7. - 

Al-unjid fi 'l-Lugha, An Arabic Dictionary M 
20th ed. Beirlit: Dar el-Mashreq, 
1969. In the same volume there is a 
supplement'entitled Al-Munjid fi 'l- M-2 
A415m, which is a dictionary of names, 
2n d. 

Al-Muqtataf. Scientific and general monthly Mq 
Journal. BeirutIthen Cairo. 

I Mu tamar ij9n as-Silm ('Conference of Peace MLS 

-Committees'). - Baghdad: Ministry of 
Pulture and. Information, 1970- 

Al-Nu, thaqqaf. Monthly journal of the Society Mth 
of American Universities' Graduates, 
Baghdad. 
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Nar, hrat al A"bgr ad-Dakjliliyya ('Home News NAD 
Bull-etin'Y-. Baghdad: Iraqi News Agency. 

Ar-Ris5la al-Jadida. Literary monthly journal, RJ 
Cairo. 

r 

SalFLma, Jirjis. T5rlkh at-Taflim al-Ajnab! f! TTAM 
Misr fi , 1-ýarnain at-TasJý IACLhar wa 
11: 6Ishrln ('History of Foreign 
Education in-Egypt in the 19th and 20th 
Centuries'). Cairo: al-Majlis al- 
A(lFL li Ri45yat al-Funiin wa Il_TdRb wa 
'1-(UlTim al-IjtimEL(iyya (Supreme Council 
for the Promotion of Arts, Literature, 
and Social Sciences), 1963. M. A. thesis 
submitted to Cairo University and 
examined in July 1960. 

Aa-h-Sh5ml, Ahmad-Muharpwd. Qiggat al-Adab fi QAY 
'l-Yemen ý'The Story of Literature in 
Yemen'). -Beirut: al-Maktab at-Tijarl, 
1965, 

As-Si. )r5sa. Daily newspaperg Cairo. S 

. 
h: i. Daily newspaper, Baghdad. At-Ta 'jk T 

Ath Thawra. Daily newspaper, Baghdad. Th 

AI-Waly al-Isl5mI. Religious monthly journal, W1 
Kuwait. 

Waýy al-(Ummal. Political monthly magazine, WU 
Baghdad. 

Wehrq Hans. A Dictionary of Modern Written 
, 

DMWA 
Arabic. ed. Jo Milton Cowan. Wiesbaden: 
Otto Harrassowitz, 1961. Preface and 
introduction dated Nov. 1960. 
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YUAnus, (Abd al-Vamld- VikAy5. t IntikhFibiyyao 
Z"Cairo. c. 1956-/. 

ZaidFLn, Jurjl. ýalaý ad-Din al-AyyUbl. Cairo: 
Dgr al-Hil&ll nod* 

Works Used for His*torical Reference 

'Az3: z, S&YýT. " - Aq-ýaýafa 
min al-IbLtilgl 
Press and Its 
Occupation'). 
tions. Cairo: 

al-Mir, rivva wa Mawqifuh& 
al-Ingil. TzI ('The Egyptian 

. ttitude to the English 
Ministry of Culture Publica- 

Dar al-Katib al-4Arabt, 1968. 

Cameron, D. A. Egypt in the Nineteenth Centurylor 
Mehemet Ali and His Successors until the 
British Occupation in 1682. London: Smithl 
Elder & Co., 1898. 

Dicey, Edward. EnRland and Egypt. London: Chapman 
& Halit Limited, lbblo 
I 

Pm5da, Sa 41d. An-NiJFLm al-Iqti§adl fi ll-(Irdq ('The 
Economic System of Iraq')* BeirUt: 
American Press, 1938. 

Al-Harrgml, 4Abd as-Samig SFilim. 
al- amma f3' Misr fi 11- 
4A. ghar OThe Language o 

Xdministration in Egypt 
Century'). See Arabic 
p. 402. 
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Marlowe, John. Anglo-Egyptian Relations 1800 - 195ý. 
London: Cresset Pressq 19.54. 

Milner, Alfred. England in Egypt. 11th ed. London: 
Edward Arnold, 1904. 

ellp Sal-ima, Jirjis. Tgrlkh at-Ta 3. m al-Ajnabl fI Mipr 
fi 'l-Qarnain at-TasJ: 'Aahar wa 
('History of Foreign Education in Egypt 
in the 19th and 20th Centuries'). 
See Arabic Works Cited, p. 405- 

As-Samarrgll, Ya'mil, ed. QdnUn al- 9 UqUb9t al-Jadid 
('New Penal Code'). Baghdad, 19ýý9-. 

Tignor, Robert L. Modernization and British 
Colonial Rule In Egy]2t, 1662-191 . 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1966.1 

Vatildoti 
. 
8, P*J* The Modern History of Egypt. 

London: Weidenfeld and Nicolsong 1969. 

Zaidin, Jurj3:. MudhakkirFxt Jurjl_ZaidFxn ('Memoirs 
Of JurýJ-11-Z-aid-d-n'), Beirut: Ddr al-KittEb 
al-Jadid, f 1968-7. 

1Kutt9b al-Jaralid wa. 11-Majalliitl 
(Writers of Newspapers and Magazines')q 
al-Hilal., VI (1897 - 1898), pp. 126-133. 

1T9r1kh at-Tiba(a; II: at-Tibala al- 
! Arab7i-yya1j*(1History of*PýintiýF; II: 
Arabic Printing'), al-Hil5j, VI ( 1897 - 
1898), pp. 252 - 25; -. 
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V. Miscellaneous Works Referred to 

Fahmi, Nghir Hasan. Qgsim Amin. Aclgm al-'Arab Seriess noo 20o 
Cair;: Ministry of Culture and National Guidancel n. d. 

More, Sir Thomas. The Lyfe of John Picus. tr. 1510. The Works 
of Sir Thomas More. London: Io. Cawod, Io. Waly, and 
R. T6ttell, 1557. 

Shawql, Ahmad. Ash-Shawqiyy3t ('Poetical Works of ShawqII)- 

Vol. I. Cairo: Matbatat al-Istiqgmal 1961. 

Udallj Nicolas. tr. Apophthegmes, that is to saie, prompteL 
saiyng-es ... a Compiled in Latin by Erasmus* L London 7: 
Excusum typis Ricardi Grafton, 1542- 

VI. Arabic Works Used to Provide a Linguistic Background 

Al-Uarlrl, Aba Muhammad al-QRsim Ibn 'All. MaqRmgt al-Uarlrl. 
2 vOls. Biiliiql Egypt: al-Matbaca al-Kubrrx al-M-3riyyaq 
1317-1318 A. H. Z=- 1899 A. D_J. 

Ibn al-Muqaffac 9 gAbdullAh. Kal-lia wa Dimna. ed. Mu4ammad 
al-Marqift. Cairo, 1934- 

Ibn as-SuwaidIj CAM ar-Ra4man Ibn 4Abd Allah Ibn al-Husain. 
Tarlkh Baghdad, or Vadlqat az-Zawral fl Simi al-WuzarV 
7-The History of Baghdad, or the Garden of az-Zawrdl on 
the History of the Governors'). ed. Safal KhulUsi. Vol. I. 
Baghdad, 1962.0 -0 

IkhwRn aq-ýafgl. RasKlil Ikhwgn as-Saf3l wa Khillgn al-Wafgl. 
4 vols- Eeirut:. DFrm Beir 0 

Kitab al-tAhd al-JadId ('The New Testament'). Arabic translation 
from Greek. Beirut: American Pressq 1936. 

Me Qur*3n. The Arabic text. 
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